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ANALYSIS OF VENUSIAN CORONAE, ARACHNOIDS AND NOVAE ON THE BASIS OF THEIR
GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT. M. Aittola and V.-P. Kostama, 1 Astronomy, Dept. of Physical Sciences,
Univ. of Oulu, P.O. BOX 3000, FIN-90014, Finland (marko.aittola@oulu.fi, petri.kostama@oulu.fi).
Introduction: Venusian surface displays a versatile
sample of volcano-tectonic structures. Coronae
[1,2,3,4], novae [5,6] and arachnoids [1] represent type
of volcano-tectonic activity, which is unique among
terrestrial planets. Based on the recent studies Venusian
novae, coronae and arachnoids are classifiable by using
their geological environment [7]. Class I structures locate either within (Ia) or close to (Ib) deformation
zones, Class II features are situated on plains, Class III
structures locate close to tessera terrain and Class IV is
identified based on their location within volcanic areas.
In this study we will analyze the distributions, altitudes
and diameters of coronae, novae and arachnoids in context with the classes. This will be useful in the ongoing
effort of trying to clarify the complexity of volcanotectonics on Venus. Moreover, the objective is to establish the differences between those structures and to emphasize that they are classifiable apart from each other,
indicating the need of separate terminology for these
features. In earlier studies, arachnoids and novae are
both associated with coronae [4,8].
Distribution: The volcano-tectonic structures on deformation zones (class I) display diverging distributions
(Figs. 1 and 2). The novae have the most concentrated
distribution, mainly on the BAT Regio. Coronae are
also situated to the rift zones close to the equator.
Arachnoids, however, are distributed much more sporadically and not in association with the equatorial rift
zones. This divergence confirms the different nature of
deformation zones associated with volcano-tectonic
structures. Novae and coronae are usually connected to
rift zones and arachnoids to zones with compressional
structures. Class II novae and coronae are rather evenly
distributed, but arachnoids show distinguishable concentrations (Fig. 3). The structures close to the tessera
areas (class III) display very distinct concentrations, but
in different regions on the planet (Fig. 4). Coronae are
situated close to the Ovda Regio and Lakshmi Planum
and novae close to the Ovda Regio as well as around the
region between Fortuna tessera and Tethus Regio.
Arachnoids are distributed more evenly and totally different regions than class III coronae displaying concentration close to the Fortuna tessera and to region south
from BAT area. Such as class III, also the distribution of
class IV structures reveals the diverse nature of coronae,
novae and arachnoids (Fig.5). Explicitly, coronae are
concentrated on the regions between Eistla and Bell
Regii and on the volcanic plains of BAT Regio. On the
contrary, most of the novae in class IV are situated to
the surroundings of the Eistla and Bell Regii. This study
also confirms the interpretations of earlier studies, in
which the arachnoids on the volcanic regions (class IV)
were supposed to represent diverging properties com-

pared to the other arachnoids, including the distribution
to the southern hemisphere [9,10].

Figure 1. Distribution of class Ia.

Figure 2. Distribution of class Ib.

Figure 3. Distribution of class II.

Figure 4. Distribution of class III.

Figure 5. Distribution of class IV.

Altitudes: Coronae show altitudinal variations with
class II representing structures with distinctly lowest
and classes Ia and IV highest altitudes (Fig. 6). Majority
of class II coronae locate below the MPR (6051,84 km),
and only few of them are situated above MPR. Most of
the class III coronae locate in low altitudes, excluding
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few examples, which locate in very high regions, i.e. on
tessera areas.
Arachnoids are located in much lower regions than
coronae, in general [11]. In addition, there are not so
distinguishable divergences between classes than in the
cases of coronae and novae (Fig. 7). In class III there are
few structures in exceptionally elevated areas, thus representing the features on tessera terrain. In contrast to
novae and coronae, class Ib arachnoids are located in
rather low regions, which probably indicate the nature
of deformation belts with which arachnoids are associated.
Generally, novae are located in highest regions
among the volcano-tectonic structures [11]. The class II
and III novae are exceptions with altitudes close to the
MPR (Fig. 8). Class Ia and IV novae have more or less
same kind of altitudinal graphs and such as coronae they
are located on highest altitudes.

Figure 6. Altitudes of corona classes.

Figure 7. Altitudes of arachnoid classes.

Figure 8. Altitudes of nova classes.
Diameter: Coronae tend to be larger in diameter
than arachnoids, in general. However, there are variations, which depend on to which class structure belongs
to (Table I). The mean diameter of class II arachnoids is
smallest and class IV arachnoids largest, while classes
Ia, Ib and III represent approximately the average diameter of arachnoids. Thus, this interpretation establishes the diverging characteristics of class IV arachnoids. In the case of coronae, the class Ib contains
structures with smallest diameter and -in contrast to
arachnoids- coronae in the class IV have diameter below
the average value. The largest coronae are situated on
the deformation zones (Class Ia).

Table I. Diameters of coronae and arachnoids.
Ia
Ib
II
III
IV
Mean
Coronae 225,74 188,44 199,81 206,42 198,78 207,0
Arachnoids 111,94 108,34 86,86 104,1 120
105

Conclusion: Although the classes are determined
identically based on the geological environment, the
arachnoids show very different distribution than coronae
and novae, which indicates divergent formation circumstances. Novae and coronae are rather similarly distributed. However, there are distinguishable divergences
between those two features in classes III and IV. Thus,
coronae, novae and arachnoids display different distributions even though they are placed in the same class,
which ensures that those volcano-tectonic features are
separate structures with divergent formation processes
and/or environments.
The altitudes of certain volcano-tectonic structure
vary prominently between classes. Most distinguishable
variations occur in the case of novae, but also coronae
show some discrepancies in context with their classes.
Altitudes of the arachnoids do not show such a distinguishable variations between classes. Thus, the variations in altitudes emphasize the divergences between
coronae, arachnoids and novae as well as the divergences between different classes of those volcanotectonic structures. In addition to the analysis of altitudes and distribution, the diameters of coronae and
arachnoids emphasize the meaning of their geological
environment to the evolution of volcano-tectonic structures.
These results ensure the earlier assumptions that
coronae, novae and arachnoids should be determined as
separate structures. Additionally, they show that the
classification based on the geological environment is
well suitable to categorize the unique set of the Venusian volcano-tectonic structures, coronae, novae and
arachnoids. This indicates that the specific circumstances in geological and geophysical environments
have decisive influence to the whole formation process
of volcano-tectonic structure. The future problem is to
resolve more itemized, which are the determining factors in certain environments which effect formation
processes of volcano-tectonic features.
References: [1] Barsukov, V.L. et al. (1986) JGR, 91,
378-398. [2] Basilevsky A.T. et al. (1986) JGR, 91, 399-411.
[3] Pronin, A.A. and E.R. Stofan (1990) Icarus, 97, 452-474.
[4] Stofan et al. (1992) JGR, 97, 13347-13378. [5] Schubert et
al. (1991) EOS Trans. AGU, 72, 175. [6] Janes et al. (1992)
JGR, 97, 16055-16069. [7] Kostama V-P. and M. Aittola
(2002), this conference. [8] Price and Suppe (1995) EMP, 71,
99-145. [9] Aittola, M. and V-P. Kostama (2000) PSS, 48,
1479-1489. [10] Kostama V-P. (2001), LPS XXXII,
PDF#1093. [11] Kostama V-P. and M. Aittola (2001) LPS
XXXII, PDF#1185.
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ABLATION OF METEORITES V.A. Alexeev, Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117975, Moscow, Russia (aval@icp.ac.ru)
The interaction of galactic cosmic-ray
particles with meteoroids and planetary
surfaces produced a large variety of
cosmogenic nuclides. They can provide
information on preatmospheric radii, sample
locations, exposure and terrestrial ages,
complex
exposure
histories
of
the
extraterrestrial objects as well as the history of
the galactic cosmic radiation itself. For a
correct interpretation, the depth and size
dependence of the production rates has to be
known. The most effective method is the
direct modeling of nuclear reactions in the
isotropically irradiated thick target.
The first experiment of such kind was
realized in 1965-1967 on the synchrocyclotron
of JINR (Dubna) with the irradiation of a
rotating iron sphere by defocused beam of
protons with the energy of 660 MeV [1].
Further, the most detailed modeling was
carried out by Leya et al. [2]. The authors
irradiated isotropically two spherical targets
and calculated the production rates of the large
number of radionuclides (10Be, 14C, 26Al, 36Cl
and 53Mn) and stable isotopes of noble gases
(3He, 20Ne, 21Ne, 22Ne, 36Ar and 38Ar) from the
main meteorite elements. We have analyzed
these data and have derived the formula for
the account of cosmogenic isotope ratios of
22
Ne/21Nec, depending on the depth d in a
meteorite with the radius R:
22

Ne/21Nec = Aexp (-Bd) + C,

where
B = 0.560exp (-0.0105R) - 0.187,
C = 0.170exp (-0.092R) + 1.083, and
A+C = 0.150exp (-0.075R) + 1.144

(1)

The result of our accounts for a meteorite
with the radius R = 15 cm is shown in Fig. 1.
The obtained data were used for the
construction of a nomogram (Fig. 2). This
nomogram allows one to estimate the ablation
according to the found mass of a meteorite and
the average measured ratio of 22Ne/21Nec in
this meteorite. The values of ablation obtained
by this method are in agreement with
estimations derived by other methods. For 262
ordinary chondrites, the average (median)
value of ablation was found to be equal to
+2.1
91.5− 2.6 %.
The apparent higher average degree of
DEODWLRQRI/FKRQGULWHVLVIRXQG7KLVHIIHFW
DQG WKH PDUNHG HDUOLHU SHFXOLDULWLHV RI /
chondrites [3] can be explained by the features
RIHYROXWLRQRIWKH/FKRQGULWHSDUHQWERG\
The proposed method of estimating the
ablation is remarkable for its simplicity and it
seems to be the most efficient in the case of
measurement of the noble gas contents in
several samples of a meteorite. Some of
uncertainties of the method are partly
smoothed at the data processing for the large
number of meteorites, which can promote
revealing of distinctions in the evolution of
meteorites of different chemical groups and
petrologic types.
References:
[1] Lavrukhina A.K., Ustinova G. K.
Meteorites as probes of cosmic ray
variations, M., Nauka, 1990.
[2] Leya I. et al. (2000) Meteorit. Planet. Sci.,
35, 259-286; 287-318.
[3] Alexeev V.A. (2001) Solar System
Research, 35, 458-468.
[4] Alexeev V.A. (2002) Solar System
Research (in press).
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Fig. 1. Dependence of
the 22Ne/21Nec ratio
on the depth d (cm) in
an ordinary chondrite
with the radius R=15
cm. The histogram
represents the data of
Leya et al. [2]; the
curve shows
the
results of calculation
according to equation
(1). On an insertion
the schematic sketch
of
the
curve
construction
is
demonstrated.
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METEORITE DATA ON SOLAR MODULATION OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS IN THE
HELIOSPHERE DURING FOUR SOLAR CYCLES. V. A. Alexeev, V. D. Gorin and G. K. Ustinova
Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow 117975, Russia; e-mail:
aval@icp.ac.ru
Introduction: In the study of cosmic rays in the
heliosphere the uniform sets of data are of paramount
importance, because the temporal and spatial effects are
superimposed and they mask each other. It is just the
uniform sets of data that make it possible to derive
regularities of cyclic variations of the galactic cosmic ray
(GCR) intensity and to understand the mechanism of the
solar modulation. The data of the world set of the
neutron monitors as well as of the stratospheric balloon
observations provide the continuous information on the
GCR status in different energy ranges at 1 AU.
However, at other heliocentric distances there exist only
the
episodical
spacecraft
measurements,
the
interpretation of which is rather inadequate due to the
superposition of possible space and time variations.
Meteorites as GCR detectors:
Meanwhile, the
indirect method of the GCR investigation by using
cosmogenic radionuclides with different half-lives
(mainly, 54Mn with T 1/2 = 300 d and 22Na with T 1/2 =
2.6 y) in the successively fallen stony meteorites
(chondrites) provides an uniform set of data on the GCR
intensity variations along the meteorite orbits (up to ~ 4
AU: at the average heliocentric distances of 1.5-3.33
AU) [1]. Nowadays, we have such information for the
period of 1954-2000, i.e. for the 19-22 solar cycles.
Moreover, due to 26Al (T1/2 =0.74 Ma) in the chondrites
with known orbits the average GCR intensity and
integral gradients over the last ~ 1 Ma are evaluated too.
The fresh-fallen chondrites used in the study are listed in
the Table. The aphelia q' of the chondrites with
unknown orbits are estimated by using the previously
developed method [1], based on the dependence of 26Al
content on the extension of the orbit.
A simple view on the GCR intensity distributions
along the meteorite orbits (Fig.1) allows us to notice its
significant deviations from the curve of the GCR
intensity variation near the earth during some periods of
the solar activity. It indicates to the existence of the
considerable radial GCR gradients, depending on the
phase of the solar activity, in the heliosphere. Such data
on the GCR gradients can be derived after taking into
account the corrections to the values of the GCR
intensity, which could be conditioned by the depth
effects due to the different pre-atmospheric sizes of the
chondrites, as well as due to the variable screening of
their samples, in which the radionuclide contents were
measured. The most efficient methods of such a
treatment, based on measuring 60Co content and tracks
of VH-nuclei in the investigated samples, are developed
in [1,2].

Table. Dates of falls and aphelia of orbits of the
investigated chondrites
Chondrite

Date of Fall

q', AU

Pr – Pribram

7.04.1959

4.05

Br – Bruderheim

4.03.1960

4.06

Ha – Harleton

30.05.1961

1.90

PR - Peace River

31.03.1963

2.04

SS - Saint-Severin

27.06.1966

1 97

LC - Lost City

3.01.1970

2.35

Dh – Dhajala

28.01.1976

2.25

In – Innisfree

5.02.1977

2.76

We – Wetherfild

8.11.1982

2.37

To – Torino

18.05.1988

2.17

Ta – Tahara

26.03.1991

1.92

No – Noblesville

31.08.1991

1.92

Mb – Mbale

14.08.1992

2.51

Pe – Peekskill

9.10.1992

2.10

Mi – Mihonoseki

10.12.1992

1.95

Fe – Fermo

25.09.1996

1.97

El - El Hammami

10.08.1997

~4

KU - Kunya-Urgench

20.06.1998

~4

Hs – Hassilabyade

15.06.1999

≤1.9

Mo - Moravka

6.05.2000

1.95

The GCR gradients in the heliosphere: In Fig.2
one can see the variations of the GCR radial gradients
(for rigidity R>0.5 GV) along the meteorite orbits in
1954-2000, i.e. over four 11-year solar cycles. Our GCR
data up to 1992 were published earlier [1-3]. In the
report the radionuclides 54Mn and 22Na in five chondrites
fallen in 1996-2000 are used to estimate the GCR
variations in the heliosphere over the minimum of the
22nd solar cycle. The radionuclide evidence testifies to
the small values of the GCR gradients for that period of
the calm sun, which is in accordance with the direct
measurements in space [4] and with our data for the
previous periods of the solar cycle minima.
However, the whole picture of the chondrite data on
GCR variations over four solar cycles demonstrates the
strong dependence of the GCR radial gradients on the
phase of the solar activity at the heliocentric distances of
1.5-3.33 AU. It testifies to the variable specific
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conditions of the GCR diffusion in that heliocentric
range over the solar cycle, perhaps, due to the
accumulation of the solar wind magnetic irregularities
during the phase of the high solar activity and their
dissipation over the years of the calm sun. The average
GCR gradients for the solar cycles 20-30%/AU (R>0.5
GV) are similar to those for the last ~ 1 Ma in that
heliocentric range, which testifies to the constancy of the
solar modulation mechanism, at least, over a million
years.
The obtained data on the GCR gradients are related to
various heliographic latitudes (from 230 S t o 160 N),
which makes it possible to evaluate the latitudinal
gradients and to derive the N-S asymmetry for some
periods of time. In particular, the opposite character of
the N-S asymmetry is noticed after the inversion of the

solar magnetic field in the 20th and 22nd cycles. Thus,
in 1991-1992 the radial gradients in the N-hemisphere
were three times higher than those in the S-hemisphere.
That testifies to the large GCR latitudinal gradients and
the high tilt of the neutral current sheet in the
heliosphere for that time.
References: [1] - Lavrukhina A.K., and Ustinova
G.K. (1990) Meteorites as probes of cosmic ray
variations. M.: Nauka, 262p. [2] - Ustinova G.K.(1995)
Nucl. Geophys., 9, 273-281. [3] - Alexeev V.A., and
Ustinova G.K. (1999) Izv. RAN. Ser. Phys., 63, 16251629. [4] - McDonald F. et al. (1992) JGR, 97, 15571570. [5] - Bazilevskaya G.A. et al. (2002) Abstr.18 th
Europ. Cosm. Ray Symp., Moscow, SH49P.

Fig.1 - Variations of 54Mn (circles) and 22Na (crosses) as observed in the chondrites fallen to the earth in 1959-2000.
The curves 2 and 3 demonstrate the expected variations of the radionuclides in accordance with the GCR modulation in
the heliosphere (curve 1, stratospheric data, R>0.5 GV [5]). The deviations of the experimental data from the
theoretical regularities are conditioned by the GCR spatial variations along the chondrite orbits as well as by the
depth effects of distributions of the cosmogenic radionuclides inside the chondrites of different size and composition.

Fig.2 - GCR radial gradients (R>0.5 GV) at r~1.5-3.3 AU in the heliosphere in 1955-2000, according to 54Mn and
22
Na in the chondrites listed in the Table. The dashed horizontals mark the average gradients of 20-30%/AU over the
solar cycles, as well as over the last million years. The dashed crosses are the GCR gradients in the ecliptic plane.
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ESTIMATION OF TECTONIC RELAXATION TIME OF MARS SURFACE USING LARGE
ASTEROID CRATERS DESTRIBUTION. Barenbaum A.A.; Oil and Gas Research Institute of
Russian Academy of Science, Moscow, Gubkin str., 3; azary@mail.ru
New measure method of tectonic relaxation
time of Mars surface is developed. Some results
of its application for the northern polar zone of
Mars are presented. The technique is based on
analyze of spatial-temporal distribution of large
craters on Mars, taking into consideration their
different genesis. New approach includes the
following principal propositions [1].
1. Mars, Earth and other planets are bombarded by both asteroids and Solar system
comets and Galaxy origin comets. Large craters
(D = 10-150 kms) formed by galactic comets
differ from the craters of same diameter generated by asteroids and Solar system comets by
the morphology, quantity, distribution function
on sizes, origin time and position respectively
to planet rotation axis. These distinctions are so
significant that reliably permit to separate asteroid craters from galactic comet craters.
2. Falls of galactic comets can be characterized by comet downpour. This phenomenon
repeats every 20-37 ma. Last four downpours
took place 0.6-5.0, 23±2, 43±2 and 63±2 ma.
Nearly 103÷106 galactic comets may precipitate
on Mars during single bombardment. Galactic
comets craters have complicated structure.
Their diameters distribution function is exponential. In present the maximum of their density
comes to the south hemisphere of Mars. Comet
craters density achieves theoretical limit in 150
craters (D≥10 km) located within area of 106
km2 here. Galactic comets craters are utterly absent on the northern polar zone. The hemisphere of Mars being incurred by the last comet
bombardments is separated from another hemisphere by precise tectonic boundary [2].
3. Craters produced by falls of asteroids and
Solar system comets keep more simple structure. Its diameter distribution function characterizes powered dependence. Its density maxi-

mum comes to Mars equator. The density of
those craters decreases from equator to poles in
accordance with cosine-law. Asteroid craters
renew more regularly in time. Frequency of
their appearance is predetermined by concentration of interplanetary bodies in cosmic space.
Concentration of this bodies in internal Solar
system zone averaged during phanerozoic is
considered to be equal to
n(d) = (3.5±2.0)×10-23d-2,
(1)
where d corresponds to the diameter of interplanetary solids in km.
Relation between diameter D (km) of craters
on Mars and its generating time τ (ma), satisfying to dependence (1), can be determined by
the formula
D = 3.5×(τ /2.9)1/3
(2)
4. The explanation of actual crater diameters
distribution in the northern polar zone of Mars
(confer fig. 1) by means formula (2) gives new
estimation of conceivable age of this surface in
time interval: 34.8 ma ≤ τ ≤ 68 ma [1].
Obtained τ estimate points majority of those
craters were generated in paleogene. This value
corresponds quite well with tectonic relaxation
time of our planet surface [4].
References:
[1] Barenbaum A.A. The Galaxy, the Solar
System, the Earth. Subordinated processes and
evolution. M.: GEOS Press, 2002, 394 (in Russian).
[2] Kazimirov D.A. Some problems of planetary tectogenesis. M.: State Geol. Inst., 1977,
V.1, 23-66 (in Russian).
[3] Kazimirov D.A., Rodionova Z.F. etc.
Planetary consistent patterns of craters distribution on Mars, Moon and Mercury. Preprint
State. Geol. Inst.– Sternberg State Astron. Inst.,
M. 1981 (in Russian).
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[4] Artjushkov E.V. Physical geotectonics.
Fig.1. Differential craters density on the north
polar surface of Mars. Circles present observed data [3]; continuous line corresponds
to theoretical distribution of craters at τ→∞.

M.: Nauka Press, 1993, 456 (in Russian).
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NATURE OF TECTONIC ACTIVITY OF THE PLANETS AND SATELLITES
Yu.V. Barkin (Sternberg Astronomical Institute, Universitetskii pr-t, 13, Moscow, 119899, Russia; Email:
barkin@sai.msu.ru)

Conception. Gravitational attraction of the Moon and
Sun generates very big additional mechanical forces
(and moments) between the neighboring non-spherical
shells of the Earth (rigid core, liquid core, mantle and
its layers). These forces and moments are cyclic
functions of time, which are changed in the different
time-scales. They generate corresponding cyclic
perturbations of the tensional state of the shells, their
deformations, small relative translational displacements
and slow rotation of the shells, formation of the
planetary crack system, redistribution of the plastic and
fluid masses, the planetary redistribution of the liquids
and others. In geological period of time it leads to a
fundamental tectonic reconstruction of the Earth. From
the more important mechanisms of endogenous activity
of celestial body (in particular of the Earth) we point
out: 1) small relative rotation (nutations) of the shells in
different time-scales; 2) small relative translational
motions of the shells (displacements of their center of
mass); 3) relative displacements and rotations of the
shells due to eccentricity of their center of mass
positions [1].
Shell interaction. For planets and satellites similar
shell interactions have place between the core, mantle,
external shell and their non-homogeneous layers. For
the Earth for example the giant forces are appeared
between core and mantle, between
shells with
boundary at 670 km, between lithosphere and separate
plates and others. So additional cyclic force of mutual
interaction of the liquid core and mantle (caused by the
Moon attraction) is about 10-6 from the full value of the
force of the gravitational attraction between the Earth
and the Moon. This force in a few orders bigger then
classical tide force in the Earth-Moon system. The
analytical expressions of the components of these forces
in the inertial and in body reference system were
obtained from differential equations of the relative
translatory-rotary motion of two-shell model of planet
in gravitational field of perturbing body. The module
of additional force acting to the external shell from the
side of inner shell is characterized by formula:

F ( r , γ ) = k 1 − 2 γ 2 + 5γ 4 / r 4
(1)
where U is a module of radius-vector U of the planet in
heliocentric reference system; γ is an angle between
radius-vector U and polar axis of inertia of the planet;

N is a constant parameter depending from the mass of

the shells and from their moments of inertia. The force
(1) defines direction and intensity of the action of the
inner shell to the external, control processes of
variations of the tension state of interacting shells and
dictate variations of the many natural processes into
shells and on the planet surface.
Power of the endogenous processes. In accordance
with our approach definite part of energy of the second
harmonic of the gravitational potential of the nonspherical planet and the Sun is transformed to the
endogenous energy of the deformable planet due to
action of mentioned mechanism of the relative
displacements and deformations of the planet shells.
Power of the endogenous processes we define as
derivative of mentioned energy with respect the time.
In result of the upper evaluations of the power caused
by the inclination of the rotation axis ( ρ 3 ) of the

planet and caused by eccentricitet of planet orbit ( H 3 )
were obtained:

:ρ =  ⋅  ⋅ - 


:H =  ⋅  ⋅ - 


3

P3 53
⋅
VLQ ρ 3

73

(2)

3

P3 53
⋅
⋅ H3
73

(3)

P3 is a planet mass, ( J 2 ) P is a coefficient of
second harmonic of the planet potential, 73 and D 3 is

Here

a orbital period and a major semi-axis. Evaluations of
the power of planet activities were obtained on the
base of the formulae (2), (3) and are given in the Table
1.
Table 1. Tectonic activity of the planets due to Sun
stimulation

:3 and force of the shell interaction )3 .

IeZg_lZ
)3 (c.g.s.)
:3 (Wt)
13
F_jdmjbc 2.06 × 10 8.920 × 1013
<_g_jZ
1.15 × 1011 6.616 × 1013
A_fey
4.94 × 1014 4.469 × 1015
FZjk
4.68 × 1012 4.568 × 1013
Xibl_j
3.02 × 1015 3.309 × 1018
KZlmjg
2.87 × 1015 6.926 × 1016
MjZg
3.94 × 1012 2.519 × 1013
G_ilmg
1.35 × 1011 4.608 × 1012
Iemlhg
1.19 × 103
1.508 × 104

Similar formulae were obtained for power of inner
activity of the planets caused by own satellites and for
power of the satellite endogenous activity. These
evaluations are presented in the Tables 1-4. Some
satellites very actively act on the planet shells and
produce high additional tectonic activity.

relative swinging of the planet and satellite shells and
its main role in tectonic activity of the all celestial
bodies.
Table 3. Forces of shell mutual interaction ) 6 (a) and
powers of endogenous activity
a)

Table 2. Power of planet stimulation by own satellites.
JUPITER
3.14 × 1021 Wt
Io stimulation
2.80 × 1021 Wt
Europa stimulation
2.98 × 1020 Wt
7.59 × 1019 Wt
SATURN
Titan stimulation
3.33 × 1019 Wt
Mimas stimulation
3.14 × 1019 Wt
1.95 × 1019 Wt
NEPTUN
Triton stimulation
1.95 × 1019 Wt
1.30 × 1018 Wt
URAN
Titania stimulation
0.80 × 1018 Wt
EARTH
1.45 × 1016 Wt
Moon stimulation ( H )
0.50 × 1016 Wt
0.90 × 1016 Wt
Moon stimulation ( ρ )
MARS
Phobos stimulation
PLUTO
Charo stimulation
Sun stimulation

3.93 × 1013 Wt
3.46 × 1013 Wt
0.90 × 1013 Wt
0.90 × 1013 Wt
1.19 × 103 Wt

From results of the Table 1, 2 it follows that satellite
stimulation of the planets plays more important role
than the Sun stimulation. Definite part of these energies
in reality goes to the inner planet processes. These
results explain the more high tectonic activity of the
Earth comparatively with the Mars and Venus activity
and the more high Neptun endogenous activity then
Uran activity [2], [3] (see Table 2).
Prediction of the high endogenous activity of Titan.
But our results predict sufficiently high tectonic
activity for Titan. Authors of [2] also discuss possible
high activity of Titan. But in their general scheme Titan
occupies position for non-active celestial bodies. From
another hand the comparatively non high activity of
Triton follows from our study.
In paper [2] authors discussed the questions of tectonic
activity of the planets and satellites in their geological
past on the base of the planetology date about surface
formations and different planetary structures. The base
of our study is a dynamical analysis of the shell
interactions of the planets (satellites). Although for
calculations we have used present values of the
parameters of considered bodies our results are in good
agreement with geological constructions [2], [3]. Our
study confirms a reality of the mechanism of the

Kimlgbdb
Bh
=Zgbf_^
L_nby
:jbwev
?\jhiZ
>bhgZ
Ljblhg
FbfZk
LblZg
FbjZg^Z
Wgp_eZ^
J_y
:fZevl_y
Mf[jbwev
DZeebklh
EmgZ
LblZgby
H[_jhg
Nh[hk
=bi_jbhg
Yi_l
>_cfhk

:6 (b).

b)

)6 (c.g.s)
0.136x1023
0.109x1021
0.281x1020
0.227x1020
0.901x1019
0.641x1019
0.598x1019
0.551x1019
0.318x1019
0.300x1019
0.275x1019
0.263x1019
0.227x1019
0.213x1019
0.188x1019
0.397x1018
0.350x1018
0.396x1017
0.175x1016
0.735x1015
0.748x109
0.231x1013

Kimlgbdb
Bh
?\jhiZ
LblZg
=Zgbf_^
FbfZk
FbjZg^Z
:jb_ev
Wgp_eZ^
>bhgZ
EmgZ
DZeebklh
Mf[jbwev
Ljblhg
:fZevl_y
J_y
L_nby
LblZgby
H[_jhg
Nh[hk
Yi_l
=bi_jbhg
>_cfhk

WS (Wt)
8.25 × 1017
2.32 × 1016
4.52 × 1015
2.08 × 1015
1.36 × 1015
4.24 × 1014
3.56 × 1014
1.43 × 1014
1.24 × 1014
1.18 × 1014
0.93 × 1014
4.46 × 1013
2.27 × 1013
9.40 × 1012
8.15 × 1012
2.80 × 1012
2.40 × 1012
7.95 × 1010
4.82 × 1010
1.72 × 108
1.62 × 108
0.58 × 107
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GENERAL REGULARITIES OF THE PLANET AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS: ORBITS, ROTATION
AND FORMATIONS
Yu. V. Barkin (Sternberg Astronomical Institute, Universitetskii pr-t, 13, Moscow, 119899,
E-mail: barkin@sai.msu.ru)
1 ORBITS
Regularities. Structure regularities of the planet and
satellite systems have been studied. Statistic analysis of
the distribution of the major semi-axes of the orbits of
the planets, comet-asteroid bodies and centaurs of the
Solar system, satellite and ring systems of Jupiter,
Saturn, Neptune and Uran, exoplanet systems of the
pulsars PSR 1257+12, PSR 1828-11 and of the main
consequence star Ups And was fulfilled. A general rule
of the major semi-axis values, generalizing of the well
known rules of Academician Schmidt (1954) and
Pancul (1972), was formulated and effectively used for
interpretation of the ordered structures of the 8 planet
and satellite systems [1].
The following regularities were described: 1) the bodies
of systems are combined into hierarchic groups; 2) on
earlier stages of development of the system the main
groups (3-4) were presented by 5 companions; the
number of the ring structures and external belts of
systems are arbitrary; 3) differences of the major semiaxes of the neighboring orbits for every group are
constant; 4) for main neighboring hierarchic group these
distances are distinguish in 6 times increasing to
external grope; 5) the filling of the gropes and some
modern changing in their structure are caused by the
past catastrophes.
Practically all known bodies of the solar system
including rings of the planets move in accordance with
suggested rule. And some observed deviations from
ordered structure of the orbits we interpret as results of
the definite catastrophic events and use this assumption
for reconstruction of the catastrophes in the Solar and
another systems. For exoplanet system we predict set of
new planets, and point out on possibility formation in
result of catastrophes double planets symilar to the
Earth-Moon and Pluto-Charo..

Jupiter), of the Saturn, Neptune, Pluto and undiscovered
planets with major semi-axes:
57.6 a.e., 67.2 a.e., 76.8 a.e., 86.4 a.e.,
96.1 a.e., 105.7 a.e., 115.3 a.e. and others.
3. Phenomenon of sweeping of the asteroids and
comets from the planet orbit and forming of the
mounds of these bodies with two sides of the orbit
(smaller mound is external and bigger mound is inner
with resect to the planet orbit).
Catastrophes. The special method of reconstruction
of the catastrophes which had place in the life of the
Solar system (SS) was developed. We assume that
distribution of the orbits of the planets, asteroids,
comets, centaurs in the SS and ring structures and
satellites of the Jupiter, Saturn, Uran and Neptune on
earlier stages was more regular (ordered and hierarchic).
The observed deviations from regular structure of the
orbits we interpret as results of catastrophes in
corresponding planet or satellite system. Catastrophe is
considered as a consequence of the very close mutual
interaction of the SS bodies. The basic equations of the
method present:
1) the condition of tangent tangency of pericenter and
apocenter of the orbits of the interacting bodies;
2) and 3) equations of the conservation of the angular
momentum and linear momentum before catastrophe
and after.
Values of the major semi-axes (before catastrophe)
exactly correspond to regular structure of the planet or
satellite system. Suggested method has let us to explain
uniformly observed values of the major semi-axes
, % and average values of eccentricities 0 % of the SS
bodies  (they are given in parenthesis).

Comets and centaurs. The analysis of the cometasteroid and centaurs orbits let us to confirm the
observed above mentioned regularities. From another
hand the new regularities were discovered.

I. The present orbit of Mercury was formed in result of
catastrophe of the two protoplanets (they can be called
as Protomercury and Protoikar). Theoretical values
, 0 = 0.373 a.e., 0 0 = 0.178 ( , 0 = 0.387 a.e., 0 0 =
0.177).

1. Concentration of the asteroids of the main belt at
the predicted orbit of the Asteroid protoplanet with the
major semi-axis 3.1 a.e..

II. Protomonn was breathtaken by the Protoearth.
Theoretical values of the Earth orbital parameters: , ( =
1.026 a.e., 0 ( = 0.034 ( , ( = 1.000 a.e., 0 0 = 0.034).

2. Phenomenon of the grouping of the comets and
centaurs in neighborhoods of the orbits of the
Protojupiter I (4.73 a.e.), Protojupiter II (6.34 a.e.) (in
result of catastrophe they were combined to present

III. Two giant protoplanets (Jupiter I and Jupiter II)
were combined in Jupiter. Theoretical values of orbital
parameters of combined planet: , - = 5.185 a.e., 0 - =
0.044 ( , - = 5.203 a.e., 0 0 = 0.043).

IV. Protocharon was also breathtaken by Protopluton.
Theoretical values of Pluto orbit parameters: , 3 = 39.38
a.e., 0 3 = 0.218 ( , 3 = 39.44 a.e., 0 3 = 0.250).
Orbit filling. The new law of the filling of the orbits of
the regular groups of the planet or satellites (or other
structures) of the hierarchic ordered systems of celestial
bodies was established. It was shown that sum number
of bodies is proportional to the value of catastrophic
value of the eccentricities which are same for first,
second ,.... and fifth orbits of all gropes. The theoretical
numbers of bodies for pointed orbits practically
coincide with their observed numbers in main gropes of
the all considered systems of celestial bodies.
2 ROTATION
Gropes of inclinations. Inclinations of the axes of
rotation of the planets and their satellites are separated
on three groups:1. 00-70 (Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and
also the Moon and the Sun); 2. 240-290 (Earth, Mars,
Saturn , Neptun); 3. 980 (Uran , Pluto-Charo). To the
planets from these lists we must add their main satellites
(with small inclinations of the orbits, synchronous
satellites).
Regularities. Definite
correlation’s of the axes
inclinations with positions of the orbit of the Solar
system in Galaxy was discovered. So, in during one
precessional revolution axes of the planet and satellites
from 2 group are situated in Galaxy plane. Phenomenal
regularities also are observed in mutual inclinations of
the special Earth reference systems (Lithosphere
reference system and Principal geodynamical reference
system [2] ), Laplace plane of the Solar system and
Galaxy plane.
Origin. In result of study of the mechanism of shell
interactions of the planets it was shown that celestial
bodies of the 1 and 2 gropes use energetically
advantageous regime of rotation. In reality for
inclinations from 1 and 2 grope the force of mutual
interaction between main shells of planets has minimal
value. But the shells of Uran (and its satellites) and
Pluto (Charo) are subjected to big additional press. It
means that shell-dynamic mechanism is a candidate on
the role of the main evolutionary mechanism.
3 FORMATIONS
Grid phenomenon.
Planetary distribution of the
geological structures of the Earth, Moon, Venus, Mars
and some satellites is ordered. The new fundamental
phenomenon of this order can be called as gridphenomenon (or net-phenomenon), or phenomenon of
the cellular structure in the positions of the geological
formations. Its sense is very simple. In accordance with

this law the centers of the different geological
formations of the celestial body: volcanoes, hot spots,
eruptive centres, triple junctions of the plates, craters,
mountains and others formations are located closely to
the nodes of the original grid formed by the selected
parallels and meridians of the special planetary
reference system. These properties and regularities were
established for all above mentioned planets and
satellites.
New regularities of the ordered position and of the
motion of the lithosphere plates, of the ordered hot spot
positions, triple junction positions and of the many
others formations and structures, including anomalies of
the different physical fields of the Earth, were
established and studied with respect two inclined
reference system of the Earth [2]. Elegant grids of these
objects have been constructed and illustrated in the
Lithosphere Reference System (LRS) and in the
Principal Geodynamic Reference System (PGRS) of the
Earth. In given paper similar grids of geological
formations for the Mercury, Venus, Mars and for
satellites: Moon, Io, Ganymede, Callisto and Triton
have been discovered and undertaken.
Formations and rotation. Positions of formations of
the different planets and satellites are characterized by
general regularities and observe some general
correlation’s with translatory-rotary motion of the planet
(satellite). The more active parallels of the bodies are
00, 300, 600. Ordering of formations position is
observed in special inclined reference systems
orientation of which correlate with mutual inclinations
of the Laplase plane of the Solar system , Galaxy plane
and equator plane of given body.
Mechanism. The formation mechanism of the cells of
the parallels and meridians with grid system of the
geological formations at its nodes is connected with
translatory-rotary relative displacements of the Earth
shells (core, mantle, lower and upper Earth envelopes
with boundary at 670 km) . Grids of the celestial body
formations are the usual geodynamical consequences of
the radial relative motion of the body shells and their
relative nutations. They can be interpreted as definite
geological «prints» on the Earth surface caused by
lower envelope push on the upper layers of the Earth.
Relative shell displacements are caused by the
gravitational attraction of the all external celestial body.
This mechanism has the celestial-mechanical nature.
The work was accepted by RFBR grant N 02-05-64176.
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< ^hdeZ^_ hljZ`_gu j_amevlZlu bkke_^h\Zgbc ih g_[_kghc f_oZgbd_ b ieZg_lh^bgZfbd_ ihemq_ggu_
Z\lhjhf \  ]h^Zo
I_j\Zy qZklv ^hdeZ^Z ihk\ys_gZ bkke_^h\Zgbx h[sbo aZdhghf_jghkl_c hj[blZevguo ^\b`_gbc


ieZg_l kheg_qghc kbkl_fu \ kimlgbdh\uo kbkl_fZo Xibl_jZ KZlmjgZ MjZgZ b G_ilmgZ Z lZd`_ \ g_^Z\gh
hldjuluo wdahieZg_lguo kbkl_fZo imevkZjh\ PSR 1257+12, PSR 1828-11 b a\_a^u ]eZ\ghc
ihke_^h\Zl_evghklb Eps And. >Zgh wfibjbq_kdh_ hibkZgb_ ihykghc b_jZjobq_kdhc kljmdlmju hj[bl \k_o 
jZkkfZljb\Z_fuo kbkl_f MklZgh\e_gh ijZ\beh jZkij_^_e_gby agZq_gbc [hevrbo ihemhk_c l_e kbkl_fu
Ij_^kdZaZgh kms_kl\h\Zgb_ gh\uo h[t_dlh\ \ mdZaZgguo kbkl_fZo JZajZ[hlZg wnn_dlb\guc f_lh^
bkke_^h\Zgby dZlZkljhnbq_kdbo y\e_gbc \ ieZg_lguo kbkl_fZo gZ hkgh\_ dhlhjh]h h[tykg_gu
kh\j_f_ggu_ agZq_gby [hevrbo ihemhk_c b wdkp_gljbkbl_lh\ ieZg_l kheg_qghc kbkl_fu >ZgZ
^bgZfbq_kdZy bgl_jij_lZpby aZo\ZlZ A_fe_c ijhlhemgu ij_^eh`_g kp_gZjbc nhjfbjh\Zgby ^\hcguo
ieZg_l A_feyEmgZ IemlhgOZjhg kebygby ^\mo ]b]Zgkldbo ijhlhxibl_jh\ \ Xibl_j b ^j < hkgh\_ f_lh^Z
ZgZebaZ dZlZkljhn e_`bl ij_^iheh`_gb_ h ijZ\bevghc mihjy^hq_gghc kljmdlmj_ hj[bl ijhlhieZg_l gZ
jZggbo klZ^byo w\hexpbb G_ba\_klgu_ iZjZf_lju hij_^_eyxlky \ j_amevlZl_ j_r_gby mjZ\g_gbc
\ujZ`Zxsbo mkeh\b_ dZkZgby Zihp_gljZ b i_jbp_gljZ \aZbfh^_ckl\mxsbo ieZg_ b l_hj_fu h khojZg_gbb
m]eh\h]h fhf_glZ b dhebq_kl\Z ^\b`_gby ^h dZlZkljhnu b ihke_ g__
<lhjZy qZklv ^hdeZ^Z ihk\ys_gZ bkke_^h\Zgbyf h[sbo aZdhghf_jghkl_c \jZsZl_evguo ^\b`_gbc
ieZg_l b kimlgbdh\ GZ hkgh\_ ^bgZfbq_kdbo bkke_^h\Zgbc \aZbfh^_ckl\by h[hehq_d g_[_kguo l_e y^jZ
fZglbb b ^jm]bo kljmdlmj ihdZaZgh qlh gZ[ex^Z_fu_ agZq_gby gZdehgghkl_c hk_c \jZs_gby ieZg_l b
kimlgbdh\ g_ y\eyxlky kemqZcgufb Z hl\_qZxl mkeh\bx wdklj_fZevghklb \aZbfh^_ckl\by mdZaZgguo
h[hehq_d : bf_ggh ijb gZ[ex^Z_fuo agZq_gbyo gZdehgghkl_c ieZg_l kbeu \aZbfh^_ckl\by bo h[hehq_d
ijbgbfZxl fbgbfZevgu_ \hafh`gu_ agZq_gby aZ bkdexq_gb_f dZlZkljhnbq_kdh]h MjZgZ b hdjZbgghc
^\hcghc ieZg_lu IemlhgOZjhg  MklZgh\e_ggZy aZdhghf_jghklv fh`_l [ulv jZkijhkljZg_gZ gZ ^jm]b_
wdahieZg_lu HgZ k\b^_l_evkl\m_l \ ihevam lh]h qlh f_oZgbaf ^bgZfbdb h[hehq_d  j_Zevguc wnn_dlb\guc
f_oZgbaf wg^h]_gghc Zdlb\ghklb ieZg_l b pbdebqghklb ijbjh^guo ijhp_kkh\ Wlb iheh`_gby
ihke_^h\Zl_evgh jZa\b\Zxlky Z\lhjhf k  ] b m`_ ihemqbeb jy^ ih^l\_j`^_gbc ijb bkke_^h\Zgbyo

nmg^Zf_glZevguo ijh[e_f g_[_kghc f_oZgbdb dhkfbq_kdhc ]_h^_abb ]jZ\bf_ljbb b ^j
< lj_lv_c qZklb ^hdeZ^Z h[km`^Zxlky aZdhghf_jghklb mihjy^hq_ggh]h jZkiheh`_gby p_gljh\
fgh]bo djmiguo nhjfbjh\Zgbc ]_heh]bq_kdbo kljmdlmj gZ kn_jbq_kdhc ih\_joghklb ^Zgghc ieZg_lu beb
kimlgbdZ  <uy\e_gZ aZdhghf_jghklv mihjy^hq_ggh]h rbjhlgh^he]hlgh]h jZkiheh`_gby mdZaZgguo
p_gljh\ \^hev iZjZee_e_c b f_jb^bZgh\ g_dhlhjuo ki_pbZevguo gZdehgguo kbkl_f dhhj^bgZl JZajZ[hlZgu
dhfivxl_jgu_ f_lh^u ihbkdZ ih^h[guo kbkl_f dhhj^bgZl MklZgh\e_gu fZl_fZlbq_kdhklZlbklbq_kdb_
djbl_jbb mihjy^hq_gghklb  \ujZ\gb\Zgby \^hev hij_^_e_gguo f_jb^bZgh\ b iZjZee_e_c Dhfivxl_jgu_
f_lh^u \_kvfZ q_ldh ih^l\_j^beb ijZ\bevghklv jZg__ k^_eZgguo wfibjbq_kdbo \u\h^h\ h aZdhghf_jghklyo
jZkiheh`_gby ]hjyqbo lhq_d \medZgh\ ljhcguo khqe_g_gbc b ^jm]bo nhjfbjh\Zgbc gZ A_fe_ Emg_
F_jdmjbb <_g_ju FZjkZ Bh b ^j g_[_kguo l_e >ey h[tykg_gby ijbjh^u mdZaZgguo mihjy^hq_gguo
kljmdlmj ij_^eZ]Z_lky ^bgZfbdZ h[hehq_d g_[_kguo l_e b bo \aZbfh^_ckl\by gZ ]_heh]bq_kdbo bgl_j\ZeZo
\j_f_gb
H[km`^Zxlky nmg^Zf_glZevgu_ \aZbfhk\yab hj[blZevguo \jZsZl_evguo ^\b`_gbc l_e ieZg_lguo
b kimlgbdh\uo kbkl_f  jZkiheh`_gby djmiguo nhjfbjh\Zgbc gZ ieZg_lZo b kimlgbdZo \ lhf qbke_ ba
dhjj_eypbb k ]ZeZdlbq_kdbf ^\b`_gb_f KhegpZ
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TIMING AND RATES OF GEOLOGICAL ACTIVITY OF VENUS AS DEDUCED FROM ANALYSIS OF IMPACT
CRATER POPULATION. Alexander T. Basilevsky1 and James W. Head 2; 1Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, RAS, Moscow 119991 Russia; 2Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island,
02912, USA.
Introduction. In this work we employ the accumulation
(~1%) have been found to be deformed by wrinkle ridges.
of the impact-crater population as a geochronometer to examThis implies that the mean time interval between the emine the observable record of the history of Venus combining
placement of the plains materials and their ridging should be
data on the stratigraphy of Venus with the characteristics of
~0.01T. Some additional consideration could increase this
the impact-crater population. In the following analysis we
estimate to 0.13T.
will use the mean surface age T as a frame of reference for
Second, work (10) undertook a global assessment of Veages and durations, and assume that the cratering rate during
nusian craters superposed on tessera terrain. Depending on
the morphologically identifiable period of the geologic hishow one considers 26 craters superposed both on tt and on
tory of Venus (<1 b.y.) was constant (1).
neighboring plains, the number of on-tessera craters was
Model of Venus stratigraphy. It includes eight material
found to be 54 or 80. Of these, none was found to be affected
and two tectonic units, representing a sequence of six time
by early (phase I) tessera-forming compressional deformaperiods and one unit (impact-crater materials) formed
tion, and seven craters were found to be fractured by the
throughout the time sequence (for details see 2-4). From
extensional (phase II) deformation. This later deformation
oldest to youngest the units and corresponding time periods
are: 1) Material of the tessera terrain (tt), Fortunian period;
was partly contemporary with that responsible for structures
2) Material of the densely fractured plains (pdf), Sigrunian
typical of early plains (i.e, pdf and pfr) and predated the
period; 3) Material of the fractured and ridged plains (pfr);
wrinkle-ridged Rusalkian plains. So the time interval from
Lavinian period; 4-5) Materials of the shield plains (psh) and
phase I of tessera-forming deformation until the regional
plains with wrinkle ridges (pwr), Rusalkian Period; 6-7) Maplains emplacement was 7/80 (9%) to 7/54 (13%) of the
terials of lobate (pl) and smooth (ps) plains, not deformed by
wrinkle ridges, Atlian Period; 8) Material of dark parabolas
mean tessera-terrain surface age.
(cdp), Aurelian Period. Two tectonic units are fracture belts
Third, work (11) reported on a global assessment of cra(fb) and rifted terrain (rt) representing correspondingly older
ters in relationship to their embayment by volcanic lavas.
(Rusalkian) and younger (Atlian–Aurelian) rift zones. UndiThey found that only 27 of ~1000 craters on Venus showed
vided crater materials (cu) mosty postdate the Rusalkian
evidence of embayment from the outside and an additional
plains. This time sequence is well established on the local,
29 craters are ambiguous cases. All of the 27-56 craters are
regional and global scales and is not a subject of debate.
embayed by post-Rusalkian pl/ps lavas, except for 5–11 craters embayed by the Rusalkian plains. A variety of evidence
Controversy over synchronous v.s. diachronous events.
suggests that the lava flows on a large proportion of these
A subject of debate is the correlation of regionally observed
plains are thinner than 500 m. This is thin enough for the
sequences of units into a model of global stratigraphy. There
rims of the preexisting craters >30 km in diameter to be inare two end-member opinions on the geologic history of
completely flooded and only embayed. Because so few craVenus. One (synchronous) considers that each unit of the
ters (5–11) are observed as protruding through these thin
plains, the number of craters accumulated for the time intersequence (except cu) formed during some specific time peval between the formation of the suite of tt + pdf + pfr units
riod (2,3). An alternative (diachronous) view considers that
composing the plains basement and the end of emplacement
locally observed sequences of units formed in different areas
of Rusalkian plains should be short. By using a statistical
of the planet at different times (5). We suggest that geologic
model, it was estimated to be 0.039T, with the 98% confimapping provides the possibility to distinguish between
dence interval from 0.017T to 0.090T.
Fourth, work (12) assessed all impact craters in the area
them: If the formation of morphologically identical units,
north of 35°N (21% of Venus surface) in terms of the geowhich have the same positions in local stratigraphic columns,
logic unit on which they are superposed. Here among 200
occurred in different geologic provinces at different times,
craters observed, 118 are superposed on psh1 and pwr units,
then at the boundaries of the provinces, the established strati18 are on post-Rusalkian units, 12 are on the fb unit (which
graphic relationships should inevitably lose their consistency,
mostly predates the Rusalkian plains but is partly contemporaneous with them), and 52 craters are on pre-Rusalkian units
see p. 96–98 in (3). Now existing results of the large-area
(pfr, pdf, tt). So, depending on how one considers the fb
mapping (>50% of Venus surface) show the consistency of
stratigraphic position, from 52 to 64 craters of this region are
the established stratigraphic relationships (e.g., 6,7), thus
superposed on units older than Rusalkian plains. Most of
favoring the synchronous hypothesis.
them showed a visible influence on Rusalkian plains, coverFortunian–Rusalkian geologic activity. There are seving them by their ejecta, and only 2–8 craters (3.2–18.8%)
are found to predate the end of the plains emplacement.
eral estimates of the duration of geologic processes and units
Therefore, the time period since the suite of the prein this time. First, work (8) described the relationships beRusalkian units was formed, and through the emplacement of
tween the wrinkle-ridge network marking the boundary bethe Rusalkian plains, was much shorter than the time interval
tween the Rusalkian regional plains and post-Rusalkian units.
T: from a few percent to ~20% of T. The recent study (13)
The database (9) and our observations show that among ~650
allows to extended this conclusion to total surface of Venus.
craters superposed on the Rusalkian plains, only 7 craters
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Post-Rusalkian geologic activity. Here we consider the
question of whether the rates of volcanic activity (forming pl
and part of ps) and tectonic activity (forming the rifted terrain) during this rather long time period (≈ T) were constant
or changing. In one such study we analyzed relations of all
impact craters ≥30 km in diameter (188 craters) with neighboring units (14). Among these craters, 163 were found to
postdate Rusalkian (psh and pwr) plains. For each of these
163 craters we determined whether post-Rusalkian volcanic
rocks and rift structures were present in the crater vicinity
and assessed whether the crater postdated these volcanics and
rifts or predated them. In total, we were able to determine
post and pre relationships for 44 with volcanic rocks and for
21 with rifts. The craters belong to two groups of different
ages: 1) Aurelian craters with dark parabolas formed in the
time from ~0.1T until the present, and 2) Atlian nonparabola
craters formed between ~1T and time ~0.1T, so we treated
them separately. Among 44 craters showing age relationships
with post-Rusalkian volcanic rocks, 29 are nonparabola craters (18 post cases and 11 pre cases) and 15 are darkparabola ones (14 post cases; one crater shows post relationship with one post-Rusalkian lava field and pre relationship
with another one). Among 21 craters showing age relationships with post-Rusalkian rifts, 15 are nonparabola craters (4
post cases, 5 pre cases, and 7 post or pre cases), and 5 are
dark-parabola craters (3 post cases and 2 post or pre cases).
These observations imply that during post-Rusalkian time,
the rates of volcanism and rifting were rather close to constant or slightly decreasing.
A final study was based on analysis of crater-associated
dark deposits (15). This approach first suggested by (16)
considers that the dark parabola is the most pristine deposit,
which degrades into a dark halo and then disappears with
time. Our work involved a global assessment of impact craters ≥30 km in diameter (188 craters), which were separated
into three groups: (1) superposed on wrinkle-ridged
Rusalkian plains (subpopulation 1; 138 craters), (2) superposed on post-Rusalkian units (subpopulation 2; 30 craters),
and (3) others (20 craters). Craters of subpopulations 1 and 2
have been classified into: craters with dark parabolas (DP),
with clear dark haloes (CH), with faint dark haloes (FH), and
with no halo (NH). The DP-CH-FH-NH sequence reflects the
progress of crater-deposit degradation with time and may be
used to measure time approximately. Constructing hypothetical models, we deduced from the measured percentages of
DP (15%), CH (30%), FH (30%), and NH (25%) craters of
subpopulation 1 that DP craters are not older than 0.15T to
0.1T; CH craters formed between ~0.5T and 0.15T to 0.1T,
and the FH and NH craters formed prior to ~0.5T. In subpopulation 2, the percentages of DP, CH, FH, and NH craters
are 17, 57, 23, and 3%, respectively. By constructing hypothetical models and comparing the observed percentages with
model results we concluded that rates of volcanism and rifting during post-Rusalkian time were rather constant, that
agrees with (15).
Discussion and conclusions. The above consideration
suggests that suite of units from heavily deformed tesserae
(tt) through slightly deformed (psh and pwr) regional plains
was formed during a time period an order of magnitude
shorter then the subsequent period from the end of formation
of the wrinkle-ridge network until the present. Volcanic and
tectonic activity during this second period was sparsely distributed in space and rather evenly distributed in time. These

conclusions were reached with no assumptions related to
synchronous and diachronous options and thus are valid for
both of them. Using estimates of thicknesses of postFortunian and post-Rusalkian volcanic rocks and the areas
they occupy (3) as well estimate of T = ~750 Ma (1), we
estimated the mean global rate of post-Rusalkian volcanism
as ~0.02 km3 yr –1, and the mean global rate of volcanism
during emplacement of the pdf + pfr + psh + pwr suite as ~1
km 3 yr –1. The latter is close in order of magnitude to the average rate of terrestrial mid-ocean ridge volcanism (~3 km3
yr–1) while the first is even lower than the terrestrial intraplate volcanism rate (~0.5 km 3 yr–1).
These conclusions and estimates show that in the beginning of the morphologically recognizable part of the geologic
history of Venus, the planet had volcanic and tectonic activity comparable in rate (but not in style) to that of modern
Earth. But then in a relatively rapid (on a geologic time
scale) transition, this activity decreased to much lower rates
and for a rather long time has remained at approximately the
same low level. This finding implies an earlier era of relatively high endogenic activity and a later era of much lower
activity. This trend appears to be consistent with the predicted increase in lithospheric thickness (17) and is potentially related to a transition from mobile-lid to stagnant-lid
convection (18).
Acknowledgments: We thank for financial support the
NASA Planetary Geology and Geophysics Program (to
Head) and Russian Ministry of Science and Education (to
Basilevsky). The discussions with V. Hansen, M. Ivanov,
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Introduction. This study continues work (1), where such
classification was done for craters ≥30 km in diameter. That
work used the approach of (2) to subdivide craters based on
character of the associated radar dark deposits. It was
suggested by (2) and then confirmed by (3) that the most
pristine deposits of that sort are radar-dark parabolas. Nonparabolic radar-dark halos represent the next stage of the
deposit evolution and then disappear with time. So presence
and character of crater-associated dark deposit can be used for
estimates of the crater age.
Work (1) classified craters into: 1) craters with dark
parabola (DP), 2) craters with clear dark halo (CH), 3) craters
with faint halo (FH) and 4) craters with no dark halo (NH). It
was found that percentages of craters superposed on regional
plains (which mean age is close to the mean surface age of the
planet T) and belonging to DP, CH, FH and NH classes are
correspondingly 15, 30, 30 and 25%. From that it was
concluded that DP craters are not older than 0.1-0.15T; CH
craters formed during the time interval from ~0.5T until 0.10.15T ago, and the FH and NH craters formed during the time
period prior to ~0.5T ago (see details in (1)). It was shown that
the DP, CH, FH and NH percentages show only slight
dependence on the crater geographic latitudes and no
noticeable dependence on the crater size. The present study is
devoted to analysis of much larger population (all craters ≥5
km in diameter) that provides a possibility to investigate better
the latitude effect and to study if the size effect exists for
craters <30 km in diameter.

The analysis. All craters ≥5 km in diameter imaged on
the Magellan C1-MIDRPs and listed in (4) were
classified into DP, CH, FH and NH classes (Fig. 1).
Figure 1

115 obscured craters (15%) (Fig. 2). This is rather close
to the class percentages found for craters ≥30 km (1).
Figure 2.

First, we test possible latitude dependence. It may
exist because of changes in visibility due to variation of
radar incidence angle as a function of latitude (5).
Besides, eolian resurfacing and thus the dark deposit
life-time may also be latitude dependent (see details in
(1)). For this test the studied population of craters was
subdivided into five parts, each corresponding to one of
the five equal area (1/5 of the planet surface) latitude
zones. The results of such grouping are shown in the
following Table 1 and Figure 3:
Table 1
Lat.
DP
CH FH
NH ObsTotal
zones
cured
90N7
48
40
38
16
149
36.9N
36.9N- 15
43
55
26
31
170
11.5N
11.5N- 7
47
44
27
11
136
11.5S
11.5S- 12
44
37
21
30
144
36.9S
36.9S- 10
41
48
28
27
154
90S
Figure 3

Some craters have been found obscured by dark
deposits of other craters, regional dark mantles and
sometimes by young lavas. So they can not be classified
into DP, CH, FH, NH classes and as in the work (1) the
fifth class - “Obscured” - was introduced. Then again as
in (1) we sorted out craters superposed on units older
than the Psh1+Pwr regional plains and considered only
craters superposed on regional plains and on the
younger units (Psh2, Pl, Ps, RT) and structures (F –
fractures cutting the regional plains). On total there are
753 such craters. Among them, there are 51 craters (7%)
of class DP, 223 craters (30%) of class CH, 224 craters
(30%) of class FH, 140 craters (18%) of class NH and

It is seen from the Table 1 and Figure 3 that the
studied population, which is much larger than that
studied by (1) - 753 v.s. 168 craters - does not show
noticeable latitude effect in the percentages of craters of
different classes, especially if we apply to the analysis

RADAR-DARK DEPOSITS ASSOCIATED WITH VENUSIAN CRATERS D ≥5KM
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the appropriate for the Poison distribution ±√N
confidence level.
Then, we consider the possible size effect. It was not
found for craters ≥30 km in diameter (1). But work (6)
found that dark parabolas were observed in association
only with craters ≥12 km in diameter. So it is logical to
expect existence of size effect for other considered
crater classes. For this test we sorted the considered
craters into five size intervals each containing
approximately the same amount of craters. The results
of such grouping are shown in Table 2:
Table 2
Size
groups,
km
31.6270
20.031.5
13.020.0
9.013.0
5.09.0

DP

CH

FH

NH

Obscured

Total

23

50

33

25

19

150

14

45

53

25

13

150

10

45

35

27

33

150

4

37

58

26

25

150

0

46

45

37

25

153

For the subsequent analysis we subdivided the
obscured craters among the CH, FH, and NH groups
based on the observed percentages of those classes. It
was done separately for craters heavily obscured (if not
obscured they might be CH, FH and NH craters) and
moderately obscured (if not obscured they might be FH
and NH craters). The results of this correction are
shown on Figure 4:
Figure 4

It is seen from Table 2 and Figure 4 that for the
considered larger population, which includes craters ≥5
km in diameter, the size effect is rather obvious: Along
with the crater size decrease the percentages of DP
craters decrease and in the group of the smallest craters,
the DP class is not observed. Having in mind the ±√N
confidence level, we may conclude that along with the

crater size decrease the percentages of the CH and FH
classes keep to be approximately the same and that
percentages of NH class slightly increase.
Discussion and conclusions. The described above
absence of the noticeable latitude effect means that
usage of the crater-associated dark deposits as a tool for
estimation of crater age and the related analyses is not
seriously constrained by the latitude position of the
craters. This does not mean that for high latitudes of
Venus, where the Magellan SAR incidence angles were
smaller than 20o (5), the crater-associated dark deposits
have the same radar visibility as at lower latitudes or
that the high latitudes does not differ from the rest of the
planet in character of atmosphere circulation and thus in
the character and intensity of eolian processes. But this
new study confirmed that at the first approximation
analysis we may ignore the problem of crater latitudes.
Further study of this larger population of craters is
needed to determine if there is some latitude where the
dark deposit visibility and the eolian resurfacing become
to be really different.
The revealed dependence of the DP, CH, FH, NH
percentages on the crater diameter is important for the
crater age estimates and related analyses. The observed
decrease in DP class percentages with crater size
decrease and the absence of craters of this class among
the smallest craters studied imply the size dependent
decrease of the time, which is necessary for
transformation of dark parabola into clear halo, and
probably also the physical impossibility of formation of
the dark parabolas, when small craters form.
Approximate constancy of the CH and FH percentages
along the crater size change implies rather similar lifetimes for the clear (CH) and faint (FH) haloes for the
craters of significantly different size. This, in turn, puts
constraints on the character of surface processes
responsible for degradation of the crater-associated
radar-dark deposits.
These are tentative results. In the nearest future,
following the approach worked out in (1), we plan to
investigate more thoroughly the problem of dating
craters <30 km in diameter based on the degree of
degradation of the associated dark deposits and to apply
the new results to dating various geologic structures of
Venus.
Acknowledgments: Authors thank J. W. Head and M. A.
Ivanov for the help in our work on this project.
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Introduction: The Rosetta Space Mission is the
Planetary Cornerstone mission in ESA’s long term
program in space sciences Horizon 2000. The main
goal of the mission is a rendezvous with the comet
46P/Wirtanen in 2011 at the heliocentric distance of
3.25 AU. Rosetta will study the nucleus of the comet
and its environment during nearly two years. The mission will be achieved at comet's perihelion, close to 1
AU. Secondary scientific operations will also be performed during close flybys of two asteroids before the
comet rendezvous.
Rosetta will embark a suite of remote sensing instruments which are capable to monitor the comet nucleus
in a wide range of wavelengths (UV to mm) with high
resolution and to characterize the comet environment
and its interaction with the solar wind.
As a complement of these instruments, the Rosetta
probe will carry a Surface Science Package which will
land on the comet nucleus surface for in situ investigation. This lander will focus on local study of the composition and the structure of the material that constitutes the nucleus surface. By combining the measurements provided by this lander and by the main probe
orbiting around the nucleus, we will have a more accurate vision about comets formation and evolution processes.
The CONSERT experiment: One of the embarked experiments onboard the Rosetta probe is
CONSERT (Comet Nucleus Sounding Experiment by
Radio-wave Transmission). It aims to probe the internal structure of the comet nucleus.
The CONSERT experiment is based on the analysis of
the propagation delays and attenuations of radio waves
crossing the comet nucleus from the Rosetta orbiter to
the lander on the nucleus surface. The principle of the
experiment is shown in Fig. 1 [1,2] :
- The orbiter will send a 90-MHz modulated code. This
wave will propagate in the vacuum and into the nucleus before reaching the lander.
- The lander will process the received signals and will
reemit them with a constant delay. The new wave will
propagate in the reverse way, crossing again the nucleus along the same path and reaching the orbiter.
- Onboard the orbiter the travel time and the attenuation of the received signals will be measured, stored
and sent to the earth for off-line analysis.
Using this data, we aim to reconstruct the image of the
nucleus interior in term of its dielectric permittivity,
and to identify its major structures and its composition.

Figure 1 : The principle of the CONSERT Experiment.

The 3-D CONSERT Simulation : The Ray TracOrbiter
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ing Method (RTM) is a practical tool to model large
scale wave propagation problems in "smooth'' media
without having to track the whole wave-field evolution. It founds its major area of application in high frequency geophysical tomography, X-ray medical imaging and optics. It is a unique way to model a high
frequency propagation in the case of bounded 3-D nonhomogeneous media with complex boundaries and
over long propagation times.
We showed in a previous work [3] that the RayTracing Method is an efficient way to simulate waves
propagation in a 2-D nucleus model. This method was
validated using the Pseudo-Spectral Time Domain
Method (PSTD), a more accurate method, but numerically intractable for complex 3-D shapes.
In the present work, we develop the extension of our
RTM to 3-D comet nucleus models and provide an
example of a CONSERT synthetic data set, to give a
picture of the instrument capabilities.
To apply the RTM algorithm we need to define a
plausible 3-D comet nucleus shape. We use a model
from Muinonen [4] who derived statistical nucleus
characteristics from known asteroids and comets
shapes. Our 3-D nucleus shape is generated by using a
gaussian spherical harmonic expansion. This shape is
smooth enough to make the ray tracing technique valid
and to prevent surface diffraction phenomena. For our
simulation we take a mean radius = 700 m which is the
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expected value for the comet 46P/Wirtanen as derived
from ground-based observations [5].
For the internal structure, we consider the icy rubblepile model. This model corresponds to a possible
structure of a comet nucleus [6]. Our structure is described as a function of a porosity distribution leading
to a density , a permittivity and a dielectric absorption
profiles. The dust/ice ratio was maintained constant
into the structure.
Results : In the current simulation the lander is positioned at the bottom of the nucleus. In order to investigate the distribution of the ray pattern as a function of
the orbital position, we propagate rays from the lander
to a 5 km radius ''orbital sphere'' centered on the nucleus center. This sphere corresponds to the orbital
distance planned by ESA from the nucleus to the Rosetta orbiter.
We present phase delays, powers, and polarization
distortions of the received waves over the ``orbital
sphere''. We show that some of the radio pattern features are characteristics of the internal structure of the
comet nucleus.

To simulate the exact CONSERT outputs we considered a plausible Rosetta orbit in the orbital sphere.
We computed the signal received by the CONSERT
antenna along this orbit. Only the left circular polarization of the wave is seen by the orbiter antenna (left
circular polarized crossed dipoles). The mean power
noise reachs 91 dBm.
The wave phase detection is only over a 25.5 µs periodic time window which may lead to an ambiguity on
the signal arrival times. We present an exemple of the
effect of the overlapping. To remove this ambiguity,
we need to analyze carefully the arrival time, the
power, and the continuity of each wavefront.
Finaly we show that a 1024 coherent additions followed by a signal correlation (matched filter) enhance
correctly the Signal/Noise.
References: [1] Barbin Y. et al. (1999) Adv. Space
Res., 24, 1115-1126. [2] Kofman W. et al. (1998) Adv.
Space Res., 21, 1589-1598. [3] Benna M. et al. (2002)
RadioScience, in press. [4] Muinonen K. (1998) A.&A.,
332, 1087-1997. [5] Lamy P. L. et al. (1998) A.&A.,
335, L25-L29. [6] Möhlmann D. (1996) Plan. & Space
Sci., 7, 731-743.
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Introduction. Impact craters are widely used in
planetology as a kind of natural probe for study of different objects on the solid planetary surfaces. For Venus, the use of impact craters population for the purposes of timing is limited by a small total amount of
craters present on the surface, which is caused by the
shielding effect of the dense atmosphere.
About 10% of all craters have distinctive associated
dark diffuse features (DDF) like parabolas or halos.
Such craters are thought to be the youngest on the planet
[1,2]. The DDF are thought to be surface deposits of
loose material (dust) formed by the impact. DDF change
their form with geological time and disappear due to
aeolian activity, which moves the dust and scatters it
over large areas, and/or some weathering processes [3].
In [4] the morphological degradation stage of DDF was
used to arrange the craters according to their relative
age.
The objective of the work is the study of DDF material and processes of its deposition and degradation with
the radar properties of the DDF. Here some preliminary
results are shown and the study of the radiophysical
properties in the radar cross-section - emissivity domain
is demonstrated.
Approach. For the study the data of Magellan radar
experiment in active and passive modes were used. C1MIDR mosaics were used as a source of SAR radar
cross-section σ data and emissivity maps (GEDR data
set) to get the emissivity values E. SAR data were transformed to Mercator projection and their spatial resolution was decreased to make them comparable with
GEDR maps. Data from the first cycle of Magellan survey were used. The study was limited with ±40° of latitudes, because at high latitudes the emissivity data have
too low resolution.
In this work DDF associated with craters of ~ 35 ±
1.5 km in diameter were under study. There are 14 craters with DDF in the low-latitude zone. This is a small
number for statistical inferences, but the small total
number of craters on Venus does not allow accumulating sufficient statistics for craters of each size on
each type of landforms. The study of the craters in a
narrow range of diameters allows dealing with the similar excavation depth and similar ejecta volumes. It has
to take into account that very rough surfaces mask DDF
[1] and that each individual impact event can differ from
the average behavior.

Qualitative analysis of diagrams in the σ - E domain
is very useful for comparing dark deposits and surrounding surface. It allows avoiding the systematic errors in E varying over whole planet [5].
A number of models can be applied to scattering of
the radio waves by the surface. As a first approach, simple qualitative "behavior rules" can be applied for the
analysis [5,6]: if E is the same, the surface with lower σ
has lower dielectric permittivity (ε); if σ is the same, the
surface with higher E has lower ε. If the material is mineralogically the same, the lower ε means higher porosity.
Observations and discussion. To characterize the
morphologically observed degradation state of DDF, the
classification scheme from [4] was used. The set under
study includes 4 craters with dark parabola (type DP, the
most pristine), 4 craters with clear dark halo (type CH,
intermediate degradation stage) and 6 with faint halo
(FH, the most degraded DDF). Examples of craters of
types DP and CH are presented in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively. The radar mosaics (a) are accompanied with the
diagrams (scatterplots) in the σ - E domain (b) and the
schemes of surface types (c, d).
A summary of general observations of relationships
between σ and E for the set of craters under study is
presented below.
1. Radar cross-section and emissivity contrasts. The
radar contrast (the difference in σ) between the DDF
and the surrounding surface is rather high for DP craters
and lower for CH craters compare (Fig. 1a, and 2a, also
1b and 2b), and even lower for FH craters. There is one
exception: for the CH crater Festa (11.48°N, 27.25°E),
the contrast is similar to that of the DP crates. The observed trend is in general agreement with the interpretation of the morphological degradation progression as a
time line.
Emissivity E of the DDF (see examples in the diagrams in Fig. 1b, 2b) does not differ from that of the
surroundings. The minimal E for DDF is usually higher
then that for surroundings. Only in the case of crater
Himiko (18.99°N, 124.26°E) the minimal E of DDF is
lower by 0.09. For crater Festa the minimal values are
similar. These observations point to lower values of
dielectric permittivity of deposits, which is consistent
with the mantle of loose material.
The range of E values is narrower in comparison to
the surroundings. This says that the DDF material is
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more homogeneous than that of the diversity of the surface units in the surroundings.
2. Fine structure of diagrams. Usually the DDF in σ
– E domain (left low-σ parts of the diagrams, Fig. 1b,
2b) have fine structure for DP and CH craters. This is
seldom held for FH craters but some of them do show
some structure.
As can be seen in Fig. 1b, DDF are concentrated
mainly in 2 clusters (colored with green and blue in Fig.
1d) with a trend: the higher σ, the lower E. The parabola
itself (Fig. 1a) falls into the dark green cluster (Fig. 1c,
1d). The transition from the parabola to the surrounding
surface occurs from dark to light green (red dots in Fig.
1c, 1d) in the north part of the area and from dark to
light blue (yellow dots in Fig. 1c, 1d) in the south part.
This can point to the decrease of the proportion of the
surface covered by the loose deposits closer to the surroundings, or the decrease of the deposit thickness.
In Fig. 2b there are 2 obvious clusters in the low-σ
area. One of them (green, Fig. 2c, 2d) follows a trend:
the higher σ, the higher E. The other cluster shows no
correlation between σ and E. It is painted with from
yellow through blue to brown (Fig. 2c, 2d) to show how
properties of surface are changed across area. Generally,
different craters show very diverse fine structure of the
σ - E diagram.
3. The lowest σ and E. DDF of DP and CH craters
show that the material with the lowest σ has intermediate E (in comparison to the whole range of E for DDF),

and material with the lowest E does not have the lowest
σ. In Fig. 1d these types of material are marked with
yellow and red, respectively. The red cluster corresponds to area close to the crater (Fig. 1c) and, possibly,
formed by coarse particles, which leads to rough surface
and dense material. The yellow area corresponds to deposit material accumulated in wind shadow areas (Fig.
1c). We can expect that here the deposits are formed by
fine-grain material. In Fig. 2d the material with the lowest E (red) also corresponds to a small area near the
crater. Yellow cluster in Fig. 2d marks the lowest-σ
material covering rather large area nearby (Fig. 2c).
4. Different E for the same σ. Although the range of
E for DDF is narrower than that for the surroundings,
the variations of E for the same σ are significant. This is
obviously seen in Fig. 1b and 2b. For craters Himiko,
Sitwell and Amaya there are distinctive clusters spread
along the E axis. For the lower σ this can be interpreted
through a difference in the dielectric permittivity and
hence in the porosity of the material.
Acknowledgement. This work is partially supported by
Finnish Academy of Science.
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Crater Bassi (18.96°S, 64.74°E) with
dark parabola (DP type).
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Crater Bascom (10.40°S, 302.15°E)
with clear dark halo (CH type).
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SIMULATING PHOTOMETRY OF PLANETARY REGOLITH ANALOGS WITH A NEW
LABORATORY INSTRUMENT: INITIAL RESULTS. S. Bondarenko, A. Ovcharenko, Yu. Shkuratov, Astronomical Observatory of Kharkov National University, 35 Sumskaya St, Kharkov, 310022, Ukraine, E-mail:
ovcharenko@astron.kharkov.ua

the range from 2° up to 150°. The basic parameters of
the devices are given below in Table 1:
Table 1. Main parameters of the used photometers.
Angle range
Angle discrete
Sample size
Apertures
Spectral range

Small phase angle
instrument

Large phase angle
instrument

0.2° – 17°
0.027°
80 mm
0.05°
0.4 – 0.8 µm

2° – 150°
1°
20 mm
0.8°
0.4 – 0.8 µm

The light sources in these photometers are incandescent lamps. They enable us to carry out measurements, illuminating horizontally placed samples by
unpolarized light that imitates solar illumination. The
presence of the filter block allows carrying out measurements in different spectral bands, mostly with λeff =
0.63 µm and λeff = 0.45 µm. These bands being rather
wide provide measurements with accuracy of about 1%
in the photometric mode and of 0.05% in the polarimeter mode.
In the present study, a suite of Al2O3 powders was
measured a few times at λeff = 0.63 µm. Albedos of the
samples were determined using Halon [5] as a photometric standart at the phase angle 2°. All the particle
size separates have high albedo, near 92%, showing
slight variations in the suite.
1.2

Normalazed intensity

Introduction: Atmosphereless celestial bodies of
the Solar System reveal noticeable differences in phase
angle dependences of brightness. It gives an opportunity to obtain information about the structure of the
planetrary regoliths in a wide range of scales, from
microns to decameters. To extract the information from
the photometric observations of planets, simulating
laboratory measurements of structure analogs of
planetary regoliths are necessary. In particular, investigations of correlations between different slopes of the
phase function of particulate surfaces, having complex
structure, and the average particle size is of the most
interest for development of techniques for remote
sensing studies of planets. These techniques can have
very useful applications to analysis of Clementine and
Smart-1 images of the Moon [1,2]. For example, data
obtained during the Clementine mission allow studies
of so-called phase ratio images that can be interpreted
in term of particle size of the lunar regolith.
Recently a resonant particle size effect for photometric phase dependences has been found at very small
phase angles [3]. The effect is that the backscattering
amplitude increases with decreasing the particle size up
to a resonant size. Then at further decreasing the particle size the amplitude begins to decrease. Such a behavior of brightness phase dependences is explained by
the coherent backscattering enhancement mechanism
[4]. However a question remains not studied, at how
large phase angles the coherent enhancement can be
found. Whether the resonant size effect is observed at
phase angles larger than 10°, where the essential contribution to the shadow-hiding backscattering effect
exists. To clear up these questions, we have carried out
measurements of many samples. In particular, we
measured particle size separates of Al2O3 powder (with
the particle sizes: 0.1, 0.5, 2, 3, 20, and 30 µm). For
these and other photometric measurements a new facility was desined and settled in Kharkov Astronomical
Observatory. This instrument allows measurements
with high accuracy at several spectral bands and a wide
range of phase angles.
Instruments and measurements: For investigations of photometric functions of powdered samples, in
particular the particle size separates of aluminum oxide, two laboratory photometers (polarimeters) were
used. They permit simulating photometric and polarimetric measurements at different spectral bands. One
instrument operates in the range of phase angles from
0.2° up to 17°, the other one (our new instrument) uses

large phase angels photometer
small phase angels photometer
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Fig. 1. Comparison of phase dependences of brightness
of a sample Al2O3 obtained in a range of small and
large phase angles.
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Fig. 3. Phase curves of brightness for the samples of
aluminum oxide powders obtained with the large phase
angle photometer.
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Conclusion:
(1) We describe here a new laboratory photometer
for measurements of light-scattering indicatrixes of
rough solid su rfa ces, p o wd ers, a n d c o llo id
su sp en sio n s at moderate and large phase angles.
This instrument was tested with another our photometer operating at small phase angles. The test shows excellent coincidence of data obtained with both photemeters.
(2) Our preliminary investidation of particle size
separates of aluminium oxide showed existance of a
resonant effect, when the backscattering amplitude
increases with decreasing the particle size up to the
resonant size and then at further decreasing the particle
size the amplitude decreases. The described resonant
particle size effect can be used in analysis of available
and future photometric measurements of the Moon,
asteroids, and satellites.

Normalized intensity

Combination of both our photometers is important as
the photometric curves can be investigated with the
same samples under the same conditions, but in different ranges of phase angles. Measurements, which have
been carried out with both these instruments, show very
good agreement at the overlapping phase angle ranges.
For example, in Fig. 1 photometric data for the sample
with the particle size of about 3 µm are given. To better compare the measurements, the data obtained with
the small phase photometer were brought to 1.5° resolution with 1° “window”. It gives slight muting of the
curve at very small phase angles. There is observed a
very good coincidence of the curves.
Preliminary results and discussion: The 3 µm
particle size separate in the range of small phase angles
has shown the most expressed peak of backscattering.
We used data for this sample to normalize measurements for other samples. Thus shown in Fig. 2 is phase
curves obtained with the small phase angle photometer.
They are normalized by the curve corresponding to the
3 µm separate. As can be seen, the curves corresponding to other particle sizes lay below than the normalizing curve. The same series of samples were explored at
2-60°. In the range of large angles the sample with the
particle size of 3 µm also shows the most expressed
backscattering. Our measurements with the large phase
angle photometer are represented in Fig. 3. Comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 shows similar results – all curves
lay below than the normalizing curve corresponding to
the 3 µm separate. A possible explanation of this is that
for bright dielectric surfaces with complicated structure
the coherent backscattering enhancement gives noticeable contribution to backscattering even at moderate
phase angles [4].
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THE GLOBAL GEOLOGIC MAPPING OF VENUS: PROGRESS IN 2002 AND THE CURRENT
STATUS REPORT ON VERNADSKY/BROWN VENGLOBGEK PROJECT
G. A. Burba, V. P. Shashkina, V. P. Kryuchkov, M. A. Ivanov
Vernadsky Institute, Russia’s Academy of Sciences, 19 Kosygin Str., Moscow 117975, Russia <burba@online.ru>
Introduction: During 2002 the activity took place
on the geologic mapping of Venus in accordance with
VENGLOBGEK project (abbreviated from the Russian
transcription of ‘Venus global geologic map’ – Venera: Global’naya geologicheskaya karta). This is a
joint project of Vernadsky Institute, Moscow, and
Brown University, Providence, RI. The project is
aimed to produce the geologic map covering the whole
planet Venus at 1:10,000,000 scale. The map consists
of 28 sheets. The version of 6 sheets at 1:20,000,000
scale is anticipated as well.
The project overview: The geologic mapping of the
planet Venus is under development as the joint
Vernadsky/Brown project since 1995. The geologic
structure of the whole surface of the planet Venus
should be portrayed on the map in the unified legend.
The base for the legend is the stratigraphic model of
Basilevsky and Head [1]. Twelve geologic units in the
map’s legend represent a stratigraphic series from
older to younger units.
The map should be compiled for the area of
460x106 km 2, which is three times larger than the area
of the dry land on the Earth. The cartographic sources
for the geologic map of Venus are side-looking radar
images, obtained from Magellan and Venera 15, 16
orbiters, as well as Arecibo Radar Observatory Earthbased data. The image resolution is from 1.8 km up to
75 m per pixel.
The detailed description of the mapping procedure
and the geologic analyses of the map of the Northern
area of Venus (35 to 90°N) is published with numerous
illustrations, including radar images and small maps of
each stratigraphic unit [2].
The project coordinators are A. T. Basilevsky
(Vernadsky Institute) and J. W. Head (Brown University). The map editors are A. T. Basilevsky (geology)
and G. A. Burba (cartography). Geologic mapping is
fulfilling by researchers from Vernadsky Institute,
Laboratory of Comparative Planetology and Lomonosov Moscow University, Geological Department.
Progress in 2002: During the current year the activity took place on the mapping of the Southern area
of Venus (south of 35°S) and on the improvement of
the electronic version of the map of the Northern area
of Venus (north of 35°N).
The geologic interpretation of the radar images has
been made for one more map sheet area of the Southern Venus (35 to 90°S, 320 to 20°E).
Names for the features within the mapped area of
the Southern Venus have been proposed. This action is

aimed to add more named features to the Southern Venus for the purposes of geologic description of the
area. Most of the new names are for linear depressions
– Valles, which are numerous in some areas of Southern Venus. Some of this Valles have been known earlier, but were unnamed, others have been found for the
first time during the mapping, including very long
Valles, which are more than 1000 km in length.
The geologic boundaries on electronic version of
the map of the Northern Venus have been transformed
from the raster form to the vectorial one. Such form
provides wider possibilities for electronic map using.
The work was very voluminous and it took a long time
to fulfill it.
The current status: The compilation of the continuous map of the northern part of Venus (north of
35°N) is over. The original hand-drawn and colored
paper maps of the six sectors of this area at
1:8,750,000 scale are connected together with the
computer technique into the electronic version of the
single map of the whole area [3]. The electronic version includes geologic boundaries, color coding of the
stratigraphic units, letter indexes of the units, and the
cartographic grid.
The mapping of the Northern Venus has shown the
consistency of the geologic units sequence over the
whole mapped territory of 98.1x106 km2 or 21% of the
surface of Venus. Such area is equal to the areas of
Asia, Africa, and Northern America taken together (or
it is slightly more than the area of the Atlantic Ocean).
By this time there are 6 sheets of the geologic map
at 1:10,000,000 scale for the whole area of the Northern Venus.
The geologic interpretation is made for 5 sheets,
which cover 83% of the Southern Venus, and preliminary maps are compiled for 4 of these sheets (see table).
The area of each sheet is 16.35x10 6 km2 or 3.35% of
the surface of Venus. It could be compared with the
area of Russia – 17.1x10 6 km2, or the area of the USA –
9.4x10 6 km2. These 11 sheets (6 in Northern and 5 in
Southern Venus) cover 38.5% of the surface of Venus,
or 180x106 km2. It is equal to 120% of the area of dry
land on the Earth.
The geologic interpretation for the territory of one
more sheet of the Southern Venus is in progress.
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Global geologic map of Venus at 1:10,000,000 scale:
The coverage of the planet with the map sheets
(The current status)
Region of
Venus

Limits
Lat.

North
South

35-90°N

Sheets

% **

6

106
km2
98.1

5

81.8

17.5

11

179.9

38.5

Long.

0360°E
35-84°S
320-0* 260°E
Total

Area

21

* The area southward of 84°S is not imaged.
** Of the whole surface of Venus.
The geologic mapping provided the possibility for
dividing the vast plain area of the Southern Venus into
the distinct geomorphic districts. The specific areas of
the southern plains have been named to have a simpler
way to refer them in the geologic descriptions. Nine
areas obtained names with Planitia (plain) term: Aibarchin, Alma-Merghen, Fonueha, Imapinua, Laimdota,
Mugazo, Nuptadi, Wawalag, and Zhibek. One plateau
was named (Astkhik Planum), which became just the
second named plateau on Venus. Three large-scale
areas with the surface structure different from that the
plains have been found and named with Regio term
(Dsonkwa, Ishkus, Neringa).
After such dividing into districts and naming them
the Southern Venus obtained a system of the named
large-scale features, which is comparable with that
existed in the Northern Venus. Before our mapping
there was very scattered net of the named large-scale
features (of Planitia/Regio scale) in the Southern region of Venus.
References: [1] Basilevsky A. T. and Head J. W.
(1995) Earth, Moon & Planets, 66, 285-336.
[2]
Basilevsky A. T. et al. (2000) Solar System Res., 34,
No 5, 349-378 (Russian version – Astron. Vestnik,
2000, 34, No. 5, 387-419). [3] Basilevsky A. T. et al.
(2001) Vernadsky – Brown Microsympos. Compar.
Planetol., 34, Suppl. (CD-ROM).
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EUROPE GOING TO MARS AND VENUS – MARS AND VENUS EXPRESS TWIN MISSIONS
A.F. Chicarro, European Space Agency, Space Science Department, ESTEC/Code SCI-SB, Postbus 299,
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands (email: agustin.chicarro@esa.int).
The European Space Agency has undertaken an ambitious planetary exploration programme aiming
at Mars, the Moon, Titan, Mercury and a comet with a series of missions arriving at their destination in
the coming years (Mars Express in 2003, Smart-1 and Huygens in 2004, BepiColombo and Rosetta in
2013, respectively). Realising there was a substantial gap in the return of scientific data and a timely
financial envelope available in the programme, a new mission to Venus has recently been approved by
ESA's Advisory Bodies that would re-use both the Mars Express bus and many of its instruments, hence
its name of Venus Express. The Mars Express mission includes an orbiter spacecraft and a small lander
module named Beagle-2 in remembrance of Darwin’s ship Beagle, and will be launched in May 2003 by a
Russian Soyuz rocket. The orbiter instruments will focus on the surface, subsurface and atmosphere of
Mars, recovering some of the lost scientific objectives of the Russian Mars-96 mission, while the lander
will concentrate on the detection of life. The Venus Express mission comprises an orbiter to study the
various layers of the atmosphere in detail and also the surface and space environment of the planet.
The specific scientific objectives of the Mars Express orbiter are: global high-resolution imaging with
10 m resolution and imaging of selected areas at 2 m/pixel, global IR mineralogical mapping, global atmospheric circulation study and mapping of the atmospheric composition, sounding of the subsurface
structure down to the permafrost, study of the interaction of the atmosphere with the surface and with
the interplanetary medium as well as radio science. The goals of the Beagle-2 lander are: geology, geochemistry, meteorology and exobiology of the landing site.
The scientific payload on the Mars Express orbiter includes a Super/High-Resolution Stereo Colour
Imager (HRSC), an IR Mineralogical Mapping Spectrometer (OMEGA), a Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS), a Subsurface-Sounding Radar Altimeter (MARSIS), an Energetic Neutral Atoms Analyser
(ASPERA), an UV and IR Atmospheric Spectrometer (SPICAM) and a Radio Science Experiment
(MaRS). The Beagle-2 lander includes a suite of imaging instruments, organic and inorganic chemical
analysis, robotic sampling devices and meteorological sensors (see Table 1).
The mass of the orbiter scientific payload is of about 110 kg and 65 kg total for the lander (at
launch) to fulfil the mission scenario. Beagle-2 will deploy a sophisticated robotic-sampling arm, which
could manipulate different types of tools and retrieve samples to be analyzed by the geochemical instruments mounted on the lander platform.
A Soyuz-Fregat launcher will inject a total of about 1200 kg into Mars transfer orbit in May-June
2003. The Mars Express orbiter is 3-axis stabilized and will be placed in an elliptical martian orbit (250
× 10142 km) of 86.35 degrees inclination and 6.75 hours period, after a six-month cruise. The Beagle-2
landing site has been selected in the Isidis Planitia area (10.6° N, 270° W). The nominal mission lifetime of one martian year (687 days) for the orbiter investigations will be extended by another martian
to complete global coverage. The Beagle-2 lander lifetime will be of a few months.
ESA provides the launcher, the orbiter and the operations, while the Beagle-2 lander is delivered by
an UK-led consortium of space organizations. The orbiter instruments are provided by scientific institutions through their own funding. The ground segment includes the ESA station at Perth, Australia, and
the mission operations centre at ESOC. The Mars Express Prime Contractor is Astrium in Toulouse,
France, and a large number of European companies are involved as subcontractors.
International collaboration, either through the participation in instrument hardware or through scientific data analysis is very much valued to diversify the scope and enhance the scientific return of the
mission, such as NASA’s major contribution to the subsurface-sounding radar. Also, arriving at Mars at
the very end of 2003, Mars Express will be followed by the Japanese Nozomi spacecraft a few days later.
Both missions are highly complementary in terms of orbits and scientific investigations; Nozomi focusing on the study of the upper atmosphere of Mars as well as the interaction of the solar wind with
the ionosphere from a highly elliptic equatorial orbit. Close cooperation, including scientific data exchange and analysis, is foreseen by the Nozomi and Mars Express teams. For more details on the Mars
Express mission and its Beagle –2 lander:
http://sci.esa.int/marsexpress/ and http://www.beagle2.com/
The specific scientific objectives of the Venus Express mission are the study of the space plasma environment and its interaction with the solar wind, the nature and mechanisms of the general atmos-
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pheric circulation and the greenhouse effect, the physics and chemistry of the cloud layer, the composition and chemistry of the lower atmosphere and its interaction with the surface, the surface IR topography and the subsurface sounding of the venusian crust down to a few kilometres.
The scientific payload on the Venus Express orbiter includes a Planetary Fourier Spectrometer
(PFS), a Subsurface-Sounding Radar Altimeter (VENSIS), an Energetic Neutral Atoms Analyser
(ASPERA), an UV and IR Atmospheric Spectrometer (SPICAV), a Radio Science Experiment (VeRA),
all derived from Mars Express instruments, and a VNIR-SWIR spectro-imager inherited from the Rosetta mission (VIRTIS), a new UV-VIS global atmospheric imager (VMC) and a magnetometer (MAG)
to study the complex space environment of Venus in detail (see Table 1).
The mass of the orbiter scientific payload is of about 104 kg, in compliance with the approved mission scenario. The spacecraft will be launched by a Soyuz-Fregat in November 2005 and placed in a
highly elliptical venusian orbit (250 × 65000 km) of quasi-polar inclination and 24 hours period, after a
150 day cruise. The nominal mission lifetime is two venusian years (2 × 224 days) after orbit insertion.
Due to Venus low J2 gravity harmonic, the pericentre will be locked over a 60-70° N latitude band
(comprising Ishtar Terra). The Venus Express Prime Contractor will be the same as for Mars Express
(Astrium-Toulouse, France) for cost and efficiency reasons.
International collaboration will also be a feature of this mission as the Japanese Venus Orbiter mission will be launched in 2007 and both missions will complement each other in terms of orbits and scientific investigations; Venus Orbiter focusing on the study of the upper atmosphere of Venus as well as
the interaction of the solar wind with the ionosphere from a highly elliptic equatorial orbit.
While the study of Mercury and the Moon will help us understand the early history of the Solar System, Venus and the Earth will give us clues on its recent history with Mars being an intermediate case.
However, synergies in the exploration of all terrestrial bodies are essential to establish a complete scenario of the evolution of the Solar System and in particular to understand the state of our own planet.
Table 1: MARS EXPRESS AND VENUS EXPRESS SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD

MARS EXPRESS PAYLOAD
Acronyms

Instruments

VENUS EXPRESS PAYLOAD
Acronyms

Modifications

Orbiter
HRSC
OMEGA
PFS
MARSIS
ASPERA
SPICAM
MaRS

Super/High-Resolution Stereo Colour Imager
IR Mineralogical
Mapping Spectrometer
Planetary Fourier
Spectrometer
Subsurface-Sounding
Radar/Altimeter
Energetic Neutral Atoms
Analyzer
UV and IR Atmospheric
Spectrometer
Radio Science Experiment
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
PFS

Identical instrument

VENSIS

Different frequencies

ASPERA

Identical instrument

SPICAV

Improved IR channel

VeRA
VIRTIS

Addition of USO
VNIR-SWIR spectro-imager
(from Rosetta)
UV-VIS global imager (new)
Magnetometer (new)

VMC
MAG

Lander
BEAGLE-2

Suite of imaging instruments, organic and inorganic chemical analysis, robotic sampling devices and
meteo sensors

N/A
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DEPTH/DIAMETER RATIOS OF IMPACT CRATERS ON VENUS.
C. G. Cochrane, Imperial College, London, SW7 2AZ. E-mail: c.cochrane@ac.ic.uk.

Introduction: Most impact craters on Venus are
pristine and, because of its similarity, good analogs
for craters on Earth soon after formation. The USGS
database lists 967 candidates: from the largest, Mead
at 270 km diameter, to the smallest, unnamed at 1.3
km. Early morphometry research focussed on larger
craters. Schaber et al [1] (11 craters >50 km), and
Ivanov & Ford [2] (31 craters > 70 km), took crater
depths from altimetry. Sharpton [3] (94 craters > 18
km) used floor-offset in Magellan Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) image pairs. Herrick & Phillips [4] list
most parameters except depth for 891 craters that
met their criteria. Their LPI database now numbers
938. Herrick & Sharpton [5] made Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs) of all craters at least partially imaged twice down to 12 km, and 20 smaller craters
down to 3.6 km. They used F-Midr and FMAP stereo
pairs in Magellan Stereo Toolkit (MST) v.1, and
automated matching every 900 m followed by manual editing of match points.
Sample Selection: Magellan’s orbit was designed
for SAR mapping of at least 70% of Venus. Cycle 1
looked left to cover the North Pole; Cycle 2 looked right

Fig 1 - Cycle 3 coverage from Ford (1993)
to cover the South Pole, and left to replace imaging
lost on Cycle 1. Cycle 3 looked left at lower incidence to create stereo pairs but imaged only 17% of
the planet, in just 2 regions: Ishtar & Aphrodite, and
with many missing swaths as shown in Fig 1. A
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Fig 2 – Sample Area definition

region asride Aphrodite, defined in Fig 2, has the
most contiguous Cycle 3 coverage, plus the rightlooking coverage in orange for ground truth. This

Sample Area is 7.5% of the surface area of the planet
and contains 78 craters (8.3%) on the LPI database.
Only 57 (5.8%) are sufficiently well covered in Cycles 1 & 2 for DEM generation - about 1/3 of the 160
that should be covered in Cycles 1 and 3 if the craters are evenly distributed across the planet. Several
analyses show the Sample Area has typical terrains
and representative crater types for Venus. It includes
the largest, Mead, and youngest, Adivar.
DEM Generation: MST v.2 was used on F-Map
stereo image pairs, following a method due to R C
Ghail of Imperial College. It automatically matchs
down to 2x4 groups of 75m pixels. One such group
is just larger than Magellan’s SAR resolution cell so
DEM resolution is the highest achievable. To ease
the computation load, a standard 1024 x 1024 pixel
framelet (75km x 75m) was used - large enough to
cover crater and ejecta field in most cases. Smaller
craters were placed towards the top left hand corner
to improve texture as matching started. Larger craters
were mosaiced from several framelets. Mosaicking
of Mead and Potaninais not yet complete. The 56
DEMs were assessed in MST QC, imaged in ERDAS
Imagine, and measured in Image-J.
Artifacts: The DEMs exhibit at least 3 types:
1. Ploughed Field. Parallel furrows about 50
pixels apart, oriented north-south, and 10s of metres
deep are common. The cause is unknown. Ghail removes them by averaging several images with start
points a few pixels apart by a labour intensive process that cannot yet be automated. These errors are
acceptable for initial assessment of crater shape.
2. Prominence extension. Some features extend down range into a ridge, eg central peak linked
to the rim. Probably due to radar shadowing differences, and may be preventable by different search
profiles. Can be avoided during measurements.
3. Matching runaway. A half-cone pointing
west, presumably when matching fails and propagates errors east and north/south. Can be minimised
by selecting framelets with good texture, especially
on the left. Sometimes both images were “flipped”,
horizontally or vertically, to move a missing (black)
or noisy swath in one image to minimize its effect. If
they could not be avoided, they were ignored.
Summary of Preliminary Results: Rim-floor
depths and rim diameters of the 56 DEMs fall close
to the trend lines in [2], [3] and [5] , as shown in Fig 3.
A single trend line through them has an unusually
steep slope so different transition diameters with separate
trends for small (red triangles) and large (yellow triangles)
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craters were tried. A transition at 13km seems the most
satisfactory, with a trend line for the larger craters parallel
to those for the terrestrial planets given in [2] & [3], and a
trend for small craters parallel to the expected slope but
offset from it by a factor of about 4.

Fig 3 DEM Dimensions compared with Trends for
Terrestrial Planets

Discussion of the results:
1. Crater Rims As reported in [5], diameters in
earlier research were found to have been systematically underestimated, perhaps because scarps are
bright but rounded uplifts are pooly delineated. The
method used for finding the DEM rim was to reduce

oval in imagery. It is circular, with a diameter 1.1
times the major axis of that ellipse.
2. Crater Floors. Inspite of the artifacts, the
DEMs show significant floor topography. To reduce
the effect of any nulls in the DEM, the average of the
lowest 1% of the crater area was taken as the floor
bottom. Closer spacing of match points may explain
the shallower depths than [5]. Also, floors are partially obscured by artifacts in some cases, so the area
taken may not have been the true floor. The depths of
33 sample craters will be validated by comparison of
the DEM with a third, Cycle 2 image.
3. Small Crater Trend. The offset of the small
crater trend, d ~ 0.4D, is probably due to impactor
break-up and dispersal in the atmosphere, giving rise
to many impacts with interacting shock waves. I call
such shallow craters “compound”. Melosh [6] and
MacKinnon et al [7] attribute the smallest craters on
Venus to disaggregated irons, providing a graph
showing a single crater of 10km diameter could be
caused by 1014 kg of rubble. They consider diameter
a function of break-up altitude (not impactor mass),
and give a transition diameter of 3 to 4 km. However,
the LPI database shows 13 of 358 craters with central
structure are less than 13km diameter, the smallest
being 8.6km, and 138 of 542 craters without one are
larger, the largest being 87km diameter. So, 13km is
within LPI’s range for transition diameter, and 4km
is not. The sample DEMs show a transition range of
12.8-18.5km.
4. Transition Depth. Depth may be more relevant than diameter to the onset of rim slumping, the
main criterion for a complex crater. The ~500m
found is close to the 600 to 800m range implied in
[7] by their note that d = ~0.2D is standard.
5. Crater Population Statistics. Almost half
the LPI population are < 13km diameter (426 craters), with compound rather than simple profiles.
Preliminary Conclusions:
1. DEMs of a small but representative sample
of the crater population of Venus show diameters
have been underestimated, typically by 10%. Impactor size populations for Venus based on scaling
crater diameters should be adjusted accordingly.
2. Perhaps half the craters on Venus are compound, with a diameter due to break-up altitude.

Fig 4 DEM vs Database Diameters.
a threashold and mark the highs, then increase it to find

its saddles. The rim diameter was taken as the average of 3 best fit ellipses through these points. As Fig
4 shows, the average correction is +10% for craters
less than 70km. DEMs of Mead and Potanina are
being mosaiced and may also have been undersized.
Of the 3 outliers, only Manzolini has been investigated. The DEM shows it lies on a slope with radardark matter on the lower (west) side, making it look

References: [1] Schaber, GG et al (1992) JGR
97, 13257-13302. [2] Ivanov, BA et al (1992) JGR
97 16167-16181. [3] Sharpton, VI (1994) GSA SP293, 19-27. [4] Herrick, RR & Phillips RJ, (1994)
Icarus 111, 387-416. [5] Herrick & Sharpton (2000)
JGR 105, 20245-20262. [6] Melosh, H J, Impact
Cratering, 1989, Oxford Univ Press. [7] McKinnon,
W B et al. (1997) Venus II, 969-1014.
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LARGE HESPERIAN PROGLACIAL LAKE IN SCHMIDT VALLEY, MARS: 2: EVIDENCE FOR
MARGINAL PITTED SANDAR DEPOSITS: J. L. Dickson and J. W. Head, Dept. of Geol. Sci., Brown Univ.,
Providence, RI 02912 USA, james_head@brown.edu
Introduction and Background: Previous analyses
using MOLA data support the general concept that significant volatile-rich deposits formed in the Hesperian
period of Mars history in the south circumpolar area [14] and that a large quantity of volatiles was lost when
portions of the cap underwent meltback to approximately the present position of the edge of the Amazonian layered terrain [1]. The presence of meltwater is
supported by: 1) the presence of sinuous ridges plausibly interpreted as eskers [5], and marking the location of
subglacial streams that drained much of the retreating
polar cap, and 2) cavi, the surface manifestation of subglacial melting and vertical and lateral movement of
water [6]. Portions of the meltwater appear to have
ponded in a large lake [7] near the crater Schmidt and
then to have drained from a notch in the northern end of
the valley, ultimately flowing into the Argyre Basin. In
this contribution we describe the relationships of distinctive topography at the margins of the lake and the
lobate deposits of the Dorsa Argentea Formation (DAF)
in the Cavi Angusti region. We assess these featrues in
terms of a range of Earth analogs.
Description: The geologic and topographic setting
of Schmidt Valley and the interpretation of the area occupied by meltwater reveals a north-northwest oriented
valley approximately 350 km wide that extends from the
edge of the present cap north toward the Argyre basin
for a distance of over 750 km. It is bounded on the
west, north, and east by irregularly-shaped, topographically high segments of Noachian cratered terrain [1,7].
An unusual set of features and deposits is located
just to the north of this zone along the western margin of
Schmidt valley south of the crater Schmidt and at the
edge of the Cavi Angusti deposits (Fig. 1, 2). This region consists of several parallel zones the boundaries of
which parallel the topography. At the highest topographic level (in excess of ~1700 m) the morphology is
characterized by the cavi and deep sinuous troughs of
Cavi Angusti.
At the margins of this zone toward the north and
west occurs a transition region about 75 km wide,
dominated by smooth plains interrupted by numerous
equidimensional and linear pits. This pitted plain lies
generally between the elevations of 1000 m and 1750 m
and slopes down to the floor of Schmidt Valley at an
angle of .08°; it extends along the margin for a distance
of about 250 km. Pits in this pitted plain number about
310 and are uniformly smaller than those making up
Cavi Angusti; the diameters range from <1 km to 8 km,
with the mean being about 3.96 km (Fig. 3). Pits tend to
be elongated, with their aspect ratio ranging from ~1 to
~5 but with a mean of ~1.84. The elongation direction is
not random, with broad trends in the N-S direction (Fig.
4). There is no evidence for a dominant trend related to
the regional slope, or to prevailing wind directions (Fig.
2, 4). Depth of the pits is variable, as is floor elevation
(Fig. 5).
A narrow trough a few km wide and a few tens of
meters deep separates the pitted plain zone from the

adjacent elongate low rise (Fig. 1, 2), which has a much
smoother surface and almost no pits. This zone is about
30 km wide and is separated from the regionally
smooth, but locally rough topography of the valley floor
by a scarp/trough about 100 m in height.
Discussion and Interpretation: Previous interpretations of the origin of the pits in this terrain have focused on eolian processes and deflation pits [e.g., 7].
Although eolian processes have surely influenced and
modified the area, the localized distribution of these
features, their location at the edge of an extensive deposit of volatile-rich material that is undergoing melting
(Cavi Angusti) [8], and their formation along the margin
of a valley that was the likely recipient of an extensive
volume of meltwater forming a lake, suggests an alternate interpretation. We explore the hypothesis that these
morphological zones and the features that they contain
are related to lake-ice sheet contact environments. In
terrestrial glacial environments, features at the margins
of receding ice sheets are often characterized by proglacial fluvial systems known as outwash plains or sandar.
Terrrestrial sandar have a proximal zone with a few
deep and narrow channels, an intermediate zone with a
complex network of wide, braided channels, and a distal
zone with shallow, poorly defined channels merging to
sheet flow deposits [9]. Polar sandar are often quite
different because of low meltwater discharges and negligable precipitation [10]. Polar sandar deposits and facies are distinct [10] and their evolution is estimated to
proceed at rates about two orders of magnitude less than
lower latitude sandar. Thus, abundant channel deposits
are often replaced by broad fans. Continued retreat of
the ice sheet can result in the isolation and partial burial
of ice blocks. Subsequent melting and sublimation of
the ice blocks then leads to the formation of pits or kettle holes. Kettles are partially filled from the collapse of
outwash material surrounding an ice block, and can be
further buried if sandar aggradation continues during
this phase of evolution. The well known outwash plain
[11] emplaced in front of the Sandwich moraine of the
Cape Cod Bay Lobe contains over 82 kettle holes ranging from 0.28 km to 3.63 km in diameter. In this case,
the Sandwich moraine served as a dam for a proglacial
lake that formed when the lobe underwent further retreat. This isolated the outwash plain and as the ice
blocks melted the kettle holes remained and were preserved.
Thus, outwash plains, polar sandar, and kettle holes
may be good analogs for the pitted plain on the distal
flanks of the Cavi Angusti lobe. Because of the very low
temperatures anticipated at such high latitudes on Mars,
there is a high likelihood that this feature would behave
in a manner similar to a polar sandur. The sizes of the
pits on the pitted plain are much larger on Mars than
those on Cape Cod. The size distribution of the isolated
blocks is determined by the interplay of top-down
melting and sublimation, and sedimentation. Slow rates
of sedimentation and ice wastage could lead to larger
isolated block sizes, and thus larger kettle holes.
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On the basis of these observations, we interpret these
zones to represent the location of a former marginal icerich deposit, with the pitted plain representing the location of a decaying ice sheet which left isolated ice
blocks surrounded by sediment, which then melted or
sublimed to produce the martian equivalent of terrestrial
kettle holes. Thus, we interpret these features to have
formed at the junction (Fig. 1, 2) between the margin of
the ice-rich deposit (Cavi Angusti) and the lake forming
on the floor of Schmidt Valley.

Colorado Plateau, NASA SP-491, 1988; 3) K. Tanaka
and D. Scott, USGS Misc. Inv. Map I-1802-C, 1987; 4)
J. Plaut et al., Icarus, 76, 357, 1988; 5) J. Head and B.
Hallet, LPSC 32, #1366, #1373, 2001; 6) G. Ghatan and
J. Head, JGR, 107, 10.1029/2001JE001593, 2002; 7) J.
Head and S. Pratt, LPSC 32, #1159, 2001; 8) G. Ghatan
et al., JGR, in review, 2002; 9) D. Benn and D. Evans,
Glaciers and Glaciation, Arnold, 1998; 10) R. B. Rains
et al., NZJGG, 23, 595, 1980; 11) A. Strahler, A Geologist's View of Cape Cod, Natural History Press, 1966.
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Fig. 3. Size frequency distribution of pits in the
pitted plain.

Fig. 1. Gradient map and sketch map of the boundary
area between Schmidt valley region and the Cavi Angusti Lobe near the South Pole of Mars.

Fig. 2. MOLA profile showing the main features across the boundary. Location shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Long-axis orientation of pits in pitted
plain.

Fig. 5. Typical profile of pit in pitted plain.
(M07/00889)
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Aerosols in the Martian atmosphere:
what kind of new polarimetric observations could be useful
J.M. Dlugach, Main Astronomical Observatory, Kiev, dl@mao.kiev.ua
E.V. Petrova, Space Research Institute, Moscow, epetrova@mx.iki.rssi.ru
Interpretation of the polarimetric observation data obtained during hightransparency periods in the Martian atmosphere at phase angles 5 ≤ α ≤ 40° fails to give
unambiguous estimates of the optical properties of the Martian aerosols. This problem
was discussed in detail in our previous studies [1, 2]. In particular, it was demonstrated
that significant uncertainty could be introduced by lack of the reliable information about
the polarization properties of the Martian surface in the ultraviolet range [2]. Besides, the
assumed shape of aerosol particles influences much the results of interpretation, when the
particle size is greater than the wavelength. A frequent occurrence of ice clouds can also
decrease the accuracy of the estimates. We concluded [2] that new synchronous
photometric and polarization observations in a wide spectral interval at different phase
angles are necessary to obtain the reliable information on the optical characteristics of the
Martian aerosols. Now, on the basis of the results of our calculations, we shall try to
show what kind of polarimetric data could help to solve this problem.
It has been mentioned above that so far the observational data obtained for phase
angles α ≥ 5° were mainly analyzed in the previous studies. One can get a notion about
the shape of observed polarization phase curves from [2, fig.1]. However, the
computations, which were carried out in [2], showed a small peak of positive polarization
in some cases at phase angles smaller than 5°. Note that an appearance of weak positive
polarization at small phase angles is confirmed by measurements performed during dust
storms [3]. That is why, we decided to investigate in detail the behavior of polarization in
the interval 0 < α < 5°. We considered a plane-parallel layer of the optical thickness τ0
above a reflecting surface as a model of the “clear” atmosphere of Mars. We calculated the
degree of linear polarization at a wavelength of 0.35 µm for the atmosphere, consisting of
randomly oriented dust particles mixed uniformly with molecules of the atmospheric gas.
The computations were performed for spheres and oblate spheroids with axial ratios ε =
1.5, 2.0 for the complex refractive index (nr =1.5, ni = 0.015) and the power law size
distribution with the effective radius Reff = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 µm. To investigate an
influence of the value of optical thickness, we considered two values τ0 = 0.07 and 0.24.
For spheroids the calculation of the elements of the scattering matrix were performed
using the T-matrix code [4].
The figure below presents some results of our computations of the polarization
phase curves (0 ≤ α ≤40°) of the whole planetary disk. These results permit us to make
the following conclusions:
1. At phase angles 0 < α < 5° t he polarization degree of radiation reflected by a layer,
consisting of spherical particles, is negative for all considered values of the effective
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radius and optical thickness. The same result was also obtained for spheroids with
Reff =0.1 µm.
2. For a layer consisting of spheroids with Reff = 0.5 µm and ε =1.5, the polarization
takes small positive values when the optical thickness τ0 =0.24 and 2 ≤ α ≤ 5°. At the
same time, it has nonrealistic negative values at phase angles 10 - 25°. More oblate
spheroids (ε = 2.0) do not produce positive value of polarization in this region, if the
layer has the same optical thickness.
3. The radiation reflected by a very thin layer (τ0 = 0.07), consisting of spheroids with
Reff = 1.0 µm and ε = 1.5, has the weak positive polarization when 3 ≤ α ≤ 5° and
realistic values of polarization at the other phase angles. However, the polarization
curves for the layer with τ0 = 0.24 consisting of the same model particles as well as
for the layer consisting of more oblate spheroids, do not resemble the observational
ones.

Thus, our results of computations indicate that observational data obtained near
opposition can give very useful additional information concerning the optical properties
of the Martian aerosols.
We are grateful to Dr. M.Mishchenko for providing the T-matrix code available at
http://www.giss.nasa.gov/~crmim.
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ON IMAGE MATCHING AT DETERMINATION OF SURFACE RELIEF BY THE PHOTOMETRIC
METHOD. I. Dulova, Yu.V. Kornienko and V.V. Pugach, Usikov Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics of
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Acad. Proskura Str., 12, Kharkov, 61085, Ukraine. pvv@ire.kharov.ua
At space experimental data processing, a necessity
to determine the relief of the planet surface by its optical or radar images often arise. In the authors opinion,
the most mathematically correct method for this purpose is the photometric method proposed in [1]. It is
based on the statistical approach to the problem of experimental data processing, and obtained as a solution
of the problem of determination of the relief the most
probable a posteriori at given original images.
For determination of the surface relief by the photometric method, as a source material, a set of images
of this surface is needed, obtained at different illumination conditions. In most cases these images turned
out to be badly matched or not matched at all. Therefore, it is needed to match them when processing the
source data.
Usually, image matching is performed by criterion
of maximum of the cross-correlation function or, what
is the same, of minimum of the mean-square difference
of these images. Such a method is suitable for images
obtained at identical illumination conditions differing
one from another only in noise realization. However,
in our case original images are obtained just at different illumination, and the efficiency of this matching
method is not high. Therefore, another matching
method is required, where not the brightness values,
essentially depending on illumination conditions, are to
be compared, but some invariant characteristics of the
investigated surface. The most natural characteristic of
this kind would be the region relief, but it remains to
be unknown while the problem of matching is being
solved.
In [1] we propose to get over this difficulty by
uniting the problem of matching original images with
the problem of relief determination into the unified
problem. In this case it is required to find simultaneously the region relief and shift vectors of each original
image, which is necessary for obtaining the most reliable result. The rigorous mathematical solution of this
problem was obtained in [1], however it was not illustrated with neither real nor computer simulated images.
In work [2], where the method capabilities were shown
with model images, original images was supposed to
be pre-matched.
The present work is devoted to the experimental
check of efficiency of the method proposed in [1], in

case that original images of a region are shifted one
from another in the unknown way.
For this purpose we simulated the relief of the
cratered lunar-like surface, and then images of this
surface at given illumination conditions. The stationary
Gaussian noise, imitating the image registration noise,
was added to these images, and then they were shifted
one from another few tens of pixels on both coordinates. These images simulated original images obtained during the space experiment.
Thereafter these images were used as original ones
to determine the region relief by the photometric
method [1], taking into account that original images
are to be matched.
The result of these operations was the reconstructed
relief that could be compared with the initially known
one. It differed from the original relief in a random
error that was in the same range as in [2]. Moreover,
new images were synthesized by the reconstructed
relief for the same illumination conditions as the original ones. These images differed from the original ones
in random error and position: they were matched during determination the relief by the method [1].
The quality of matching was high, and its shortcomings were not seen at the visual analysis of the
result. So only the original images of the surface are
shown in Fig. 1, 2, and the result of their matching by
the traditional method for maximum of the crosscorrelation function in Fig. 3. It is seen from Fig. 3 that
the matching error is about twenty pixels. This error is
caused by the difference of the illumination direction
in original images on 90 degree. As a result the brightness value of the same pixels on different images differs greatly. So the attempt to minimize the brightness
difference leads to wrong result.
The application of the correct matching method
which is in fact based on minimization of difference in
slopes, not in brightness, leads to the essentially better
result.
References:
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Anh. (1994) Cinematics and Physics of Cellestial
Bodies, 10, No. 5, 69 – 76. [2] Dulova I.A., Kornienko
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Fig.1 The initial image obtained at illumination from North-East

Fig.2 The initial image obtained at illumination from North-West

Fig.3 The initial images matched by the traditional method of minimum of mean-square difference.
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ORDERED POSITIONS OF FORMATION CENTERS OF THE EARTH-LIKE PLANETS AND MOONS
M.G. Ferrandez, Yu.V.Barkin, J.M. Ferrandiz (Alicante University, Spain, Email: yuri.barkin@ua.es)
Abstract. Grid-phenomenon of the geological,
geographical, geophysical and others structures and
formations in first was discovered empirically for the
Earth and then was generalized to the others Earth-like
planets and satellites: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Moon,
Io, Europe, Callisto, Ganimede and others. In first
papers the new regularities of the ordered position and
of the motion of the lithosphere plates, of the ordered
hot spot positions, triple junction positions and of the
many others formations and structures, including
anomalies of the different physical fields of the Earth,
were established and studied with respect two inclined
reference system of the Earth [1]. In given report we
discuss the results of the mathematical-statistical
studies of the latitude-longitude ordering of formation
centers of some from Earth-like planets and moons
(Mercury, Venus, Moon, Mars, Io). For analysis we
have used special computer methods [2], [3]. As basic
date about coordinates of the formation centers we have
used the Internet Data of USA Geological Surveys [4].
Moon formations. The confirmations of the ordered
structures in position of the centers of the lunar
formations (CF of mares, montes, rimae, dorsa and
some others) were obtained by specially developed
methods of the mathematical-statistical analysis of their
coordinates in the Moon reference system. The method
of computer analysis of the alignment of the CF along
meridians and parallels of the special inclined reference
system was constructed. The definite criteria’s of the
alignment along meridians (Qm ), along parallels (Qp)
and some others were formulated. The computer
programs of the surface search of the poles (or inclined
reference systems) with high values of parameters Qm
and Q p of the latitude and longitude ordering of CF
were created. For more intensive pole we define
position of the equatorial planes of the inclined
reference systems (or big circles on the Moon surface
with inclination In and with node longitude Ln).
The main poles of the latitudinal ordering of the Moon
CF are: 57 0S, 16 0E; 81 0 N, 129 0 E (montes), 110N,
190E; 56 0N, 33 0W (mares), 730N, 141 0E; 56 0N, 150 0E
(dorsum), 290N, 10 0W (rimae) and others. In particular
the developed methods have been let us to construct the
big circles of the intensive location of the CF (In and L n
are their inclination and longitude) were determined: I.
320, 125 0W; II.57 0, 73 0E; III. 33 0, 74 0W and others.
These PC big circles are in good accordance with more
earlier empirical constructions of the big circles of the
location of mares and others formations of the Moon: I.
300#400, 110 0#1200W [5], 1912); II. 54 0, 110 0 E [6] II.
550, 113 0E [1]; III. 360, 82 0 W [6], 350, 730W [1].
Comparative analysis of the observed locations of the
Moon CF with random experimental distribution of the

same number of the CF have let us to shown a
existence of the ordered (regular) component in
observed distribution of the Moon CF concretely in
terms of numerical characteristics of parameters Qm , Q p
and others.
Mercury formations. Elementary empirical analysis of
the distribution of the centres of different Mercury
formations (CMF) leads us to a conclusion about
ordered character of their positions. The definite
inclined belts of the concentration of the CMF, grid
phenomenon in their latitudinal and longitudinal
distribution, antipodal CMF are observed on the
Mercury surface [1]. Here we present some first results
of the mathematical-statistical analysis by PC
axography method of the ordered positions of the 31
centers of Albedo Features.
In result of application of this method to the Mercury
Albedo Features and to random distributions of the
same number of points on the sphere we have obtained
some evidences of the CMF ordering. The latitudinal
ordering of the Albedo Features has place in some
special reference systems (IRS) The coordinates of the
northern pole of these IRS (established by criteria Qp)
are: 1). 89.5 0N, 202.50W; 2). 38 0N, 224 0W; 3). 43 0N,
30W; 4). 670N, 28 0W. The planes orthogonal to the
pointed polar axes of IRS define the big equatorial
circles (inclination, longitude of node): 1). 0.5 0,
112.5 0W; 2). 520, 1340W; 3). 470, 1830W; 4). 230,
2080W. The fact of the latitudinal ordering of the
different formations of Mercury (with respect to the
Mercury polar axis or pole 1).) was predicted earlier [1].
The fine system of the big circles with high
concentration of the MCF were found with help of the
Qm criteria (In,L n): I. 46 0, 167 0W; II. 81.5 0, 36.5 0W;
III. 52 0, 90 0W; IV. 750, 338 0W; V. 49 0, 285 0W; VI.
840, 155 0W; VII. 90 0,45.5 0W. The active big circles (of
the concentrated positions of the MCF) close to III and
V also have been discovered earlier: III. 55 0, 85 0W; V.
350, 265 0W [1]. Important properties of the symmetrical
and ordered positions of the MCF were established also
with the help of the others criteria’s.
Venus montes. Application of axography method to
Venus formations and to random distributions of the
same number of points on the sphere let us to confirm a
existence of the order in positions of Venus mountains.
The latitudinal ordering of the mountains has place in
special inclined reference system (IRS) in full analogy
with phenomena of the ordering of the hot spots
positions for the Earth. The northern pole of this IRS
has coordinates: 370N, 285 0E. This pole is located in
the northern part of the famous Beta Regio not far from
Rhea Mons and opposite pole is located on the South
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of Aphrodites Tierra near by Juno Chasma. And our
poles can be called as Rhea pole and Juno pole. Also
another pole with coordinates 480N, 2790E can be
pointed but with smaller value of parameter Qp. Only
1/7 part of the full number of the Venus mountains is
situated in the southern hemisphere of the established
IRS. Also a concentration of the mountains along
inclined equator of the Venus is observed. This big
circle is orthogonal to the polar axis of IRS and has
inclination 530 and longitude of ascending node 80E.
Earlier on the base of analysis of chasmata and another
formations position was pointed another big circle with
inclination 350 and node longitude 40 0E [1]. Another
global structures of Venus were observed by analysis of
the Qm parameter distribution. From them we point the
next more active big circles: 1. 48 0, 8 0E; 2. 49 0 , 12 0 E;
3.530, 150E; 4. 760, 2150E; 5. 510, 1230E; 6. 840,
1700E and others. Origin of the ordered structures of the
Venus (and another’s celestial bodies) we connect with
small relative displacements of the Venus shells in
geological periods of time [1].
Mars montes. In result of application of this method to
the Mars montes and to random distributions of the
same number of points on the sphere we have obtained
some evidences of non-random positions of the
mountains centres. The latitudinal ordering of the
mountains has place in some special inclined reference
systems (IRS) The coordinates of the northern pole of
these IRS by criteria Q p are: 1). 17 0N, 349 0W; 2). 8 0N,
2390W; 3). 58 0N, 141 0W; 4). 370N, 207 0W. The planes
orthogonal to the pointed polar axes of IRS define the
big equatorial circles (inclination, longitude of node):
1). 73 0, 259 0W; 2). 82 0, 149 0W; 3). 32 0, 321 0W; 4).
530, 117 0W. Another inclined big circles with intensive
concentration of CF in their vicinities were found by
criteria Qm : I). 52 0, 114 0W; II). 39 0, 272 0W; III). 64 0,
1140W; IV). 72 0, 5 0W; V). 73 0, 258 0W. It is worth to
remark that the big circles I) and 2) earlier were
discovered in the papers [1], [7] in result of empirical
analysis of Mars formations positions (montes, tholi,
paterae and others). The corresponding characteristics of
these circles are: I). 54 0, 110 0W [7]; 55 0, 110 0W [1];
II). 350, 290 0W [7]; 35 0, 270 0W [1]. In the paper [7]
also the two other active circles were pointed: 470,
500W and 43.5 0, 2060W. Important property of the
distribution of the Mars CF analogous to established
for the Venus montes was discovered. Approximately
1/7 part of the full number of the Mars mountains is
situated in the southern hemisphere of IRS with equator
II).
Io paterae. In result of application of this method to
the Io paterae and to random distributions of the same
number of points on the sphere we have obtained some
evidences of non-random positions of the mountains
centres. The latitudinal ordering of the mountains has
place in some special inclined reference systems (IRS) .

The coordinates of the northern poles of these IRS were
obtained by criteria Qp: 1). 670N, 3530W; 2). 380N,
2370W; 3). 570N, 225 0W; 4). 880S, 120 0W and others.
The planes orthogonal to the pointed polar axes of IRS
define the big equatorial circles (inclination, longitude
of node): 1). 230, 2630W; 2). 520, 3270W; 3). 330,
3150W; 4). 50, 2270W. Another inclined big circles
with intensive concentration of the CP in their
vicinities were found by criteria Qm and modified
criteria Qe : I). 55 0, 291 0W; II). 38 0, 291 0W; III). 73 0,
350W; IV). 880, 1100W; V). 730, 2580W. Obtained
results point out on highly ordered PC positions with
respect to the Io northern and southern poles. This
phenomenon earlier was predicted and illustrated in the
paper [1] as grid phenomenon for Io paterae positions.
A possible mechanism of origin of the observed ordered
positions of Io paterae is discussed.
Barkin’s work was accepted and financed by RFBR
grant N 02-05-64176 and by grant SAB2000-0235 of
Ministry of Education of Spain (Secretaria de Estado de
Educacion y Universidades).
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Introduction: We have discussed the possible
origin of the Mars north polar basal unit [Fishbaugh and
Head, this volume]. Here, we describe the detailed
characteristics of an outcrop of that unit and
implications for its depositional history.
Observations: We have created a detailed sketch
map of a basal unit outcrop in MOC image E02/01209
(Fig. 1). The layering within the unit is complex, with
no single layer extending across the entire image (a
distance of about 3.3 km). The outcrop exhibits 3 main
sequences.
At the bottom of the image, lying
stratigraphically at the base is a rough textured, dark
material. This texture could be a result of the presence
of hummocks, boulders, or small dunes. Above this lie
alternating bands of bright and dark material, and above
this are the PLD (about 125 m thick).
Within the alternating light and dark bands of the
basal unit is a section just below the PLD with steeper
slopes (about 40°) than the more exposed basal layers
below it. There are about eight dark layers in this
section. Note that the data in the MOLA profile (Fig. 2)
include no data points within this section of the PLD.
However, it can be estimated from the surrounding data
points that this section is about 300 m thick; therefore,
each dark layer is about 35 - 40 m thick. As explained,
below, the lighter layers are much thinner than the
darker. Within this section, no particular layers extend
across the entire image. The PLD unconformably
overlie the basal unit as illustrated by the fact that the
top basal unit layer does not extend uniformly across the
image but is instead eroded in some places (Fig. 1).
Between the dark material and Layer 1, there exists
a narrow, bright halo of material. Either this represents
1) a very thin layer or 2) material which has mass
wasted from the material above and collected here.
Layer 1 forms the base of the basal unit. This layer is
characterized by a relatively low albedo and by
lineations likely of eolian origin which may either be
yardangs or longitudinal dunes. Darker layers above
and the dark material below this show no such evidence
of eolian reworking. It is thus assumed that the eolian
features are not currently forming but have been
exhumed by erosion of overlying layers.
Overlying Layer 1 is the brighter Layer 2. Since the
texture of Layer 1 shows through in Layer 2, it can be
assumed that Layer 2 is thin compared to Layer 1. This
same relationship is apparent throughout the basal unit
in this outcrop. The bright halo at the base of Layer 1
may consist of material eroded from the brighter layers.
Note its diffuse, irregular nature. Bright streaks crosscut many of the layers just below the PLD. There is

little to no evidence of mass wasting of the darker
material. Therefore, the brighter material is interpreted
to be more mobile than the darker. While ridges of
unknown origin appear in a few of the dark layers above
Layer 1, these layers are for the most part featureless.
Although this image does not contain any dunes, a
nearby, partially overlapping image does contain dunes
which overlie the basal unit layers. Thin layers with
low albedo like the dunes can be traced in the lower
PLD and may be the source for these dunes.
Discussion: If the darker material indeed consists in
large part of sand, then the mobility of the brighter
material is consistent with a dust composition.
However, as of yet, the possibility cannot be ruled out
that the bright layers are actually mass-wasted deposits
from the PLD or frost deposits which have collected at
the base of the scarps associated with each dark layer.
Relationships between light and dark layers are
complex, and the layers exhibit horizontal discontinuity
and pinching-out. Thus, the basal unit was not
deposited as one 500 m-thick pile of sediment, and the
layers of the basal unit have not all been deposited in
the same environment. In almost no places are two dark
layers superposed without an intervening bright layer.
Formation of each dark layer may have been followed
by a period of relative inactivity while dust covered the
layer. The PLD unconformably overlie the basal unit,
presumably indicating that some erosion of the basal
unit occurred before deposition of the PLD. While a
few candidate impact craters dot the lower layers of the
basal unit in this outcrop, there is not enough exposure
of the upper basal unit layers and lower PLD layers (and
therefore of craters within these layers) to confidently
identify them or estimate the time span separating the
two units. If the dark layers in the lower PLD of a
nearby image are the source of dunes, they may been
deposited during the transition between basal unit and
PLD deposition.
Summary: The basal unit has had a complex
depositional history. Internal layers exhibit differential
erosion, differing amounts of eolian reworking,
pinching-out, alternating relatively high/low albedos.,
and possible small-scale deformation.
The basal
unit/PLD contact is also complex, exhibiting
unconformities and possibly being the source of the
north polar dunes. We will continue to examine more
outcrops in detail to better understand the depositional
environments of this unit, its relationship with the
overlying PLD and dunes, and its possible origin (see
Fishbaugh and Head, this volume).
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ð
Figure 1. (bottom) MOC image E02/01209 at edge of polar cap (centered at 237.80°W, 83.85°N) showing outcrop of PLD and
eroding layers of the basal unit. Arrow indicates illumination direction. Line indicates MOLA profile location. (top) Sketch
map of MOC image below outlining major layers. Numbers refer to specific layers discussed in the text and increase upwards
stratigraphically.

top of PLD

within PLD

hummocky plains

base of basal
unit scarp

Figure 2. MOLA profile extending across MOC image in Fig. 1. Vertical exaggeration ≈ 124x.
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Introduction: Beneath much of the northern polar
layered deposits lies a dark, platy unit noted by Kolb
and Tanaka [1] (platform unit) and described in detail
by Byrne and Murray [2]. While Kolb and Tanaka describe this unit as consisting of early north polar deposits, Byrne and Murray suggest such a significant change
in deposition style that the unit must represent a period
in time when there was no polar cap. They believe that
the basal unit (as it will hereafter be named in this paper) consists of ice-rich paleoerg deposits brought by
atmospheric means to the low elevation plains below the
current polar deposits. In addition to these possibilities,
we suggest that the unit may have initially been deposited by outflow channels and/or a paleo-ocean.
Fishbaugh and Head [3, 4] have shown that the north
polar deposits were once larger, extending to about
75°N. Still unknown are the timing and cause of this
retreat as well as how many times advance and retreat
have occurred. The basal unit has yet to be placed conclusively in this history. The distribution of the unit
(being associated exclusively with the cap) [5] suggests
that it now composes a basal ice portion of the ice cap
(like that seen in terrestrial ice sheets) that is undergoing
retreat at a slower rate than the overlying polar layered
deposits (PLD) [6].
Observations and Discussion: Characteristics. The
main features of this unit have been described by Byrne
and Murray [2]. We describe the detailed characteristics of a basal unit outcrop in another abstract in this
volume. The contact between the PLD and the basal
unit is quite sharp, exhibiting a stark contrast in albedo.
Commonly, the contact is associated with a break in
slope, and in some places is manifested as a protruding
step. The basal unit also has a platy appearance. Further investigation of this unit for this study using Mars
Orbiter Camera (MOC) images and Mars Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) profiles reveals that the unit is internally layered in many places. Layering in the basal unit
is more irregular than in the PLD but can be on as fine a
scale as the PLD. There also appear to be lenses of
material in the basal layers and pinching-out of some of
the layers. In some places, thin, very dark layers exist
within the PLD just above the basal unit. There is at
least one location where the contact comprises an angular unconformity.
The compositional contrast between the PLD and the
basal unit has resulted in differential erosion between
the two units. Erosion of the basal unit is typically characterized by pitting, residual mesas ridges, and anomalous grooves. Yardangs are visible in a few images of
eroding layers. Individual layers within the basal unit
also erode at differential rates. Evidence of mass wasting is apparent but not common. Small suspected impact craters can be found in a few MOC images of the

basal unit where erosion of overlying layers has exposed
older layers beneath. No craters larger than 300 m in
diameter have been exposed in the basal unit, giving it
an apparent Late Amazonian crater age, the same as that
for the PLD [6]. However, since so little of the unit has
been exposed, it is unknown how many craters may yet
be buried.
Dunes are often associated with this basal unit, leading Byrne and Murray [2] to conclude that it is an icy
sand-rich deposit and is the source for the large circumpolar ergs [7]. Where no dunes are present, there exists
a dark mantle of material which has presumably eroded
from the basal unit.
Occurrence. The basal unit crops out in troughs near
and extending into Olympia Planitia (elevations ranging
from -4400 m to -4200m) and within the walls of
Chasma Boreale [2]. Byrne and Murray suggest that
Olympia Planitia is an exposure of the basal unit on the
180°W side. We have continued the investigation into
the occurrence of this unit by examining the currently
available MOC images of the polar cap and of the features interpreted by Fishbaugh and Head [3, 8] as polar
material remnants and glacial retreat features. The layer
likely pinches-out beneath the cap somewhere between
Chasma Boreale and the cap margin. If one cannot assume that the presence of dunes necessarily indicates
the presence of the basal unit, it must be concluded that
the basal unit does not exist anywhere except beneath
the main polar cap (and in the form of Olympia Planitia). Otherwise, if it did exist elsewhere, it has since
been significantly eroded
Terrestrial Basal Ice: On Earth, some glaciers and
ice sheets have one or more layers of basal ice which
can range in thickness from a few millimeters to tens of
meters. Basal ice can have up to greater than 50%
sediment by volume and has structural, chemical, and
isotopic characteristics distinct from the overlying purer
ice layers [9]. The contact between the basal ice and
overlying ice is often quite distinct.
Basal ice can form by one or more of the following
means [9,10]: 1) Regelation or congelation, 2) net adfreezing, 3) entrainment of pre-existing ice, or 4) mixing
and crevassing.
Regelation is the process of melting and refreezing of
glacial ice. Meltwater can drain vertically into the substrate, later freezing and including the underlying sediments. A steady-state thickness of a basal layer formed
in this way is reached when the regelation rate equals
the melting rate [11]. For fine sediments with a low
permeability, this rate will be slow or even zero. Regelation can also occur around obstacles at the bed, limiting the thickness of the basal layer to about the size of
the obstacle [10]. Acting by itself, regelation around
obstacles may only create a basal layer a few millime-
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ters thick and with a low sediment concentration (~5%)
[11]. Congelation is the process of freezing non-glacial
water onto the glacier and may bring sediment with it
[10].
Net-adfreezing may occur by conductive cooling or
by glaciohydraulic supercooling [11]. In this case, wet
sediments are frozen on to the bed as the base cools.
Climate change or a temporal or spatial shift in the basal
thermal conditions can lead to this [11]. The thicker and
more stable the ice sheet, the slower the rate of freezeon will be as the surface changes in temperature are
dampened throughout the ice thickness.
If subglacial meltwater at the pressure melting point
experiences a drop in overburden pressure, it will freeze
and may bring sediment with it in a process termed glaciohydraulic supercooling [12]. This process has been
especially effective beneath Matanuska Glacier in
Alaska, in Iceland beneath Skei∂arárjökull during the
1996 jökulhlaup [13], and beneath the outlet glaciers of
the Laurentide Ice Sheet [13]. An abundance of water
near the bed is needed for this process to be highly efficient [12].
Dirty basal ice can also be created when a glacier
advances over buried glacial ice or debris aprons left by
a previous retreat. Mixing of sediment and meltwater
into the overlying glacier may take place by small-scale
folding of the lower layers, and sediment may also be
squeezed into basal crevasses [11]. These mechanisms
would be locally important but may not add large sections of basal ice. The role of large-scale folds and
thrust faults in the formation of basal ice remains controversial.
Commonly, basal ice will be deformed due to overburden stress and ice flow. Each of these processes requires some amount of meltwater which will later
freeze, "gluing on" the basal ice. However, even coldbased glaciers and ice sheets are known to have dirty
basal ice, visible in cores and at the margins. Cuffey et
al. [14] have studied basal ice at Meserve Glacier in
Antarctica and suggest that cold-based formation of
basal ice may occur by melting and refreezing near the
margin before advance of the glacier, by advancing over
permafrost or over debris aprons, or by any of the processes described above at a time when the climate was
warmer. Small amounts of regelation can occur beneath
cold-based glaciers due to the fact that a thin film (20 40 nm) of meltwater can exist at the interface between
ice and the substrate [15].
Basal Ice on Mars?: Net adfreezing seems the most
likely mechanism for creating a widespread and thick
basal ice sequence, though other processes could act to
add basal ice on a local scale. Meltwater from the formation of Chasma Boreale and other, smaller reentrants
[16] may have allowed sediment from the Vastitas Borealis Formation [6] or from a paleoerg deposit [1] to be
added to the PLD in this way. Indeed, Byrne and
Murray [2] note that such a sand-rich layer would be

capable of holding large amounts of water to be released
in formation of the chasma.
There are several difficulties with forming the basal
unit by net-adfreezing. 1) A large amount of meltwater
is necessary since the basal unit is so much thicker than
any terrestrial basal ice. The formation of Chasma Boreale and other reentrants may have provided the necessary amount of water. Slow regelation into the underlying sediment over tens of millions to billions of years
may also account for the great thickness of this unit. In
this case, there must be a means of providing continually small amounts of water or cyclically larger amounts
of water for the regelation process. 2) The formation of
the basal ice may pre-date the formation of Chasma Boreale since the basal unit can be seen within the chasma
walls, possibly necessitating an earlier melting event. 3)
The source of the sediment in the basal unit is still unknown. Since the basal ice/PLD contact is about 500 m
above the surrounding plains in Chasma Boreale, sediment which was later frozen-on to the PLD may need to
have already existed as a pile rather than being distributed more evenly.
If the basal unit is frozen on to the polar cap as a basal ice layer, then we might expect to see deformation
within it. So far, no large scale deformation has been
found, but preliminary results show evidence of smallscale folding within the unit. If the unit has been added
slowly by something like vertical regelation, one might
also expect to find layers each with differing amounts of
sediment and maybe even lenses of purer ice.
Summary: While the origin of the basal unit beneath
the Mars north PLD is unknown, it may currently behave as basal ice, similar to that seen on Earth. If the
basal unit has formed by the same mechanisms as its
terrestrial counterparts, then they have acted on a much
larger scale than on Earth and require possibly large
amounts of melting. We will continue to investigate the
nature of the basal unit and assess possible modes of
origin through detailed examination of outcrops (see
Fishbaugh and Head, this volume) and detailed mapping of its lateral and vertical distribution.
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Introduction: The detection of chemical biomarkers and possible microfossils in a meteorite
from Mars called ALH84001 [1] has stimulated research in the newly emerging field of astrobiology.
Mars holds great interest for exobiology and presently stands center stage in the plans to explore the
inner solar system for signs of past and present life.
The history and fates of the three terrestrial planets
Venus, Earth, and Mars suggest that the combination
of distance from the Sun, planetary size, as well as
geological and perhaps biological evolution will
control the habitability of a planet. Earth-like planets
cannot remain habitable if they are too much closer
to the Sun than Earth’s orbit, because of too high
temperatures and loss of water by photodissociation.
On the other hand, an Earth-like planet, which is too
much distant from the Sun, would have permanent
surface temperatures below the freezing point of
water and therefore would not be habitable. The
habitable zone (HZ) around the Sun is defined as the
region within which an Earth-like planet might enjoy
moderate surface temperatures needed for advanced
life forms. Usually, this definition is equivalent to the
existence of liquid water at the planet’s surface [2].
Model Description: Our Earth system model
[3,4,5] is a stylized geosphere-biosphere model to
analyze the evolution from the geological past to the
planetary future in 1.5 billion years. It consists of the
components solid Earth, hydrosphere, atmosphere,
and biosphere and couples the increasing solar luminosity, the silicate-rock weathering rate, and the
global energy balance to estimate the partial pressure
of atmospheric and soil carbon dioxide, mean global
surface temperature, and the biological productivity
as a function of time. The crucial point is the longterm balance between the CO2 sink in the atmosphere-ocean system and the metamorphic (platetectonic) source. In our approach, the HZ for an
Earth-like planet is the region around the Sun within
which the surface temperature of the planet stays
between 0°C and 100°C and the atmospheric CO2
content is higher than 10 ppm suitable for photosynthesis-based life.
Results for an Earth-like Planet: In Fig.1 we
show the evolution of the HZ for an Earth-like planet
between 3.5 billion years in the past and 1.5 billion
years in the future. We find that our Earth will leave
the HZ in about 500 million years, while an optimum
position with maximum life span of the biosphere
would be at Ropt=1.08 AU. Furthermore, the position
of Venus was never in the HZ, but the Martian position was within the HZ up to about 500 million years
ago.

Figure 1: Evolution of the HZ for an Earth-like planet in the solar
system with a total carbon amount of 10 bar and optimum temperature of the biosphere of 50°C.

Results for a Mars-sized Earth: The results
shown in Fig.1 refer to an Earth-like planet that is
shifted to Venusian or Martian position, respectively.
Up to now, we have no comprehensive model for the
planetary evolution of Mars. Therefore, we have investigated an Earth model scaled down to Mars size
with respect to ocean mass, continental area, oceanic
area, plate tectonics, etc. (see Tab.1).
Table 1: Parameters for the Earth and a Mars-Sized Earth.

Radius
Mantle radius
Core radius
Mass
Surface
temperature
Acceleration of
gravity
Mantle
heat flow
Mantle density
Mantle volume
Mantle mass
Ocean mass
Surface area
Continental
area
Ocean area

EARTH
6371 km
6271 km
3485 km
5.9736×1024kg
273 K

MARS
3390 km
3337 km
1700 km
0.6418×1024kg
210 K

9.81 m s-2

3.69 m s-2

70 mW m-2

35 mW m-2

4400 kg m-3
8.6×1020 m3
4.0×1024 kg
1.404×1021 kg
5.1×1014 m2
2.0×1014 m2

3469 kg m-3
1.35×1020 m3
4.7×1023 kg
0.151×1021 kg
1.44×1014 m2
0.565×1014 m2

3.1×1014 m2

0.875×1014 m2

The results for these calculations of the HZ are
shown in Fig.2. We find that the HZ for a Mars-sized
Earth generally vanishes earlier than for an Earth-like
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planet. Furthermore, the HZ depends strongly on the
continental growth model.

Figure 2: Evolution of the HZ for a Mars-sized Earth for three
different continental growth models: fixed area (blue – f), constant growth (green - c), and delayed growth (red – d).

Conclusions: We have found that an early Mars
with plate tectonics and an ocean may have been
habitable for some billion years. Recent investigations give hints for an early warmer and wetter Martian environment [6,7,8,9]. Furthermore, there exist
speculations that plate tectonics may have operated
on Mars [10]. This is in agreement with the general
view that, because of Mars’s smaller size, all geological processes caused by the internal cooling of
the planet should go off much faster than on Earth.
There is a strong influence of the applied continental
growth model on the extend of the HZ. Our investigations show that Mars, at least with constant or delayed continental growth, should have been in the HZ
long enough to allow the evolution of life. If so,
signs of this past life forms should be detectable on
planet Mars and future space missions will have to
prove whether Mars was living or not.
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Introduction: This study seeks to understand the
origin of the equatorial layered deposits (ELDs),
including the Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) and
the filled craters of Elysium and Arabia Planitiae (e.g.,
Gusev and Henry Craters). Several origin hypotheses
have been proposed for the MFF [c.f. summary in 1],
most involving a pyroclastic origin but one proposing
formation at the poles [2]. Previous work using
MOLA to test the polar formation theory found that
there are both similarities and significant differences
between the equatorial and polar layered deposits, and
concluded that the MFF may be volatile rich, but did
not form at the poles [3]. Another MOLA-based study
similarly found that the deposits were not polar in
origin, and instead concluded that they were most
consistent with a welded ashfall tuff [4]. [5] further
showed that the ELDs could not be evidence of true
polar wander on the basis of the time scales necessary
for polar wander to have occurred.
Morphological evidence also indicates that while
there are similarities between the poles and the ELDs,
including extensive layering at multiple scales, unusual
smoothness at several scales [see also discussion in 6],
steep slopes (~1-6˚ in the MFF, ~1-10˚ at the poles),
and distal thinning of the materials, there are also
fundamental differences, notably the lateral extent of
the ELDs: the MFF itself reaches across 90˚ of
longitude (Figure 1), and filled craters are present
around the globe. If the ELDs did form by a
mechanism similar to that of the poles, what were the
sources of the volatiles, and how did they reach the
equator?
Volatile sources: There are three Amazonian-aged
volatile sources in the equatorial region: degassing
from nearby volcanism, Elysium-region catastrophic
outflow, and polar material migration during periods of
high obliquity. 1) Degassing: The Tharsis Montes,
Olympus Mons, and Elysium Mons were all active
during the Amazonian.
[7] showed that these
eruptions were most likely plinian, with extensive
magmatic degassing releasing CO2 and H2O. 2)
Regional outflow: [8] and [9] have shown that waterrich debris flowed down the northwestern flanks of
Elysium Mons in the mid-late Amazonian.
Additionally, in the late Amazonian there was repeated
catastrophic release of water in Elysium Planitia,
through Marte Vallis, debouching into Amazonis
Planitia [10]. 3) Migration of polar materials: At
periods of maximum obliquity, the poles receive more

insolation than the equator. As the poles warm, ice
becomes unstable and is forced to migrate to a new
cold trap (see below) [11].
Transportation to the equator: Under current
climatic conditions, the thin martian atmosphere is
nearly saturated with water. Accordingly, any water
vapor released would rapidly precipitate as frost. If it
precipitated onto a surface where water ice is not
stable (which during periods of high obliquity would
be the poles and high latitudes), it would rapidly
sublimate, re-precipitate, re-sublimate, and reprecipitate until it found a cold trap, a region where
surface ice is stable. Crater interiors could serve as a
cold trap [12], as could the equatorial dichotomy
boundary; as air moved across the boundary, it would
rise and be forced to precipitate due to adiabatic lapse.
Wind-deposited dust and ash would be trapped in such
materials, forming layered, indurated deposits.
Materials: The ubiquitous presence of yardangs in
the MFF has frequently been used as evidence that the
it is highly friable, possibly an unconsolidated ashfall
or aeolian deposition, but the conclusion that these are
unlithified or poorly consolidated materials is not
warranted [e.g., 13]. The MFF is certainly more
susceptible to aeolian erosion than the materials it
overlies, but yardangs of this scale (10s of m to 10s of
km long, and over 100 m high [4]) require substantial
induration. Yardangs are most frequently found on
earth in limestones [e.g. 14] and sandstones [e.g. 15],
and notably in a basalt in Argentina [16]. Yardangs in
unconsolidated materials (including bedded sands [17]
and the lacustrine deposits of Rogers Dry Lake [18]
are typically at the scale of one meter tall and less than
ten meters long. Terrestrial yardangs in consolidated
sediments range from meter scale up through the
“crêtes et couloirs” (ridges and troughs) of the Tibesti
plateau that are tens of meters to several kilometers
wide and hundreds of kilometers long [19].
In a yardang study noteworthy both for its scale and
comprehensiveness, [14] examined the origin and
evolution of yardang fields in western Egypt; the
regional climate has been hyper-arid for the last 2.4
Ma and is correspondingly nearly vegetation-free.
Wind is therefore the primary and essentially sole
erosional agent. That study found that yardangs
develop from lineated terrain that is cross-cut en
échelon by fissures or joints; this segmentation allows
for a rapid streamlining of the terrain into the
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traditional yardang form. There was no other evidence
for a change in wind direction or tectonic stresses, and
modeling showed that the segmenting of long
lineations concentrates erosional energy at a lower
level [14]. This suggests that the en échelon pattern
noted by [4] may simply be a function of erosion
efficiencies.
Other proposed origins of the MFF: Some
previous researchers have concluded that the Medusae
Fossae Formation is a welded ignimbrite or welded
tuff [e.g. 20, 4]. Both of these lithify from a
combination of heat (from the volcaniclastic origin)
and pressure from overburden. The lithification is
therefore strongest at the base of the unit; this is
inconsistent with the clear presence of a 5-10 m
caprock in many of the MFF layers [21]. [22]
discusses densely welded pyroclastics that cannot be
explained by loading and argues that welding is caused
by volatile resorption, suggesting that the presence of
volatiles in the ELDs might resolve this inconsistency.
Another proposed origin of the MFF is variably
indurated aeolian deposits [e.g., 21]. Wind-born dust
and ash form friable deposits which could not support
the kilometer-scale yardangs of the MFF; the
diagenesis of loose materials usually requires burial
and compaction, but the emplacement of volatiles, as
discussed above, could have formed an ice matrix.
When the period of high obliquity ended and ground
ice was no longer stable in equatorial regions, the nearsurface ice would have sublimated away. How, then,
could the materials remain lithified at the present? The
Viking landers and Pathfinder found dust with salts
[e.g., 23], suggesting that these could have been
deposited together in the ELDs. The matrix therefore
could have contained dissolved salts that would have
precipitated when the ice sublimated, forming a salt
cement similar to that discussed by [15].
Morphology: [4] found that the Medusae Fossae

Formation has layers at three characteristic scales: <10
m, 50-60 m, and hundreds of meters in thickness.
There is also clear evidence of differential resistivity to
erosion between different layers. This suggests that
there is vertical as well as lateral heterogenaeity within
the MFF [4]. This could easily be explained by layers
with varying volatile content and relative ash/dust
concentrations.
The proximity of the MFF to the major volcanic
provinces of Mars suggests that the presence of ash
layers is virtually inevitable.
The unique
characteristics of the ELDs, their morphological
similarities to the polar deposits, and their
concentration in the equatorial region, however,
suggest that volatiles, probably emplaced during a
period of high obliquity, may have played a
fundamental role in their formation. Future work will
include testing this theory to determine whether the
presence or absence of volatiles from the equatorial
layered deposits can be conclusively determined.
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Figure 1: The Medusae Fossae Formation, presented as MOLA topography draped over a MOLA-derived gradient map.
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2) CaSO4: CaCO3: SiO2= 1:1:2 (mol ratio). Experiments were performed in air, 1 atm. pressure, and
room temperature. The main source of carbon was
from the decomposition of calcium carbonate. The
source of hydrogen was due to the decomposition of
structural water only in the gypsum experiment. Fig.
3 shows significant formation of hydrocarbons (~6
mol % of the integrated composition of the film) in
the experiment with gypsum and almost no hydrocarbons in the dry experiment with anhydrite.
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Figures 1,2: Depthprofiles of hydrocarbons in condensed
films after evaporation of olivine (left) and augite (right)
in different gas environments (reprinted from [8]).
Mass-spectrometric analyses were used to inves0
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During the last years we have systematically investigated the differentiation of minerals and rocks
during impact high-temperature evaporation simulated by laser pulse (LP) technique [1]. These experiments were performed in various atmospheres:
He, N2, CO2, H2O and mixtures of these gases. Experiments have shown a rather efficient interaction of
gas environment with condensed silicates and the
formation of various volatile containing phases [2-5].
Here we revise our results on carbon and hydrogen
interaction resulting in the formation of complex
organic molecules.
The idea of the work was to compare the concentration of organics in the condensed films in experiments when we had a source of both carbon and hydrogen (e.g. H2O+CO2 atmosphere) with that in experiments when we did not have both components at
the same time (e.g. He+H2O or pure CO2 atmospheres). Condensed films were produced by LP vaporization of samples in selected gas environment
and deposition of the vapor cloud on metal foils.
Condensed films were analyzed using x-ray-photoelectron-spectroscopy (XPS) technique. The presence of C-H bonding (C 1s XPS line at 285.0 eV)
was interpreted as the presence of organic molecules,
particularly hydrocarbons. If we compare the concentration of carbon in condensed films from one and
the same target (olivine or augite) in different gas
environment, we see that in all cases surfaces of
these films are enriched in C-H compounds (Fig.
1,2). The amount of hydrocarbons decreases rapidly
with depth. But there is a distinct difference between
experiments when we had a source of both carbon
and hydrogen (H2O+CO2 atmosphere) and when this
source was limited (He+H2O or CO2 atmospheres).
The depthprofile of hydrocarbon concentration in the
condensed films in experiments with limited source
of C and H shows a stable low concentration of hydrocarbons at a level of few mol %. In experiments
in H2O+CO2 atmosphere hydrocarbons has noticeable concentration up to a reasonable depth. If we
take the data from the experiments with limited C
and H source as background values, the additional
hydrocarbons concentration in case of H2O+CO2
atmosphere (see Fig. 1 and 2) must be related to hydrocarbons which are formed in the vapor cloud.
Fig. 3 shows the formation of hydrocarbons in a
LP experiment with composite samples made from a
mixture of powdered CaCO3, SiO2, and gypsum in
one case and anhydrite in another. Components of
the mixture were powdered, well mixed and pressed
to a tablet. Mixtures were prepared with the following ratios: 1) CaSO4·2H2O: CaCO3: SiO2 = 1:1:2 and
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Figure 3. The depthprofile of hydrocarbons in condensed films from experiments with targets composed
of CaCO3+SiO2+(gypsum or anhydrite) (reprinted from
[8]).
tigate the complexity of formed hydrocarbons. The
condensed material from an experiment with evapo-
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ration of augite in a CO2+H2O atmosphere was collected on a special clean Ni- foil and placed into
toluene or CS2 to extract the organic materials. The
extracted phase had brown color. It was concentrated
and placed in an evaporator of a commercial massspectrometer. The evaporator was heated step by step
from room temperature to 890°C. At every temperature step several mass-spectra scans were made to
see the evolution of the organics. Examples of the
mass-spectra are shown in Fig. 4. Mass-spectra demonstrate a wide variety of rather complex hydrocarbons with molecular masses up to 700. The separation of individual components from such mixed
mass-spectra was highly difficult.
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Figure 4. Mass-spectra of hydrocarbons which were
extracted from the condensed material after evaporation of augite in a CO2+H2O atmosphere. (a) A massspectrum at the temperature of evaporator of 180ºC.
(b) A fragment of a mass-spectrum at the temperature
of the evaporator of 270ºC.
The noticeable formation of hydrocarbons proceeds
only in experiments with a source of both H and C.
The mechanism of their synthesis is still unclear. The
possible mechanism can be the Fischer-Tropsch-type
of synthesis since more then a half of carbon during
vaporization is converted to CO [6,7] and the dissociation of H2O also produces a certain amount of H2
and H. We also claim for heterogeneous catalysis on
the surface of condensed particles. Organic molecule
types are not limited only to hydrocarbons since
amino- (NH2) and carbonyl- (CO) groups were also
found in correlation with C-H profiles [9].
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CAVI SISYPHI, MARS: NATURE, ORIGIN AND INITIAL MAPPING WITH MOLA DATA. Gil J. Ghatan,
and James W. Head, Dept of Geol. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912, USA, Gil_Ghatan@Brown.
Introduction: Examination of the south polar region of Mars
from Mariner data revealed heavily pitted areas, containing basins of
irregular shapes and various sizes. Initial studies from Mariner data
suggested that these basins resulted from eolian deflation [1-3]. Viking data allowed for more detailed examination of the entire south
polar region, leading Howard [4] and Clifford [5] to propose basal
melting of ground ice as an alternative origin for the basins. The basins are generally located within two areas: Cavi Angusti, centered at
(70°W, 81°S) and covering an area approximately 550 km x 600 km,
and Cavi Sisyphi, centered at (9 °W, 74°S) and covering an area about
520 km x 560 km.
The south polar basins are located within the units that Tanaka
and Scott [6] mapped as Hdu and Hdl (the upper and lower members
of the Dorsa Argentea Formation-DAF) and HNu, in the geologic map
they produced from Viking data. Detailed mapping performed by
Head and Pratt [7] of the south polar region using MOLA data supports the interpretation that these Hesperian-aged units represent the
deposits of a previously larger south polar ice sheet. Tanaka and Kolb
[8] have also mapped the south polar region with MOLA data, although they suggest alternative, non-glacial origins for many of the
features observed in the area.
With the high resolution topographic data obtained by MOLA and
high-resolution images from MOC, Ghatan et al. [9, 10] have carried
out a series of investigations into the origin of the basins of Cavi Angusti. They conclude that these basins most likely formed as a result of
basal melting, through a combination of melting due to extrusion of
magma into a Hesperian ice sheet and conduction of intrusive heat to
the surface at the base of the DAF. Extrusive magmatic interaction
with the ice sheet is evidenced by the presence of centrally located
edifices within many of the basins, which are similar in morphology
and morphometry to Icelandic subglacial volcanoes. In earlier work
[11] we subdivided those portions of the DAF near the 0° meridian
into four regions. Region 4 of [11] was characterized by the occurance
of the basins of Cavi Sisyphi. Here we present in more detail results
from our study of the area in and around Cavi Sisyphi.
Description of features and map units: We have mapped the
area of Cavi Sisyphi using the MOLA 256 pixel/degree gridded data
set (Figure 1). The basins of Cavi Sisyphi (cs – mapped as aqua) are
broadly similar to those of Cavi Angusti, covering similar surface
areas and having relatively steep slopes along the walls (~ deg). However the Cavi Sisyphi basins are significantly shallower than those of
Cavi Angusti (~500 km vs. 1000 km), and with the exception of one
basin, do not contain centrally located edifices.
Close to, and often adjacent to the basins are a number of edifices
that are here mapped as volcanoes. Two of these edifices have been
interpreted by Ghatan and Head [12] as subglacial volcanoes, which
erupted into a Hesperian-aged south polar ice sheet. Most of the other
edifices are similar in shape and size to the edifices previously
mapped [12]. The largest volcano in the area, located slightly west of
the center of the map area, has a markedly different morphology and
morphometry from the edifices interpreted by Ghatan and Head [12]

as subglacial volcanoes. This edifice, initially mapped as a possible
volcano [6] has shallow slopes and grooved flanks with clear lineations extending away from a central summit crater. The central volcano is located on a broad rise of rough and blocky terrain that extends
from the central to southeastern portions of the map area. This rise is
likely originally of Noachian-age, but appears to have been modified
by the Hesperian ice sheet, and has been mapped as Hdr, a rough
subunit of the DAF.
Two other subunits of what had previously been mapped as the
DAF have been identified. Hds is a broad, smooth deposit that appears
to lie topographically below Hdr. Hds contains most of the basins, and
is predominantly located in the northeast of the map area. The third
subunit of the DAF is Hdl. Hdl is characterized by the presence of a
vast network of sinuous ridges, which have been interpreted by Head
and Pratt [7] as eskers and evidence for basal drainage of water beneath the DAF. This unit displays the lowest elevation of the three
subunits of the DAF, and appears to lie stratigraphically directly below Hds. Tanaka and Kolb [8] have also remapped the area and subdivided the DAF into eight members. Their units roughly correspond
to ours, although there are significant variations, especially in regards
to unit margins.
In addition to the esker-like ridges located within Hdl, four sinuous ridges are located in the southeastern lobe of Hds and two in the
southeastern outcrop of Hdr. A few sinuous ridges are located on the
floors of some of the Cavi Sisyphi basins. These ridges do not follow
regional slopes within the basins, but rather are draped over the underlying topography. These ridges disappear underneath the walls of the
basins. In one location, a ridge disappears underneath the basin wall
and reemerges on the other side (see white arrow). The presence of
these sinuous ridges along the floors of the basins suggests that 1)
esker-like ridges are distributed along the base of the entire DAF, and
2) the basins penetrate down to the base of the deposit.
The southern portions of the map area are occupied by the Amazonian-aged polar layer terrain (Apl-blue), and the northwestern portions are composed of Noachian-aged units (Ns-a smooth unit, and
Nh-a hummocky unit).
Extending away from the western margin of the DAF in this area
is a sinuous channel (cd in Figure 1) identified by [6]. Using MOLA
data Head and Pratt [7] mapped this channel as continuing northwest
until it empties into the Argyre Basin, and interpreted it as evidence
for lateral transport of significant volumes of water originating from
the DAF. The basins of Cavi Sisyphi appear to be aligned along a
gentle E-W leading toward this channel. The curve of the alignment
coincides with the northern boundaries of the high-standing rough
topography of Hdr. Along the southern boundaries of the area of
rough topography a topographic trough appears to curve around from
E-W and to extend into a cluster of basins, which are aligned and
connected with the marginal channel.
Discussion and Interpretation: The abundance of esker-like
features in the area mapped as Hdl suggests that basal drainage of
significant volumes of meltwater occurred within the area. Hds ap-
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pears to overlie Hdl, but in the areas occupied by the basins in this unit
appears to be entirely removed. The exposure of esker-like ridges on
the floors of the basins suggests that basal drainage also occurred in
the area mapped as Hds, and that it likely occurred throughout the
entire DAF.
What could be the source of the melting? Just east of the map
area are several volcanoes interpreted by [12] to have erupted into the
Hesperian ice sheet. Such a scenario would have produced significant
volumes of meltwater that could have drained westward through the
area of Cavi Sisyphi. Additionally, the volcanoes within the map area
may have locally produced meltwater that could have drained downwards into the deposit and outwards along the base.
Unlike the basins of Cavi Angusti, the basins of Cavi Sisyphi do
not show compelling evidence for having formed directly from sub-

glacial melting. However, the presence of sinuous ridges within the
basins, as well as the alignment of the basins and their continuity with
the marginal channel suggests that meltwater likely drained through
the basins. A possible origin for the basins may therefore be surface
collapse of the deposit due to basal meltwater drainage.
References: [1] R.P. Sharp et al., JGR, 78, 4222, 1973. [2] J.A.
Cutts, JGR, 78, 4211, 1973. [3] C.D. Condit and L.A. Soderblom,
USGS Map I-1076, 1978. [4] A.D. Howard, NASA Tech. Memo.
84211, 286, 1981. [5] S. Clifford, JGR, 92, 9135, 1987. [6] K. Tanaka
and D. Scott, USGS Map I-1802C, 1987. [7] J.W. Head and S. Pratt,
JGR, 106, 12275, 2001. [8] K. Tanaka and E. Kolb, Icarus, 154, 3,
2001. [9] G.J. Ghatan et al., Micro. 34, 2001. [10] G.J. Ghatan et al.,
JGR, in review, 2002. [11] J.W. Head and G.J. Ghatan, LPSC 32
#1062, 2001. [12] G.J. Ghatan and J.W. Head, JGR,
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MARS POLAR CAP EVOLUTION AND POTENTIAL FATE OF SUBLIMATION AND MELTING
PRODUCTS: J. W. Head, Dept. of Geol. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, james_head@brown.edu
Introduction and Background: Increasing evidence exists for the geologically young age and recent modification of
the present polar cap deposits. Indeed, it is not clear that any
geological record remains at the poles for large portions of the
Amazonian Period (Fig. 1). Evidence has emerged in recent
years to indicate that peak obliquity cycles could extend to
values in excess of 45 degrees and that such excursions or
other variations in orbital parameters could result in the complete loss of the volatile components of the polar caps and
their deposition in more equatorial regions [1,2]. But what is
the evidence for deposition in the equatorial regions and what
features and deposits might qualify as candidates? Fig. 1
shows two major deposits that occur in the time gap between
the present Amazonian polar deposits, and the Late Hesperian
period and the emplacement of the Vastitas Borealis Formation. One such unit is composed of the fan-shaped deposits on
the western flanks of Tharsis Montes, and the other is the Medusae Fossae Formation, which extends for significant distances in the equatorial region, and essentially spans the remainder of the Amazonian between the Hesperian and the
present polar deposits.
We are investigating the nature and origin of these two
sets of deposits and assessing the possibility that they could, at
least in part, represent the deposition of volatile materials. We
ask the following questions: 1) Could these deposits have represented accumulations of volatiles during the Amazonian
period of Mars' history? 2) If so, what volume of volatiles
might have been involved? 3) What were the processes involved in their emplacement and subsequent evolution? 4) Do
any of the volatile components remain today? 5) If so, where
and in what form? 6) Do these deposits favor or refute the
hypothesis that polar cap volatiles might have been lost from
the poles during periods of high obliquity and deposited in the
equatorial regions? 7) If there is evidence to favor the hypothesis, do the deposits place any constraints on the timing,
magnitude, frequency and duration of such events?
Tharsis Montes Fan-Shaped Deposits: We first explore
the hypothesis that volatiles might be preferentially deposited
in colder regions associated with higher elevations [2]. Although largely constructed of effusive and explosive volcanic
deposits, each edifice of the Tharsis Montes contains a distinctive and unusual lobe, or fan-shaped deposit on its western
flank. On the basis of their unusual nature and superposition
relationships, they have attracted attention since they were
first described from Mariner 9 and Viking data. These deposits, as exemplified by those on Arsia Mons [e.g., 3, 4] usually
contain three facies: 1) An outermost ridged facies, consisting
of a broad thin sheet characterized by numerous ridges, 1->10
km in length, and spaced a few hundred meters to several
kilometers apart, that extend over topographic barriers without
obvious deflection. 2) A knobby facies, which forms an extensive area of chaotic terrain that consists of subrounded severalkilometer-diameter hills; some hills are elongated downslope,
and others form chains that are parallel to subparallel to the
ridges in the ridged facies. 3) A smooth facies, which contains

arcuate lineations and diffuse to lobate margins; the smooth
facies appears to overlie areas of the knobby facies. Scott and
Zimbelman [4 and references therein] synthesized the various
hypotheses on the origin of these features into three broad
categories: "(1) mass movement (including landslides, volcanic-debris avalanches, and lahars), (2) volcanism (pyroclastic flows and ash flows), and (3) glacial and periglacial activity (erosion and deposition caused by the advance and retreat
of ice)."
New Mars Global Surveyor data (e.g., MOLA altimetry,
MOC images, and TES thermal emission data) have permitted
us to characterize the fan-shaped deposits and their relationship to the rest of the volcano in much more detail. Furthermore, glaciers and glacial deposits have become much better
known and understood. For example, it is known [summarized
in 5] that following emplacement as snow, the temperature of
accumulated materials is influenced by heat exchange with the
atmosphere, the geothermal heat flux, and frictional heat generated by flow. Temperature profiles in the accumulating snow
and ice depend on the balance of heat from these three
sources, and this permits the thermal classification of glacier
ice into temperate ice, which is at the pressure melting point
(Tm), and cold ice, which is below the pressure melting point.
This then leads to a simple classification of ice accumulations
to include 1) Temperate glaciers, which are generally everywhere at the Tm (wet-based), 2) Polar glaciers, which are below the Tm throughout, and are frozen to underlying beds
(cold-based), and 3) Subpolar glaciers, which are temperate in
their inner regions, but have cold-based margins. Of course,
this classification is simplistic in that the thermal conditions
may vary in both space and time. On the basis of present surface temperatures on Mars, the vast majority of the surface is
likely to be such that any ice accumulations will be coldbased. Recently, the nature and evolution of terrestrial coldbased glaciers have become much more well-known, particularly through the Antarctic exploration program and research
in the Antarctic Dry Valleys [e.g., 6,7], which represent conditions on Earth that are likely to be most similar to those of the
cold, hyperarid regions of Mars.
Assessment of the fan-shaped deposit on Arsia Mons as
a candidate mountain glacier deposit: The most comprehensive treatment of the fan-shaped deposits of Arsia Mons is [4],
who mapped the Arsia Mons region at a scale of 1:1,000,000.
This mapping provided a firm and comprehensive definition of
units, subunits and structures that make up the fan-shaped
deposits as well as their relationships to the sequence of lava
flow units that make up Arsia Mons as a whole. Our preliminary investigation shows that this regional map characterizes
well the units and major relationships, and we thus adopt this
unit definition and stratigraphy here, using it as a basis for
further investigation and modification and clarification using
the new MGS data. The fan-shaped deposits are largely contemporaneous with the latter phases of volcanism on Arsia
Mons, postdating Member 5 and possibly predating Member 6
[4]. The ridged facies was interpreted [4] as recessional mo-
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raines, resulting from the emplacement of "glacial drift deposited long the margins of an ice sheet during successive stages
in its ablation and retreat." The knobby facies of the fanshaped deposit was interpreted to have formed in a wastage
zone of an ice sheet and to include landslide material; they
interpreted terrain downslope from a distinctive scarp as being
a gravity-driven mass of material, and the scarp was interpreted as a detachment surface. Thus a major outstanding
question in their interpretation is the relative significance of
ice-sheet and landslide origins for the knobby facies. The
smooth facies of the fan shaped deposit was interpreted to
have originated as a viscous flow from two large faultbounded depressions and to be formed by ash-flow tuffs or
lahars. The recent glacial geological literature suggests another
alternative, that is, that the smooth/lobate deposits could be
"rock glaciers" [e.g., 8,9], which are ice-cored, debris-covered
glaciers common in alpine envionments. Our preliminary
analyses suggest that cold-based glacial analogs hold significant promise for the interpretation of deposits on Mars and
may resolve some of the long-standing conundrums related to
the paucity or lack of melt-related features.
The Medusae Fossae Formation: Assessing its Role as a
Sink for Volatiles: The Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) is
one of the most unusual and enigmatic geological units on the
surface of Mars. Distributed in the equatorial region of Mars
and covering at least 2.2 x 106 km2 , it is of Amazonian age
(Fig. 1) and consists largely of fine-grained variably indurated
deposits that blanket preexisting terrain, sometimes to depths
of up to several kilometers. Early parts of the unit are draped
over underlying topography and evidence of stripping means
that deposition has ceased and erosion has been going on for
an undetermined period of time. Outliers suggest that the deposit covered a much broader region in the past. Numerous
hypotheses have been proposed to account for the origin of
these deposits (including extrusive and explosive volcanic
eruption products, eolian, ancient polar, sedimentary, etc.; see
summary in [10]) and studies have been undertaken to assess a
wide range of these hypotheses using new MGS data [e.g.,
11,12].
A very interesting proposal was put forward by Schultz
and Lutz [13] in which it was hypothesized that the MFF was
part of a set of ancient polar deposits that represented the record of true polar wander on Mars. Most workers discounted
this interpretation because of the early advent of the Tharsis
rise and its stabilizing influence on polar wander, and on the
lack of predicted tectonic features. Unfortunately, this general
rejection also tended to obscure the often very strong resemblance of parts of the MFF to polar deposits, as described in
detail [13]. For example, among the similarities in morphology
and topography are: 1) thick central deposits mantling subjacent cratered terrain and thinning toward the margins; 2) unusually large thicknesses that are similar to present polar deposits; 3) unusual smoothness of deposits at several scale
lengths, 4) partially exposed impact craters, very similar to
features in the south circumpolar deposits that have been
partly to wholly embayed by polar deposits and then exhumed
by sublimation and meltback, 5) narrow sinuous and braided

ridge networks, which are often very similar to esker-like
ridges in the south circumpolar deposits that are interpreted to
represent melting, drainage and meltback of a former ice
sheet; 6) large, chasma-like features, 7) craters marginal to the
deposits which often show thick accumulations of interior
layered deposits and are similar to impact craters surrounding
present and previous north and south polar deposits; 8) pedestal craters, which are similar to those found around some south
circumpolar deposits and which provide information on the
amount of material potentially removed from the deposits. Of
course, differences between the MFF and polar deposits exist
as well, including 1) the lack of abundant distinctive spiral
troughs (although candidate examples exist); 2) the abundance
of features interpreted to represent eolian stripping (e.g.,
yardangs) in the MFF; and 3) the apparent lack of pervasive
fine-scale layering observed in polar deposits.
Of course, as pointed out by [10] such a widespread and
extensive unit as the MFF may well have multiple origins. We
believe, however, that one such candidate process that may
have been an important contributor to the origin of the MFF is
the deposition and erosion of volatile-rich material, not as
paleopolar deposits associated with true polar wander [13], but
as material deposited in equatorial regions as a result of peak
obliquity cycle extremes [e.g., 1, 2] or periods of unusual supply of volatiles to the atmosphere (Amazonian outflow channel-forming events).
References: 1) B. Jakosky and M. Carr, Nature, 315, 559, 1985;
2)
M.
Richardson
and
R.
Wilson,
JGR,
107,
10.1029/2001JE0015362002; 3) J. Zimbelman and K. Edgett, PLPSC
22, 311992; 4) D. Scott and J. Zimbelman, USGS I-2480, 1995; 5) D.
Benn and D. Evans, Glacier and Glaciation, Wiley, 1998; 6) D.
Sugden et al., Nature, 376, 412, 1995;; 7) D. Marchant et al., GSAB
114, 117, 2002; 8) J. Giardino et al., Rock Glaciers, 1987; 9) M. Nakawo et al., IHASP 264, 2000; 10) Zimbelman et al., LPSC 31, 1652,
1999; 11) S. Sakimoto et al., JGR, 104 24141, 1999; 12) B. Bradley et
al., JGR, in press, 2002; 13) P. Schultz and A. Lutz, Icarus, 73, 91,
1988.

Figure 1. Stratigraphic relationships of key Hesperian and Amazonian
geologic units. Ap = polar deposits; MFF = Medusae Fossae Formaiton; TM Fans = Tharsis Montes fan-shaped deposits; VBF = Vastitas
Borealis Formation; Hr = ridged plains; CH = outflow channels, DAF
= Dorsa Argentea Formation; APF = Alba Patera Formation.
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LARGE HESPERIAN LAKE IN SCHMIDT VALLEY NEAR THE SOUTH POLE OF MARS: 3:
EVIDENCE FOR LAKE ICE-SHEET CONTACT DEPOSITS: J. W. Head and J. L. Dickson, Dept. of Geol.
Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, james_head@brown.edu
Introduction and background: Here we describe the relationships between a portion of the margin of the lake that is
thought to have occupied the Schmidt Basin and the distal part
of the Hesperian-aged ice sheet known as the Angusti Lobe
[1]. We first examine the nature of lake and glacier ice-sheet
contacts known from terrestrial environments, and then compare deposits and landforms typical of this environment to
those observed on Mars.
Lakes and Glacier-Ice Sheet Contacts: Proglacial lakes
are very common at basically all scales of glacier occurrence
due to 1) the common production of abundant meltwater and
2) the presence of meltwater traps from factors ranging from
distal deposition of barriers, such as moraines, to the formation of broad lows due to loading and marginal flexure. There
are two different types of relationships displayed by glaciers
and proglacial lakes [2]: 1) Non-glacier contact water bodies: The proglacial lake receives the glacial meltwater and
sediment, but the glacial ice is not physically in contact with
the lake. 2) Glacier-contact water bodies: Here the glaciers
extend to the margins of the lake or out into the lake. These
types of contacts are characterized by a very dynamic environment, potentially unstable glacial margins, and often rapid
spatial and temporal variations in sediment transport and
deposition rates. The basic geometry of this relationship has
the following general characteristics: 1) a proglacial lake,
whose surface may be frozen; 2) a glacial ice body that may be
cold-based or wet-based; 3) a complex contact zone that
changes with time. The contact zone has several subenvironments: 1) grounding line: this is the place at which a
glacier-ice body extending into a lake will begin to float because of buoyancy; it occurs when the ice is in contact with
water deeper than ~90% of the ice thickness, is characterized
by a break in slope and represents the transition to zero shear
stress. 2) Floating margins and ice shelves: Where water exceeds these depths in cold regions, floating margins and ice
shelves are produced. 3) Ice cliffs: With non-floating margins,
ice terminates at a cliff at the grounding line.
In the case of the lake in the Schmidt Basin, the very
close proximity of the estimated basin margin and the pitted
plains facies, and the proximity of this to the margin of the
Angusti lobe of the decaying ice sheet, suggest that the northern margin of the pitted plains may have represented a lakeglacier ice sheet contact, and that during at least part of its
evolution, may have displayed the second type of relationship,
that of a glacier-contact water body. A wide range of environments are seen in this setting on Earth, and consideration of
the likely conditions on Mars may help to asses the correct
analogs. Today Mars is a polar desert environment, and although climate change and outflow of groundwater and atmospheric loading has taken place during the last 80% of Mars
history, there is little evidence that the climate has been radically different for extended periods of time, or that it has approached Earth-like conditions during that time [3]. Furthermore, the high-latitude circum-south polar environment of the

DAF underlines the likelihood of especially cold conditions.
Abundant evidence of meltwater is observed [1], however, and
it is unresolved whether this is due to top-down heating associated with atmospheric change (see discussion in [1]), or from
bottom-up heating due to magmatism [4] or ice loading and
raising of the geotherm [5]. Nonetheless, the present observations and state of knowledge lead us to investigate polar glacial analogs in which the lake ice is frozen and meltwater may
be largely subglacially formed and delivered.
Several types of marginal depositional environments are
known from terrestrial examples [2]: 1) Grounding-line
fans/subaqueous outwash fans: These consist of fan-shaped
centers of deposition and form where sub- and englacial
streams emerge at subaqueous conduit mouths. Due to the
high density of the discharge, deposition is largely by mass
underflow. Depending on ice margin stability, these fans can
even build to water level. 2) Morainal banks: These are elongate sedimentary deposits formed along the glacial grounding
line by a variety of processes, including: a) slumping of supraglacial debris down the terminal ice cliff, b) meltout of
englacial and subglacial debris into the water, c) iceberg meltout, d) squeezeout of unfrozen basal sediment, d) meltstreams. Crestlines of ice-shelf moraines are usually horizontal
or have very low gradients. 3) Deposition below ice shelves:
Ice shelves form in polar settings where ice is below the pressure melting point and sediment transport and deposition processes are dominated by gravitational processes (e.g., rainout of
debris [7, 8]) and ice-marginal tectonics [7]. The Antarctic
Dry Valleys provide an informative example for this environment as a number of the permanently frozen lakes are bordered in part by glaciers [9]. The key relationships are shown
in Fig. 1. Lake ice undergoes vertical recycling; sublimation
occurs from the surface and the ice thickness remains relatively constant by the freezing of lake water onto the base of
the lake ice. In contrast, the glacial ice is characterized by
forward (lateral) movement at the lake margin. The margin is
thus dynamic in relation to the differing styles of ice movement and loss (vertical, horizontal), as well as the rate and
direction of glacial ice movement (advancing, static, retreating) and lake level behavior (rising, static, falling) [9]. On the
basis of observations in the Antarctic Dry Valley lakes, hummocky, debris laden glacial ice is rafted out over the lake (Fig.
1). The glacial ice is lost to ablation and the thick tongue of
regelation ice carries debris (englacial and supraglacial) onto
the lake surface. Rock subsidence experiments show that
sediment on the lake ice cover is generally highly unstable,
sinking through the ice and being deposited on the lake floor
in just a few years [9]. Thus, such an environment would produce a specific type of morainal bank, dominated by melt-out
and melt-through of englacial and supraglacial sediment.
Characteristics of Lake-Glacier/Ice Sheet Contact in
the Schmidt Basin: The elongated low rise at the margin of
the Angusti lobe (Fig. 2) ranges from 7-33 km in width, is
typically ~23 km wide and extends for a distance of over 200
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km. Its presence corresponds directly with the occurrence of
the pitted plain. Cross sections (Fig. 3) reveal that its height
ranges from 75-175 m, and is typically 125 m. In planform,
the marginal rise shows several specific interesting characteristics: 1) An elongate irregular trough: Located between the
rise and the pitted plain, this is up to 175 m deep, and is present along about 90% of the rise. 2) A narrow channel: Located near the northern edge of the rise on the Schmidt basin
side, this 2 km wide, 12 km long, 130 m deep feature appears
to extend into the rise and forms a channel out into the surrounding basin; 3) A v-shaped incursion: Located in the middle of the rise on the basin side, this feature forms a major
perturbation in the rise; 4) A fan-shaped deposit: Located
along the eastern edge of the rise, this broad topographic high
represents where the rise broadens and merges with the adjacent terrain. Note that the level of the broad rise is very close
to the level of the base of the pitted plain (Figure 3). No positive evidence is observed at this resolution for morainal ridges,
push moraines, De Geer moraines, drumlins, eskers, kettleholes or other similar features. Rather, the surface is relatively
smooth, with only a few specific topographic features, as
enumerated above.
Interpretation: On the basis of comparison with terrestrial analogs as described above, and considering the very
likely polar environment of this setting, we interpret the broad
rise to be a positive feature linked to sedimentation associated
with a lake-ice sheet contact environment. The environmental
conditions on Mars at this time and in this place are thought to
be indicative of a polar glacial environment but there is also
extensive evidence for production of meltwater and its basal
transport [1,4,5]. Thus, some combination of the Antarctic Dry
Valley lake-glacier relationships (frozen lake surface) and
more temperate examples (subglacial and englacial meltwater
entering the system) seem appropriate. Therefore, we conclude

that the broad rise is a largely sedimentary deposit emplaced
within about 55 km of the ice sheet margin by a combination
of processes including: 1) Ice sheet sediment transport out
onto the marginal lake ice, settling of the sediment through the
ice, and deposition on the edge of the lake floor marginal to
the ice sheet (Fig. 2); evidence for this is the evenness and
proximity of the rise to the pitted plain, and its elevation up to
about the level of the pitted plain. 2) Morainal banks formed
along the glacial grounding line by a variety of processes described above; evidence for this is the location and proximity
to the pitted plain, the narrowness of the rise, and the channels
and v-shaped deposit suggesting focused subglacial meltwater
outlets. 3) Subaqueous outwash fans, fan-shaped centers of
deposition forming where sub- and englacial streams emerge
at subaqueous conduit mouths. Evidence for this is the fanshaped deposit at the eastern edge of the broad rise, located in
an area of concentrated large depressions thought to have been
the sites of subglacial melting. In summary, we interpret the
broad rise marginal to the pitted plain to be a deposit emplaced
largely subaqueously, at the contact of the lake ice and glacial
ice in a polar environment.
References: 1) J. W. Head and S. Pratt, JGR, 106, 12275,
2001; 2) D. Benn and D. Evans, Glaciers and Glaciation,
Arnold, 1998; 3) J. W. Head, LPSC 32, #1724, 2002; 4) G. J.
Ghatan and J. W. Head, JGR, 107, 10.1029/2001JE001519,
2002; 5) S. Clifford, JGR, 98, 10973, 1993; 6) R. D. Powell,
Geol. Soc. Sp. Pub. 53, 53-73, 1990; 7) R. D. Powell and E.
Domack, in J. Menzies, ed., Glacial Environments, Butterworth-Heinemann, 445-486, 1995; 8) R. D. Powell et al., Ann.
Glaciol., 22, 217-223, 1996; 9) T. J. Chinn, ARS, 59, 1-51,
1993.

Fig. 1. Hypothetical configuration of lake iceglacier margin contact for a grounded glacier [9].

Fig. 3. Cross-sections showing nature of rise
topography and relation to the pitted plain.

Fig. 2. MOLA gradient map showing topography,
location and sketch map of the broad rise and pitted
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LARGE HESPERIAN LAKE IN SCHMIDT VALLEY: 4: CANDIDATE SAPPING VALLEYS ON THE
PITTED PLAIN: J. W. Head and J. L. Dickson, Dept. of Geol. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA,
james_head@brown.edu
Introduction and Background: Deposits at the marginal
area between the Schmidt Valley and the Angusti Lobe of the
Hesperian Dorsa Argentea Formation (DAF) are interpreted to
be the boundary between a proglacial lake and a glacial ice
sheet lobe [1], and to consist of a pitted outwash plain developed distally to large glacial lakes formed in the Angusti Lobe
by subglacial volcanic eruptions and melting [2,3]. Here we
examine the nature of linear troughs that extend downslope
across the pitted plain and compare them to valleys known as
pamets that occur on terrestrial outwash plains.
Description of the Schmidt Valley Pitted Plain Valleys: Located on the slopes of the pitted plain adjacent to
Schmidt Valley are about a dozen parallel linear valleys 1-5
km wide and 10-40 km in length. These appear steep-sided,
flat floored, and range from ~75 m to ~300 m in depth, generally deepening upslope. Several of the valleys flare out at the
ends in the downslope directions, several appear connected to
large depressions in the adjacent Angusti Lobe, and several
have amphitheater-like upslope heads. The most prominent set
is located on the upper parts of the pitted plain (Fig. 1, 2). As
other features associated with this environment and pitted
plain may have originated as an lake-ice contact deposit, we
investigated a range of similar terrestrial environments and
examples of similar valleys associated with the Cape Cod
outwash plain deposits [4].
Description of Terrestrial Analogs: Outwash plains of
the Late Wisconsinan Laurentide Ice Sheet of southern New
England display unusual relict valleys [4] that tend to be oriented parallel to the direction of the outward slope of the outwash plains (Fig. 3). The channels are generally characterized
by being straight and long (5-20 km) and having widths (several tens to several hundreds of meters) that vary little over
their lengths, having amphitheater-like heads that occur upslope toward the glacier, short stubby tributaries rather than
dendritic networks, and steep side walls (4-17°) with relief of
12-24 m. Their floors are flat and mantled with sand and
gravel and they lack active streams because surface runoff is
inhibited by the extreme permeability of the outwash plain
sediment [4]. The valleys, named pamets from a prominent
example on Cape Cod, commonly occur on the mid to distal
ends of the outwash plains and are eroded into the plains; kettle holes sometimes occur at the pamet heads or disrupt the
continuity of some pamets.
Uchupi and Oldale [4] reviewed previous interpretations
for the features and concluded that on the basis of their characteristics (straight courses, flat floors and absence of welldeveloped tributaries), their distribution (mid to distal ends of
outwash plains), and their lack of correlation with regional
drainage, the pamets were not formed by surface runoff. Instead, they proposed that the characteristics of the pamets
could be more reasonably explained by groundwater seeps and
sapping processes.
The thick glacial debris deposited on Cape Cod and the
Islands by the Laurentide Ice Sheet consists mostly of drift
forming large end moraines and broad outwash plains [4-6].
Formation of moraines occurred when pre-glacial strata and
outwash deposits were tectonized by overriding ice during
periodic readvances of the generally retreating ice front [7].
During retreat, the prominent Sandwich moraine was formed,
which survive today as the 'backbone' of western Cape Cod.
Deposited distally to this were the outwash plains and ultimately formation of the kettle holes that populate this area
were formed (Fig. 3). As the ice further retreated, the Sandwich and related moraines of the Cape Cod Bay Lobe created
a dam for the meltwater and Glacial Lake Cape Cod was

formed, increasing in size and depth as the ice retreated, ultimately covering an area estimated at about 1000 km2 [6].
The outwash plains distal to the prominent Sandwich moraine consist mainly of gravelly sand and scattered boulders,
and descend gradually southward from elevations of about 65
m to about 10 m, with a gradient of about 0°12' [4]. Seaward
of this, post-glacial marine erosion of the plains increases the
gradient to about 1°. Numerous kettle lakes are scattered
throughout the eroded remnants of the outwash plains. It is
estimated that as much as half of these were eroded in postglacial times [4]. Diameters range from several hundred meters up to several km, with depths sometimes in excess of 25
m [8]. Kettle holes are so common on the westernmost Cape
Cod outwash plain that it is known as the Mashpee Pitted
Plain [4] (Fig. 3).
The pamets that cut into the outwash plains are most
common in the Mashpee Pitted Plain (Fig. 3), where they
emerge from the upper plain, but more commonly head in the
mid and lower plain, and trend generally southward, down the
slope of the outwash plain toward the present Nantucket
Sound.
The implied sequence of events from the stratigraphic relationships described above is 1) advance and retreat of the
Cape Cod Bay Lobe, 2) formation of the prominent Sandwich
moraine and the distal outwash plains at the margin of the
glacier, 3) further retreat of the glacial lobe and formation of
Glacial Lake Cap Cod behind the Sandwich moraine, 4) erosion of the pamets into the outwash plain, 5) formation of the
rest of the kettle holes, 6) rise of sea level and erosion of the
margins of the outwash plains.
Origin of Pamets on Cape Cod: Uchupi and Oldale [4]
reviewed the characteristics, associations and historical settings of the pamets as described above and concluded that the
previously hypothesized fluvioglacial origins did not successfully account for all the observations. Instead, they proposed
that the valleys formed by spring sapping processes through
groundwater erosion, requiring a permeable aquifer, a rechargable groundwater system, a scarp along which water can
emerge, and processes to transport the water and debris from
the source to erode a valley. One of the most common forms
of erosion by groundwater seeps is sapping, a process involving fluid flow at the site of seepage that causes undermining
and collapse of a slope by weakening and removal of basal
support [9]. Continued and prolonged seepage and erosion
results in the formation of valleys by headward retreat. Such
valleys are characterized by amphitheater-like heads, nearconstant valley widths in downstream directions, and dominant main valleys with stubby tributaries. Spring sapping
channels form in a wide variety of environments and geological settings on Earth [10] and experiments have shown the
effects of slopes, substrate coherence, and changing groundwater table on their formation and evolution [11,12]. The similarities of the pamets to these features led Uchupi and Oldale
[4] to conclude that the pamets were candidates for groundwater sapping processes, although larger and deeper relict valleys
(such as that occupied by the Cape Cod Canal) are more likely
to have been subaerial outlets for Glacial Lake Cape Cod.
Uchupi and Oldale [4] outlined the following scenario in
support of their spring sapping interpretation of the pamets
(Fig. 4). Formation of proglacial Glacial Lake Cape Cod
dammed a significant volume of water behind the Sandwich
moraine, increasing hydrostatic head and raising the water
table to shallow levels on the adjacent permeable moraine and
outwash plain "dams". The highly permeable outwash plain
sediment created a very favorable environment for groundwater seepage. Seepage from the groundwater table eroded chan-
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nels which extended headward up the slope of the outwash
plain (Fig. 3). Groundwater seepage ceased when the glacial
lakes drained, decreasing the hydrostatic head and lowering
the depth to the top of the water table below the valley floors.
Subsequent to this, continued melting of ice blocks buried in
the outwash plain (Fig. 4) led to formation of kettle holes and
local disruption of the valleys. Ultimately the Holocene rise in
sea level flooded the distal portions of the valleys to create the
landscape we observe today.
Application to Features at the Schmidt Valley-Angusti
Lobe Boundary Zone: The linear valleys on the upper part of
the pitted plain compare to the pamets on Cape Cod in the
following ways: 1) comparable lengths, being slightly longer
on the pitted plain, 2) generally wider on the pitted plain, 3)
presence of amphitheater-like heads, 4) dominance of long
channel, 5) absence of abundant tributaries, 6) adjacent to
upslope areas that were likely glacial meltwater lakes. The
linear valleys on the upper part of the pitted plain differ from
the pamets on Cape Cod in the following ways: 1) not as
widely distributed over the pitted plain as the Cape Cod outwash plain, 2) located somewhat higher on the pitted plain
than on the Cape Cod outwash plain (may be due to Holocene
sea-level rise, however), 3) stubby tributaries not as common
on pitted plain valleys, 4) some valleys open into the larger
depressions toward the south in the Angusti Lobe. On the basis of these comparisons, we interpret the pitted plain channels
to be a combination of local conditions at the margins of the
Angusti Lobe involving both overflow from englacial lakes
[13] and raised groundwater table levels due to the presence of
the lakes, and subsequent sapping adjacent to these levels. In
this scenario, subglacial melting due to magmatism [2,3] creates subglacial and englacial lakes behind the front of the Angusti Lobe. The fate of these lakes depends on the scale and

rates of melting and the mechanisms and rates of drainage.
Subglacial, englacial and supraglacial drainage from these
lakes creates a family of features that includes both large irregular depressions (formed both by enclosed lakes and by
subsidence and collapse of overlying ice following drainage of
lakes) and smaller sinuous depressions that commonly interconnect the larger depressions (the surface manifestation of
large drainage channels from these lakes). Where the large
lakes are adjacent to the northward sloping outwash plain,
pamet-like linear valleys are formed by a combination of sapping due to the elevated groundwater table and perhaps overtopping and some supraglacial drainage. The present topography is a complex pattern of large drained depressions and
partly subsided and collapsed interconnecting sinuous drainage channels, very similar to those seen in Icelandic subglacial
eruptions and drainage channels [14].
References: 1) J. Head and S. Pratt, JGR, 106, 12275, 2001; 2) G.
Ghatan and J. Head, JGR, 107, 10.1029/2001JE001519, 2002; 3) G.
Ghatan et al., LPSC 32, #1054, 2002; 4) E. Uchupi and R. N. Oldale,
Geomorphology, 9, 82, 1994; 5) R. Oldale, Late Wisconsinan Glaciation of New England, Kendal/Hunt, Dubuque, 1-34, 1982; 6) E. Uchupi et al., GSA SP-309, 1996; 7) R. Oldale and C. O'Hara, GSAB, 95,
612, 1984; 8) R. Oldale, Cape Cod and the Islands: The Geologic
History, Parnassus, East Orleans MA, 208 pp., 1992; 9) A. Howard et
al., eds., NASA SP-491, 1988; 10) J. Laity and M. Malin, GSAB, 96,
203, 1985; 11) A. Howard, in NASA SP-491, 71-83, 1988; 12) R.
Kochel et al., in NASA SP-491, 84-93, 1988; 13) Sakai et al., Role of
supraglacial ponds in the ablation process of a debris-covered glacier
in the Nepal Himalayas, in Debris Covered Glaciers, IAHS Publ. no.
265, 2000.. 14) F.J. Magilligan et al, Geomorphology, 44, 95-113,
2002.

Fig. 2. Topographic cross-section across linear valleys on the Angusti Lobe pitted plain.
Fig. 1. Topographic gradient map of linear valleys
on the Angusti Lobe pitted plain.

Fig. 3. Pamets on the Cape Cod outwash plain [1].

Fig. 4. Schematic N-S cross-section of the Glacial
Lake Cape Cod Bay, Sandwich Moraine, and Mashpee outwash plain showing distribution of lake level
and groundwater table favoring formation of pamets
as sapping valleys [1].
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MOUNTAIN GLACIERS ON MARS? CHARACTERIZATION OF WESTERN THARSIS MONTES FANSHAPED DEPOSITS USING MGS DATA: James W. Head1 and David R. Marchant2, 1Dept. Geol. Sciences,
Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, 2Dept. Earth Sciences, Boston University, Boston MA 02215 USA
Introduction and Background: Tharsis Montes cap the
broad Tharsis Rise (Fig. 1), a huge center of volcanism and
tectonism spanning almost the entire history of Mars. Each of
the Tharsis Montes, although largely constructed of effusive
and explosive volcanic deposits, contains a distinctive and
unusual lobe, or fan-shaped deposit on their western flanks.
On the basis of their unusual nature and superposition relationships, they have attracted attention since they were first
described from Mariner 9 and Viking data [1]. These deposits,
as exemplified by those on Arsia Mons [e.g., 2,3], usually
contain three facies: 1) An outermost ridged facies, consisting
of a broad thin sheet characterized by numerous ridges, 1->10
km in length, and spaced a few hundred meters to several
kilometers apart, that extend over topographic barriers without
obvious deflection. 2) A knobby facies, which forms an extensive area of chaotic terrain that consists of subrounded severalkilometer-diameter hills; some hills are elongated downslope,
and others form chains that are parallel to subparallel to the
ridges in the ridged facies. 3) A smooth facies, which contains
arcuate lineations and diffuse to lobate margins; the smooth
facies appears to overlie areas of the knobby facies.
As summarized in [3], the fan-shaped deposits have been
variously compared to landslide deposits such as those seen
along the walls of Valles Marineris [e.g.,4,5], solifluction
lobe-like features observed locally around the bases of hills
[e.g. 6,7], deposits interpreted to be of pyroclastic origin associated with large volcanoes like Alba, Elysium and Hecates
[e.g.,8,9], and glacially-related processes [e.g.,10,11]. Specifically, previous interpretations of these deposits have included
[3]: "(1) large landslides initially deposited on ice-covered
plains [12], (2) ash-flow tuffs or slump material [13], (3) fluid
volcanic flows modified by wind erosion [14], (4) recessional
moraines emplaced by former local ice caps [11], (5) landslides or debris flows [15], (6) volcanic-debris avalanches
resulting from either slope failure or explosive volcanism [16],
and (7) pyroclastic deposits [2]."
Scott and Zimbelman [3] synthesize the various hypotheses on the origin of these features into three broad categories
of candidate processes of origin: "(1) mass movement (including landslides, volcanic-debris avalanches, and lahars), (2)
volcanism (pyroclastic flows and ash flows), and (3) glacial
and periglacial activity (erosion and deposition caused by the
advance and retreat of ice)." In a summary of the characteristics of the Tharsis Montes, Zimbelman and Edgett [2] also
point out that any hypothesis for the origin of the flanking
features must successfully explain: 1) the complex arrangements of the associated landforms, and 2) the restricted occurrence of the deposits on the western flanks of the edifices.
Two new developments are the basis for the research reported in this analysis. First, new Mars Global Surveyor data
(e.g., MOLA altimetry, MOC images, and TES thermal emission data) have permitted us to characterize the fan-shaped
deposit on Arsia Mons and its relationship to the rest of the
volcano in much more detail. Secondly, glaciers and glacial
deposits have become much more well known and understood.
For example, it is known (summarized in [17]) that following
emplacement as snow, the temperature of accumulated materials are influenced by heat exchange with the atmosphere, the
geothermal heat flux, and frictional heat generated by flow.
Temperature profiles in the accumulating snow and ice depend
on the balance of heat from these three sources, and this per-

mits the thermal classification of glacier ice into temperate ice,
which is at the pressure melting point (Tm), and cold ice,
which is below the pressure melting point. This then leads to a
simple classification of glaciers to include 1) Temperate glaciers, which are generally everywhere at the Tm (wet-based),
2) Polar glaciers, which are below the Tm throughout, and are
frozen to underlying beds (cold-based), and 3) Subpolar glaciers, which are temperate in their inner regions, but have
cold-based margins. Of course, this classification is simplistic
in that the thermal conditions may vary in both space and time.
On the basis of present surface temperatures on Mars, the vast
majority of the surface is likely to be such that any glaciers
will be cold-based. Recently, the nature and evolution of terrestrial cold-based glaciers have become much better known,
particularly through the Antarctic exploration program and
research in the Antarctic Dry Valleys [e.g., 18,19], which represent conditions on Earth that are likely to be most similar to
those of the cold, hyperarid regions of Mars.
In these contributions we describe the background and
previous work, and then use new Mars Global Surveyor data
to characterize the deposits and their relationships to the rest
of the volcano, and we then explore and test the hypothesis
that these deposits might be the result of glacial activity [e.g.,
11], and also assess other theories of origin. We particularly
emphasize new knowledge on the nature and evolution of
cold-based glaciers and their relationships to wet-based glaciers. We first focus on the most extensive and well-developed
deposit on the Tharsis Montes, on the western flank of Arsia
Mons.
Description, setting and previous work: In a comparison
and synthesis of the Tharsis Montes, Zimbelman and Edgett
[2] described the lobe or fan-shaped deposit west-northwest of
Arsia Mons as consisting of four basic terrain types; a ridged
unit (r) along the margin of the lobe, a knobby terrain (k), a
lobate terrain (l), consisting of interwoven linear segments
defined by lobate flow fronts, and a smooth component (s),
which was interpreted to lie on top of all other terrains (including two large graben that extend across the lobe). A series of
irregular, arcuate, outward-facing scarps also occurs along the
upper parts of the edifice just below the summit. As noted in
[2] the ridged unit (r) was superposed on the surrounding
plains, but that superposition relationships were unclear with
the knobby (k) and lobate (l) terrains.
Zimbelman and Edgett [2] interpreted the lobate terrain
(l), which is confined to the northern portion of Arsia and is at
the highest elevations, to be lava flows that emanated from the
basal scarp. They note that the superposition of the smooth
unit on all other terrains and its close association with the irregular collapse depressions suggests that these features may
be the deposits from pyroclastic eruptions emanating from the
collapse features. The irregular, outward-facing scarps were
interpreted to be the result of mass-wasting. Although [1] had
interpreted these scarps to be the headwall of a landslide that
they interpreted to have formed the lobate deposit, [2] noted
that the missing volume was at least an order of magnitude
less than that of the deposit itself. They further note that a
landslide origin must account for the very large size and length
of the lobes as well as the lack of obvious sources of sufficient
volume. While acknowledging that large circum-edifice landslides are seen on Mars around Olympus Mons, they point out
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that these are morphologically different from those on Tharsis
Montes.
Zimbelman and Edgett [2] found that the suggested glacial
origin for the deposits was not compelling because of the lack
of similarity between the lobes and the layered and pitted terrains found around the martian polar caps, and the location of
the fan-shaped deposits near the equator where ice accumulation is not currently predicted (e.g.,[20]). They proposed that
pyroclastic activity should be considered as an additional factor in the formation of the lobes, with the smooth unit lineations and lobateness the result of pyroclastic deposits emplaced from sources within the graben, with this phase of activity perhaps generated by release of lithostatic load resulting
from sliding events (see also [21]).
Lucchitta [11] compared an array of cold-climate features
on Earth to selected features on Mars. Among the comparisons, she cited the continuous parallel ridges at the distal edge
of the Arsia Mons fan, and their similarities to structures on
moving ice sheets. She noted, however, the apparent superposition relationships of the ridges on an underlying, apparently
undisturbed crater, relationships that suggested that the crater
had not been deformed by moving ice. Nonetheless, she drew
attention to the fact that the ridges resembled some terrestrial
moraines [10] and compared them to washboard moraines on
the forefield of Skeidararjokull outlet glacier in Iceland [see
22]. Lucchitta [11, p. 284] found these comparisons to be
compelling enough to suggest that the fan-shaped deposits
could have "resulted from local ice caps that formed on the
volcanoes from mixtures of emanated volatiles and erupted
ash."
Anguita and Moreno [23] examined the Arsia Mons fanshaped deposit and outlined features (similar to the smooth
facies of both [2,3]) that they interpreted to be folds about 50
km across generated by strike-slip movement on Aganippe
Fossa and other faults. In this scenario, sinistral strike-slip
movement on these faults created the folds, which exposed
layered sequences in the broader fan-shaped deposit. Anguita
and Moreno [23, p. 11] take these exposures "as definitive
evidence for its deposition as ice." Furthermore, they interpret
the "striated terrain" (equivalent to the ridged facies of [2,3])
to be glaciotectonic ridges formed by basal tills being thrust by
ice movement, and the more prominent ridges to be end moraines.
More recently, in an analysis of the origin of the Olympus
Mons aureoles, [24] provided further discussion of a glacial
origin for the Arsia Mons fan-shaped deposit. Following the
interpretation of the washboard moraines at the Skeidararjokull margin that suggested that their "sinuous form seems to
reflect the contour of the glacier margin and indicates that
these moraines are formed at the margin and not underneath
the glacier" [22, p. 311], it was proposed [24] that the ridged
facies represented a recessional moraine where a glacier retreated over a 60 km distance, followed by slower recession to
produce the rugged hummocky and smooth terrain, which [24,
p. 232] interpreted to be "dead-ice with a relatively thick cover
of wind-blown dust". Furthermore, he suggested that other
features on the summit of Arsia could be interpreted to represent the presence of a thick ice cap on the summit itself.
Summary: On the basis of this background, we now proceed to assess the characteristics and origins of these deposits
on Arsia Mons and Pavonis Mons.

References: 1) M. Carr, JGR, 78, 4049, 1973; M. Carr et al.,
JGR, 82, 3985, 1977; 2) J. Zimbelman and K. Edgett, PLPSC
22, LPI, 31, 1992; 3) D. Scott and J. Zimbelman, , USGS
Misc. Inv. Map I-2480, 1995; 4) B. Lucchitta, JGR, 84, 8097,
1979; 5) B. Lucchitta et al., Mars, Arizona, 453, 1992; 6) D.
Scott, Icarus, 34, 479, 1978; 7) S. Squyres et al., Mars, Arizona, 523, 1992; 8) C. Reimers and P. Komar, Icarus, 39, 88,
1979; 9) P. Mouginis-Mark et al., BV, 50, 361, 1988; 10) R.
Williams, GSA, 10, 517, 1978; 11) B. Lucchitta, Icarus, 45,
264, 1981; 12) D. Wilhelms, JGR, 78, 4084,, 1973; 13) M.
Carr, USGS Misc. Inv. Map I-893,, 1975; 14) H. Masursky et
al., USGS Misc. Inv. Map I-896, 1978; 15) M. Carr, The Surface of Mars, Yale, 1981; 16) D. Scott and K. Tanaka, USGS
Misc. Inv. Map I-1802-A, 1986; 17) D. Benn and D. Evans,
Glaciers and Glaciation, Arnold, 1998; 18) D. Sugden et al.,
Nature, 376, 412, 1995; 19) D. Marchant et al., GSAB, 114,
718, 2002; 20) C. Farmer et al., JGR, 82, 4225, 1977; 21) K.
Edgett, LPSC 20, 256, 1989; 22) S. Thorarinsson, Jökull, 17,
311, 1967; 23) F. Anguita and F. Moreno, EMP, 59, 11, 1992;
24) J. Helgason, Geology, 27, 231, 1999.

Figure 1. Location map of Tharsis Montes and the lobe or
fan-shaped deposits along their western flanks (from [16]).
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MOUNTAIN GLACIERS ON MARS?: WESTERN ARSIA MONS FAN-SHAPED DEPOSIT RIDGED
FACIES AS COLD-BASED GLACIER DUMP MORAINES: James W. Head1 and David R. Marchant2, 1Dept.
Geol. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, 2Dept. Earth Sciences, Boston University, Boston MA 02215
Introduction and Background: Arsia Mons contains a
distinctive and unusual lobe, or fan-shaped deposit on its
western flank [1,2] that displays three facies: 1) An outermost
ridged facies, consisting of a broad thin sheet characterized by
numerous ridges, 1->10 km in length, and spaced a few hundred meters to several kilometers apart, that extend over topographic barriers without obvious deflection. 2) A knobby
facies, which forms an extensive area of chaotic terrain that
consists of subrounded several-kilometer-diameter hills; some
hills are elongated downslope, and others form chains that are
parallel to subparallel to the ridges in the ridged facies. 3) A
smooth facies, which contains arcuate lineations and diffuse to
lobate margins; the smooth facies appears to overlie areas of
the knobby facies. In this contribution we focus on the nature
and origin of the ridged facies.
Ridged Facies Description: Scott and Zimbelman [1] described the ridged facies of the fan-shaped deposit as a "broad,
thin sheet marked by abundant ridges that extend over topographic barriers without apparent deflection. Individual ridges
are about 1 to more than 10 km long, spaced a few hundred
meters to several kilometers apart; ridges [are] connected in
places by shorter crossribs."
The superposition of the ridged facies over the ejecta of an
impact crater is shown in Fig. 1. In this example, the individual narrow parallel ridges cross the ejecta facies and extend
right up to the rim crest of the crater. There is no apparent
offset in the underlying ejecta deposit or modification or
shortening of the crater itself that might suggest that deformation of the surface by landsliding or folding of an upper surface might have occurred. Instead, the relationships strongly
suggest that the ridges are depositional features and the process of deposition was one in which the underlying crater and
lava flow substrate was undisturbed by the emplacement of the
ridged terrain.
The ridged facies consists of several different scales of
ridges (Fig. 2), the largest of which appears to be the outermost ridge. The different sized ridges are not randomly distributed in ridge sequence and there appear to be somewhat
systematic changes in size. Ridges also change character along
strike. Comparison of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 shows that the outermost ridge changes from a straight to mildly sinuous ridge to
one which is somewhat discontinuous and has somewhat
cuspate and en echelon sections. Another characteristic of the
ridged terrain is that ridges with one orientation can overlie
ridges with another orientation. In Fig. 4, ridges of the outermost part of the ridged facies can be seen to extend beneath
ridges of a more inner set of parallel ridges. This second set
ranges from subparallel up to about 45 degree orientations
relative to the outermost, older set. Examination of the relationship with the next inner most hummocky facies (Fig. 2, 3)
shows that these ridges underlie at least the outer part of the
hummocky facies. Evidence for multiple events is also seen in
Fig. 5, where a large sinuous ridge snakes across the surface,
at an angle to, and apparently overlying, the more systematic
set of smaller ridges below. Similarly, in Fig. 6, a set of larger
ridges crosses the finer set of ridges at angles of from 45 degrees up to almost 90 degrees. Examination of the relationships between the ridged facies and the next innermost knobby
or hummocky facies shows that at least in some areas, the
knobby facies is superposed on the ridged facies. This is ap-

parent in Figs. 2 and 4 where ridges of the ridged facies can be
seen protruding through the superposed knobby facies.
MOC images show evidence for abundant dunes in the vicinity of ridges suggesting that the ridges are composed of
fine-grained material that is subject to eolian erosion. MOC
images also show that the outermost ridge is asymmetrical
with its steep side facing outward. Morphology of the smaller
ridges varies, ranging from peaked, rounded, to flat-topped.
Few distinctive associated features are seen in the ridged
facies. If the interpretation of Scott and Zimbelman [1] that
these features represent glacial moraines is correct, then one
might expect to see various features associated with glaciers,
their movement and their melting. However, we found no
evidence for the extensive development of striated radial
ridges (drumlins), melt-related features (e.g., sinuous channels, lake deposits, or eskers). In addition, analysis of detrended MOLA topography shows clear evidence that the lava
flows of Arsia Mons that exist beyond the outer margin of the
ridged facies extend underneath the ridged facies virtually
unmodified by the development of the ridged facies.
In summary, the ridged facies consists of a series of parallel linear ridges that surround the fan-shaped deposit as a
whole and which show: 1) a striking continuity and parallelism, 2) variation in the width and height of individual ridges,
3) no evidence of interaction with underlying topography, 4)
no evidence for significant scour or melt-related features, 5)
evidence for superposition of some ridge sets on others, 6)
evidence for superposition of at least the outer part of the
knobby facies on the ridged facies, and 7) modification by
eolian processes.
Ridged Facies Interpretation: On the basis of their superposition on lava flows and a large impact crater, the facies
was interpreted by Scott and Zimbelman [1] as recessional
moraines, resulting from the emplacement of "glacial drift
deposited long the margins of an ice sheet during successive
stages in its ablation and retreat." On the basis of the new
characterization using MGS data, we do not find support for a
landslide or volcanic origin for these features. The very distinctive substrate preserved below the surface (lava flows and
impact craters), the blanket-like nature, together with the extreme regularity of the ridges, contrasts distinctly with the
landslide-like features seen in the Olympus Mons aureole, for
example. Similarly, although dunes and ridges can be produced during pyroclastic flow emplacement, the regularity of
these and their great lateral extent would require an unexpected homogeneity in turbulent flow [3].
In summary, we support the interpretation of [1] and explore more specific glacial environments in which such features might form. As previously described a simple classification of glaciers [4] includes: 1) Temperate glaciers, which are
generally everywhere at the Tm (wet-based), 2) Polar glaciers,
which are below the Tm throughout, and are frozen to underlying beds (cold-based), and 3) Subpolar glaciers, which are
temperate in their inner regions, but have cold-based margins.
On the basis of present surface temperatures on Mars, the vast
majority of the surface is likely to be such that any glaciers
will be cold-based. Recently, the nature and evolution of terrestrial cold-based glaciers have become much better known,
particularly through the Antarctic exploration program and
research in the Antarctic Dry Valleys [e.g., 5, 6], which repre-
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sent conditions on Earth that are likely to be most similar to
those of the cold, hyperarid regions of Mars
Cold-based glaciers have two fundamental characteristics:
1) they show little to no interaction with the underlying terrain
at the scales described here, and 2) they show little to no evidence of extensive melting and drainage processes. As coldbased glaciers retreat by sublimation of ice, their margins are
characterized by the deposition of any entrained debris. In
stationary or slowly changing ice margins, gravitational processes deposit debris as ice-contact aprons of scree or debris
flows, or as linear ridges (dump moraines) where the ice margin remains stationary during debris accumulation. Dump
moraine size is related to supraglacial debris volume and
length of the standstill. For example, on Earth, small dump
moraines form when glaciers remain stationary during winter
but retreat during summer, with each moraine marking an
increment of debris accumulation during one winter [4]. Dump
moraines are abandoned during glacial thinning and their inner
facies are subject to collapse and reworking [7]. As the glacier
reestablishes at a new position a new dump moraine will be
formed within the older one. Arctic and polar glaciand iceblocks accumulate by a combination of dry calving and limited melting at the base of steep terminal ice cliffs. Aprons
have steep ice-contact slopes, with gentler ice-distal slopes
(determined by properties of the debris), and are subject to
modification following deglaciation, sometimes due to ablation of incorporated ice blocks [7-10]. Dump moraines are

Figure 1

Figure 4

Figure 2

Figure 5

superposed on the substrate with virtually no modification of
the substrate.
We thus interpret the ridged facies as a series of dump moraines, each representing a period of standstill of a cold-based
ice sheet followed by a phase of retreat. The very even distribution of the ridges and their continuity means that the debris
distribution must be extremely homogeneous and that the icemeltback must have been very even and symmetrical. The
evenness of debris distribution favors widespread fine debris
emplaced by pyroclastic eruptions or dust deposited from the
atmosphere, as opposed to debris scoured from below the glacier or deposited locally on top of the glacier by rockfalls.
References: 1) D. Scott and J. Zimbelman, , USGS Misc.
Inv. Map I-2480, 1995; 2) J. Zimbelman and K. Edgett,
PLPSC 22, LPI, 31, 1992; 3) L. Wilson and J. Head, RG, 32,
221, 1994; 4) D. Benn and D. Evans, Glaciers and Glaciation,
Arnold, 1998; 5) D. Sugden et al., Nature, 376, 412, 1995; 6)
D. Marchant et al., GSAB, 114, 718, 2002; 7) C. Ballantyne
and D. Benn, AAR, 26, 255, 1994; 8) J. Shaw, CJES, 14,
1239, 1977; 9) D. J. A. Evans, JG, 35, 317, 1989; 10) S.
Fitzsimons, JG, 36, 279, 1990.

Figures 1-6. Viking Orbiter examples of characteristics of
the ridged facies.

Figure 3

Figure 6
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KOROLEV CRATER, MARS: CHARACTERISTICS AND ORIGIN OF VOLATILE-RICH DEPOSITS IN
THE CRATER INTERIOR: James W. Head1 , Patrick Russell 1, Michael Hecht2 and James B. Garvin3, 1Dept. of
Geol. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, 2Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, USA, 3NASA
Headquarters, Washington, DC 24450 USA.
Introduction: Korolev is one of a few craters in the
northern lowlands that contain a smooth-surfaced deposit filling much of the interior volume. These deposits
are likely volatile-rich and their mode of emplacement
and subsequent modification remain uncertain [1, 2].
Here we characterize the setting, morphology, and fill of
Korolev crater, then discuss two classes of mechanisms
that may have filled the crater with ice-rich material: 1)
air-fall deposition from above, and 2) groundwater effusion from below [3].
Description of Setting, Crater, and Fill: Korolev
Crater (Figs. 1-4), 79 km in diameter and centered at
73° N, 195° W, is superposed on Amazonian mantle
material that blankets the northern portions of the northern lowlands, between Amazonian polar cap materials
to the north and Hesperian sediments to the south [1].
While the crater is circular, rim height, ejecta, and
fill are not (Figs. 1, 2). The highest part of the rim is in
the northeast, at -3.4 km elevation, and the lower parts
in the west, at -4.2 km (Figs. 2, 4). The lowest elevation
of exposed floor is in the southwest, at -6.2 km, 2.8 km
below maximum rim height and 1.5 km below the average level of the surrounding plains (Fig. 2). Ejecta is
lobate, extending in thin sheets > 1 crater diameter to
the north, east, and south, but terminating abruptly less
than 0.5 crater diameters to the west (Figs. 1, 2). Lack of
ejecta in the west and higher rims in the east suggest the
impact may have been oblique, from the west.
The smooth-surfaced, roughly circular fill deposit
within Korolev does not extend completely to the interior sides of the crater, leaving a trough ring between it
and the sides (Figs. 1, 2). This ring is not of uniform
width as the fill is displaced to the north and east relative to the crater's center (Figs. 1-4). The top of the deposits is roughly equivalent to the elevation of the plains
surrounding the crater, -4.7 km, giving it a maximum
thickness of ~ 1.5 km (Figs. 3, 4). The margins of the
deposit are steep and abrupt, abutting closer to and
higher up on the rim in the north and east, and are more
gradual towards the upper surface in the south and west.
The rim-to-floor depth expected at a fresh, unfilled
crater of Korolev's diameter, based on morphometric
relations of fresh martian craters is 2.3 km [4] to 2.9 km
[2]. This range corresponds well with the range of max.
and min. rim-to-floor depths (2.8 km and 2.0 km, respectively) calculated at Korolev using a floor elevation
from the greatest exposed depths and the max. and min.
rim elevations. This consistency in observed and predicted fresh depths suggests that the actual deepest point
of the crater is not much deeper than the observed ele-

vation, -6.2 km. However, extrapolation of the crater's
shape along a parabola would suggest that the center
floor elevation should be lower [2].
Emplacement of Fill Deposits: There are two
classes of models for the emplacement of crater fill material in the northern lowlands as observed at Korolev
crater. The first, traditional view, is that the deposits are
composed of ice, mixed with an unknown fraction of
dust, that was deposited over time from above [1, 2]. In
such a scenario, presumably similar to the deposition of
similar polar cap terrains, the deposits may be remnants
of a once-large polar cap [5] or be isolated from the cap
in local crater cold traps. [2] estimate that it would take
45-180 My to build up interior deposits ~1.5 km thick
by this method. An alternative view is based on theoretical considerations that a frozen cryosphere kilometers thick may confine groundwater under hydrostatic
pressure beneath the lowlands of mars [6]. Thermal and
physical disruption of the cryosphere due to impact
could release this groundwater [7] to effuse into, and
possibly over-spill, the crater cavity resulting in a massive plug of ice in the crater interior [3].
A survey of large (> 45 km diameter) craters in the
northern lowlands reveals that only the two northernmost, Korolev and one at 77° N, are largely filled [3].
This latitude-control of fill occurrence suggests that
latitude-dependent temperatures may be controlling the
filling process, not impact-release of groundwater,
which should be independent of location. In either
model, volatile-rich deposits would be modified due to
insolation and re-radiation from crater walls [8]. The
difference in fill evolution between the two models is
that filling from below should occur relatively quickly,
such that only erosion has occurred since, but that filling
from above may have occurred continuously with modification. We are currently examining other filled craters
in the circum-south polar and equatorial regions to determine similarity of processes and are developing a
thermal model of modification of ice-rich deposits to
determine if observed profiles/morphologies of fill deposits can be reproduced in the context of either of the
two models discussed above.
References: [1] Tanaka, K.L., and Scott, D.H. (1987)
USGS Map I-1802-C. [2] Garvin, J.B. et al. (2000) Icarus,
144, 329-352. [3] Russell, P.S., and Head, J.W. (2002) This
Volume. [4] Pike, R.J. (1988) in Mercury, F. Vilas et al., eds.,
Univ. Arizona Press, 165-273. [5] Fishbaugh, K.E., and Head,
J.W. (2000) JGR, 105, 22455-22486., 2002. [6] Clifford, S.M.
(1993) JGR, 98, 10973-11016. [7] Russell, P.S., and Head,
J.W. (in press) GRL. [8] Hecht, M.H. (2002) Icarus, 156, 373386.
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Figure 1. MOLA gradient map of Korolev Crater, illuminated from E to simulate shaded relief.
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Figure 2. Gridded MOLA topography of
Korolev Crater.
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Figure 3. Altimetric profile of Korolev Crater from south to north.
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Figure 4. Altimetric profile of Korolev Crater from east to west.
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2
Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK, james_head@brown.edu
.
Introduction: Diatremes and kimberlites are unusual and enigmatic features and rock types that have
been approached from a variety of disciplines and perspectives as evidenced by definitions and discussions in
the recent Encyclopedia of Volcanolgy [1]. From a geophysical standpoint [2], Jeanloz defines kimberlite as
"An explosively emplaced volcanic rock that is originally a fluid-rich ultramafic in overall composition and
typically contains many xenoliths." According to Jeanloz, kimberlites represent explosive eruptions that extract xenoliths very rapidly and at least in some cases
erupt from great depths. The presence of diamond in
some kimberlites indicates a source at pressures of at
least 4-5 GPa, the pressure at which diamond is stable
relative to graphite at mantle temperatures; this corresponds to depths of ~100-150 km. From a petrological
standpoint [3], Rutherford and Gardner define kimberlite as "A very low silica igneous rock rich in volatiles
that erupts explosively from sources in the upper mantle. Commonly contains mantle xenoliths, occasionally
contains diamonds." From a mineral deposit standpoint,
White and Herrington [4] define kimberlite as "A porphyritic alkalic peridotite containing abundant phenocrysts of olivine (commonly altered to serpentine or carbonate minerals) and phlogopite in a fine-grained
groundmass of calcite, olivine, and phlogopite with accessory minerals. Kimberlite is the main host rock for
diamonds." Finally, Vesperman and Schmincke define
diatremes as [5]: "Funnel-shaped breccia pipes that
reach as much as 2500 m in depth. Diatremes are
thought to form by hydrovolcanic fragmentation and
wall rock collapse. Diatremes may underlie maars and
grade at depth into dikes." This range of definitions
illustrates the unusual properties of diatremes and kimberlites. We here summarize the characteristics of these
features to provide the basis for developing models for
the ascent and eruption of kimberlites and the formation
of diatremes and associated features.
Background: Early studies of kimberlites [6]
showed that they occur both as 1) carrot-shaped vertical
intrusions (pipes or diatremes) and 2) as tabular dikes
known as fissure kimberlites, but their connections were
not fully appreciated until the classic analyses of Dawson and Hawthorne [7] who established the basic principles of kimberlite magmatism by recognizing [6]: "1)
the existence of hot mobile kimberlite magmas, 2) that
such magmas could undergo differentiation, 3) the occurrence of pyroclastic and epiclastic kimberlites, 4)
that diatremes with increasing depth are gradational into
nonbrecciated hypabyssal kimberlites, 5) the existence
of kimberlitic sills." From this time on, kimberlites
were recognized as "volatile-rich ultrabasic magmas
whose evolution and emplacement can be described in
terms of standard differentiation, intrusion and extrusion
processes"..."and diatremes are only a particular manifestation of a more general magmatic style..." [6]. The
relationships between the major components of a kimberlite magmatic system (Fig. 1) include effusive rocks
and crater, diatreme, and hypabyssal rocks. These three

components also have three textural genetic groups of
rocks, each associated with a particular style of magmatic activity.
Crater Facies Kimberlites: These include lavas,
pyroclasitic rocks and epiclastic rocks. Kimberlitic
magmas rarely produce lava flows but typically form
pyroclastics, which, where studied in detail [8], display
four types of deposits (oldest, lowest, to youngest): 1)
basal breccias, 2) poorly stratified coarse pyroclastics
(these tuffs and tuff breccias contain fragments of kimberlite, country rock, and mantle-derived xenoliths cemented by pyroclastic material like overlying tuffs), 3)
well-stratified tuffs (alternating layers of coarse lapillisized tuffs and laminae of finer ash-sized tuffs), and 4)
epiclastic lacustrine deposits. Graded beds and depositional features seem to be absent leading to the interpretation that the tuffs are primarily airfall [3]. Fluviatile
reworking of tuffs in crater lakes produces epiclastic
kimberlites. Volumes of pyroclastics are small and they
are typically confined to craters and to thinly bedded
tuff-rings; magmatic upwelling and magma-filled conduits do not follow pyroclastic eruptions. Erosion
quickly follows, but marginal downfaulting may preserve rim facies. Similarities of this model to hydrovolcanic tuff ring formation models [9] exist.
Diatreme Facies Kimberlites: Underlying crater
facies kimberlites are carrot-shaped bodies with circular
to elliptical cross-sectional areas that have vertical axes
and steeply dipping margins that converge and terminate
at depth in a root zone, where the diatreme expands,
contracts, or splits up into an irregularly shaped multiphase intrusion of hypabyssal kimberlite [6]. The commonest rocks in the diatreme facies are tuffisitic kimberlite breccias, containing abundant angular to rounded
country rock inclusions (mostly a few cm down to microscopic), and discrete and fractured grains of olivine,
garnet and ilmenite mega and macrocrysts, set in a finegrained matrix of microcrystalline diopside and serpentine. The matrix quickly undergoes alteration and replacement by clays and secondary calcite [6]. Typically,
one to three texturally distinctive varieties of tuffistic
kimberlite breccias are seen in diatreme zones.
Hypabyssal Facies Kimberlites: These are rocks
formed by the crystallization of volatile-rich kimberlitic
magma and exhibit igneous textures and effects of
magmatic differentiation; often they contain sufficient
country rock xenoliths to be called kimberlitic breccias.
These occur as dikes and sills and form the root zones of
diatremes (Fig. 1). Kimberlitic dikes are typically vertically dipping with 1-3 m widths, but can be up to 10 m
[6], and commonly form swarms of parallel features.
Most dikes are single intrusions and pinch out toward
the surface, thickening with depth; many show evidence
of flow differentiation, glassy selvages are absent, and
contact metamorphic effects are slight. Some dikes are
observed to expand along strike into lenticular features
10-20 times the dike width and up to 100 m in length;
these are termed "blows" and may represent the lowermost portions of root zone intrusions [1]. Erosion and
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mining have enabled unprecedented studies of the threedimensional and temporal relations of dikes to be made.
Antecedent or precursor dikes form swarms similar to
regional swarms, and are concentrated in the vicinity of
pipes, extending to levels well above the level that subsequent diatremes expand upwards, but not to their uppermost levels or to the land surface [6]. Contemporaneous dikes occur as offshoots from the main pipe into
the adjacent country rock, are usually short (~1 m) and
occur along joints or fractures; such dikes are very rare
and do not occur in most diatremes. Internal dikes are
common in most diatremes and root zones, but are
small, rootless, sinuous and pinch out laterally and vertically, cross-cutting intrusions within the pipes but not
extending into the surrounding country rock. Most have
no preferred orientation and may be localized at the
dike-wall rock contact or at the contact between discrete
intra-diatreme intrusions. Although some internal dikes
occur in only one phase of the pipe, several periods of
dike formation are suggested by the petrology: 1) unevolved macrocrystal hypabyssal kimberlite, 2) aphanitic kimberlites, 3) mica-rich varieties, or 4) calcite-rich
late differentiates [6]. Subsequent, or cross-cutting dikes

are extremely rare, suggesting that the diatreme-forming
event is the closing stage of kimberlitic magmatism.
Kimberlitic sills are relatively rare and appear to be
controlled by local structure and rock types. Plutonic
kimberlitic complexes are unknown [6].
References: 1) Encyclopedia of Volcanoes, H. Sigurdsson, ed., Academic Press, 2000; 2) R. Jeanloz,
Mantle of the Earth, in Encyclopedia of Volcanoes, 41,
2000; 3) M. Rutherford and J. Gardner, Rates of Magma
Ascent, in Encyclopedia of Volcanoes, 207, 2000; 4) N.
White and R. Herrington, Mineral deposits associated
with volcanism, in Encyclopedia of Volcanoes, 897,
2000; 5) D. Vesperman and H-U Schmincke, Scoria
cones and tuff rings, in Encyclopedia of Volcanoes, 683,
2000; 6) R. H. Mitchell, Kimberlites, Plenum Press,
New York, 442 p., 1986; 7) J. Dawson, ESR, 7, 187214, 1971; J. Hawthorne, Phys. Chem. Earth, 9, 1-15,
1975; 8) G. Mannard, GACP, 19, 15-21, 1968; 9) K.
Wohletz and M. Sheridan, AJS, 283, 385-413, 1983; 10)
J. Dawson and J. Hawthorne, JGSL, 129, 61-85, 1973.

Figure 1. Model of an idealized kimberlite magmatic
system illustrating the relationships between crater,
diatreme, and hyabyssal zones and facies rocks. Not
to scale. From [6].
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Introduction: We have summarized the definitions
and characteristics of kimberlites and diatremes and assessed the major factors that need to be explained in any
model for the formation of these features. These include
[1,2]:
1. Lack of extensive extrusive deposits.
2. Lack of exposed plutonic complexes.
3. Kimberlitic composition and mineralogy.
4. Tripartite division into crater, diatreme and hypabyssal regions and the distinctive facies associated with
each of these.
5. The volatile-rich nature, dominantly carbon dioxide.
6. The implied low temperatures of their emplacement.
7. The nature and distribution of country rock inclusions.
8. The nature and distribution of mantle xenoliths.
9. The presence of diamonds.
10. The presence of wide parts of the dikes.
11. The presence of "blows".
12. The configuration of contemporaneous and internal
dikes.
13. The general lack of subsequent dikes.
14. Their apparently rapid emplacement.
15. The presence of olivine-cored pelletal lapilli with
surrounding usually altered quenched kimberlitic melt
or glass.
16. The paucity of thermal metamorphism.
17. The carrot-shaped nature of the diatreme.
18. Country-rock clasts typically devoid of a kimberlitic
mantle.
19. Vesicles and composite lapilli commonly absent.
20. Presence of glass and rapid quenching.
21. Pronounced sphericity of lapilli and 1-10 mm size.
22. Angular xenoliths from local rocks and smaller
amounts of more rounded lower crustal and mantle material.
23. Country rock xenoliths from uppermost part of
stratigraphic section exposed deeper within diatreme.
The model: On the basis of these constraints and
characteristics, we outline a model for the formation of
diatremes as a result of eruptions of kimberlite magmas
based on the availability of copious carbon dioxide in
the mantle source. We suggest that essentially all of the
rise to the surface takes place via propagation of a dike,
which minimizes thermodynamic problems associated
with transporting diamonds from mantle depths.
Magma in the tip of the initially propagating dike attempts to reach a low pressure to maximize the flow rate
and so a finite region below the tip contains CO2 fluid,
the pressure in which is maintained at the solubility
limit of this volatile phase in the magma. Consider a
melt starting at a depth of ~100 km, where the pressure
is ~3 GPa. This melt could contain as much as 20
weight % of CO2; the pressure-dependent solubility of
this volatile is such that the dike tip pressure would be
buffered at ~2 GPa and compressive fracturing of host
rocks would occur over most of the vertical extent of the
dike. The pressure difference driving the dike magma

(source pressure minus tip pressure) would be fixed at 1
GPa, and by the time the tip reached shallow depths the
pressure gradient would still be ~10,000 Pa/m, several
times larger than the gradients driving basaltic eruptions
from shallow magma reservoirs and leading to rise
speeds of up to a few tens of m/s. As the dike tip nears
the surface, equilibrium volatile release can no longer be
maintained and a foam of CO 2 fluid bubbles develops in
a vertical zone at least a few km long. When the tip
breaks the surface, the pressurized CO2 fluid escapes
rapidly to the atmosphere and a dramatic pressure decrease occurs in the shallow part of the dike, imploding
the already fractured dike walls and creating brecciated
country rock around the dike. The wave of depressurization propagates into the magma releasing more CO2,
and fragmenting and cooling the magmatic liquid. The
expanding gas then accelerates the chilled pyroclasts
into the brecciated host rock in an upward wave of fluidization.
Steps in the Eruption Sequence: Using this basic
concept of generation, ascent and eruption, we outline
the stages in the eruption sequence and describe the
features that form during each stage.
Stage 1. Crack tip propagation out of deep source
region and CO 2 fluid segregation: Low pressure region
in propagating dike tip produces copious quantities of
liquid CO 2 in the mantle source; this segregates and
floods the propagating dike tip region. The supply of
CO2 is constantly renewed by streaming of degassed
magma to the sides of the dike, exposing fresh magma
in the dike center.
Stage 2: Equilibrium volatile release and wall
fracturing: Magma rise speeds are a few 10s of meters
per second. The dike tip pressure is buffered at ~2 GPa
during the entire rise to the surface but the external
pressure decreases due to decreasing overburden.. Wall
rock adjacent to the propagating dike is fractured;
country rock is torn from the walls to become xenoliths,
and quickly sinks through the CO 2 fluid to become engulfed by and incorporated into the magma. The differential increases toward shallower depths and thus the
stresses and wall rock damage will be greater, but the
geometry of dike emplacement means that there is no
place for the fractured wall rock material to go after the
dike tip passes unless it is plucked from walls by ensuing flow of magma. The relative abundance of xenoliths produced by dike tip and wall rock fracturing will
be a function of rock strength and position in the crust
relative to the evolving differential stress; the most important factor will be the elapsed time that the wall
rocks are exposed to dike emplacement, favoring deep
xenoliths.
Stage 3: Dike tip nears surface, disequilibrium
produces magmatic CO2 foam: As the dike tip nears
the surface, there is continued compression and fracturing of the walls, and the possibility of intrusion of small
dikelets due to the decreasing overburden pressure.
Decompression and rapid vertical growth of the CO2-
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fluid zone produces disequilibrium conditions and a
CO2-rich magmatic foam forms the upper part of the
magma below the zone of fluid CO2. These two zones
extend for a vertical distance of several kilometers.
Stage 4: Dike tip breaks surface, vents gas, implodes walls: The propagating dike tip is convex upward and first reaches the surface in the highest central
point, immediately venting the upper CO2 gas slug in
the dike; upon being exposed to the surface, the gas velocity increases from the ~20 m/s rise speed of the dike
to ~300 m/s, producing a classic Prandtl jet into the atmosphere. The dike will immediately centralize along
the widest portion (almost certainly the central part that
reaches the surface first) and the remainder of the upper
part of the gas filled dike will immediately close, leaving a linear fractured and crushed zone with little to no
evidence of associated magma. In the central vent itself,
the break-through and the ensuing gas jet will rip wall
rock from the uppermost country rock, and the proportion of shallow country rock should be high in the initial
rim deposits. Some of the magmatic foam must also
vent at this time. At the same time, the sharp decrease in
pressure caused by the gas venting implodes the walls of
the upper part of the dike.
Stage 5a: Depressurization wave propagates into
magma: At this point, the depressurization wave caused
by the gas venting propagates back down into the
magma and more CO2 is released in the magma portion
of the dike, forming additional foam during gas expansion. This expansion causes fragmentation of the
magma while at the same time cooling it considerably.
CO2 gas expansion under these pressure and temperature conditions would create the following conditions:
1) gas expansion would be dramatic, creating a foam
with much greater than half the available space being
gas; 2) the intervening magma would form into spheres
to optimize surface area to volume; 3) spheres would
tend to nucleate around any solid particles in the rising
magma (olivine phenocrysts, xenolithic grains); 4)
abrupt and very rapid adiabatic cooling of these particles would occur to produce glassy or microcrystalline
spherules, cored by phenocrysts and xenoliths; 5) cooling would be so rapid (going from magmatic to room
temperature in seconds) that welding of particles and
agglutinization would be uncommon.
Stage 5b: Gas expansion creates upward fluidization wave, accelerates chilled pyroclasts: The gas expansion in the dike created by the gas venting produces
an upward wave of fluidization in the shattered country
rock that is the major cause of the formation of the
diatreme itself. The combination of foam disintegration
in the upper part of the dike below the gas phase, and
the further foam formation and disintegration in the
magma below the initial magmatic foam zone, is together responsible for the upward fluidization wave.

This produces a cold stream of gas through the upper
part of the zone, which contains cooled spherules and
fine-grained particles which migrate thorough the upper
fractured zone and vent to the surface. The gas stream
should preferentially carry fine-grained cooled magmatic material to the surface, along with cooled spherules. Variations in pressure will cause instabilities in the
gas exsolution and flow and this will introduce waves of
gas release, pressure changes and venting. This will create a series of fluidization waves (a 'ringing') that will
last several tens of minutes. During this time, continual
readjustments in the diatreme will be taking place as
waves propagate back and forth, and particle-containing
cool gas flow permeates the diatreme zone and vents to
the surface. This fluidization will also cause sorting in
the brecciated diatreme zone and settling of some of the
country rock from the upper part of the column down
into deeper parts of the diatreme. This disruption phase
will also serve to modify, distort and destroy evidence
of earlier stages of dike emplacement. During this time,
the magma deeper in the dike itself will quickly undergo
catastrophic chilling and thus will cease to rise into the
diatreme. The deposits on the surface should be characterized by a basal coarse breccia from the initial
venting, followed by coarse fragments, xenoliths and
lapilli from the initial magmatic foam phase, followed
by deposits dominated by products from the second
magmatic foam phase (chilled glass lapilli and ash).
Rise of magma into the vent and subsequent ponding or
flows are not predicted.
Stage 6: Event Aftermath: Following the event, the
deposits will be characterized by a porous cone-shaped
diatreme surrounded by a crater rim of breccia and pyroclastic deposits. If the diatreme forms in an active
groundwater area, a crater lake is likely to form and
groundwater will permeate the diatreme, quickly altering the primary mineralogy. Although the surface deposits are similar in some ways to tuff cones and maars
formed by hydrovolcanic processes, no part of this
model requires interaction of the rising dike with
groundwater. Although this could happen, the very
rapid chilling of the magmatic foams minimizes the
likelihood of prolonged and repetitive hydrovolcanic
eruptions occurring during formation of these features.
Conclusions: This model for the ascent and eruption of kimberlitic magma accounts for the major observational characteristics of kimberlites and diatremes as
outlined in [2] and summarized in the introduction. Lack
of abundant CO2 could result in kimberlite dike intrusions and eruptions without diatreme formation, more
similar to traditional basaltic pyroclastic eruptions.
References: 1) R. H. Mitchell, Kimberlites, Plenum
Press, New York, 442 p., 1986; 2) J. Head and L. Wilson, this volume.
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Introduction
Lunar mare basalts cover about 17% of the lunar
surface [ Head, 1976], but radiometric ages for lunar
basalts are available only for spatially very limited
areas, i.e. the Apollo and Luna landing sites [e.g.,
BVSP, 1981; Stöffler and Ryder, 2001, and references therein]. However, accurate estimates of mare
basalt ages are necessary to place constraints on the
duration and the flux of lunar volcanism as well as
on the petrogenesis of lunar mare basalts and their
relationship to the thermal evolution of the Moon.
We performed new crater size-frequency distribution
measurements in order to investigate the stratigraphy
of mare basalts on the lunar nearside. We used highresolution Clementine color data to define spectrally
homogeneous units which were then dated with crater counts on Lunar Orbiter IV images. Our crater
size-frequency distribution measurements define
mineralogical and spectral surface units and offer
significant improvements in accuracy over previous
analyses [e.g., Boyce 1976]. Our data show that volcanism in the investigated region was active over a
long period of time from at least 4.0 - 1.2 b.y.; a total
of ~2.8 b.y. Volumetrically, most of the basalts
erupted in the Late Imbrian Period between ~3.3 and
3.7 b.y. During the Eratosthenian Period significantly
less basalt was erupted. Depending on the absolute
model ages that one can assign to the lunar chronostratigraphic systems, five units might be of Copernican age. We found that Oceanus Procellarum not
only is the location of the youngest basalts on the
lunar surface, but also exhibits the widest range of
ages of all investigated basins.
Results
Over the last 5 years we performed crater counts
for ~260 spectrally and morphologically defined basalt units of several nearside basins [ Hiesinger et al.,
2000, 2001, 2002]. These crater counts not only provide absolute model ages of the investigated mare
basalts but also allow us to study their variations in
mineralogy, flow thicknesses and erupted volumes as
a function of time.
Ages: In previous papers we presented model
ages for ~220 basalt units in several lunar nearside
impact basins [Hiesinger et al., 2000, 2002]. The

basalts for which we performed crater counts are exposed in Mare Imbrium, Serenitatis, Tranquillitatis,
Humorum, Humboldtianum, and Australe, Oceanus
Procellarum, Mare Cognitum, Mare Nubium, and
Mare Insularum. The data indicate that lunar volcanism in the investigated large nearside mare started at
least 4 b.y. ago and ended at ~1.2 b.y. We recently
expanded our study to mare basalts in Mare Frigoris
and preliminary results indicate a relatively homogeneous distribution of ages of about 3.4-3.75 b.y. The
new data are consistent with our previous finding that
most of the investigated basalts on the lunar nearside
erupted during the Late Imbrian Period between 3.3
and 3.7 b.y. Fewer basalts were erupted during the
Eratosthenian Period, and even fewer basalts are of
Copernican age. The existence of cryptomaria implies that mare volcanism likely started prior to the
emplacement of the oldest dated basalts at ~4 b.y.,
possibly expanding the total duration of active volcanism on the Moon to more than ~3 b.y. We found
that of all investigated basalts, basalts in Oceanus
Procellarum exhibit the widest range in ages. In addition, the spatial distribution of model ages indicates
that younger (Eratosthenian/Copernican) basalts occur preferentially in the Oceanus Procellarum region,
especially in the vicinity of volcanic centers such as
the Aristarchus Plateau.
Mineralogy: Lunar basalts show a large range in
TiO2 abundances and this broad variation in titanium
concentrations allows one to distinguish between
different basalt types by using both laboratory and
remote sensing techniques. Lunar mare basalts not
only exhibit a broad variety of mineralogical compositions, but also of ages. Head [1976] reported that
early Ti-rich basalts flooded large regions in the eastern lunar hemisphere (Ap11, Ap17) in the Early Imbrian Period (3.3-3.8 b.y.). These basalts were followed by widespread eruptions of less Ti-rich basalts
of middle to Late Imbrian age (Ap12, Ap15). Finally
Ti-rich basalts, which have not been sampled so far,
flooded parts of Mare Imbrium and Oceanus Procellarum in the Early Eratosthenian Period (2.5-3.0
b.y.). However, reliable absolute age determinations
were missing for large parts of the lunar mare surfaces. For this reason we combined our new crater
counts with new mineralogical data from recent
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spacecraft (e.g., Clementine, Lunar Prospector)
which allows us a detailed investigation of the relationship between mineralogy and age of a basalt, not
only for the landing sites but large parts of the lunar
nearside. Based on our investigation of ~220 basalt
units in 9 different mare regions we see that titaniumrich basalts can erupt generally simultaneously with
titanium-poor basalts. We do not find any evidence
for a trend with older basalts being systematically
more titanium-rich. Similar results were obtained for
iron, thorium and samarium [Hiesinger et al., 2001]
and we are currently expanding our study to several
other element distributions such as Mg, Ca, and Si.
Flow heights: In our data set, not taking into account the new ages for Mare Frigoris, we found ~70
mare units whose crater counts show characteristic
deflections from an undisturbed production function.
Neukum and Horn [1976] showed that one can use
these deflections to estimate the thickness for mare
basalt flow units. Results of such an investigation for
basalts in Oceanus Procellarum, Mare Imbrium, Mare
Tranquillitatis, Mare Humorum, Mare Cognitum,
Mare Nubium, and Mare Insularum were presented
by Hiesinger et al. [2002]. This investigation indicates that the average minimum flow unit height of
the investigated units is on the order of 34 m (+7/-6
m) and that the average maximum flow unit height is
about 53 m (+9/-9 m). On average the thinnest flow
units were detected for units in Mare Insularum,
Mare Cognitum, and Mare Nubium, thickest flow
units are exposed in Mare Tranquillitatis and Mare
Humorum. Average thicknesses of flow units in
Oceanus Procellarum and Mare Imbrium are slightly
larger than in Mare Insularum, Mare Cognitum, and
Mare Nubium, but are smaller than in Mare Tranquillitatis and Mare Humorum. Schaber [1973, 1976]
investigated the Eratosthenian flow units in Mare
Imbrium and reported an average thickness of 30-35
m (range 10-63 m) for his phase-III flow scarps. Our
data indicate a thickness of 32-50 m (+11/-5 m)
which is in excellent agreement with Schaber's values.
Volumes: Based on the size of each of our units
and the minimum and maximum average thicknesses
of the flow units we calculated the volumes of these
flow units. We found that the minimum average volume of all investigated flow units is ~590 km3 and
that the maximum average volume is ~940 km3. Our
data indicate that the most voluminous flow units are
located in Mare Humorum and Mare Tranquillitatis.
The average minimum volume of flow units in Mare
Tranquillitatis is ~860 km3, the maximum average
volume is on the order of ~1430 km3. Flow units in
Mare Humorum are slightly less voluminous and

have estimated volumes of 730 and 1350 km3, respectively. The least voluminous flow units were
identified in Mare Cognitum (240-360 km 3) and Mare
Nubium (230-350 km3).
Conclusions
From our study we conclude that (1) the investigated basalts on the lunar nearside erupted over a
long period of time of at least ~2.8 b.y., between ~4
and ~1.2 b.y., (2) the period of active volcanism on
the Moon might be even longer than ~3 b.y. if we
include cryptomaria, which are indicative of volcanism that was already active prior to the formation of
the large impact basins, (3) of all studied areas,
Oceanus Procellarum is the location of the youngest
basalts on the lunar nearside, (4) basalts in Oceanus
Procellarum also show the widest range in ages
within a single mare region, (5) based on our crater
counts there are basalt units, for example south of the
Aristarchus Plateau, that might be younger than the
Lichtenberg basalts, which were previously thought
to be the youngest lunar basalts [e.g., Schultz and
Spudis, 1989], (6) crater size frequency distribution
measurements are a useful tool in order to estimate
the thickness of basalt flow units, (7) crater counts
allow one to obtain thicknesses and volumes for additional flow units that have not been detected in lowsun images, (8) basalt flow units exposed within the
nearside mare are on average ~30-60 m thick with a
variation between 20 and 220 m, (9) our thickness
estimates are in excellent agreement with previous
estimates of various authors [e.g., Schaber, 1973,
1976], (10) flow unit volumes range from 30 to 7700
km3, averaging 590-940 km 3, (11) there are significant differences in the flux rate of lunar nearside basalts, (12) the flux of lunar basalts was largest during
the Late Imbrian Period, especially between ~3.3 and
~3.7 b.y., and was significantly smaller during the
Eratosthenian and Copernican Period.
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Abstract
In the analyses of several thousand Dark Dune Spots (DDSs)
on Southern Polar Region of Mars from MGS MOC images
we could determine the shape, the pattern and the seasonal/annual dynamics of these spots. The time sequence of
DDSs was interpreted as a process resulting from possible
biological activity [1, 2] of putative Mars Surface Organisms
(MSOs). MSOs heat up by the absorption of sunlight, grow
and reproduce through photosynthesis and generate in part
their own living conditions. The lifecycle of putative MSOs
can explain the dynamics of DDS morphogenesis. As we
earlier predicted in this model H 2O ice is a important component of the frost and the dark soil [2]. New water observations of Mars Odyssey spacecraft on the Southern Polar
Region’s of Mars well support our predictions [12, 13].

D and E) [2, 7]. The shape, location, development and other
features of the DDSs prompted us to suggest that some fluid
phase must be invoked in their explanation, which under the
given circumstances cannot be anything else but liquid water.

Introduction
Dark Dune Spots (DDSs) and their clusters are interesting
objects with seasonal frost cover transformational dynamics.
They were observed on the Mars Orbiter Camera (MGS
MOC) narrow angle images of the Mars Global Surveyor
spacecraft [3] from the years of 1998, 1999 and 2001. Frost
cover appears during winter and gradually changes late
winter and early spring forming spots of defrosting on the
dark dunes. On other surfaces the frost disappears during
spring, but on the dark dunes the frost persists until late
spring or even early summer [4]. Various authors [4, 5, 6]
studied the whole defrosting process from winter until
summer of the southern hemisphere and they concluded that
a complex process of CO2 sublimation and re-precipitation
(function of season and local temperature, under the control
of the surface and interior geophysical properties of the
dunes) may couse the defrosting process.
Observations of the DDS transformation with 4 actors
We studied the transformational process according to a
hypothesis which describes the observations on dark dune
spots morphology, the patterns of DDSs, the formation and
transformation of DDSs by using other components and
actors, than that of [4-6]. Namely: over the Dark Dune
fields’ material and its frost cover , new actors as the water
(embedded in the hypothetically porous dark dune soil) and
the putative Martian Surface Organisms (MSOs) were also
involved as agents in the defrosting process.
Individual DDSs exhibit a characteristic spot structure
with inner dark region, transitional grey peripherial ring and
the frost cover surrounding the structure (Fig. 1A) [1, 2, 8].
On slopes the spots are elongated downwards: they occur in
ellipsoidal or fan-shaped forms and sometimes streams flow
out from these spots (Fig. 1B) [1, 2]. We also observed that
DDSs are shallow crater-like holes in the frosted layer and
the DDS formation process is triggered from the bottom of
the frost (Fig. 1C) [2, 7]. We also observed seasonal and
annual variation and recurrence of DDSs patterns, too (Fig. 1

Fig. 1 Dark dune spots (DDSs) characteristic events: inner ring
structures (A), fan and flow-shaped forms (B), shallow holes-form
(C), seasonal (D) and annual (E) dynamics. Sun in all figures
illuminated from upper left, north is up.
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Biological interpretation of DDS-formation by 4 agents
We interpret the sequence of DDS formation as a
accelerated process of sublimation combined with melting of
water and some kind of biological activity of putative
Martian Surface Organisms acting on, or in, the material of
the dark dunes 1, 2, 7, 8 .
We sketched the following life cycle of MSOs: in winter
the first rays of sunlight activate the MSOs, they start to
warm up H2O component and evaporate the CO2-frost cover
from bottom. Later MSOs begin to grow and reproduce
themselves in the water melted by them. Defrosting of the ice
cover stops shielding the MSOs and water immediately
evaporate, too, on the unprotected region. The complete
evaporation of liquid water stops the life conditions of MSOs
and they desiccate.
All these events happen in the upper layer of the dark
dune soil. In our model we suggest that the four components
act together in a life-cycle and in a desiccation cycle,
alternately following each other seasonally and annualy.
Therefore, despite the adverse conditions, the hypothetical
Martian Surface Organisms could dwell below the surface
ice, in the upper water-rich layers of the dark dune filed.
Water observation of Mars Odyssey on South Pole
MGS MOLA data indicate that the southern frost cover is
0.1--1 meter thick [9]. These are average values, from which
significant deviations may occur locally. The frost cover may
consist of three components: frozen carbon dioxide, carbon
dioxide clathrate and water ice [10, 11]. Unfortunately, we
do not have any data on the relative composition and internal
structure of the frost.
Latest data provided by the Gamma Ray Sensor on the
Mars Odyssey spacecraft after 55 days of mapping by the
American Neutron Spectrometer (NS) and the Russian High
Energy Neutron Detector (HEND) indicate deficits of high
energy neutrons in southern highlands of Mars. The deficits
of high-energy neutrons indicate that hydrogen is concentrated in the subsurface. Modelling suggests that water-ice
rich layers with tens of centimeters in thickness provide one
of the best possible fit to the data. In this case the subsurface
material has water ice concentrations of 60% ice by volume
[12, 13].
This prevalence of water ranges from the South Pole up
to 60ºS, surprisingly coinciding with the region of the DDSs
(Fig. 2 A and B). From this data we may deduce that water in
some form is relatively abundant in this region of the DDSs.

Fig. 2 Water observations by the Neutron Spectrometer (A) and
High-Energy Neutron Detector (B) of Mars Odyssey spacecraft in
Feb.-Apr. 2002 on the South Polar Region of Mars during the
summer and places of dark dune spots (white filled circle).

Conclusions
Measurements by the HAND and NS instruments of Mars
Odyssey observed the presence of water ice abundant in the
upper 1--3 meter thick layer of the Southern Polar Region’s
between 90°S--60°S latitudes [12, 13], as we predicted in our
DDS-MSO model [1, 2].
These new water observations of Mars Odyssey also
support evidences to our DDS-MSO hypothesis on the recent
life on Mars.
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ABSTRACT
As we observed in the investigation [1, 2, 3] of the Dark
Dune Spots (DDSs) their formation pattern exhibits a seasonal/annual morphological dynamics (Fig. 1). Comparison
of the late winter and spring images of 1999 and 2001 years
revealed the annual reappearances of the DDSs on the same
positions and places (in similar „constellations”) [2]. We
show examples of this reappearance in intracrater regions
(Fig. 2). However, on some places, the returning of DDSs
happens with various dynamics [4]. The fact that DDSs
partly reappear in the same configuration (and position) and
partly do it in a changed dynamics proves that a biological
process determines the reappearance of the DDSs. This observation also supports our DDS-MSO hypothesis which
suggests that the DDS appearance process is a biogenic one
instead of an exclusively geological/physical defrosting one.
CONDITIONS OF THE ANNUAL DDS-PROCESS
Physical parameters of energetics
Two groups of physical parameters and the conditions they
formed were considered during the annual transformational
sequence of the DDS-MSO system in our studies.

One group was the energetics which were determined mainly
by the orbital elements and rotational axis tilt of the planet
Mars. The tilt angle 23,5 degrees, similarly to Earth, causes
the seasons on Mars, which results in sinusoidal changes in
the incident sunlight onto the surface. However, the large
eccentricity of the Mars' orbit superposes a great thermal
modification on this seasonal effect.
The heliocentric distance of the planet alternates between
1.38 and 1.67 astronomical units (AU) and the result of this
changes is the hotter late-winter and spring on the southern
hemisphere, because the smallest heliocentric distance is
reached late spring. This group of parameters determines the
energetic input into the materials of the system of DDS-MSO
to be studied (Fig. 1).
Materials of the interactions
The other group of the parameters refers to the four acting
materials in the DDS-MSO system. The double sinusoidal
combination changes of the energetic input conditions should
be fitted with the observed DDS variations and interpreted
with the four material components: the dark dune soil, the
frost, the water and the MSOs.

Fig. 1 Annual changes of DDS cycle [studies on MGS-images: 5, 6] follows solar insolation, depends on heliocentric distance (scale 200 m)
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Before reconstruction of the 4-actor process we shortly introduce the four material components:
The DDSs : they occur only on the dark dunes. This fact
indicates that the formation of the DDSs is somehow linked
with the dark dune soil, to the material of the soil itself,
mainly because of its chemical composition, and probably
because of other physical conditions (for example structure
of the dark dune soil) [2].
The frost: it appears in autumn and persists in winter on
the dark dune soil [7]. The precipitation of the frost probably
depends on the physical characteristics of the soil (grain size,
porosity), because the soil grains serve as crystallization
seeds for the frost formation [2]. (Defrosting happens on the
surface of the frost cover, so it may be independent from this
characteristic.)
The water: the DDS on the slopes have ellipsoidal shape
from which streams flow out and downwards according to
the MOLA height measurements. The fact that stream move
downward by the affect of gravity indicates a material component easily moved by gravity. This is a fluid phase [1, 2,
8], which in the pT conditions of Mars cannot be anything
else but liquid water (indicated by Mars Odyssey [9, 10]).
The MSOs: the sublimation process of the frost is enhanced in the DDS regions. Because DDSs begin to form at
the interface between the soil and the frost (forming a probably third boundary layer) we suggested that besides soil,
water and frost a fourth component takes part in the defrosting process, which also enhances the defrosting locally. This
"enhancing" components are the MSOs, the Martian Surface
Organisms [1, 2, 8, 11].

later the deep-frozen state in summer and autumn on the
southern hemisphere.

Fig.2 Annual re appearance of D D Ss in the Southe rn P olar re gion of
Mars. D DSs partly re appe ar in the same f orm ( white arrow) and partly
do it in a c hange d dy namic s ( dark arrow) , prov e s that a biologic al proc e ss de termines the re appe aranc e of the D D Ss ( sc ale 200 m) .

SUMMARY: COMPLEX INTERACTION
From the 4-actors process description we could see that both
four material components and the sunlight are important
agents in our biological interpretation of the DDS phenomena. The presence of the MSOs makes our description to be
variable, suitable to fit to the multiple material components
present in the atmosphere-lithosphere interface on the planet
Mars. The coincidence of the changes in DDS forming actors
and the sunlight cycle, the appearance of water flows, the
fact that DDSs occur in dark dune soils, the shielding effect
of frost cover, the fact that the spots mainly appear in the
polar region, all indicates that such conditions for a special
Martian life cycle as soil and water nutrients, the shielding
frost (preventing lost of conditions) and the long period of
sunlight (necessary for MSO revitalization) all interact in a
complex system ensuring a living period for the suggested
Martian Surface Organisms.

4 ACTORS AND SUN: ANNUAL CHANGES OF DDS
From the above shown components and their interaction
among each other on the effect of heat input from the Sun the
following sequence of events can be sketched. The formation
and evolution of the DDS requires multiple component interactions. The new component in our studies is the MSOs
component. We suggest now a process description in the
light of the life cycle of these main actors. MSOs must occupy an interface layer between the soil and the frost, or they
stay in the upper layers of the soil.
During southern winter Mars approaches the Sun. Increasing heat input awakes the MSOs "sleeping" deep in soil
in deep-frozen form below the frost layer. DDSs do not exist
yet, because of the ice/frost cover on them. Because the frost
layer' ices are transparent to light, MSOs may begin to absorb emerging sunlight and as a consequence of their warming up they begin their life cycle at the second half of the
winter.
MSO’s transformation from the frozen state into the living state is possible because of the appearance of the liquid
water component, which is made by them. MSOs pass to a
molten one, and increase the warming up in their environment. Staying in contact with both a liquid solute and the
underlying soil, they become able to take up the necessary
nutrients. The increasing quantity of the liquid phase causes
the extension of the "living" region. This is the spring period
of the MSOs (Fig. 2) .
Spring the heat insulation causes that the ice cover disappears and the liquid water evaporates. The fast evaporation
stops the main living conditions and the MSOs become desiccated. Evaporation is quick in the low atmospheric pressure. So disappearance of the frost and the appearance of the
DDS changes the life cycle of MSOs into the desiccated and
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AUTOMATED MAKING THE MAP OF ISIDIS’S BASIN. J.A.Iluhina and J.F.Rodionova.
Sternberg State Astronomical Institute, jeanna@sai.msu.ru , 2Moscow University
The plain of Isidis was choosen for landing of the
spacecraft of Europen Space Agency, that will be in
2003 year. For the purpose to learning the relief of the
landing place it has been compiled the hypsometric
map of Isidis by us.
The initial values for making the map were the base
of Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data, an instrument Mars Global Surveoyr (MGS) spacecraft. The
MOLA data represent the matrix of measured elevations on each 1/64 degrees. The data were done for all
surface of Mars. So the values were extracted for
mapping area of plain Isidis. The mapping area was
specified by longtitudes 57 and 122, and by latitudes
32 n.l. and 17 s.l. The obtained digital elevation model
(DEM) had 1325000 measured points. This DEM was
processed by ArcGIS programs to make vector data.
With the application Spatial Analyst the contours lines
were constructed. The interval between contours is
500 meters. With the ArcMap the map of Isidis was
designed.
The areas between contours were measured by this
map. The area of measurement is marked on the map
by red line oval. For measuring areas without distortions cilindric equal area projection of map was defined. The result of measurement represent in the figure1. Figure 1 shows the distribuition of height levels
against their areas. There is one maximum. It is from 4 km to (-3) km. These heights correspond to the plain.
These heights occupy the most part of the Isidis’s basin, about 60% of all surface. The other part corresponds to slopes surrounded the plain.
In this abstract just the part of map is represented,
the area of measures.

Fig 1. The dependence of the distribution of the
heights levels versus the area occupied
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LAKSHMI PLANUM QUADRANGLE (V-7) VENUS: RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY MAPPING, M. A. Ivanov1,2 and J. W.
Head2. 1 - Vernadsky Institute, RAS, Moscow, Russia, mishaivn@mtu-net.ru, 2 - Brown University, Providence, RI,
USA, james_head_iii@brown.edu.
Introduction. Lakshmi Planum dominates the western portion of Ishtar Terra and represents one of the most
spectacular features on Venus [1]. Lakshmi Planum is a high-standing (about 3-4 km above MPR) plateau
surrounded by the highest Venusian mountain ranges. The surface of the plateau is covered by morphologically
smooth plains and two significant volcanic centers, Colette and Sacajawea Paterae occurs in the middle of it.
Unusual characteristics of Lakshmi Planum have led to a variety of interpretations of its mode of origin ranging
from the hot spot to collision hypotheses [2,3 and reference therein]. The V-7 quadrangle portrays the Planum itself
and its surroundings (Fig. 1). The mapping in this area allows to document specific features of Lakshmi Planum and
establish the sequence of event in the formation and evolution of this major feature on Venus. As the first stage of
our mapping project we have undertook a reconnaissance mapping within the V-7 quadrangle in order to outline the
principal features in this area and develop a preliminary model of the sequence of events there.
Topographic and stratigraphic characteristics of Major features within the V-7 Quadrangle. Lakshmi
Planum, which is about 2000 km across, occupies the northern half of the V-7 quadrangle. A broad zone of
complexly deformed terrain surrounds the roughly circular structure of Lakshmi Planum at the intermediate
elevation (Fig. 1). In the South, two major scarps, Vesta Rupes in the rear and Ut Rupes at the front, define this
zone. The major features of the transition zone there are small fragments of tessera terrain (e. g. Clotho Tessera) and
linear belts of grooves. The lava plains of the lowland of Sedna Planitia, the surface of which is topographically flat,
broadly embay these terrains. The southeastern corner of the quadrangle is occupied by numerous lava flows of
Neago Fluctus. The flows emanate from Muta Mons at intermediate elevation and flow down toward the vast
lowland of Sedna Planitia. The flows embay the terrains of the transition zone and the surface of Sedna Planitia as
well. In the West, large Omosi-Mama Corona, which is the source of apparently young Djata Fluctus, is the main
feature of the transition zone. Large tessera massifs, Atropos Tessera and Itzpapalotl Tessera (out of the V-7 area),
make a giant arc that embraces Lakshmi Planum from northwest, north, and northeast.
The most important features of Lakshmi Planum are mountain belts that make almost complete zone outlining
relatively flat interior of the plateau (Fig. 1). The range of Danu Montes borders the southern edge of the plateau.
Danu Montes form a wide arc (about 1500, km long) the top of which is about 1.5-2 km above the surface of
Lakshmi Planum. The highest point of the Montes is around 335oE and the height of the range is lowered toward the
eastern and western edges. The southwestern sector of Lakshmi Planum between about 60-65oN shows little
evidence for mountain belts but the western and northwestern edges of the Planum are bordered by mountain range
of Akna Montes. Akna Montes make a compact zone (about 1000 km long and 250 km wide) with the highest area
between 65-70oN that stands about 3 km above the surface of Lakshmi Planum. The northern and partly northeastern
edges of the Planum are bordered by Freyja Montes that stand about 3-3.5 km higher than the adjacent surface of
Lakshmi. The range of Freyja Montes consists of latitudinal and longitudinal branches. The first is short, wide
(about 500 km long and 200-300 km wide), higher, and straight. The second is smaller in all respects and is slightly
convex to Lakshmi Planum. These mountain ranges, as well as Maxwell Montes (outside of V-7), consist of tightly
packed elongated parallel ridges 5 to 10 km wide and resemble to some extent the common ridge belts elsewhere on
Venus [4]. At the contacts with the interior plains of Lakshmi Planum, there is abundant evidence for embayment of
the mountain by the plains. At the longitudinal branch of Freyja Montes, however, the interior plains appear to be
slightly ridged conformal to the strike of the mountain belt.
The interior surface of Lakshmi Planum is generally flat, slightly tilted toward the South and lack significant
tectonic structures that are very abundant at the edges and outside of the Planum. The interior of Lakshmi displays
three types of materials. The most widespread are plains with moderate and uniform radar albedo and deformed by
network of wrinkle ridges. Morphologically, these plains represent a complete analog to regional plains of Venus
[5,6] that occur, in particular, on the surface of Sedna Planitia. Stratigraphically lower than the intra-Lakshmi
regional plains are materials heavily deformed by tectonic structures. Although these materials are not in direct
contact with the mountain ranges, within both Akna and Freyja Montes there are inclusions of similar materials
embedded by the ridges of the mountain belts. Stratigraphically higher than the regional plains within Lakshmi are
volcanic plains consisting of numerous radar brighter and darker flows that bear almost no tectonic deformation. The
flows are clearly related to two major volcanic centers, Colette and Sacajawea Paterae, and are analogous to the
youngest lava plains on Venus that surround distinct centers such as large volcanoes [7-10].
Sequence of events. Our first-order observations and preliminary mapping within the V-7 quadrangle could
be summarized as the following, very general and tentative, sequence of events during the formation and evolution
of Lakshmi Planum. The oldest features within the area of our mapping appear to be the heavily tectonized materials
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that are embayed by the intra-Lakshmi regional plains. The mountain belts and the transition zone of complexly
deformed terrains around Lakshmi appear to be younger but very detailed mapping is necessary to establish an order
of events among these features. The mountains and the transition zone are embayed by vast regional plains both
from inside (within Lakshmi Planum) and outside (in Sedna Planitia). Neither in Lakshmi Planum nor outside of it
there is the evidence for the sources of these plains. The latest activity within the area under study was volcanism at
several distinct centers that produced the lava flows of Neago and Djata Fluctuses to the southeast and west of
Lakshmi and around Colette and Sacajawea Paterae within the Planum.
References.
1) Barsukov, V.L., et al., JGR, 91, D399-D411, 1986, 2) Kaula, W.M., et al., JGR, 97, 16085-16120, 1992, 3) Kaula,
W.M., et al., Ishtar Terra in: Venus II Geology, Geophysics, Atmosphere, and Solar wind environment, S.W.Bougher, D.M.
Hunten, and R.J. Phillips eds., Univ. Arizona Press Tucson, 789-900, 1997, 4) Banerdt W.B., et al., Plains tectonics on Venus in:
Venus II Geology, Geophysics, Atmosphere, and Solar wind environment, S.W.Bougher, D.M. Hunten, and R.J. Phillips eds.,
Univ. Arizona Press Tucson, 901-930, 1997, 5) Head, J.W. and A.T. Basilevsky, Geology, 26, 35-38, 1998, 6) Basilevsky, A.T.
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Figure.1 Two perspective views of Lakshmi Planum and its
surroundings within the V-7 area. Vertical exaggeration is about 1:50.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF LADA TERRA, VENUS: ASSESSMENT FROM PRELIMINARY MAPPING OF V-61, MYLITTA
FLUCTUS, AND V-56, LADA TERRA, QUADRANGLES, M. A. Ivanov1,2 and J. W. Head2. 1 - Vernadsky Institute, RAS,
Moscow, Russia, mishaivn@mtu-net.ru, 2 - Brown University, Providence, RI, USA, james_head_iii@brown.edu.
Introduction. Lada Terra is a large (from 300oE to 120oE and from 60oS to 80oS) elevated region on Venus.
It is characterized by wide variety of features, among which coronae play the most important role. The western
portion of Lada Terra is dominated by very large (~800 km), Quetzalpetlatl Corona [1,2], and smaller coronae
typically arranged in linear zones characterize the rest of this topographic province. To the northwest and northeast,
lowlands of Lavinia and Aino Planitiae border Lada Terra. The two quadrangles, V-61 and V-56 cover the western
and central portions of Lada Terra and portray the whole structure of Quetzalpetlatl Corona, show the transition
from Lada Terra to the surrounding lowlands, and display the major structural trends at the edges and in the interior
of Lada Terra. During our mapping in the V-61 area and reconnaissance mapping within V-56 quadrangle we
analyzed the nature and age of the topographically highest large corona (Quetzalpetlatl) and documented the most
prominent structural trends, their nature, and timing.
Area of V-61 quadrangle. (Fig. 1 a). The most spectacular feature of this quadrangle is the Quetzalpetlatl
Corona presented there by its western half. The structurally most prominent part of the corona is its annulus
consisting of densely spaced ridges up to 10 km wide. The ridges make up an arc-like belt outlining the northern and
northwestern sectors of the corona. A topographic moat partly filled with lavas is adjacent to the belt from outward
and there is no counterpart to the ridge belt / moat complex in the southern portion of Quetzalpetlatl. The corona is
also a large volcanic center and relatively young lava flows cover the internal part of Quetzalpetlatl and vast area
around it. The sources of the flows appear to be close to the center of Quetzalpetlatl (Boala Corona and a
longitudinally oriented swarm of graben that runs from Boala toward the northern edge of Quetzalpetlatl).
Several distinct structural trends characterize the area within V-61 quadrangle. In the lowlands of Lavinia and
Hellen Planitiae, several continuous topographic ridges (Morrigan Linea, Penardun Linea, etc.) separate the vast
lowlands into series of secondary basins [3-5]. Morphologically, these zones consist mostly of ridge belts and
relatively old units broadly embayed by regional plains. The Kalaipahoa Linea that represents a swarm of graben
and hosts two coronae, Kamui-Huci in the West and Jord in the East, introduces another structural trend. Kalaipahoa
Linea makes a broad arc that topographically corresponds to the edge of Lada Terra. The graben of Kalaipahoa
Linea cut regional plains and appear to be partly contemporaneous with the younger lava flows emanating from
Quetzalpetlatl. The Jord Corona and adjacent to it Tarbell Patera are the sources of the gigantic Mylitta Fluctus [6]
that flows down the regional slope into the lowland of Lavinia Planitia.
Area of V-56 quadrangle. (Fig. 1 b). The western portion of this area is characterized by the eastern half of
Quetzalpetlatl Corona that bears the same basic characteristics as in the V-61 quadrangle. The ridge belt / moat
complex outlines the northern portion of the corona and has no counterpart in its southern part. The vast apron of
young lava flows covers the regional slopes away from the corona. The apparent sources of the flows are Erzulie
Mons and a cluster of small shields in the southeastern sector of Quetzalpetlatl.
The main difference of the V-56 area from the previous quadrangle is that it contains two large massifs of
tessera terrain (Cocomama and Lhamo Tesserae). These tesserae appear to be the oldest terrain in the scene and
establish the oldest structural trends in the quadrangle. Cocomama Tessera dominates the central portion of Lada
Terra and the Lhamo Tessera is a part of a regional highland ridge that borders the eastern edge of Lavinia Planitia
[7]. In the northeastern corner of the quadrangle within the lowland of Aino Planitia a double fork-like topographic
ridge consists of Asiaq and Kuldurok Dorsum. This ridge is made up by ridge belts and is broadly embayed by
regional plains. By its topographic, morphologic, and stratigraphic characteristics the Asiaq and Kuldurok Dorsum
belt strongly resembles the old structural zones occurring in the V-61 quadrangle within the lowlands surrounding
Lada Terra.
Two most prominent young structural zones characterize the V-56 area. The first occurs in the northwestern
corner of the area and is a continuation of the Kalaipahoa Linea. The most important feature of this zone within the
V-56 quadrangle is Eithinoha Corona (~400 km). The swarms of graben that characterize the Kalaipahoa Linea
structural zone run along the edge of Lada Terra and cut through Lhamo tessera suggesting the superposition of the
older and younger zones in one area. The second large zone is in the central portion of the quadrangle. It is oriented
longitudinally and consists of a chain of relatively small coronae interconnected by swarms of graben. This zone is
split into three branches at about 65oS, 40N. The most prominent, western, branch, which is featured by large (~350
km) Otygen Corona, merges with the Kalaipahoa Linea in the northwestern corner of the quadrangle. The central
branch is apparently died out at the northern edge of Lada Terra and the eastern branch runs into the eastern portion
of it (out of the V-56 area).
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Summary. Our preliminary analysis of the two neighboring quadrangles brings the evidence for the
progressive change of volcanic and tectonic styles as a function of time at regional scale within Lada Terra. The
Cocomama Tessera, which is heavily embayed by all types of volcanic plains and occurred in the center of Lada
Terra, may represent an outcrop of the ancient basement of this region. The relatively older structural zones that are
embayed by regional plains and presented mostly by the ridge belts (e. g. Morrigan Linea, Kuldurok Dorsa, etc.) are
restricted within the lowlands and almost do not occur within the highland of Lada Terra. Quetzalpetlatl Corona may
represent a long-living structure if its northern rim is a fragment of a ridge belt. The rim, however, may be due to the
internal corona evolution, which is suggested by the spatial association of it with the moat. This kind of association
commonly occurs at a number of large coronae [8-10]. The youngest structural trends represented by the corona-rift
zones occur within the elevated Lada Terra region [11]. In contrast to the older zones, the corona-rift chains do not
extend into the lowlands, are absolutely dominated by extensional structures, and the sources of young vast lava
flows typically occur along these zones.
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II Geology, Geophysics, Atmosphere, and Solar wind environment, S.W.Bougher, D.M. Hunten, and R.J. Phillips eds., Univ.
Arizona Press Tucson, 931-965, 1997, 3) Squyres, S.W. , et al., JGR, 97, 13579-13599, 1992, 4) Banerdt W.B., et al., Plains
tectonics on Venus in: Venus II Geology, Geophysics, Atmosphere, and Solar wind environment, S.W.Bougher, D.M. Hunten, and
R.J. Phillips eds., Univ. Arizona Press Tucson, 901-930, 1997, 5) Ivanov, M. A. and J. W. Head, Geologic map of the Lavinia
Planitia (V55) quadrangle USGS Geol. Inv. Ser., Map I-2684, 2001, 6) Roberts, K.M., et al., JGR, 97, 15991-16016, 1992, 7)
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quadrangle USGS Geol. Inv. Ser., in edit 2002, 11) Magee, K.P. and J.W. Head, JGR, 100, 1527-1552, 1995.

Figure 1. Sketch maps of V-61 and V-56 Quadrangles. Dark gray indicates older structural
zones, young corona-rift zones are shown in gray, and light gray shows young lava flows.
Strikes of structural trends are shown in dotted (old) and dashed (young) lines.
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THE DEGREE OF SHOCK-THERMAL REWORKING OF THE LUNAR REGOLITH
INDIVIDUAL SILICATE GRAINS: TRACK THERMOLUMINESCENCE ANALYSIS.
A.I. Ivliev L.L. Kashkarov, , G.V. Kalinina, V.I.Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and
Analytical Chemistry, RAS, Moscow, Russia
Introduction. Previous track-thermoluminescence (TL) investigations [1,2] of the lunar
regolith silicate crystals demonstrate the
possibility of measuring the effects from the
local shock-thermal events initiated chiefly by
micrometeorite impacts. This note reports the
continuous new results on investigation of the
radiation shock-thermal history of the lunar
regolith matter which were doing with help of
the complex fossil track and artificially
induced TL – method.
Samples and method. Olivine (Ol) and
plagioclase (Pl) crystals (about 30 grains) from
the Luna-24 soil sample No 24184 of 0.1270.200 mm size fraction were taken for the
investigation. Track and TL-technique have
been described by us early [1]. Some
additional details are the next: simultaneous
measuring of the track and TL-parameters in
the same microcrystals, the size of which do
not give possibility to use "part by part"
procedure of crushing, it was performed by
measuring of track parameters after TLinvestigation. Because during sample heating
for TL glow-curve detecting crushed up to <30
µm microcrystals were under ~(300-400)o C
temperature only during about ten sec, that is
not affected on the characteristics of the
storage in these crystals fossil tracks. TLintensity was detected for each individual Ol
and Pl grain with help of the high-sensitivity
modified equipment, described early [3].
Results and Discussion. Tracks densities,
detected in individual Ol and Pl grains,
are showed as histograms in Fig.1. Practically
all observed tracks are due primarily to VH
nuclei (iron group with 23=  RI JDODFWLF
and solar cosmic rays. Portion from the

spontaneous and induced fission track density
of Th, U is negligible small (  DQG ZDV
not take into account in our experiment. As it
seen, the predominant part of crystals (in the
case of Pl and Ol it is near 65% and 90%,
correspondly) have 7_1·107cm-2. Track data
are characterized these grains, firstly, as
undervented during history by the solar and
galactic cosmic rays near the regolith surface
(PP GXULQJRQO\DERXW\,WLVUHVXOWHG
from differential energy spectra J=8·106 E-3
nucl./cm2·y·sr/ MeV/amu and corresponding
integral VH-nuclei flux of 105 nucl./cm2·y for
E_20 MeV/amu. So short radiation time
interval indicate on small probability for
intensive
micrometeorite
bombardment
reworking of regolith surface layer (some mm
of thick), that can be resulted in correspondly
low percentage of the individual crystals
which are undervented the local shock-events
influence. In this connection it was very
interesting to see these radiation parameters in
comparison with TL-characteristics, obtained
for the same silicate crystals.
TL
glow-curve,
corresponding
to
temperature interval up to 400oC have the low
~(80÷160)o C and high ~(160-340)o C peaks of
different intensity for individual Ol and Pl
grains. The main TL parameter using in our
investigation is the relation of the integral TLintensity at low – and high- temperature
intervals (S1/S2), that is reflects the relation of
crystals under investigation with different
degree of its shock-induced disordering.
Results of the special computer program
calculations of the (S1/S2) values were
obtained for Ol (15 samples) and Pl (16
samples) individual crystals of Luna 24. On
the base of these data it can be note: 1) The
total interval of (S1/S2)-variation both for Ol

and Pl crystals make up ~(5-6)-fold; 2) More
higher (up to ~4) absolute value of the
(S1/S2)-parameter is obtained for Ol-crystals,
that twice higher than in the case of Pl
maximum (S1/S2)-values; 3) It can be
demonstrated some grouping of crystals
having near the same (S1/S2)-values, 4)
Absolute values of (S1/S2)-parameter,
received for Pl crystals of Luna-24 , are
practically the same with data, obtained by us
early for the Luna-16 individual Pl crystals [5].
Conclusions. 1) Crystal grain by grain trackTL investigation gives the undoubted
presentation about the real picture of radiationshock-thermal history of the lunar regolith
material on the local submillimeter level ; 2)
Short time of the near-surface cosmic ray

irradiation and small portion of the relatively
high-disordered Ol and Pl crystal grains
demonstrate the correspondly low degree of
the shock-thermal reworking of the Luna-24
sample under investigation.
References: [1] Kashkarov L.L, et al. (1998)
Abstracts the 3-rd International Conference on
the Exploration and Utilisation of the Moon,
Moscow, P. 17. [2] Kashkarov L.L. et al.
(1999) 30-th Microsimposium on Comparative
Planetology, P. 41-42. [3] Ivliev A.I. (1995)
Geochimiya (in Russian) No.9, pp.1368-1377.
[4] Ivliev A.I. et al. (1996) Geochimiya (in
Russian) No.10, P. 1010-1018. [5]. Kashkarov
L.L, et al. (2000) 32-rd Microsimposium on
Comparative Planetology, P.80-81.
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Fig.1. Track density distribution for the olivine (Ol) and plagioclase (Pl) crystals from the
Luna 24 sample 24184.
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CO2 – Hydrates as Driving Forces in Recent Exogenic Dynamics on Mars?
Heinz-Peter Jöns, Geographisches Institut der Universität Würzburg, Am
Hubland, 97074 Würzburg; E-mail: joens.planet@mail.uni-wuerzburg.de
Introduction:
Various authors have speculated about the
origin and morphodynamic meaning of
young “stream” beds (=Gerinnebetten) on
the martian surface which have been
detected by the Mars Observer Camera
(= MOC). The first interpretation which
considered only the shape of the valleys
soon came to the conclusion that these
valleys must have been carved by running
water, an interpretation which in turn led to
far-reaching secondary hypotheses about
an ancient martian water ocean in the
Northern Lowlands.
Text
All these interpretations and hypotheses,
however, bring in severe problems because
according to the existing martian climate
running water at the planet’s surface is
virtually impossible, except in cases of
special catastrophic events [1,2]. And a
fossil water ocean would lead inevitably to
a completely different relief of the martian
uplands (e.g. a mature drainage pattern!).
Other authors have proposed to take into
consideration the possibility that these
features might have been caused by CO2driven density currents [3]. However, that
interpretation brings in additional problems
because the evaporating pressure on Mars
would lead to more or less volcano-like gas
eruptions, rather then forming downslope
flowing CO2 “rivulets” [4].
Detailed morphointerpretative analyses of
all relief aspects of the surmised river beds
have led the author to the supposition that
it is not sure as to whether any(!) liquid
participated in the formation of these
valleys and of their material fans which

most of these “rivulets” have formed at
their lower end. It seem rather that there
exists a continuous morphologic transition
from dry dust-, (in some cases on the
flanks of large dunes!) sand-, debris- and
rock streams (=muren), to rivulet-like
valleys with fan-shaped sedimentary
accumulations at their lower end, to debris
festoons on valley flanks or on the flanks
of crater rims of small (young) impacts
structures, and finally to tongue-shaped
glacier-like material units.
There seems to be, moreover, no case in
which such “rivulets” reach over from the
“river”-bearing flank to the neighbouring
uplands. Such suspected “river” valleys
always start at steep flanks some tens of
meters b e l o w the surface of the
surrounding uplands probably indicating
that a large part of the martian surface is
underlain at a shallow depth by a layer of
special material of unknown chemical
composition [5,6]. The glacier-like features
and the festoon-shaped material units,
however, emerge in all cases from a layer
of loose material o n t o p of the
surrounding surface. That unit of loose
material can be detected in large areas of
the Ancient Martian uplands.
If any liquid caused the origin of the
suspected “river” beds it must have been of
special chemical composition (water plus
CO2 plus salts plus clay minerals?) which
on the one hand could stand the recent
climatic conditions on Mars without
evaporating to fast, and which -on the
other hand- would allow the mobilized
material to form the special morphologic
featured which have been mentioned and
briefly described above.

In most recent times quite an other
possibility has been discussed by various
authors (7,8): The possibility can not be
ruled out that CO2-Hydrates are existing on
Mars.
If that material gets unstable it can easily
set free CO2 – gas which would evaporate
more or less explosion-like an would lead
to the formation of pseudovolcanic
features. And the decomposition of such
hydrates would lead to the activity of
running water which could flow down
flank on crater walls and could have
caused the small meandering gullies which
have been detected by numerous MOC
images, especially within small and
obviously very young impact craters.
In such a case it would be logic that the
“wet” erosion and movement of material
always occurs on the flank which faces a
w a y from the sun, whereas the flank
which is turned
t o w a r d s the sun shows the normal
“dry” erosion together with a sliding
movement of material which nearly
verybody expected on Mars.
Moreover, this interpretation would
explain the very fast (re)-solidification of
mud sheet floods in the vicinity of both
polar caps on Mars together with the
typical curvilinear ridges which occur in
the case of the mud sheet flood in the
vicinity of the South Pole Cap and within
Argyre Planitia. The same is very probably
true for the unique flow features in the
north western quadrangle of the Hellas
Planitia as well which seem to be the result
of (re)-solidification of mud flows – too.
In this context the “shore line” of the giant
fossil mud sheet flood of the Young
Lowlands of the northern hemisphere are
of special interest. A detailed study of the
area by using the MOC imagery led the
author to the supposition that numerous
pseudo volcanic features can be detected in

that area which very probably have been
caused by explosion-like degassing of the
mobilized material the chemical
components of which are so far not known
(9, 10). According to (11) it seems to be
possible that in this case as well
decomposing CO2 – Hydrates led to an
explosion-like degassing of CO2 gas.
It should be emphasized that this
interpretation will have important
consequences for the discussion of the
history of the martian climate and for the
possibility of fossil and/or recent life on
Mars!
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On the Origin of the Mediterranean Sea and its Surrounding
Mountain Ranges (i.e. the Anti-Pacific) Exclusively by Permanently
West – East Acting Forces as Consequence of the TRURNIT – Cycle
Heinz – Peter Jöns, Geographisches Institut der Universität
Würzburg, Germany
Email: joens.planet@mail.uni-wuerzburg.de
As stated already last year during this conference, it is a fact that tidal forces of the
Earth – Moon double system act w e s t w a r d on Earth (i.e. within the Earth’s
hydrosphere a n d lithosphere) whereas the off-centre rotation of the Earth – Moon
double system ultimately results in an e a s t w a r d –facing rolling-off of the
Earth’s upper mantle with respect to the Earth’s lithosphere (i.e. the “crust” s.l.).
That relative movement happens very probably along the boundary between the
uppermost mantle and the lowermost “crust”. Co-acting of these forces ultimately
causes a global West – East trending zone of young (i.e. alpine) mountain ranges
and depressions of various dimensions, the so called Tethys suture. The “eastern”
part of that suture consists of the Pacific which permanently propagates eastward.
The “western” part of that suture is mainly indicated by the Mediterraneis and its
unique set of large-scale features, i.e. the Western Mediterranean Sea and its
surrounding alpine mountain ranges which are arrange schlierically with respect to
the general axis of that system. As these features form the Anti-Pacific they are
caused by an impulse which permanently carries out the same general movement as
the Pacific does, i.e. it propagates permanently eastward, too.
In general the whole sequence of features which forms the Overall-Mediterraneis
consists of the following large-scale features:
- the Caribbean,
- the Ogygis (i.e. the southern part of the northern Atlantic with its
Jurassic sea floor),
- the Iberia,
- the Alpia, and
- the Carpatia.
Speaking in general this alignment of mega structures consists of a chain of a set of
sub-features which is repeated again and again: In front of the eastward-facing
activity there is always a young alpine mountain range which is always bent. In the
rear of this mountain range there is always a depression which is either filled with
water (e.g. Western Mediterranean Sea) or with young/recent sediments (e.g.
Pannonian plain, Hungaria). The back of that sub-structure is always “open”. If
volcanism occurs it mainly tends to happen along the inner flank of the mountain
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range. This set of features occurs repeatedly along the entire Tethys suture and has
formed the Overall-Mediterraneis with its young alpine mountain ranges and their
typical spatial distribution.
After opening of the Atlantic Ocean which happened and still happens due to ocean
floor spreading, i.e. due to convection of the Earth’s mantle (i.e. WILSON –
Sequence) the Overall-Mediterraneis was subdivided into two parts: West of the
Atlantic spreading axis the Caribbean set of features continued its geodynamic
evolution and is right now already influenced by the eastward propagating of the
Pacific structure. East of that spreading axis the Mediterraneis was and still is under
construction, mainly along the suture between North Africa and the southern flank
of Europe. But this geographic position is by no means the result of a collision of
these continents because they never collided during the last TRURNIT–Cycle, i.e.
during the last 250Mill. years!
From the Carpatia the collision of the impulse with the TORNQUIST lineament
has directed the impulse into the western part of the Black Sea.
It should be pointed out that the Eastern Mediterranean Sea is a remnant of the
paleozoic/mesozoic Tethys ocean and has nothing to do with the dynamics of the
Western Mediterranean Sea at all! That’s why there are no alpine mountain ranges
in the vicinity of that part of the Mediterranean Sea.
References
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LOW-LEVEL THERMAL AND SHOCK INFLUENCE ON THE PESYANOE AUBRITE MATTER
L.L. Kashkarov, A.I. Ivliev, G.V. Kalinina, Z.A. Lavrentjeva, A.Yu. Lyul, and N.S. Kuyunko. Vernadsky
Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, RAS, Moscow, Russia (ugeochem@geochem.home.chg.ru)
Introduction. Common fossil track and artificially
induced thermoluminescence (TL) investigations _f the
radiation-thermal history of the meteoritic and lunar
material have indicate __ the significant effect of the
local shock-thermal events [e.g., 1, 2]. As a result of this
influence in a number of meteorites and lunar samples it
was observed of silicate grains with the certain cosmic
ray fossil tracks and TL characteristics. A general
conclusion of our previous work is that the radiationand shock-thermal history of meteorite and lunar matter
is very complex and multi-stage process and this history
for the some silicate grain is practically different. In this
context it is interesting to investigate the shock induced
features, observed in the En minerals of different
chemical-petrology and size separated fractions of the
achondrite Pesyanoe. This meteorite characterized by
the presence of very high solar gases concentration, that
indicate the irradiation of this meteorite matter on the
non-shielding conditions during pre-accretion or
regolith stages [3]. Now we report here on new results
of the physical-chemistry analysis of this meteorite with
the aim to further investigation of the irradiation, shock
and thermal history of cosmic matter only by common
petrology-chemical track - TL methods.
Samples, method. For investigation it was taken a
matrix sample N217 of the Pesyanoe achondrite, which
was presented as a fine-grained material. The sample
was isolated by hand from the bulk meteorite mass and
was treated by physical and size separation analysis. By
this manner three group of size fraction from 45 µm up
to 360 µm were searched. Track investigation were
performed by the standard procedure: for the En crystals
chemical etching of tracks it was used boiling solution
of NaOH:H2O (1:1) during 3h. Account of tracks was
doing with help of optical microscope under ~1200xmagnification. TL measuring was performed by the
method, described in detail in [5]. The statistical errors
of measuring of peak temperature (Tp), of the TL peak
width (full width at half maximum, FWHM) and of the
intensity TL (area under peak in a given interval of
temperature, Sp) did not exceed 3%. Chemical analysis
was performed with help of the INNA method.
Results and discussion. We did the wide track
study of the Pesyanoe achondrite earlier [3, 4]. Now it
was interesting to measure the chief track parameters in
some En grain groups, which then are received TL
study. Track density values, obtained for En grains,
covered interval from 1x103 cm-2 to ~2x107 cm-2 (see
Fig.1)
Artificial TL, induced by X-rays, in separate matrix
and En grains fractions, isolated of Pesyanoe achondrite

was executed. The TL glow curves of all grains have
shown presence of two sharp peaks with temperature of
maximum at ~150 oC and ~270 oC (see Fig2) The values
of the relation of the peak area measured in a
temperature interval 50-210oC (SP1/SP2) allows to
separate (3-4) groups of grains, differ each other by
parameter SP1 / SP2, total interval of which is 0.4 – 1.5.
As it was obtained early [4, 5], comparison of trackdensity and TL characteristics, measured in the same En
grains do not give some quantitative correlation. It was
interpreted as a result of relatively small degree of the
shock-thermal influence on the crystals during their
history.
More interesting results, obtained from the new
complex investigation of the some matrix samples
consists in the certain relation between concentration of
some chemical elements of the different degree of
volatility and TL-parameters. The first are the indicators
of the possible high-temperature (connected or not with
the shock events) influence on the En-grains contained
samples under investigation. The second is very
sensitive indicator of the shock-induced events starting
from the low (under than ≈20 GPa) levels of influence.
For six searched matrix samples the relations:
concentration of the element vs. TL-parameter S1/S2
were obtained. Among searched elements Na is volatile,
in contrast to it two other, Ca and Sm, are practically
refractory elements. For all these elements it is not
registered any correlation in relation to TL-parameter
S1/S2, the value of which for investigated samples
varies from~0.9 up to ~1.5. The absence of the visual
relation and chiefly, the quite the same (in the ±1σ
interval) content for elements of different volatility, can
be considered as indicator of the absence of the highlevel (>20 GPa) shock-pressure influence on the
investigated material. This is correlated with the
measuring of very high-track density and track-density
gradients in some En crystals from the Pesyanoe
meteorite. The achondrite Pesyanoe matter during all his
geology history, starting from the early irradiation in the
regolith or more early environment conditions, do not
underwent to influence of the shock-thermal events,
stronger than P≈20 GPa and T≈500K during of the
short-time interval.
Conclusions. Obtained nuclear-track, TL and
chemical data allow making the next:
1. The initial Pesyanoe meteorite constrain material
was contained the compounds of the essentially
different radiation and shock-thermal pre-history.
2. There are a high probability that the fossil track
characteristics of Pesyanoe individual En-grains refer to
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their history of a radiation, thermal and shock-thermal
influence chiefly occurred on pre-accretion and/or
regolith stages of a parent body formation of this
achondrite.
3. The possible “pure thermal” metamorphism inside
a parent body, would result about the same manner in
all En grains. But quite essential difference of TLparameters, measured for the several matrix samples,
indicate on very small influence of this process in
comparison with the more effective and heterogeneous
shock-thermal process during of exogenous reworking
of this meteorite material.
4. Absence of the visual variation of concentration
of some volatile-refractory elements in a number of the

matrix samples of different sizes correlate with the lowlevel shock-thermal reworking of material consisting
investigated achondrite in their metamorphic history.
5. The achondrite Pesyanoe matter during all his
geology history, starting from the early irradiation in the
regolith or more early environment conditions, do not
underwent to influence of the shock-thermal events
stronger than P≈20 GPa and T≈500K during of the
short-time interval. As it was obtained early the En
group IV of the Pesyanoe probably underwent a shockpressure treatment with shock stage S1. This conclusion
is confirmed by our TL study of experimentally shock
loaded oligoclase, quartz and calcite [6].

I TL , rel. un.
1.5

Fig.1. Fossil VH-nuclear track
density distribution in the En
crystals from the Pesyanoe
achondrite.
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Information Content of Meteoroid Seismology by Nakamura`s Catalog
(NC): Two Unknown Periodicity.
O.B. Khavroshkin, V.V. Tsyplakov, Schmidt United Institute of the Physics of the Earth,
RAS, Moscow, Russia, e-mail: khavole@uipe-ras.scgis.ru
Before we had written about new
content of NC as result new look on the
energy state of the Moon and lunar
seismicity [1-3]. Spectrum of the
meteoroid impact series (1969-1977)
disclosed time picks on planets and their

satellites orbital periodicities. However
two considerable amplitudes
reliable
picks on periods T X § 11.9 days and TY
~=14,4 days had not had an identification
Table

A comparison between observed periods T of the peaks of spectrum of variations of the number of
meteoroid impacts on the Moon (1970 - 1977) and orbital periods of some planets and their satellites.
N

A

1
2

84

3

T,
days

û

The name of the
planet or satellite

Resonance relations

Earth
Venus

Orbital
period,
days
365,256
224,695

350
230

Resolution
days
90
42

72

128

13

VI; Jup

250,6

2 f V , 3 f E ,2fVI

4

44

85

5,6

Mercury

87,969

5

39

57

2,6

fM
4 fV

6

54

42,6

1,4

Giperion

21,28

7

55

27,5

0,6

Moon

27,32

8

63

23,3

0,4

2 f M , 0.5fGp
fL
10 f V 0.25fTr

9

40

16,69

0,3

Kallisto

16,689

fK

10
11

42
70

14.4
13,6

0,3
0,15

Moon

13,6

12

40

11,9

0,12

2 fL
20 f V

13

30

9,8

0,1

14
15
16

27
27
28

9,3
8,6
7,1

0,1
0,1
0,05

Ganimed

7,154

fG

17

47

5,9

0,03

Triton

5,87

fT ,

18
19
20

35
26
28

5,6
4,95
4

0,03
0,03
0,02

21

33

3,75

0,02

Tetis

1,888

22

36

3,55

0,01

Europe

3,551

23
24
25

34
26
33

3,41
2,87
2,45

0,01
0,01
0,005

Ariel

2,520

26

28

2,26

0,005

Reia

4,518

27

31

2,05

0,005

fE

fV

9 fM

60 f V , 4 f K
24 f M , 0,5fT
f Eu
32 f M , fAr
12 f L , 2fRe

Three hypothesis for an objective appearance
of these picks may be offered. Firstly, picks
correspond to the existing of inner planets (X,
Y) which place between Mercury and Sun and
have suitable rotational periods. In the second
place, there are the existing unknown satellites
of giant planets and hypothesis three is
nonlinear seismic affect which consists in an
interaction between long periods of known
variations lunar hidden seismicity. Now first
model is developed. For this case it is known
[4], the hypothesis about resonance structure
of Sun system resists. It signs that the ratio
between orbital frequencies i (periods) of
planets and Sun must be simple and
proportion to accordance linear relationship:

n11 + n22 + …..+ nkk = 0
Where ni is a whole number coefficient. So
we can analyze Sun, Mercury and two
hypothesis planets X, Y on periods
Tx =11,9days; Ty GD\Vx,y=1/Tx,y
as a small resonance subsystem with few
astrophysical connections: (x- y) :7¨& =
68,5 days:7i :SHULRGRIVRODUDFWLYLW\:
2/3 T(Mercury) ~ 0,3T(Venus); ( x+ y) :
T& = 6,53 days :7 Ganimed) §7û& .
Resonance connection has a place also on
relationships:

x- ymer - rot.S = 0

û IRUTrot.S = 24 days

2y - x - mer rot.S = 0
û IRUTrot.S = 28,2 days.
Probably the orbits periods Tx =11,9 days, Ty
= 14,4days reflect the influence of quickly
rotation inner corn of Sun and slow rotation of
solar atmosphere on the X,Y objects. The sizes
of X, Y are small of cause and a beside to Sun
limits of a substance X, Y as a metal.
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WORLD OF OSCILLATIONS: STEPS OF THE COMPARATIVE WAVE PLANETOLOGY. G. G. Kochemasov,
IGEM RAS, 35 Staromonetny, Moscow 119017, Russia, kochem@igem.ru
At the Vernadsky-Brown Microsymposium a new scientific paradigm – the wave planetology was circulating
since 1992 (10 year jubilee) [1-24]. Besides, it was presented at many Russian forums (such as “Tectonic meetings”,
i.g.), at EGS Assemblies, COSPAR Assemblies, LPS Conferences and some other meetings. Now one can firmly
state that “orbits make structures” that means that shapes and tectonic patterns of celestial bodies are largely
influenced by characteristics of their orbits (ellipticity and orbiting frequency) through inertia-gravity forces. Any
body has its own distinct orbit. There are no two equal orbits, all orbits are different and this means that there are no
two equal structures of celestial bodies. It also means that Earth is unique as no body has equal to it orbit. All orbits
are different because all bodies move complexly in several orbits in their own star systems, in galaxies, in clusters of
galaxies, in clusters of galactic clusters in Metagalaxy. Such a complex moving in non-round orbits means
oscillations with various frequencies.
High-frequency oscillations are modulated by low-frequency ones with production of side frequencies. The lower
side frequencies in bodies terminate by the fundamental wave (wave 1) responsible for ubiquitous tectonic
dichotomy (Theorem 1, [19]). The higher side frequencies correspond to radiowaves for bodies in galaxies [24]
(remember radiogalaxies) and have to be else higher frequent due to orbiting in clusters of galaxies and in clusters
of galactic clusters. Orbiting velocities gradually increase from smaller systems to larger ones: the Solar (star)
system (n x 10 km/s) – galaxy (n x 100 km/s) – cluster of galaxies (n x 1000 km/s) – cluster of galactic clusters (n x
10000 km/s, about c/10, c= the light velocity), where n is about 1 to 5 (on average about 3). Each step means
enormous increase of the systems angular momenta as their not only velocities but also masses and radii increase
enormously. Such ever increased energies and lower and lower orbiting frequencies provoke (modulate) in bodies
higher and higher side frequencies. Thus, if a galactic movement gives radiowaves, orbiting a cluster of galaxies
gives gamma-rays, orbiting a cluster of galactic clusters gives the hypothetic ether or isotropic mess of not yet
measured very high frequency oscillations (nicknamed vacuum). This medium is a real substance where propagate
the electromagnetic waves.
It is interesting that well known radiowave and gamma-ray background observations now are added by soft Xrays emitting from various celestial bodies – from cold comets to the hot Sun and measured by the Chandra X-ray
Observatory [25]. Reality of Galactic influence at Earth is seen in changing geological periods and a strict 100
mln.y. periodicity of magmatism. Directed changes in the Earth geologic history should be attributed to its Galaxy
movement in a cluster of galaxies.
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MARS, EARTH, VENUS: CONCERTED PROPERTIES OF LITHOSPHERES AND ATMOSPHERES
CONNECTED WITH REGULAR TECTONIC GRANULATION OF THE PLANETS. G. G. Kochemasov,
IGEM RAS, 35 Staromonetny, Moscow 119017, Russia , kochem@igem.ru
The comparative wave planetology [1], constantly present at the Vernadsky-Brown microsymposia starting in 1992, has many
aspects of comparison of so varying celestial bodies. But this juxtaposition is based mainly on numerous surface images acquired
by spacecrafts. A lucky chance occurs however when dealing with three terrestrial planets having atmospheres and rather well
studied solid envelopes. In this case a “vertical sounding” is possible to show that rules of the wave planetology are applicable to
various planetary envelopes structurized concordantly. This proves validity of the wave planetology the main point of which is
expressed in three words: “orbits make structures”. This overall law can be unfolded into 4 theorems of the planetary tectonics: 1.
Celestial bodies are dichotomic. 2. –“- sectoral. 3. –“- granular. 4. Angular momenta of different level blocks tend to be equal
[2].
The third theorem connects orbital frequencies and sizes of tectonic granulas: higher frequencies – smaller granulas. Mars,
Earth, Venus with frequencies about 1/2y., 1/1y., 1/0.6y. have sizes of granulas πR/2,πR/4,πR/6 (R – a body radius) (Fig.1, 2).
Otherwise, Venus is tectonically “fine-grained”, Earth “medium-grained”, Mars “coarse-grained”. The wave produced
granulation indicates that fine-grained Venus is more thoroughly shaken out and released from its volatiles than Earth and Mars.
And this is proved by its massive atmosphere containing a large amount of nitrogen and having very low ratio of radioactive to
primordial argon (1, for Earth 300, Mars 3000 [3]).
Compare “sweeping” volatiles out of Venus and Earth. In a sphere of radius R there are 16.5 grains of radius πR/8 (Earth) and
55.7 grains of radius πR/12 (Venus). Venus is 3.38 times finer-grained. To the terrestrial wavelength 10000 km (πR/2)
corresponds frequency 0.03 khz, to the venusian 6000 km (πR/3) 0.07 khz. Venusian oscillations 2.33 times more frequent. If an
outgassing difference of two planets is the square (outgassing goes through surface) of the production of differencies in
granulation and oscillation frequencies, then Venus is 62 times more outgassed [DV/DE = (3.38 x 2.33)2 = 62.1]. Actually, the
venusian atmosphere is 90 times more massive than the terrestrial one. Now compare Mars and Earth by the same manner. In a
sphere of radius R there are 16.5 grains of radius πR/8 (Earth) and 2.06 grains of radius πR/4 (Mars). Earth is 8 times finergrained than Mars. Terrestrial wavelength is 10000 km (πR/2), martian 10660 km (πR/1). Them correspond frequencies 0.03 and
0.025 khz. Terrestrial oscillations 1.2 time more frequent. Earth is (8 x 1.2)2 = 92 times more degassed than Mars. Taking into
account the smaller martian mass (1/10 of the Earth’s mass) one would expect 92 x 10 = 920 times less massive martian
atmosphere. Actually, the surface atmospheric pressure on Mars is only about 200 times weaker. This discrepancy possibly can
be partially assigned to high amounts of frozen CO2 and water (proved by “Odyssey”) in near-surface layers constantly supplying
volatiles into atmosphere. A varying inclination of the rotation axis makes the martian atmosphere more or less dense.
An important sink of volatiles (water) is the martian continental crust. A reasonable composition of it is albitite – syenite –
granite, i. e. material with high albedo and much lesser dense than Fe- basalts of lowlands [4]. Rich in feldspathoids this material
under widespread hydrothermal activity is normally transformed into zeolite-rich rocks (by the way, shining as ice crystals).
Some zeolites can contain upto 25% of water escaping crystals under certain temperatures and capable to return into them under
changing conditions. Thus, this continent-wide sink could contribute significantly to the lithosphere-atmosphere water balance.
“Odyssey” hydrogen data show comparative enrichment in this element of wide equatorial regions (Arabia Terra, Tharsis)
probably not connected with water ice. In any case, in the row Venus – Earth – Mars the first planet is strongly outgassed and
relatively dry, the last is less outgassed and still has an appreciable stock of volatiles and Earth is in the middle.
As the considered wave processes started acting at stage of planet accumulation in their debris zones (belts), an amplitude of
the wave scattering was weak at the venusian zone and the strongest at the martian one. No significant amount of solid material
was detached from the venusian belt to form a satellite, rather large amount and at right distance was thrown out to form a
massive satellite at the Earth’s zone, and still larger amount at great distance was thrown away at the martian zone. It was
dispersed not gravity held by diminishing martian mass and replenished an asteroid stock. Only two small asteroid size satellites
are now around this small planet and Phobos is in a very peculiar unstable orbit. Only this regular wave process should be
applied to explain an origin of the Moon. A mysterious impact process producing ‘the Pacific hole” has to be rejected also
because the tectonic dichotomy is a common feature of all celestial bodies (Theorem 1, [2]).
Fig.1. Coherence of lithospheric and atmospheric structures in wide equatorial zones of Venus (1-2), Earth (3-5), Mars (6-7).
This comparison in the same scale shows a regular increase of tectonic granula sizes from Venus to Mars observed in
lithospheres and atmospheres. 1. Venusian gravity potential [5], 2. Dark and light UV markings in the venusian cloud cover [6],
3. Heterogeneity of the Earth’s mantle at 470 km depth from seismic tomography [7], 4. The Earth’s lithospheric ring
superstructures [Kochemasov, 1991-2002], 5. Average atmospheric pressure on sea level at Earth in January [8], 6. Areoid
anomalies (in meters) [9], 7. Density of the martian thermosphere normalized to 125 km height [10]. Fig.2. Geometrical model of
warping standing waves shaping celestial bodies with production of tectonic granulas of different sizes. Below: schemes of
tectonic granulation after real images and a “Galileo” photograph of Earth – a view at the South pole. Fig.3. Regular change of
some planetary characteristics from Mercury to Mars. Solid line –relief range; dashed –Fe/Si and dots –Fe/Mg in basalts of
lowlands; dot-dashed –density contrast between the highland & lowland rocks. All in comparison to the terrestrial values taken as
1 [11]. Below: average densities of highland & lowland rocks [11].
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STRIKE-SLIP DISPLACEMENTS ON FORTUNA TESSERA.
N.N. Koronovsky, Geological Faculty, Dynamic Geology Department, Moscow State Lomonosov University, 119899, Moscow,
Russia. koronovsky@dynamo.geol.msu.ru
Introduction. The showing of strike-slip deformation
structures in the central part of Fortune tessera where are
zones of concentration deformations (ZCD) are widely
spread, was our main aim of the work.
Observations. Strike-slip displacements mostly clearly
observed in the central part of Fortune tessera ( image
75N074 in the district of 113 906 26 km2 square) (Fig.1). At
this territory not clearly expressed ridges 18-25 km wide are
observed. And valleys having the same width trending along
NE orientation. There is a system of proportionality spread
fractures crossing the ridges, with spacing 2.4 – 3.0 km. 9-10
ZCD 11-15 km wide and long up to 340 km. The light
lineaments inclined to flat surface and reflected the character
picture of right strike-slip displacement under conditions of
plastic deformation, are observed in these areas (ZCD). The
smaller stripes of deformations concentration are formed in
these zones. Fractures crossing the ridges are absent at these
deformation zones. (Fig. 2) Narrow zones of complicated
grabens, fractures and escarps trending up to 300 km along
submeridional azimuth, 5-20 km wide crossing this structural
pattern. Grabens are younger than other structures, and they
are displaced by right strikes up to 50 km.
As there are 9 strike-slip displacements zones and in each
zone grabens are displaced by right strikes, the summary
displacement may come up to 130-140 km.
The zones marked above trending along NE azimuth
numbered from south to north from 1 to 9. The mostly clear
observed strike zones 1, 2 and 3. The rest of them are less
clear but they also can be marked. Every strike zone as have
been told earlier have width about 10 or more km. This tells
about powerful tectonic movements. All of the zones have
character exactly for strike deformation linear contour at the
edges of stripe. The narrow linear ridges 1-2 km width – look
like anticline are observed inside these zones like in Earth
strikes. They can be called drag folds. In strike zones 1 and 2
they are mostly clear observed trending diagonally to the
contour of the strike zone.
It has been told about fixing of strike-slip displacements
in graben system, which are crossing almost all structures in
meridional direction. We have 5 systems in observed
territory; roam numbers from west to east numbers them. The
system of grabens are complicated zone 5-20 km width,
consist of 1,2 or 3 grabens put in each other or placed by.
Sometimes grabens replaced by several terrace benches.
Let’s trend for example the IV graben system. At the
north, northerly than strike zone 4, this system presented by
one not very clear graben. Grabens crossing the 4-th zone
displaced a little to the west. In narrow zone 3 displacement
are not so clear, but in zone 2 displacement reach up to 50 km
(46,8 km) and continue of IV graben system observed by
submeridional zone 17.55 km width. This zone has several
terraces at the east and graben at the west part. Going to the

south we see right strike-slip displacement at 12 km. in strike
zone 1. Then, southerner graben system replaced by terraces
or escarps, crossing by thin line of deformation
concentration, also having strike slip origin what we have at
the south. To the north of strike zone 4 knee-like folds of
graben system I and II are observed. At the north of observed
area rather narrow ZCD are trending. The strike-slip
displacements of light lineaments – graben, escarps, rather
less than in southern ZCD. Right strike displacements can be
seen in zone 8 and 9. The best expression of graben systems
displacement are between ZCD 1 and 2, 2 and 3, where
deformation zones presented by echelon linear structures,
placed obliquely inside strike stripe and graben are have right
strike-slip displacement.
Discussion. The most ancient are ridges, valleys and
fractures crossing the ridges.
These structural elements presented primary pattern of
tessera surface. They are not very well observed, because the
domens or valleys disguised by ZCD. Crossing fractures or
small grabens shows us the where the ridges are, because
they formed under compressional conditions and extensional
fractures (graben) always formed in fold crest of anticline.
The strike zones are morphologically complicated, but very
similar to the same zones on the Earth.
The system of coulisse-like anticline folds or extensional
fractures forms between two parallel strikes (look like
passage), which observed only inside this passage as in ZCD
1 and ZCD 2. Looking at the character structural pattern we
deal with plastic strike-slip displacements. It is very
important to notice that strike concentrate at the edges of the
passage, and inside it forms system of fractures and folds.
Exactly the same picture we can see in our example. But
when did these strike displacements take place?
The systems of graben displaced by strikes and graben
cross ridges. So, there are two possible variants of formation.
1) The ridges and valleys with crossing fractures formed
earlier than graben systems then displaced by strikes. 2)
Graben systems formed simultaneously with strikes and
present a result of ridges extension with displacements in
strike-slip displacements zones. The question is to separate
by time graben systems and ZCD or not? There is important
to notice that ZCD alog their trending became less clear and
then – disappear. Strikes and ZCD are frequently observed
element of tessera pattern.
Conclusions. The structural pattern of typical right
strikes, fixed by submeridional graben systems displacements
is determinate in the central part of Fortune tessera. The
strikes and graben are more younger than not clearly
expressed ridges. And correlation of graben and ZCD don’t
have a simple solution.
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Fig.1 Strike-slip displacements in the central part of Fortuna
tessera

Fig.2 Interpretation of Fig. 1. Blue roam numbers – graben
systems. Red numbers – ZCD. Red arrows – direction of strike
displacements.
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STRUCTURAL PATTERN OF ALPHA, TELLUS AND FORTUNE TESSERA.
N.N. Koronovsky, Geological Faculty, Dynamic Geology Department, Moscow State Lomonosov University, 119899, Moscow,
Russia. koronovsky@dynamo.geol.msu.ru
Introduction. The main idea of the work was showing the
general structural pattern of Alpha, Fortune and Tellus tessera.
At the territory the scale to be 1 to 2 500 000 were determinate
and drawn all major structures of tessera – ridges and valleys
with their trending. Grabens, fractures, ribbons and rifts are
not observed because of their small size. Fine scale ridges also
didn’t observed.
Observations. Was found out that the territory of tessera
consist of separated areas or domens of different shape, wide
up to hundred km. Inside these domens orientation of ridges
differs from each other and sometimes they contact at almost
90o. The most number of domens are in Fortune tessera (fig.
1a-b), but also we observed them in Tellus and Alpha tessera
(fig. 1c-d). At schemes domens are shown by different colors
(Fig.1a-1d). In many times the border of domens are quietly
narrow zones of concentration deformations (ZCD), hundred
km wide, with clear signs of strike-sleep tectonics, for
example in Fortune tessera.
Separation to the domens are conditional, because contact
zones between them are not very clear and replacing of
structures with one trending to another take place inside some
zone 10 – 300 km width. That’s why these edges of domes
characterized only principal replacement of one trending of
main morphology structural elements to another. Inside of
tessera area quietly narrow zones 10-100 km width are
observed. In these zones we can see destruction of ridges and
valleys trending. The same zones and schematic trending of
different structural elements were shown before in their
general view in Alpha regio [1]. We learn Alpha’s structural
pattern at the scale given earlier. We found out that Alpha
regio separated in several domens with different trending of
main structures and there is a clearly observed zone of
concentration of deformations (ZCD) called earlier as “linear
disruption zone” [1]. At the sceme given below is clearly seen
that the main ZCD crossing tessera in latitude direction and
separated the domen with submeridional structures trending at
the east. (Fig2-2a). The ZCD stares at tessera’s domen with
meridional trending of main structures.
As one can see in contact zone the abutment of two trending
almost at 90 o and meridional ridges crossing East-West ridges
and ZCD (Fig3-3a). There is a very bright example in Alpha
regio, but going south we have 3 more ZCD but the less width.
The main ZCD presented by East-West ridges, valleys,
graben, escarps, crossing the main structural elements. This
zone younger than ridges and valleys or formed
simultaneously during main process of tessera forming. West
domen with meridional trending of ridges must formed later
than central and eastern parts of tessera, because its ridges
crossing the eastern domen’s ridges. The main ZCD like this

one and the same zones with less area, formed under general
compression conditions, and strike sleep displacements of
material can take place as we see it on Fortune tessera. Wellclearly observed ZCD NE-SW trending are situated in the
west part of Tessus tessera, where they are presented by
ridges, valleys, lava lake, graben and terraces, crossing the
main structural lines of tessera. Large ring structures presented
by lava rocks influenced on the main Alpha’s structure.
The edges of Alpha tessera were “eaten” by lagre, hundred km
in diameter, ring structures. Inside tessera massive we can see
the same ring structures of different diameter, but on earlier
stages of development. We can suppose that tessera’s material
sink in volcano-tectonic troughs which are appears when the
magmatic chamber is empty.
Discussion. Collage of domens with different trending of the
base pattern can be formed in different ways:
1) Primary distribution of ridges and valleys pattern
during upwelling or downvelling like pahoehoe lava
on surface lava-lake in volcano Kilauea calderas
(Hawaii). The thickness of deformation layer can’t
be very big.
2) If tessera is collage of different domens, they must
be formed by disintegration of some larger domen or
plate and then, come together. May be accretion of
the domens came to appearance of tectonic stress
fields in their convergation zones – on the borders,
and partially inside domens – linear deformation
zones.
3) It can’t be exclude influence of magma on inner
structure of tessera which were destroyed the most
part of tessera and high temperature, stress at the
edges of ring structures. Disappearing of large
tessera areas can be caused by their sinking in
volcano-tectonic valleys , formed above large
magma chambers, because of ring structures surface
is lower than tessera surface. At that stage of
evolution could be formed grabens, rifts and part of
ZCD more younger than ridges and valleys.
Conclusions. Determined that tessera has collage structure
consist of domens with different trending of ridges and valleys
– the main structural pattern. Mostly – the domens limited by
ZCD but the same ZCD can be observed inside the domens,
particularly in Fortune tessera.
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Fig. 1a. Fortune – north. Red lines - ZCD

Fig. 1c. Tellus. Red lines - ZCD

Fig. 1b. Fortune – south. Red lines - ZCD

Fig. 1d. Alpha. Red lines – ZCD
Black quadrants – fig. 2 and 3 (from left to right)
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Fig. 2. Alpha regio. Two domens with different trending of
main ridges.

Fig. 2a. Interpretation of Fig.2. Only trending of main ridges
are shown.

Fig.3 Alpha regio with West-East trending ZCD in the center.

Fig. 3a. Interpretation of Fig.3. Only trending of main ridges
are shown.
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RADIATION FLASHES DURING METEOROID PENETRATION THROUGH
ATMOSPHERES OF GIANT GASEOUS PLANETS. I.B.Kosarev, I.V.Nemtchinov. Institute
for Dynamics of Geospheres, Russian Academy of Sciences, Leninsky pr., 38, bld.6, Moscow,
119334, kosarev@idg.chph.ras.ru
Giant gaseous planets are ideal targets for detection
impact generated flashes and determination sizefrequency distribution of small bodies in the outer parts
of the Solar System and their chemical composition.
First, the cross-section of these planets are very
large. Second, due to huge mass and gravity of these
planets the velocities of impactors are also very large,
thus the specific kinetic energy of the impactor (per unit
mass) is much larger than in the case of impacts onto
Earth. That increases the optical energy of flashes for
the same influx. Third, the upper layers of the
atmosphere above clouds almost completely consist of
hydrogen and helium which weakly radiate in the
visible. Thus lines and molecular bands being detected
in the spectrum should be attributed to meteoroids vapor
and may be used to determine their chemical
composition. Only for large and deeply penetrating
bodies the shock wave becomes opaque and clouds
begin to influence the radiation impulse. The rate of
impacts and spectra got from observations of flashes
may give insight into the structure and composition of
the outer parts of the Solar System. Though impact
processes for all giant gaseous planets are similar in
their main features we shall give examples only for
Jupiter.
Kuiper Belt consists of a large number icy objects planetesimals remaining from the moment of the Solar
System formation [1]. Some of the these Kuiper Belt
Objects (KBO) are processed by collisions with other
planetesimals and form a steady source of Jupiterfamily comets. These collisions may produce small
fragments with sizes down to meters and even
millimetres and microns. The distribution of these
fragments by sizes is not known as yet. A large number
of small fragments of these KBO’s with sizes down to
meters may hit Jupiter each year and each month and
even several times each day.
Satellite based observations of bright flashes in the
atmosphere of Earth, including day-time bolides caused
by meter-sized meteoroids give the number of such
impacts 25 per year [2]. As the Earth is 12 times smaller
than Jupiter that may give a rough estimate of impacts
on Jupiter 3000 per year or 10 times per day. But source
of Jupiter impactors is quite different, as well as the
velocity of impacts, and chemical composition of the
atmosphere.
Estimates of the number of impacts onto Jupiter are
based on the number of observed comets and power
laws approximating the size frequency distribution, that

is N( > r) ∼ r , where N is the cumulative number
of fragments with radii larger than r and b is the
index assumed to be constant in a wide range of r.
These power laws allow to extrapolate from km-sized
KBO down to tens of meters and meters. Indexes in the
power law used by different authors are different.
The changes in the index from 3 to 2 produces
uncertainty in the number of impacts by several orders
of magnitude. Observation of flashes may make more
certain these values and answer if the collision cascade
in the Kuiper Belt reaches its steady state and if some
physical process, e.g. sublimation of easily evaporated
volatiles install a lower limit of surviving fragments
sizes, even at such large distances from the Sun as 5-40
AU.
There may be other types of impactors (asteroids
from the main belt, Trojans etc.). To discriminate we
should use spectral data.
The kinetic energy of a 1 m in diameter icy object
(with density of 1 g/cm3 and mass of about 0.5⋅106 g)
impacting Jupiter with the velocity of 64 km/s is 1012 J.
The intensity of light depends on luminous efficiency
which has not been determined for such small objects in
the Jovian atmosphere as yet. For similar objects in the
Earth’s atmosphere and velocity of 30 km/s at the
altitude of 50 km luminous efficiency is about 10% [2].
So the energy of the radiation impulse is about 1011 J.
That exceeds the greatest energy of lightning flashes
detected in the Jupiter’s atmosphere by Galileo
Spacecraft [3] by an order of magnitude and the lowest
detected flashes by two orders of magnitude.
To obtain quantitative estimates of the radiating gas
volume spectrum we have chosen a 1 m in radius
meteoroid moving with the velocity 64 km/s in the
Jovian atmosphere above the clouds of NH3 (H = 4050 km), i.e. nearly at the pressure level 0.1 bar. The
effective width of that volume is approximately 5 times
of a meteoroid diameter, but its length is twice a width
according to semiempirical model of [4]. So we have
the approximate value of radiating surface S to be
equal to 200 m2. Assuming the area to be perpendicular
to the line of sight we have the total intensity
F(λ) = S⋅Iλ where the specific intensity Iλ is a
solution of radiative transfer inside the meteor volume.
As the cold meteor size is small relative to the entire
radiative volume, the meteoroid can be neglected. With
-b

a constant effective temperature Teff
the radiative
transfer equation can be easily integrated.
In calculation of optical properties of the radiating
medium we have assumed the chemical composition of
the meteoroid vapor admixture is that of H-chondrite [5]
and Teff = 5000 K. The chemical composition of the
mixture consisting of chondrite vapors mixed with the
atmospheric gas was modeled on the base of
16 elements: H-He-C-O-Fe-Mg-Si-S-Al-Ca-NaK-Cr-Mn-Ti-Ni. The number of meteoroid vapor
atoms in the unit volume is 5% and of the atmospheric
gas is 95% (according to semiempirical model by [4]).
Results for the total intensity F(λ) (expressed in
kW⋅ster-1⋅ -1) are presented by the graph. The total
number of photons emitted in steradian is near of
1027per sec. For the black body approximation their
number must be in ten times more, but obviously that
approximation isn’t valid, only spectral line tops are
fully black. Spectral line widths are of the order of 0.010.1 . The background continuous spectrum is
dominated by photodetachment of the negative
hydrogen ion which is optically thin. Only three lines of
hot atmospheric gas are seen in visible spectra. These
are Balmer lines 6562.8 , 4861.32 and 4340.46 .
JU P IT E R
T eff = 5 0 0 0 K

H = 50 km

Rm = 1 m

V = 6 4 k m /s

40 km this number increases to about 1027 photons/sec
and at the altitude of 100 km to about 1025 photons/sec.
That gives the size of the area seen by telescope at
the sunlit side to detect the flash of course, at night side
it is much easier to detect small by spacecraft sensors
flashes. The duration of the flash is about 1 sec.
Impacts of the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 fragments
onto Jupiter with radii of 0.15 to 0.7 km were detected
by various spectral instruments on board of Galileo
spacecraft [6,7] at the distance of 240⋅106 km. Light
flashes from fragments as small as 10-20 m [8] have
been detected by ground based and Hubble Space
telescopes [9].
Analysis of the meteor data on the Earth, of the
historic SL 9 Comet fragments impact onto Jupiter, of
lightning flashes on Jupiter and a single example of a
small meteor (created by a meteoroid with mass of
about several kg) detected on Jupiter at the distance of
0.5⋅106 km [10] shows that detection of small bodies
impacts on Jupiter is quite possible, using spacecrafts
with such optical instruments as Galileo imagers and
even the photoelectric sensors (used nowadays on
satellites at geostationary orbits) and (for large
impactors) even through ground based telescopes and
Hubble Space Telescope.It seems reasonable to include
detectors of intensity and spectra of meteor flashes into
the scientific packages of future space missions to giant
planets and beyond, and additionally analyze data
already obtained by previous missions, e.g. to reveal
how many flashes detected on Jupiter are really meteors
and not lightnings.
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The solar radiation flux at Jupiter is 52 W/m2. For
the albedo A = 0.41 the unit surface of Jupiter reflects
21 W/m2. The number of solar photons reflected by a
unit surface is 1020 photons/m2 per sec. A meter-sized
meteoroid moving in the Jovian atmosphere with the
velocity of 64 km/sec at an altitude of 70 km above a
1 bar level emits 1026 photons per sec. At an altitude of
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IR FLASHES INDUCED BY METEOROID IMPACTS ONTO THE PLUTO’S
SURFACE. I.B.Kosarev, I.V.Nemtchinov. Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Leninsky pr., 38, bld.6, Moscow, 119334, kosarev@idg.chph.ras.ru

In recent years, the Pluto-Charon system has become
recognized as a key element for understanding the
origin of the outer solar system. The proposed future
Pluto-Kuiper Belt Mission will provide our
understanding of the origin, architecture of the deep
outer solar system, the nature of binary worlds, the
interior and surface evolution of small bodies, the
physics of cryogenic atmospheres [1]. These topics are
of broad interest to planetary science and geophysics.
Pluto has a tenuous atmosphere with base pressure
in the range of 3 microbars to 150 microbars. For such
low pressures even small meteoroids can penetrate
through Pluto’s atmosphere to the surface without
substantial deceleration (at least meteoroids with the
sizes of about 1 cm and larger). Thus the meteoroid’s
energy will be released not during the flight through the
atmosphere, but after the impact onto the surface of the
planet. The kinetic energy of the impactor is
transformed into the thermal, elastic and kinetic energy
(both of the projectile and target).
The extrapolation of the impact frequency
dependence [2] on the decimeter range allows to
consider that collision rate on the Pluto corresponds to
one impact a day, i.e. impacts of such bodies are enough
frequent. Therefore appreciable part of information may
be obtained from IR flashes due to impacts of 10-cm
size bodies at the Mission spacecraft flyby of PlutoCharon system.
The impact speed onto the Pluto is about

v imp = e + i ⋅ v p , where e and i (≈ 0.3) are the
2

of energy of the impactor and size - frequency
distribution of small bodies in the vicinity of Pluto. The
shape of the radiation impulse and its spectra may give
information on the characteristic of the impactors, and
of the Pluto’s atmosphere and surface layer.
We bring below some results of numerical
simulation for the 10-cm body impact on the Pluto
surface obtained by using gasdynamical code. We
consider vertical impact of porous ice body with
density 0.1 g?s-3, R = 10 cm, V = 3.7 km⋅s-1, length
L = 2 R. In our calculations the wide range equation of
state for water and tables of optical properties for
atmospheric gases are used [4].
At the initial impact stage the shock wave moves in
the impactor transforming it in dense plasma column
with density 0.485 g⋅cm-3 and specific internal energy e
= V2/2 = 6.85 kJ⋅g-1. Following rarefaction stage begins
after the shock reaches impactor boundaries. Fig 1
represents distribution of gasdynamic parameters for the
time moment t = 58.5 µs.
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mean eccentricities and inclinations of the EKB
particles near the Pluto and νp is the Pluto’s orbital
speed. Its value at its recent Pluto position close to
perihelion is about 6 km⋅s-1. We also must take into
account additional gravitational acceleration of
≈ 1.2 km⋅s-1 for impactors on Pluto. This gives an
impact velocities near vimp ≈ 3.7 km⋅s-1 [3].
The impact debris stream is released from the crater
into the atmosphere. This stream of vapor and fragments
expands and its average density becomes comparable to
the density of the atmosphere. It decelerates and heats
the atmosphere. A fireball is being formed. Turbulent
mixing of the atmosphere and vapor increases the
thickness of the shock-compressed layer and decreases
temperature in it. For the escape velocity of 1 km/sec
and characteristic impact velocity of several km/sec the
temperature of the fireball is of the order of about 2600
K. Radiation will be emitted mainly in the IR range of
wavelengths. This flash may be used for determination
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Fig. 1. Distribution of temperature and density at the ice
body impact onto the Pluto surface at the time moment
58.5 V
Fig. 2 represents emergent IR radiation intensity
coming through the atmospheric gas. The mixing ratio
of CH4 in the Pluto’s atmosphere was accepted to be 1%
[5], atmospheric gas temperature 100 K, its pressure 100
microbar. Radiation transfer equations are solved along
104 rays in the atmosphere. Radiation at this stage is
dominated by strongly broaden water vapor bands and is
close to the blackbody emission. At further rarefaction
the impactor temperature is decreased and radiation
emerges from inner parts of the impactor volume.

I λ, W /cm 2 ster

impact point. Other molecular gases in the vapor such as
CO, CO2, NH3 and H2O are also rather effective
emitters in windows between the methane bands.
Luminous efficiencies and duration of the radiation
impulse are much larger than in the case of the airless
Moon.
Thus, estimates of the luminous efficiency and
frequency of impacts show that detection of the
radiation impulses is technically possible for a rather
long time of the Pluto-Kuiper Belt Spacecraft flyby
before and after the closest approach.
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As it is seen from the graph of Fig. 2 strong IR
radiation is emitted by hot water vapor volume.
Emission power of hot compressed volume is equal to 5
kW/ster, total photon number emitted in steradian is
5⋅1022 s-1. Total power emitted in hemisphere is equal
approximately to 30 kW. At an albedo of 0.55 [1] this
value is compared with reflected solar radiation from
the Pluto surface area near 1 km2. But these flashes must
be distinctly seen on the shady side of the Pluto.
Admixture of methane in the Pluto’s atmosphere
leads to absorption in IR methane bands. Methane
emission in broadened line wings from of the hot region
can be efficiently detected at large distances from the
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DISTRIBUTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF VOLCANO-TECTONIC FEATURES OF VENUS. V.-P.
Kostama 1 and M. Aittola 1, 1Astronomy, Dept. of Physical Sciences, University of Oulu, P.O. BOX 3000, FIN90014, Finland (<petri.kostama@oulu.fi>,<marko.aittola@oulu.fi>)
Introduction: Venus as a probable single-plate
planet [1] has a unique set of volcano-tectonic features.
The enigmatic circular structures, coronae are of great
interest in particular. The corona definition does also
include other concentric features known as the “arachnoids” [2], but it does not elaborate on the details of the
concentric volcano-tectonic structures. In several cases,
coronae and arachnoids are mixed resulting in several
controversial catalogues of the features [3,4].
Alongside with hundreds of coronae and large number of arachnoids, there are large volcanoes and smaller
structures with prominent radial features. The term
“nova” is used to describe this special group of Venusian volcano-tectonic structures with a stellate fracture pattern [5,6] centered on a central summit or fracture.
Coronae and novae display some interesting associations due to the fact that half of the novae are located
in the interior part of the coronae [7]. Futhermore, the
novae have been interpreted to represent the initial stage
of the corona evolution [5,3,8] and therefore are hypothesized to predate the corona rim structure [9,10].
However, this presumption is in contrast to the recent
studies. Majority of the novae which are located in the
inner part of the coronae seem to postdate the corona
formation. It is displayed that a nova can form within
different stages of corona development, which also reflects the nova characteristics [11]. These corona structures with nova inside them have been called as “corona-novae”. Novae, which in many cases exist within
coronae, are never associated similarly with arachnoids
[11].
In this study we try to elaborate and analyse the
characteristics of these volcano-tectonic structures
which seem to share to some extent similar origin and
evolution phases. We also present a classification based
on their locations in different geological environments
which seem to control their volcanic as well as topographic properties and morphology.
Distribution of the features: Our study begun as a
separate studies on arachnoids and novae, two groups of
clearly identifiable features that had been both associated with coronae, either as a subtype, part of coronae
formation process or belonging to the same class of corona-like features [3,12,13,14]. The inconsistencies in
several previous studies of these features and in coronae
studies [3,4] led to independent catalogue of arachnoids,
novae and coronae and corona-novae as well [15].

In all, we have found 349 coronae, 96 arachnoids
and 74 novae on the Cytherean surface. We also have 34
corona-nova joint structures. All groups have very different global distrbutions (Figs 1-4). Studying these
distributions and correlating them to the differencies in
local geology is bound to have major impact on the understanding of formation and evolution processes of
these features [7,16] as well as unveiling the geological
history of the lithosphere in general.
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Figure 1. Distribution of Coronae on Venus
Coronae: The coronae seem to be located almost
everywhere on the surface of Venus. However, the distribution is non-random with a definitive concentration
of structures to the BAT-region (Fig. 1). In a general
sense, the coronae seem to favor the deformation zone
areas. Examining the latitudinal and longitudinal distribution we notice the expected lack of structures in high
latitudes (because of the lesser surface area) and the
high concentration between 30N – 40S and 200E –
300E which corresponds well to the BAT-region.
Arachnoids
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Figure 2. Distribution of Arachnoids onVenus
Arachnoids: There is a clear concentration of features in the northern hemisphere with 65,6 percent,
while only 34,4 percent of the population is located in
the southern hemisphere (Fig. 2). In addition to this
concentration, 67,7 percent of the arachnoids is located
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between the latitudes 45N and 10S. Longitudinal and
latitudinal distributions have a notable difference to the
coronae distribution.
Novae
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Figure 3. Distribution of the Novae on Venus
Novae: The distribution of novae seems to promote
the chasmata regions of Venus (Fig. 3), as 68,9 percent
of features is located on or near the deformation zones.
We do have a similar concentration to the BAT region
as coronae. Comparing to the arachnoids we see that the
novae are scarce on the plains regions. The novae do not
show the expected latitudinal distribution but instead are
concentrated to the southern hemisphere.

proven the complexity of the formation processes of
these structures [e.g. 3,11]. This means that separate
structures must be analyzed in detail in order to understand the complexity of the formation process.
This classification uses four major classes based on
the global Venusian environmental units. Class I are the
structures associated with the deformation zones, which
are generally quite young (Ia – location within the deformation zone, Ib – located close to the deformation)
Class II features are located on the major plains units.
Class III are classified based on their close relationship
with tessera, the highly modified, possibly remnants of
the older Venusian surface. The features in class IV are
identified based on their locations in highly volcanic
areas such as the regions of large volcanoes.
The percentages of the classes in the separate four
feature groups is shown in the Figure 5. All the structures seem to favor class I (from 52% up to 69%), with
arachnoids being more abundant in the class Ib than Ia,
while the others have an opposite trend. Coronae and
arachnoids are both numerous in the class II (20-25%)
while class II novae and corona-novae are scarce (less
than 10%).
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Figure 4. Distribution of Corona-Novae on Venus
Corona-novae: Nearly the whole population of these
joint-structures is found on the young rift zones of Venus (Fig. 4). All features are found between 20N and
40S with some emphasis to the southern hemisphere.
Classification based on the geological environment: Separate reasons promote the proposed classification scheme based on the geological environment of
the structures. In studying the global distributions we
have learned that they have been controlled by the geological properties of the various regions on Venus [e.g.
16]: The novae have clear correlation to their geological
environment (Fig. 3) concentrating to the chasmata regions. Arachnoids, despite their similarity to the coronae
favor totally different geological distribution (Figs. 1,2).
Secondly, the studied coronae, arachnoids, novae and
corona-novae are morphologic features, therefore identified by their appearances which hinders any morphological classifications. The previous studies have also

Figure 5. The class division (%) of corona-like structures
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ON HYDRODYNAMICS OF ICE AGE EURASIAN SUPERPOWER TORRENTS. A. A. Kostrikov,
no affiliation, e-mail address: akostrikov@obninsk.ru
Grossvald's hypothesis [1,2] about formation of ridge-andfurrow complex of Northern Eurasia (Fig.1) as a result of
catastrophic breaks [3,4] of under-ice Arctic water was probed
from position of geophysical hydrodynamics. The speed of
effusing and the depth of arctic ice sheet had been estimated,
then a computer simulation of flows was made [5,6]. The
latter has allowed to reconstruct dynamics, space-time
characteristics of speed and layerdepth fields. Here, the
information on modern relief has been used, taking into
account data relating to a hypothetical topography of arctic
glacial sheet on assumed epoch of the event. The model
experiments are supposed to provide an answer to the
following question: “Whether the water flow can create a
ridge-and-furrow complex of continental scale, if yes, what
are the characteristics of inleaking flow (initial velocity,
thickness, width, duration)?". The conclusion is made that the
water layer depth about the first tens meters should have initial
velocity about 180 m/sec in order to pass 4000 kms from
Yenisei up to the Azov sea for 4-5 hours (Fig.2). A combined
effect of inertia and rotation of the Earth determine the motion
trajectory in main. Large-scale features of the terrain relief
play a secondary role. The considered method of estimation of
ice cover thickness and parameters of outcoming flows can be
used for research of origin of surface morphological
singularities on other celestial bodies with seas/oceans
completely or partially covered by ice.

in 1 hour

in 2 hours

in 3 hours

in 4 hours
Fig. 1 (above). A combined map of distribution of ridge-and-furrow
complexes of Northern Eurasia [1].
1 - maximum boundary of last glaciation,
2 – ridges, furrows and other tracks,
3 - ancient effluent furrows,
4 - enveloping valleys,
5 - presumable prolongation of catastrophic effluents,
6 - main paths of effluents under the ice.
Fig. 2 (right column). Advance of "West-Siberian" flow
(V0=180m/sec, h0=20m, cd =0) [5].

in 5 hours
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PERMANENTLY SHADED AREAS AT THE LUNAR POLES DURING THE PERIOD OF REGRESSION
OF THE LINE OF NODES. E. A. Kozlova, V. V. Shevchenko, Sternberg State Astronomical Institute, 119899,
Moscow, Russia.
The orbit of the Moon is very nearly circular
(eccentricity ~ 0.05) with a mean separation from the
Earth of about 384,000 km, which is about 60 Earth
radii. The plane of the orbit is tilted about 5,13° degrees
with respect to the ecliptic plane. The Moon's rotation
axis is not fixed in space. The regression of the line of
nodes of the Moon’s orbit has amplitude of 9” in
obliquity and varies over a period of 18,6 years [1]. The
maximum altitude of the Sun above the celestial
equator at midday is 1,53 °. So, the high of the limb of
the Sun above the horizon is given by
β = 90°- ϕ + 1,53° + δ
There ϕ - is latitude of the crater, δ =0,25 °- is the
half of visual diameter of the Sun.
Taking account of these movements, only central
part of fresh deepest craters near poles might lie in
constant shadow during the all period of regression of
the line of nodes of the Moon’s orbit. Water ice
deposits can preserve in such craters.
We used the frustum of cone model for large
craters with diameter larger than 10 km (see the fig. 1).
Geometrical parameters characterizing our model are
the diameter of crater D, the depth of crater h, the floor
diameter d and the wall slope α. Parameters have been
studied in [2] according the size and degree of
degradation of crater. Positive direction of X- axis is
the direction of lunar equator, S- axis is the direction of
the center of the Sun, and Z- axis is the normal
direction of lunar surface.

Figure 1. The permanently shaded areas for lunar summer
marked in blue and for the all period of regression of the line
of nodes of the Moon’s orbit marked in black.

We researched the regions with latitude higher than
60° for both hemispheres of the Moon. 950 craters and
1127 craters with diameters larger than 10 km were
considered for North and South Polar regions,
respectively [3]. The areas, permanently shaded during
the all period of regression of the line of nodes of the
Moon’s orbit Sp, exist in 88 craters in the North Pole
region, and in 103 craters in the South Pole region. The
areas of these terrains are 0,0089% and 0,0131% of
total lunar surface, respectively. We have investigated
the craters according to area of permanently shaded

regions. Our estimates of the percentage of Sp are
listed in Table 1:
Table 1.The areas of permanently shaded regions for both
hemispheres of the Moon.
% total
lunar
Sp
N, km2
S, km2
surface
Sp>100 km2
1955,57
3315,27 0,0139
100km2>Sp>50
596,31
707,19 0,0035
km2
50km2>Sp>20 km2
597,72
643,58 0,0033
20 km2>Sp>10
93,04
141,78 0,0006
km2
10 km2>Sp>0
139,01
180,23 0,0009
Sum
3381,65
4988,05 0,022

Some papers [4,5] had shown that effect of
significant portion of the enhanced hydrogen near both
poles is corresponding to water ice deposits. The
distributions of the Sp >10 km2 are shown at the fig 2.
and fig.3. The crater Peary in North Polar Region is
demonstrating the enhanced hydrogen (H), especially in
southeastern corner. According to our calculations, the
Peary is not contains the Sp areas. But two small craters
(d = 10 km) are lie in southeastern part of Peary
bottom. These craters are contains the permanently
shaded areas Sp > 20 km2 and can contains water ice
deposits. The much concentrations of hydrogen are
overlain a few small craters (D< 30 km) near the North
Pole. Our estimates of permanently shaded areas in
these craters is Sp >50 km2 (fig. 2). The maximum
enhanced hydrogen near North Pole is overlain the
heavily
cratered
region
near
the
crater
Rozhdestvenskiy. There is no craters with diameter D >
10 km, but there is many small, isolated craters, which
can contains water ice.
H is enhanced in several craters (50 km>D>10 km)
near the South Pole. These craters are contains the
permanently shaded areas Sp > 50 km2 and can contains
water ice deposits. The largest concentrations of
hydrogen near the South Pole are overlay the craters
Faustini, Cabeus and unnamed crater at (87,20 S, 358,9 0
E), which contains the Sp > 100 km2 (fig. 3).
So, the largest concentrations of hydrogen are
coinciding with areas, permanently shaded during the
period of 18,6 years.
The paper is fulfilled with the support of INTAS
Grant No. 01-00792.
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Figure 2. The distribution
of the permanently shaded
regions Sp > 10 km2 at the
North Pole of the Moon
accordingly the areas.
Such regions are lies in
the small fresh craters or
in the craters, lies on the
bottom of large deep
craters. The zone where
water ice can preserve is
around 15° the North Pole.

Figure 3. The distribution
of the permanently shaded
regions Sp > 10 km2 at the
South Pole of the Moon
accordingly the areas. The
water ice deposits can
exist in some large (D>20
km) craters near the South
Pole.
The
maximum
permanently shaded area
is in the latitudinal zone
85°-90°.
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NOVAE ON VENUS: SCENARIOS OF EVOLUTION. A. S. Krassilnikov1, 2 and J. W. Head2, 1Vernadsky Institute, 119991, Moscow, Russia, kras@geokhi.ru, 2Department of Geological Science, Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912, USA.
Introduction. Novae were described as "radially
fractured centers" that occur on the surface of Venus
[1,2,3]; they are 100-300 km in diameter [4]. Dense radial fracturing and upraised topography are common for
them [2,5,6]. Massive volcanism is connected with some
novae [3,4]. "Catalog of Volcanic structures of Venus"
[4] includes 64 novae. Previously we described geology
of 4 topographical classes of novae [7,8]: upraised, annular, flat and negative, plateau-like. We suggested a
possible evolutionary sequence from upraised novae to
annular, flat and negative novae outside of active rift
zone and described formation of plateau-like novae
within rifts [7,8].
Statement of the problem. On base of our observations [7,8], we use geological [2,9-11], geophysical
[2,12], tectonophysical [13,14] models of novae formation and processes of radial dike swarm emplacement
[15-17], volcanic constructions spreading [18,19] and
mantle diapirism [20,21] to create detailed scenarios of
evolution of nova classes.
Scenarios of novae evolution.
Formation of novae outside of rift 1st evolutionary
sequence: Well-upraised - Annular novae (subtype1). Observations: Well-upraised novae. Prominent dome
or cone-like rises. Usually two generations of dense radial fracturing are oberved, which are represented by
straight long extensional fractures and narrow graben.
They radiate from the centers of rises and are mostly
located there and on rise flanks. Part of fracturing extends away from the rises for hundreds of kilometers.
Spacing of fracturing increases from older generations to
younger; youngest is the source of lobate lava flows,
which in some cases emerge from the same elevation on
the nova slopes. Sometimes distribution of fracturing is
asymmetric, mostly bilateral. Annular novae (subtype-1)
have elevated central part and elevated concentric annulus. Radial extensional fracturing in central parts and
mostly concentric compressional structures at annulae
and periphery are common for these novae. Graben and
normal faults represent radial fracturing, ridges represent
concentric compressional structures. Youngest radial
fracturing is younger than concentric compressional
structures. Some novae are low in relief; activity of some
of them finished before formation of regional plains with
wrinkle ridges.
Interpretation: Well-upraised novae. 1) Mantle diapir
influences the lower visco-plastic part of the lithosphere
trying to reach its neutral buoyancy level (n0d), n 0d is
rather shallow to produce prominent rise on the surface
[2,9-14]. 2) Partial melting in diapir head occurs due to
adiabatic decompression [20,21], magmatic reservoir
forms and produces radial dike swarms [15-17], which
create dense radial fracturing and occur along the neutral
buoyancy level of the reservoir [15-17]. Regional stress
influences the distribution of radial patterns. 3) Volcanism connected with reservoir occurs, formation of lobate
lava flows is connected with dike emplacement. 4) Beginning of gravitational relaxation of the rise takes place
due to diapir cooling and flattening, which leads to the
start of subsidence of the surface [2,9-14] and pressure
loss inside the reservoir [15-17], results in increase of
radial fracturing spacing. Annular novae (subtype-1). 5)
Following relaxation of the rise, diapir cools and flattens, surface subsides [2,9-14]. 6) Massive volcanism

connected with magmatic reservoir occurs, its peak happening after beginning of relaxation of the rise [20,21].
7) Lateral spreading of the diapir and lower visco-plastic
part of the lithosphere takes place [13,14]. Concentric
annulus and compressional structures form due to
lithostatic pressure of the rise, its gravitational spreading, lateral pressure of flattening diapir and gravitational
sliding on rise slopes [2,12-14,18,19]. Formation of concentric compressional structures is enhanced by small
thickness of upper brittle layer of the lithosphere (includes crust) [13,14]. Youngest radial fracturing forms
due to radial compression [2,12-14]. 8) Complete relaxation of construction and lithosphere
relative to lithospheric isostatic equilibrium (n0l ).
Conditions of formation: Diapir influences the lower
visco-plastic part of the lithosphere, thickness of upper
brittle part
of the lithosphere (includes crust) is rather
small, n 0d position is rather shallow.
2nd evolutionary sequence: Well-upraised - Annular
novae (subtype-2). Observations:
Well-upraised novae.
The same as described for 1 st sequence. Annular novae
(subtype-2) have elevated central part and rather elevated concentric annulus. These novae have radial extensional fracturing in central parts and in annulae and
mostly concentric extensional fracturing in annulae.
Graben and normal faults represent radial and concentric
fracturing. Concentric fracturing is younger than radial.
Some novae are low in relief; activity of some of them
finished before formation of plains with wrinkle ridges.
Interpretation: Well-upraised novae. Formation is the
same described above. Annular novae (subtype-2). The
same with formation of annular novae of subtype-1 with
following modification: plastic bend at the periphery of
nova forms annulus due to lithostatic pressure of the rise
[13,14]; that leads to extensional structure formation in
annulus by relaxation. Their formation is enhanced by
rather large thickness of the upper brittle part of the
lithosphere (includes crust) [13,14].
Conditions of formation: Diapir influences the lower
visco-plastic part of the lithosphere, thickness of upper
brittle part
of the lithosphere (includes crust) is rather
large, n0d position is rather shallow.
3rd evolutionary sequence: Low-upraised - Flat novae. Observations: Low-upraised novae. Low prominent
dome or cone-like rises. Radial fracturing is the same as
well-upraised novae, small amount of nova-related volcanism. Flat novae have irregular flat shape, radial extensional fracturing and small amount of concentric extentional and/or compressional structures. Graben and
normal faults represent radial fracturing and rare concentric extentional structures, ridges represent rare concentric compressional structures. Small amount of volcanism.
Interpretation: Low-upraised novae. The same as wellupraised novae
formation with the following modification: a) n0d is rather deep to produce low prominentd rise
[2,9-14], b) low volcanic activity due to deep n0 and
magmatic reservoir [20,21]. Flat novae. The same as
annular novae formation with following modification: a)
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rare concentric structures form and complete flattening
of the surface happens because of low relief of uplift
stage
[13,14], b) small amount of volcanism due to deep
n0d and magmatic reservoir [20,21].

uplifted inhomogeneity of hot material along the rift,
which produces rise surrounded by rift valleys. Partial
melting occurs [20,21], magmatic reservoir, radial dikes
swarms [15-17] are forming the same as in novae described. At the periphery of nova fracture strike conConditions of formation: Diapir influences the lower forms to rift as result of regional tension. In rift zones
visco-plastic part of the lithosphere, thickness of upper lithosphere is tectonically and thermally thinned, which
brittle part (includes
crust) might be rather small as well leads to more active pressure release melting and masas rather large, n 0d position is rather deep.
sive volcanism [20,21]. Rift fracturing and troughs form
due to passive regional tension and outline nova rise.
4th evolutionary sequence: Upraised - negative novae.
Observations: Upraised novae. The same as described Nova postdates rift. Observations: Low prominent or
above for well- or low-upraised novae. Negative novae transitional to plateau-like shape. Rift troughs and frachave depressed central parts and radial extensional frac- turing, represented by normal faults, surround nova rises
turing inside and outside of depression and concentric and form their shape. Morphology and behavior of radial
extensional fracturing at their bend. Graben and normal novae fracturing are the same as novae described; it is
faults represent radial and concentric fracturing. Con- younger than rift fracturing and its orientation does not
depend on rift strike. Massive volcanism.
centric fracturing is younger than radial.
Interpretation: Upraised novae. The same as low- or
well-upraised novae, but here diapir penetrates lower
visco-plastic part of the lithosphere and influences the
upper brittle part (includes crust) essentially thinning the
lithosphere. Negative novae. The same with flat novae
with following modification: depression is forming with
extensional structures
on its bend by complete relaxation
relative to n0l because of lithosphere thinning by updoming.

Interpretation: Nova postdates rift activity. Its formation is the same as well- or low-upraised novae inheriting previously formed rift troughs.

Conclusions. On the basis of sources noted above we
suggested scenarios of evolution of 4 topographical nova
classes depending on following key factors: I. Depth of
neutral buoyancy of nova-producing mantle diapir. II.
Thickness of the brittle part of the lithosphere (includes
crust). III. Rheological conditions of the part of lithoon which mantle diapir is influencing - lower
Conditions of formation: Diapir penetrates lower visco- sphere,
or upper brittle. IV. Geodynamic position plastic part of the lithosphere and influences dthe upper visco-plastic
of influence of rift-forming processes on nova
brittle, thickness of brittle part is large, n 0 position character
formation and relationship of periods of nova and rift
might be rather shallow as well as rather deep.
activity.
Formation of novae within rift : Three types are ob- These key factors combined control direction of nova
served: nova predates rift formation, forms simultane- evolution and determine three primary characteristics of
ously with rift, and postdates rift. Nova predates rift. nova: Topography - shape of construction and its promiObservations: Clear plateau-like shape. Rift troughs nence in relief, Tectonics - character, rate and distribusurround plateaus and form their shape. Morphology and tion of deformational structures, Volcanism - its style
behavior of radial novae fracturing are the same as and rate.
classes described, it is older than rift fracturing and its
orientation does not depend on rift strike. Two types of Acknowledgements. The authors thank A. T. Basilevsky and
rift fracturing: First outlines nova constructions, forms M. A. Ivanov for helpful discussions and RFBR grant # 02-05rift troughs and is represented by normal faults. Second 65068 for A. Krassilnikov support.
cuts plateaus and is represented by long narrow graben.
Lobate lava flows are connected with graben system.
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ARACHNOIDS ON VENUS: STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS, CLASSIFICATION AND MODELS OF
FORMATION. A. S. Krassilnikov1, 2 and J. W. Head2, 1Vernadsky Institute, 119991, Moscow, Russia,
kras@geokhi.ru, 2Department of Geological Science, Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912, USA.
IV. Arachnoids with concentric and radial extensional
structures. Four - depressions, 1 - irregular flat, 1 - domelike. V. Arachnoids with concentric extensional structures
and chaotic and/or concentric compressional structures
inside depressions. Four - depressions, 1 - in topo data gap.
VI. Arachnoids with radial and concentric compressional
structures. Three - depressions, 1 - irregular flat, 1- in topo
data gap. Two arachnoids do not satisfy suggested structural
criteria of types subdivided.
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Introduction. Arachnoids were identified on basis of "Venera 15/16" data [1], after "Magellan" they were described
as features, which "are characterized by concentric or circular pattern of fractures or ridges and radial fracture
patterns or ridges extending outward for several radii"
[2]."Catalog of Volcanic structures of Venus" includes 265
arachnoids [3]. They are most common between 50 and 175
km diameter, peaking between 100 and 125 [2], and are
represented by depressions [4,5]. They are interpreted to be
volcanic/tectonic in origin forming by evolution of small
mantle diapirs with rather deep position [1,2,4,5]. Formation of radial structures was described as due to traces of
radial dike emplacement [6]. Only a few papers describe
geology of some arachoids [2,5,6]. Previously we suggested
tectonophysical models for arachnoid formation [7,8].
Goals of the study: 1) To study the topography and geology of sample of arachnoids and their surroundings. We
studied 53 arachnoids (20% of population, each 5th structure
from the catalog [3]). 2) To classify arachnoids by sets of
tectonic patterns, because most of them are represented by
depressions [4,5]. 3) To assess models of arachnoid formation and evolution on the basis of our observations, tectonophysical modeling of arachnoids formation [7,8] and
related structures - coronae [9,10], novae [10,11] and calderas [12,13].
Methods. Geological analysis included: 1) Analysis of
topography of 53 arachnoids; 2) study of distribution and
kinematics of their deformation structures; 3) detail geological mapping of typical exmples. We used Magellan C1
and F-MIDR (225 and 75 m/px) data for mapping and
GTDR (~4.6 km/px) data for analysis of topography. For
correlation of geological and topographical analysis we used
3-D modeling, which included synthesis of topo data, radar
images and geological maps.
Geology and topography of arachnoids. The average diameter (ÿ) of 53 arachnoids studied is 110 km, standard
deviation (S) is 48 km. Initially diameters were measured by
Crumpler and Aubele [3], in our processing (Table 1) we
used larger diameter if structure is asymmetric. We subdivided arachnoids into 6 types, for each of them unique set of
deformation structures is common, extensional structures
are represented by fractures and graben, compressional
structures by ridges. In all arachnoids concentric extensional
fractures are located on depression slope. Five structures are
located in gaps of altimeter data. Statistic of arachnoids are
shown in Table 1. Depth of depression was measured as a
difference between minimum planetary radius inside depression and average elevation of two randomly chosen
depression borders. Mapping showed that arachnoids
mapped started to form before plains with wrinkle ridges
formation and finished after that.
I. Arachnoids with concentric extensional structures.
Fourteen are depressions; in 3 - parts of rim very low. Five irregular flat. Two are located in topo data gaps. II. Arachnoids with concentric extensional, radial compressional
structures running outside of depression and concentric
compressional structures inside depressions. All arachnoids - depressions; in 1 it is surrounded by very low rim.
III. Arachnoids with concentric extensional and radial
compressional structures running outside of depressions.
Five - depressions, 1 - irregular flat, 1 - in topo data gap.

1
1.2
1
1.6*
1.1**
1.4
1

0.5
0.7
0.5
0.5*
1.1**
0.7
0.7

Table 1. Characteristics and statistic of arachnoid classes.
Two arachnoids because of unusual geological and topo characteristics are not shown.
T - Student T-test, T=2; n - numbers of arachnoids of this class.
* - including dome-like arachnoid, **- without it. See text.

Models of arachnoids formation. On the basis of morphometry statistics (Table 1) arachnoid classes are not distinguished by diameter, therefore they should be formed by
diapirs with similar diameters, because prominence of diapir
on surface is close to its diameter [14]. As was suggested
[1,2,4,5] arachnoids are formed by relatively deep neutral
buoyancy level (n0d) of diapirs, because of that no related
massive volcanism was observed. Below we suggest models
of arachnoids formation (Fig. 1), we will use terms relative
shallow and deep position of n0d for variations of deep n0d.
• 1) Mantle diapir trying to reach n0d influences the upper
brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust) penetrating
lower ductile lithosphere and essential thinning it, n0d is
shallow (h1). Partial melting in diapir head occurs due to
adiabatic decompression, magmatic reservoir forms and
produces radial dike swarms, which create radial fracturing
and occur along the neutral buoyancy level of the reservoir
(n0r). 2) Lateral spreading of the diapir and lower ductile
part of the lithosphere takes place. Depression forms by
complete relaxation relative to lithospheric isostatic equilibrium (n0l) because of lithosphere thinning by updoming,
extensional structures occur on depression slope due to
radial stress (1r) - Type IV. Formation of these arachnoids is
the same as negative novae [11] and in relaxation stage
mechanically the same as calderas [12,13].
• 1) Diapir trying to reach n0d influences the upper brittle
part of the lithosphere (includes crust), penetrating lower
ductile lithosphere and essential thinning it, n0d is deeper
(h2). Hereafter we do not see evidence of magmatic reservoir formation and dike emplacement, probably due to
deeper n0d. 2) Lateral spreading of the diapir and lower
visco-plastic part of the lithosphere takes place. Depression
is formed by complete relaxation relative to n0l because of
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lithosphere thinning by updoming, extensional structures
occur on depression slope due to 1r - Type I. In thinner
upper brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust) (b1)
compressional ridges inside depression form - Type V. Formation of these arachnoids in relaxation stage is mechanically the same as calderas [12,13].
• 1) Diapir trying to reach n0d influences the lower ductile
lithosphere penetrating part of it and thinning it, n0d is
deeper (h3). 2) Lateral spreading of the diapir and lower
ductile part of the lithosphere takes place. Depression forms
by complete relaxation relative to n0l because of lithosphere
thinning by updoming; extensional structures occur on depression slope due to 1r. Due to tangential stress (1tg) radial
compressional ridges form [7,8] - Type III. Thinner upper
brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust) (b3) due to
both 1tg, 1r radial and concentric compressional ridges inside depression form [7,8] - Type II.
• Type VI arachnoids form approximately by the same
processes described for Types I-III, IV, but in their formation regional compressional stress influences (1reg) and approximately predominates over local stress.
Summary.
• We have studied 20% of the arachnoids population [3].
• Most arachnoids are represented by depressions.
• We classified them (6 classes) on the basis of tectonic
sets of characteristic of each class.
• All arachnoids should be formed by diapirs with similar
diameters.
• Formation of radial extensional patterns could be explained by radial dike propagation [6].
• Results of stratigraphical analysis are in agreement with
model of global and regional stratigraphy [15].
• Must of arachnoids mapped started to form before plains
with wrinkle ridges and finished after that.
• We suggest models of their evolution (Fig. 1) on the
basis of our observations and models of arachnoids [7,8],
coronae [9,10], novae [10,11] and caldera formation
[12,13]. Key factors of evolution are: 1) Depth of neutral
buoyancy of nova producing mantle diapir; 2) Thickness of
the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust); 3)
Rheological conditions of the part of lithosphere, in which
mantle diapir interacts - lower ductile or upper brittle.
These factors are analogous to key factors of novae formation [11]. Arachnoids form by smaller diapirs with relatively
deeper neutral bouancy level of mantle diapirs.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank A.T. Basilevsky for
helpful discussions and RFBR grant # 02-05-65068.
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Figure 1 (below).
- extensional structures,
- compressional structures, 1r - radial stress, 1tg - tangential stress, 1reg

- regional stress, n0d - neutral buoyancy level of the mantle
diapir, n0r - neutral buoyancy level of the magmatic reservoir, n0l
- level of lithospheric isostatic equilibrium, h - depth of n0d
(h1<h2<h3), b - thickness of the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust) (b1<b2, b3<b4).
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MORPHOLOGY AND STRATIGRAPHY OF THE YOUNG HIGH-LATITUDE ICE-RICH MANTLE IN
THE NORTHERN LOWLANDS OF MARS. M. A. Kreslavsky1,2 and J. W. Head1, 1Department of Geological
Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912-2846, USA; misha@mare.geo.brown.edu, 2Astronomical Institute, Kharkov National University, Kharkov, Ukraine.
Introduction: The latitudinal trend of the subkilometer-scale topographic roughness of martian surface
has been noted in [1]. It was suggested that smoothing at
high latitudes is caused by a climate-controlled highlatitude surface mantle having a specific meter-scale
surface pattern. [1, 2]. A specific dissected pattern interpreted as a result of desiccation of a several-meter-thick
ice-rich deposit [3] has been observed in a latitude band
at the peripheral part of the smoothed area. Recently,
high concentration of hydrogen has been detected by
Odyssey spacecraft at high latitudes [4-6]. These measurements refer to an uppermost layer of ~1 m thick.
Thus the ice in the mantle material is responsible for the
detected high ice concentration [7].
We continue our study of the statistical characteristics of kilometer-scale topography of the high-latitude
ice-rich mantle using MGS MOLA profiles. We also
carry out a systematic survey of the textures and features observed in the mantle in the northern hemisphere
of Mars in the high-resolution MGS MOC images [e.g.,
8]. In the northern hemisphere the mantle covers homogeneous, topographically smooth northern plains. These
"boring" geological settings allow us to focus on intrinsic characteristics of the mantle itself, in contrast to the
southern hemisphere, where in each place we encounter
steep topography and a unique set of geological settings.
We present here our preliminary results.
MOC images differ in resolution, illumination conditions and quality, and our ability to detect features and
patterns is different for different images. We take this
into account in the analysis of our survey results. All
illustrations here are made with images with ~4.5
m/pixel resolution.
Morphology. In the northern plains the mantle has
very typical decameter-scale surface textures seen in the
high-resolution MOC NA images. Fig. 1 shows the
most distinctive types of the textures. The basketball
texture ( A in Fig.1) is the most typical and wide-spread
one. In some places the knobs forming the basketball
texture are organized into a highly coherent linear
structures (B) forming a regular basketball texture. The
ripple-like texture (C) is also very common. The polygonal texture (D) occurs rarely and in relatively small
patches (several km). Spatial scale of the textures differs
from site to site, and often is smaller than shown in Fig.
1, and the texture is often hardly distinguishable in the
images. Local variations of the patterns are often moderated by kilometer-scale topography. For example,

more pronounced basketball texture tends to occur in
local lows; the ripple-like texture on slopes of km-scale
knobs has a radial orientation. There are latitudinal
variations in the patterns, for example, the regular basketball texture and the polygonal texture occur at high
latitudes (above 70ºN) only.

A

B

C

D

Figure 1. Typical textures of the high-latitude mantle in the
northern plains: A - basketball texture, B – regular basketball
texture, C – ripple-like texture, D – polygonal texture. These
samples are taken form MOC NA frames E01/01975,
E04/00026, E01/01868, and E04/00028, respectively. Sample
areas are 0.9 x 0.9 km, illumination is from lower left.

In the peripheral part of the mantled region, the
mantle is disrupted and probably undergoing erosion [2,
3]. Signs of erosion are observed at rare steep topographic slopes at high latitudes (an example is shown in
Fig. 3). At high latitudes the steep slopes of any orientation are the warmest areas in the summer, and erosion
of the mantle at the steep slopes is consistent with the
ice as the material responsible for the mantle strength.
Statistical characteristics of kilometer-scale topography. Mantled high-latitude areas are characterized by lower hectometer-scale roughness in comparison to geologically similar unmantled terrains. Mantled
areas have a higher Hurst exponent, which means
weaker increase of roughness with decrease of scale.
This means that the mantle preferentially smoothes
down the subkilometer-scale topographic features. It is
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interesting that the mantle has a positive median curvature [2], which means strong prevalence of concave topographic profiles. These characteristics are consistent
with preferential emplacement of the smooth mantle in
local hectometer- and kilometer-scale lows and concave
areas. Morphological observations with high-resolution
images confirm that this is the case. Fig. 3 shows an
example of the mantle preserved in the concave area of
kilometer-scale topography. Quantitative modeling of
topography gives 1 - 2 m for a lower boundary for the
mean mantle thickness. Smaller thickness of material
cannot provide the smoothing observed. The morphological observations indicate a thicker mantle in many
locations. Morphological observations also point to a
gradual decrease of the mantle thickness toward the
low-latitude margins.
Stratigraphy. The uppermost layer of the mantle is
the most recent deposit in a vast area of the northern
plains. This layer is mostly contiguous at higher northern
latitudes and disrupted only by very rare small impact
and collapse features. The paucity of impact features
says that the mantle, at least its uppermost layer is very
young geologically.
Deposition and removal of very thin films of bright
fine dust by the dust storms and dust devils occurs at
months-scale times. These processes have been documented in "real time" with the MOC images [8].
At the uppermost latitudes, in the surroundings of the
polar cap, the mantle is overlain by wind-blown material.
Fig. 2A shows one of the numerous examples of the dark
barchan-like dunes that travel over the mantle. The barchan passage leaves no observable trace on the mantle,
which says that the mantle is strong. It is not clear if
movement of the dark dunes occurs at the present epoch.
All attempts to identify such a movement during one
martian year have failed [8]. In many locations the local
lows in the dunes are filled with bright wind-blown material forming small ripples (e.g., Fig. 2B ). This material
is the youngest deposit in the circumpolar region.

A

B

The mantle itself has complex stratigraphy. This can
be seen where the mantle is disrupted. Fig. 3. shows a
clear example of at least two different layers; the surface
of the uppermost layer has poorly developed basketball
texture. In several cases, where individual MOLA profiles cross the layer edge, we obtained an estimation of
the uppermost layer thickness. It turned out to be ~ 3 m.

Figure 3. Rim and southern outer wall of a crater at 69.5°N
86°W. Short arrows show edges of the uppermost mantle
layer, long ones show that of the second layer. Fragment of
MOC NA frame E04/00537, 1.8 x 1.8 km. Illumination is from
lower left.

The roughness map [2] revealed several 10-km-scale
craters that have high subkilometer-scale roughness,
unlike the other craters in the mantled area (the crater in
Fig. 3 is one of them). This indicates that these craters
are younger than the major part of the mantle. However,
the images show that these "young" craters bear some
mantles (e.g., Fig. 3). This means that the whole set of
mantles responsible for the observed topographic signature of the mantled region has been formed during a
geologically long time in the Late Amazonian, while the
uppermost layer is very young. It is not clear, whether
the whole mantle is ice-rich, or only its uppermost
youngest layer.
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mantle and the sand sea dunes. E01/00652, 1.8 x 1.8 km. IlluTokar R. L. et al. (2002) GRL 29, in press. [8] Malin M. C. and
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EUROPA: THICKNESS OF AN OUTER WATER-ICE SHELL AND CORE RADII. O.L. Kuskov, V.A.
Kronrod, Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry, 119991 Moscow (ol_kuskov@mail.ru).
We have constructed models of the constitution of Europa based on Galileo gravity measurements and geochemical
constraints on the composition of silicate fractions of ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites. A permissible thickness
of an outer water-ice shell lies between 100 and 160 km for these classes of chondritic matter. Europa could have
inherited a significant proportion of material from the moderately oxidized L/LL type chondrites and an addition of
an icy component (a late H2O-rich veneer?) during its formation in the cooling circumjovian disk.
Introduction. There are indirect geological and
geophysical evidence that Europa may possess
subsurface salty liquid-water ocean [1-2]. The purpose
of this paper is to reproduce characteristic features of
the internal structure of Europa (thickness of an outer
water-ice shell, mantle composition and density, and
core sizes and masses) on the basis of its mass and
moment-of-inertia factor [3] (inverse modeling).
Ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites are taken as
representatives of nebula matter.
Geophysical and geochemical constraints. We
consider models of Europa's internal structure with
five to six layers including an outer water-ice layer, a
three-layer silicate mantle, and an Fe-FeS core. The
model thickness of an outer envelope is a variable
parameter; ρ=0.94 g cm-3 for icy crust at depths of 010 km and ρ=1.0 g cm-3 at greater depths. The
unknown density and moment of Europa's rock-iron
core (rocky mantle + central Fe-FeS-core) are a
function of the only parameter - the thickness of an
outer shell. Two compositional models are considered
for Europa's core: an Fe-10 wt%S core (ρ=5.7 g cm -3)
for ordinary chondrites and an FeS core (ρ=4.7 g cm 3
) for CM chondrites. Europa's phase compositions
and mantle densities are modeled within the system
Na2O-TiO2-CaO-FeO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 including the
solid solution phases. The equilibrium phase
assemblages were calculated using the technique of
free energy minimization and thermodynamic data for
minerals summarized in the THERMOSEISM
database [4]. The density variations in the mantle
shells and core radii are found by the Monte-Carlo
method.
Core radii and thickness of an outer water-ice
shell. The relationships between the geophysically
allowed ranges for the mean density and reduced
moment of inertia for Europa's rock-iron core (Fig. 1)
show that the thickness of an outer water-ice shell
(Hsh) and the radius of a central Fe-FeS core depend
strongly on the density distribution in the mantle
(Fig. 2). If Europa had differentiated sufficiently to
form a core, then a low-density crust is expected.
This would lead to a significant reduction of the
moment of inertia for the rock-iron core and the
thickness of an outer water-ice shell for the
completely differentiated mantle with a crust (Fig.
1B) as opposed to the undifferentiated mantle (crustfree models), Fig. 1A.

L/LL-chondritic model. The allowed thickness of
Europa's H 2O layer (whether liquid or ice) satisfying
the L/LL type mantle are estimated to be 115±10 km
(6.8±0.6% H2O of total mass) for the differentiated
mantle models with a crust and 135±10 km
(7.9±0.5% H2O) for the undifferentiated mantle
models without crust (Fig. 2). Core radii are found to
be 470-640 km and Fem =M(Fem )/M*=5-12.5%
(where Fem =Fe o from metal + Fe from FeS, M* is
the mass of a rock-iron core). The europan (Fetot /Si) wt
ratios are estimated to be 0.91-1.32 for the L/LL
chondritic material. The amounts of iron in a central
core as well as Fetot /Si weight ratios are in agreement
with those observed in L/LL chondrites [5], implying
that a material close to the L/LL meteorites might be
a representative sample of Europa's rock-iron core.
CM-chondritic model. The highest mantle densities
of CM chondrite phase assemblages (∼3.60 g cm -3)
lead to the largest allowed thickness of Europa's Hsh
=125-140 km (7.4-8.2% H2O of total mass) for the
differentiated mantle with a crust and 145-160 km
(8.4-9.2% H2O) for the crust-free models (Fig. 2).
FeS core radii are estimated to be 450-670 km with
the Fetot /Si weight ratios of 1.43-1.83, which is in
general agreement with those of carbonaceous CI,
CM, CO, CV, CR, CK chondrites. Such an FeS-core
will occupy 4.2-13.6% of the rock-iron core mass that
is consistent with 8.2 wt% FeS in bulk CM
chondrites, but does not match more than 20 wt%
FeS in bulk CI chondrites normalized on volatile-free
basis.
Discussion. The L/LL chondritic models give mean
densities of 3.475-3.635 g cm-3 and dimensionless
moment of inertia values I*=0.378-0.389 for
Europa’s rock-iron core that are closest to the
currently accepted values for Io, while carbonaceous
chondritic models yield significantly higher values,
Fig. 1 A,B. The correspondence between the density
and moment of inertia values for bulk ice-free Io and
rock-iron core of ice-poor Europa shows that their
bulk compositions may be, in general, similar and
Kuskov, Kronrod, EUROPA may be described by
the composition close to a material of the L/LL type
chondrites. An icy component might have been added
during the accretion of the satellite in the cooling
circumjovian disk. Recently reported major element
composition ratios for the asteroid 433 Eros show
that ordinary chondrites are the most likely analogs
for this asteroid [6]. It is likely that Europa could
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have inherited a significantly higher proportion of
material close to the moderately oxidized L/LL type
chondrites rather than to the carbonaceous chondrites,
and an addition of an icy component (a late H2O-rich
veneer?) during its formation in the cooling
circumjovian disk. The melting temperature of ice-I

decreases with pressure to about 251 K at 0.21 GPa
(ice-I – ice-III – liquid triple point) leading to the
likelihood of the existence of liquid water.
Acknowledgments. We thank the RFBR (grant 0105-64318) for financial support.
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Fig. 2. The effect of the mantle density on the thickness of an outer
water-ice shell and core sizes for chondritic models of Europa’s
differentiated (dashed lines) and undifferentiated (solid lines) mantle.
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PHOBOS-GRUNT MISSION. A MORPHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTIC OF THE
PROPOSED LANDING SITE. Kuzmin R.O., Shingareva T.V., Vernadsky Institute, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Kosygin St., 19, Moscow, 119991, Russia, rok@geokhi.ru
Introduction. The Russian Phobos Sample Return
Mission PHOBOS-GRUNT is tentatively planned
for a launch in 2005. One part of the Lander should
deliver samples of Phobos’ regolith back to the
Earth, and the other one with scientific payload
will stay on Phobos for long-term monitoring of
Mars [1]. That's why the potential area of landing
must be in the region of Phobos, which “looks”
constantly at Mars’ direction. The landing site
region was selected in the equatorial zone within
10oN – 40oS latitudes and 310oW – 360oW
longitudes. The successful landing and sampling of
the regolith depend on the relief of the surface,
which, is determined by distribution of craters,
grooves and ejecta blocks. The requirement for the
proposed landing site is the maximum smoothness
of the surface.

Comparing with the rest part of Phobos, the
landing area is rather smooth and has the least
number of craters, grooves, hills and lineaments.
Based on the degree of surface roughness five
types of the terrain have been distinguished in the
landing circles (from the smoothest to the
roughest): 1) smooth, gently undulating moderately
cratered plain with rare grooves; 2) hummocky
moderately cratered terrain; 3) heavily cratered
terrain without grooves; 4) hummocky and pitted
terrain of Stickney crater ejecta zone with rare
grooves; 5) heavily grooved and cratered terrain.
Fig. 1 shows areal distribution of these terrain
types. Dominating within the first landing circle
(up to 80 % of the circle area) is terrain of type 1.
Within the second circle ~70 % of its area belongs
to the terrain of types 1 and 2. Centers of both
circles are occupied by the safest type 1 terrain.
Crater statistics. To study size distribution of
craters in the landing area and its vicinities 4
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Fig.1. Types of terrain (see figures in text) within
the proposed landing sites (I, II).

Morphologic characteristic. The different types
of the terrain ranging in the landing safety were
distinguished on the base of Viking-Orbiter (VO)
the best resolution images [2] and maps [3], and on
the highest resolution Mars-Global-Surveyor
(MGS) MOC image [4]. Within the selected area
two potential landing site regions (circles I, II, D =
8 km) with the most smooth surface have been
chosen (fig. 1). Center of the first circle is at 20oS,
315oW and of the second one, 13oS, 322oW.

area in ~10km to the north-west of this place. As it
is seen from fig.2 all size-frequency curves follow
the same trend and almost coincide. That’s why we
assume that even the smallest crater densities
determined by analysis of MGS MOC image [5]
may characterize the landing area too. All landing
site craters ≥75m in a diameter are mainly not
fresh, with noticeable morphological modification.
The older large craters (more than 1 km in
diameter), as a rule, have subdued outlines because
of recovering by the thick regolith layer and
represent shallow gently-sloping depressions. The
dominating majority of craters within the landing
circles can be referred to morphological classes B,

<K DQG &

ZLWK WKH GHSWK WR GLDPHWHU UDWLR IURP

0.125 till 0.07.
Block statistics. The cumulative density
distribution of cohesive rocky blocks on Phobos
was obtained earlier from MGS images [6]. Using
the best images of Phobos (with resolution
~1.5m/px) we could estimate blocks only as small
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as 5m in diameter, that is two times larger than the
size of potentially dangerous rock fragments for
PHOBOS-GRUNT landing. Due to this, we have
compared size frequency of rocks on Phobos and
on asteroid 433 Eros, for which images with high
resolution (several cm/px) are available [7]. Eros is
close to Phobos in size (mean radii ~9km and
~11km correspondingly) and probably rather
similar in character of exogenic resurfacing. As it
is seen on fig.3 the density of rocks >2m in
diameter on the selected area of Phobos and on
Eros have appeared to be similar. So we believe
that we can use the densities for small-sized (0.052.0 m) blocks on Eros for evaluation block
distribution on Phobos in the recommended
landing site. The character of distribution of blocks
on Phobos surface is one of major engineering
limitations for landing of robotic spacecraft. The
danger of the blocks can be expressed as
cumulative fraction of area (in %) covered by
blocks larger than some critical size (~2m in our
case). Our estimates for Phobos and Eros are
shown in fig. 4. The area of blocks in each interval
of their sizes was determined as the area of a circle
with diameter of an average diameter multiplied by
number of blocks in an interval. Blocks which
diameter is larger than two meters on Phobos take
< 1 % the surface area. The cumulative fraction of
area covered with blocks around landing sites of
Mars-Pathfinder and Viking-Lander-1, 2 on Mars
[8] are shown on fig.4 for a comparison with the
Phobos data.
Conclusion. The described characteristics of the
landing site region relief are being used for the
current work on the Lander and mission design, as
well as ballistic calculations.
Acknowledgment. The authors
Basilevsky for kindly help.
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Fig.2. Size-frequency distribution of craters on
Phobos surface: 1- MOC-55103; 2-VO 343A29; 3VO 315A11, 315A12.

Fig.3. Size-frequency distribution of blocks on
Phobos (image MOC-55103(1)) and on Eros
(images “F”(2);”E”(3); “D”(4); “C” (5) from[7].
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Fig.4. Cumulative fraction of area covered by
blocks versus diameter.1-Phobos; 2-5 –Eros; 6MPF; 7- VL2; 8- VL1.
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The comparative morphometric analysis of polygonal terrains on the Mars and on the
Earth high latitudes areas.
R.O. Kuzmin 1, I.A.Komarow 2, A.H.Kozlov 2, V.S. Isaev 2. 1-Vernadsky Institute, Russian Academy of Science,
Kosygin st., 19, Moscow 117975, GSP-1, Russia. rok@geokhi.ru; 2-Laboratory of Planet Permafrost, Geological Department,
Moscow State University, Vorob’evy Gory, Moscow, Russia, 119899. tpomed@garnet.ru

The high resolution MOC images (Malin, C. M. &
Edgett, K. S. 2001) shows wide multiple examples of
the polygonal terrains. The terrains are located in the
both hemispheres of Mars mostly on the latitudes higher
than 400, which is well consistent with the modal
prediction where they could be formed on the Mars
(Mellon, M. T. 1997). Preliminary analyses of the MOC
images have shown that the morphology of the Martian
polygonal features is very similar with terrestrial ice
wedges polygons, while their size range(~ 20 - 200 m)
is some wider (Kuzmin R.O. et all, 2002). In our study
we focus on comparative morphometric analyses of the
polygonal terrains on the Earth and on Mars.
OBSERVATION
For comparison between Terrestrial and the Martian
polygonal terrains we analyzed the images of the Yamal
peninsula area (710N,670E) (fig. 1 (a)), of the New Land
archipelago (>730N) (fig. 1 (b)) on the Earth areas, the
region of Utopia Planitia (43.50N,269.30W) (fig. 4 (a),
MOC image MO2-02863) and other area of northern
plain on Mars (fig. 4 (b), MOC image MOC2-150).
The studied terrestrial area is characterized by following
permafrost and geological conditions: upper part of
frozen deposits is represented by sea loam-sandy loam
sediments of middle and upper Pleistocene age which
are recovered by sand (thickness of sand is > 10 m); the
ice-wedges polygons have been observed everywhere
and their pattern occurrence results to formation of
multiple-wedge ice and polygonal ridge micro relief;

predominant polygon size is 20-40 meters in diameter
and till 80 meters for Yamal area (Kuzmin, R. O. et all.
2002. LPSC Abstract # 2030 ).

Figure 1. (a – upper image). The typical ice wedge polygons
on the surface of Yamal peninsula (the first flood plain of
Mordy Yaha River on the Earth.(API #216-78). (b – lower
image). The typical ice wedge polygons on the terrestrial
area of New Land archipelago (second flood plain of
Shumiliha River) on the Earth.

Figure 2. Polygonal pattern set in New Land archipelago on
the Earth.
TXDQWLW\ RI SRO\JRQV

INTRODUCTION
Frost cracking process is widespread on the permafrost
area on the Earth and is responsible to the formation of
the ice wedges polygonal relief as the contraction cracks
are repeated along the same fracture plane annually in
the wintertime. The frost cracks is appears when the
soil’s thermal tensions exceed the threshold durability
of the soil (Lachenbruch, A. H. 1962, Kudryavcev, V.
A. & Dostovalov B. N. 1978). Typical polygon sizes are
in the range from 10 to 30 meters on the Earth. Their
sizes are depended on the amplitude of the temperature
fluctuations, and also from durability and physicalchemical characteristics of the frozen sediments. The
maximum size of the frost-cracking polygons on the
Earth was observed on the surface of low sea terraces,
where they reaches of up to 70-100 meters in diameter
(Shusherina, E. P. & Zaicev, V. N. 1976). The salinity
of the sea terraces deposits was suggested as possible
reason of such large polygon formation (Shusherina, E.
P. & Zaicev, V. N. 1976).
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Figure 3. Bar plot of size distribution of the polygonal
pattern set in Yamal Peninsula.







Polygons characterized by non-orthogonal and
orthogonal form with three- and four-ray intersection of
cracks. The orthogonal polygons with four ray
intersection are more typical for areas close to the edge
of the lake shore line, ravine and flood plain.





The example of orthogonal polygonal ice-wedge net is
representing on the image of north part of South Island
of New Land archipelago (Fig. 1(b),2).
These are tessellation. It situates in ice-poor fine
pebbles with sand-loamy sand filler on the second
flood-land terrace. There are two wedge generation of
different age.

Figure 4. (a – left image). The typical polygonal terrains on
the Martian areas of Utopia Planitia (MO2-02863).(b – right
image). The typical polygonal terrains on the Martian areas of
Northern plain (MOC2-150).

Prevalent size of the first type is 3.0-6.0 m, the second
type is 0.5-0.75 m, and the wedge width reaches 0.30 m
(Fig. 1 (b), 3). The ditch width exceeds the wedge width
because of rock solifluction processes and wall
collapses.

Figure 5. (a - left image)- Polygonal pattern set on the
Martian areas of Utopia Planitia (b – right image)Polygonal pattern set in Northern plain on Mars.

The Martian polygonal relief is located within the
latitude range (>430N), where water ice may to be stable
in the surface regolith under modern climatic conditions
of the planet (Fanale, F. P. et. al. 1986).
By the reason, the patterns may to be suggested as
the ice wedge polygons(fig.4 (a), 4 (b)). The polygonal
terrains on Mars are seen mostly on the dark surface,
where the mantle layer of an aeolian material (or other
later formed sediments) apparently is less or absent.


         P

Figure 6. (a-right image)-Bar plot of types of net intersection
of the polygonal pattern set in Utopia Planitia on Mars. (bleft image)-Bar plot of size distribution of the polygonal
pattern set in Utopia Planitia on Mars.

On the northern Martian plains were found out
orthogonal system of 5-6 angles polygonal features with
clear identification of polygonal tanks, rollers and
wedges between rollers. Under terrestrial conditions the
last one is a proof of modern ice-cracking process
(Romanovskiy, N.N. 1977).
The size of Martian polygons varies from 20 meters to
300 meters and their average size is close to 80-100
meters (Fig.5(a), 5 (b), 6 (b)). The geometry form of
polygon patterns in the studied area is mostly regular
orthogonal form and they have the intersections types
like for the terrestrial ice wedge polygons (fig. 6 (a)).
CONCLUSIONS.
The conducted comparative analyses of the polygons
terrains on the Earth and Mars show that the features
have very similar morphology, the size distribution
trend and in the both cases they characterized by 3-ray
and 4-ray intersections. The notable similarity of the
polygonal terrains let us to suggest that the features on
Mars apparently were formed mostly by frost cracking
process in ice-reaching sediments with following
growing of the ice wedges and in some places this
processes is not finished. The calculation sizes values
for the Martian polygon (on high longitude) show
satisfactory conformity with values of polygon size,
which are received from morphometric evaluations. The
H2O and CO2 ice may to be as the main components for
the ice wedge formation on Mars. It is probable that
seasonal appearance of the salt solution in the upper
surface layer (Kuzmin, R. O. & Zabalueva, E. V. 1999)
could be serving as source of water filling the frost
cracks in the summer season.
References:
1-Kudryavcev, V. A. & Dostovalov, B.N. 1978. The general
permafrost:463. Moscow: MSU.
2-Kuzmin, R. O. 1983. Cryolithosphere of Mars. 144. Moscow.
Science.
3-Kuzmin, R. O. & Zabalueva, E. V. 1999. LPSC Abstract 2104.
4-Kuzmin, R. O. et all. 2002. LPSC Abstract 2030
5-Lachenbruch, A. H. 1962. Mechanics of thermal contraction cracks
and ice-wedge polygons in permafrost: 69-70, Spec Pap. GSA.
6-Malin, C. M. & Edgett, K. S. 2001, JGR, 106, E 10,. 23429-23570.
7-Mellon, M. T. 1997.JGR, 102,E 11, 25617-25628.
8-Romanovskiy, N. N. 1977. Formation of ice wedge structures.
Novosibirsk, Science.
9-Shusherina, E. P. & Zaicew, V. N. 1976. Permafrost researches,
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3000, FIN-90014 University of Oulu, Finland ( hlahtela@paju.oulu.fi, jouko.raitala@oulu.fi, marko.aittola@oulu.fi,
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Introduction: The European Mars Express mission
is planned to be launched in May-June, 2003. This
launch window will provide a fuel-economy path from
the Earth to the Mars orbit available only once in 17
years. One of the several scientific instruments MEX
will have onboard is the HRSC (High/Super Resolution
Stereo Colour Imager) camera. It will be capable to
record the details of the Martian surface in high resolution and will provide information of its colour, topography and photometry.
Task definition: One of the major goals for the
MEX-HRSC camera is to explore the role of water in
Martian history [1]. The study of formations caused by
standing bodies of water is one part of this research.
When preparing for the future MEX research our task
has been to compile a brief introduction for a rough division of possible Martian lacustrine targets selected for
MEX-HRSC. At this stage we do not yet have sufficient
amount of extensive data with good enough resolution
to point out Martian features, which are definitely of
lacustrine origin. Thus, while waiting for data provided
by future missions such as MEX, we have only to designate possible prominent candidates.
The study approach: Approximately 200 possibly
lacustrine targets were evaluated and classified for the
MEX target definition. In this abstract we present several types of possible lacustrine targets, which have to
be studied in details using the future high-resolution
MEX data.

Figure 1: The crater, centered at 8S/29W, with smooth floor
and the channel running into it represents a possible site of
lacustrine deposit.

The evaluated target types consist of::
a) Possible Crater Lakes: Some of the craters on
Mars may have had ponded water in them. The craters,
which have had a clear connection to a water supply,
such as a channel running through them, are good candidates for this class (Fig. 1). Other characteristics of
this type are exceptionally smooth-looking and featureless floors of the craters. Craters of this type are numerous within certain areas.
b) Smooth Plains: Smooth plains are areas where
deposits have faded out all other visible surface features.
In many cases these may have been formed within areas
covered by water, which would make them good indicators of watery history.
c) Stealth Craters: The stealth craters differ from
other craters being smooth looking and shallow depressions [2]. Only things which relate them to impact
events are their perfect circular shape and coincidental
occurrence on Martian surface. They can be so smooth
that they are distinguished only from topographic data.
d) Connected to fluvial channels: Evidences of
flowing water during some periods of time in Martian
history are prominent in targets, which are connected to
fluvial channels. The potential for lacustrine formations
bound up with those is substantial.
e) Delta Candidates: Deltas are sediment deposits
formed at the mouth of a stream (Fig. 2). The color of
the delta deposit often differs from the surroundings.
This is why the future precise high-resolution color images are needed to study the targets, which are supposed
to contain deltas.

Figure 2: Delta candidate in the mouth of the western bifurcation channel of Mangala Valles. The existence of brighter and
darker units is evident.

LACUSTRINE TARGETS FOR MEX-HRSC: H. Lahtela, J. Raitala, M. Aittola and V.-P. Kostama
f) Shoreline Candidates: When an area is covered
by water for a long enough period of time, shorelines
start to form. Obvious sings for them are the sharp dividing boundaries between smoothened and rough surfaces. Various terraces which indicate layered deposits
can in places also be regarded as shorelines if they are
properly located. Stereo-images of these targets would
most likely give us the best foundation for enquiring
knowledge about the shorelines
g) Various Layered Deposits: This group consists
of different kind of layered targets containing various,
possible also lacustrine, deposits.
h) Chasmata: This group contains areas, which are
related to massive channels and tectonic valleys with
prominent evidences of water flowing in them. In connection with these, there might have occurred areas of
ancient standing bodies of water in association with the
lowest parts of the channels and valleys.
i) Rough Surfaces (chaos, hummocky, knobs): Under
the type ‘rough surfaces’ is a collection of targets containing various types of potential lacustrine deposits:
chaotic regions, hummocky surfaces and areas with
various knobs (Fig. 3), all locating in depressions or
being low in topography. For these, it might have been
significant that the period of standing water has been so
shallow or brief that all surface features haven’t been
covered and disappeared totally. The origins of these
formations may vary but outcomes have certain similarities.

j) Thumbprint Terrains & Other Permafrostrelated types: The existence of permafrost depends on
the presence of frozen water. The discovery of any occurrence of depressions or low areas with possibly permafrost-related formations may enable to locate a previous period of standing liquid water at the same site as
well. In most cases, however, there are not yet found
any precise evidences of the water using the medium to
low-resolution images available by now.
Waiting for the MEX-HRSC data: The highresolution MEX-HRSC images will be needed to study
the details, color, topography and photometry of the
targets which are here supposed to have some lacustric
signatures. The color and photometry capabilities of the
imager will help to solve characteristics of the materials
present in various deposits while the stereo pairs can be
used to find the topography and the actual level of the
formations. The highest resolution will then add details
necessary in making the final geological interpretation.
The actual formation and development of the various
Martian structures described in this abstract may significantly differ from each other between the type categories. Actually, there are already by now various ideas of
what should be considered “lacustric”: how long period
of time has a standing water to have been present on the
surface and result in various formations before it can be
called a "lake". At this point, when preparing for the
MEX mission, we have just included all possible, and
proposed, candidates for lacustric targets without too
tight pre-judgement of their exact origin and history.
References:
[1] G. Neukum et al. (2000) LPS XXXI, #1906.
[2] M. A. Kreslavsky and J. W. Head III (2001) LPS
XXXII, #1001.

Figure 3: An example of ‘rough surface’ from within the
interior of the Hellas basin.
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ENSTATITE METEORITES: THE TRACE ELEMENT CHEMISTRY OF MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS - CLUES TO THEIR ORIGIN. Z.A. Lavrentjeva, A.Yu. Lyul.
Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences,
117975, Moscow, Russia
The importance of the enstatite (E)
meteorites is that in various models of
formation of the inner planets E meteorite type
material is considered to be a substantial
constituent [1]. In addition, E meteorites are
highly reduced and, therefore, they were
proposed to originate from distances much
closer to the Sun than do other classes of
meteorites [2]. Material of E chondrites is
supposed to be condensed at non-equilibrium
conditions at the presence of gas–dust
separation [3].
Based on data on contents of trace elements
in Fe,Ni-phase of E chondrites, it was shown
that this phase was not undergone the
magmatic differentiation. The main process
controlling the composition of Fe,Ni-phase of
E chondrites was sulfurization of the metal in
protoplanetary nebula. Some differences in the
elemental distribution in Fe,Ni-phase of E
chondrites are due to the metal-silicate
fractionation while the metamorphism and
chondrule formation did not influence
significantly on composition of Fe,Ni-phase
[3].
The analysis of distribution of Na, K and
REE in chondrules has been shown that
chondrules were formed by two main
processes: melting of the material-precursor
and condensation either from hot gas of
protoplanetary nebula or from silicate vapor,
formed in the process of vaporization in the
period of chondrule formation .The observed
differences in characteristics of chondrules of
chondrites belonging to the various chemical
groups are due to different astrophysical
conditions of chondrule genesis, chemical and

isotopic composition of precursor materials,
initial temperatures and cooling rates of the
melted chondrules. Chondrules of the E
chondrites were mainly formed in “dense” gasdust disc near the nebular equator [4, 5].
Trace element content in chondrite matrix
puts a strong constraints on nature and origin
of major component of meteorites [6,7]. This
data are also very important for development
of the chondrite formation models and element
fractionation processes [8, 9].
A.P. Vinogradov's idea that the matter of
all types of meteorites, excluding chondrites,
has passed through the planetary stage,
obvious may by extended as well on the
primary matter of E achondrites [10].
In the present paper the results of elemental
abundances in different mineral fractions of Emeteorites are reported: of the fine-grained
fractions (<45µm, “matrix”), enstatites,
olivines, plagioclase and cristobalite. The
fractions were isolated by hand and by
physical separation methods and their
elemental composition was determined by
INAA. The Table shows the average elemental
enrichment factors relative to C1 chondrite
[11].
A prominent fractionation between
lithophile and siderophile elements are
observed in fine-grained material of E
chondrites and E achondrites. The fractions are
enriched in lithophilic REE by factors (1.76.8)xC1 and are depleted in siderophilic Ni,
Co, Fe, Au, Ir (0.01 – 1.0)xC1. Based on these
data, the formation of E meteorites from
material subjected to the fractionation metalsilicate are proposed. Fine-grained chondrite
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Z.A. Lavrentjeva and A.Yu. Lyul.

fractions differ in concentration of siderophile
elements and in characteristics of Ni/Co,
Ni/Au, Ni/Ir ratios in EL chondrite, and
considerable differences in these ratios in a
unequilibrated EH chondrite. Distinction in the
fractionation trends of siderophile elements
can be associated by their redistribution
between different phases of meteorites during
metamorphism. Comparing to the fine-grained
fractions and accessory minerals, chemical
composition of enstatites and plagioclase is
depleted in refractory elements, with exception
Sc (1.1-2.2)xC1. We have shown recently [12],
that accessory minerals of Adhi Kot EH4 are
samples of high-temperature condensates from
the solar nebula. The fine-grained fractions (<
45 µm, “matrix”) are enriched in accessory
minerals.

References: [1] Wänke H. and Dreibus G.
(1988) Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London, A325,
545. [2] Baedecker P.A. and Wasson J.T.
(1975) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 39, 735.
[3] Lavrukhina
_._., Lyul A.Yu.,
Baryshnikova G.V.(1982) Geokhmia (in
Russian), 5, 645. [4] Lavrukhina A.K. (1989)
Geokhimia (in Russian), 9, 1231. [5]
Lavrukhina A.K. (1989) Geokhimia (in
Russian), 10, 1407. [6] Alexander C. M.O.’D.
(1995) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 59, 3247.
[7] Rambaldi E.R. et al. (1981) Earth. Planet.
Sci. Lett., 56, 107. [8] Larimer J. W., Anders E.
(1967) Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 31, 1239.
[9] Wasson J.T., Kallemeyn G.W. (1988) Phil.
Trans. Roy. Soc. London, A325, 535. [10]
Vinogradov A.P. (1965) Geokhimia (in
Russian_), 11, 1275 [11] Anders E. and
Grevesse N. (1989) Geochim. Cosmochim.
Acta, 53, 197. [12] Lavrentjeva Z.A. (1997)
LPS XXVIII, CDROM, # 1008.

Table. The average element enrichment factors of mineral fractions of enstatite meteorites.
1<d<45 µm
La
Sm
Eu
Yb
Lu
Na
Ca
Sc
Cr
Zn
Se
Br
Fe
Co
Ni
Au
As
Ir
Ba

1
2.6
2.4
2.0
1.8
1.7
2.2
3.0
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.6
0.08
0.4
0.06
0.05
1.0
0.2
0.3
130

2
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.6
3.3
2.5
3.0
1.7
2.5
0.9
0.3
0.05
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.07
-

Enstatite
3
5.3
6.8
2.5
6.1
5.8
0.6
1.6
1.6
0.7
0.2
0.5
0.05
0.08
0.01
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.01
-

1
1.2
1.2
1.5
0.6
0.6
1.0
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.02
<0.008
0.1
0.8
0.06
50

2
1.0
0.8
2.2
0.4
0.09
0.2
0.01
0.07
0.09
0.1
0.07
-

Olivine
3
<0.3
0.5
0.9
1.0
1.1
0.2
0.9
1.5
0.03
<0.003
<0.005
0.01
0.002
0.007
<0.04
<0.007
0.08
<0.01
-

1a
9.9
7.6
2.5
12.2
19.5
5.9
0.3
1.1
<0.08
3.3
0.2
0.3
1.2
0.8
5.3
0.2
913

1b
13.5
10.0
6.3
18.7
20.5
2.7
1.7
1.0
0.09
0.07
0.06
0.7
0.2
38.7
0.2
1068

Cristobalite
1
13.0
2.4
3.6
4.4
4.5
15.2
1.9
0.5
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.09
403
0.10
5230

Plagioclase
2
1.2
2.2
0.2
0.6
0.02
0.2
0.2
0.3
-

1 - Adhi Kot EH4; 2 - Pilistfer EL6; 3 - Norton County (aubrite); 1a - dark green Ol, 1b - light green Ol of Adhi Kot.
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DISTRIBUTION OF CHEMICALLY BOUND WATER IN SURFACE LAYER OF MARS BASED ON DATA
ACQUIRED BY HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON SPECTROMETER, MARS ODYSSEY. M. L. Litvak1, A. T. Basilevsky 2, I.
G. Mitrofanov 1, W. Boynton 3, R. S. Saunders4; 1Institute for Space Research, RAS, Moscow, 117997, Russia; 2Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 117975, Russia, 3University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA; 4Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA.
Introduction. Here we analyze data taken by High Energy
Neutron Detector (HEND) which is part of the Mars Odyssey
Gamma Ray Spectrometer suite. This study is emphasized on
a search for signatures of chemically bound water in the surface layer of Mars. Fluxes of epithermal (characterize the
upper 1-2 m) and fast (the upper 20-30 cm) neutrons, considered in this analysis, were measured since mid February till
mid June 2002, time twice longer than time of accumulation
of data analyzed by (1,2,3). These works reported low neutron flux in high latitudes, interpreted as signature of ground
water ice, and in two low latitude areas: Arabia and SW of
Olympus Mons (SWOM), interpreted as “geographic variations in the amount of chemically and/or physically bound
H2O and or OH…” (2). If chemically bound water is found to
be abundant in Mars surface materials it may imply abundance of liquid water in the planet geologic past. About 1%
of chemically bound water and by order of magnitude
smaller amount of adsorbed water were found in soils of
Viking 1 and 2 landing sites (4). Later it was concluded that
“the reported values… are indirect data, reliable only to
within a factor ±5…Relative ratios are more dependable” (5).
Recent analysis of the APXS data at Mars Pathfinder site led
to conclusion that soils and rocks here contain chemically
bound water in amounts comparable to those in Viking soils
(6). So it is clear that surface materials of Mars do contain
chemically bound water but its amounts are poorly known.
Hopefully HEND and the companion instrument (2) will
determine it with higher accuracy.
The approach. Because HEND data themselves cannot
distinguish free water (e.g., ice) from chemically or physically bound water one can try to search for chemically bound
water in the areas where presence of water ice seems to be
unlikely and amounts of adsorbed water are negligible. These
are believed to be areas of low (all seasons) and middle latitudes (at summer time) (7,8). So if one sees a signature of
water in these areas at the appropriate time then it may be
suggested that it is a signature of chemically bound water.
Below we discuss areal distribution of the epithermal and
fast neutron fluxes for the ±60o latitude zone that is ±40 o belt,
where ground ice is believed to be absent (7,8), plus additional 20 o–wide poleward belts, where signatures of chemically bound water may potentially be seen. The Figure on the
following page shows maps of flux of epithermal (top) and
fast (middle) neutrons as well as MOLA topography map
(bottom) for this zone as well as maps of epithermal and fast
neutron fluxes for smaller areas of specific interest (at the
right).
Flux of epithermal neutrons. It is prominently low (0.040.10 count/s) at longitudes 180-280oE at the northern margin
of the ±60o zone and at 30-180oE at its southern margin and
rather low (0.10-0.15 count/s) within Arabia Terra and geographically antipodal to it SWOM area. Very large area extending from 50oS to 50 oN and from 250 o to 330 oE shows
relatively high thermal neutron flux (0.20-0.26 count/s) with
local maxima north of Argyre and in Solis Lacus. The rest of
the territory in the ±60o zone shows intermediate flux (0.150.19 count/s) with sporadic lower and higher values. This
distribution does not correlate with surface elevation. In

some places it shows correlation with local geology: in Arabia and SWOM (see below). However in most places, flux of
epithermal neutrons shows no correlation with the units
shown on synoptic geologic maps (9,10,11). For example,
regions of high and intermediate epithermal neutrons flux
include Noachian cratered, hilly and etched units (mostly
impact breccias, >3.9 b.y. old), Hesperian ridged plains and
Syria Planum formation (mostly lavas, 2.5-3.9 b.y. old) and
Amazonian Tharsis Mons formation (mostly lavas, <2.5 b.y.
old). In some places (parts of Arabia and SWOM) the epithermal neutrons fluxes correlate with thermal inertia values.
But even here the correlation is partial while in most places it
is absent.
Flux of fast neutrons. Its geographic distribution differs
significantly from that for epithermal ones. In the northern
part of the ±60o zone there is vast area of relatively low flux
(0.10-0.15 counts/s) with values gradually increasing to the
south. Its southern boundary does not follow any specific
latitude but rather follows –1 km contour line (pink lines on
the fast neutron map). At the south of the ±60o zone, the area
of low (0.06-0.14 counts/s) flux is observed mostly at 40150 oE longitude range, also showing combined latitudealtitude control of its equatorward boundary while at other
longitudes of the south the altitude control seems not to work
(Argyre basin). Terra Arabia and partly SWOM, so different
from their surrounding in low epithermal neutron flux, show
no noticeable difference of that sort in fast neutron flux.
Large region with high epithermal neutron flux (50oS-50oN,
250 o-330oE) shows mostly intermediate flux of fast neutrons
(except Solis Planum where fast neutron flux is also high).
For the rest of the ±60o zone, typical values of fast neutron
flux are 0.15-0.17 with sporadic higher and lower values.
Neutron flux at Viking 1,2 and Pathfinder sites and in
the area of Sinus Meridiani hematite deposit. Flux of epithermal neutrons at the Viking 1 site, western Chryse Planitia
(V1 in the Figure), is rather high (0.18-0.20 counts/s) while
fast neutron flux is rather low (0.12-0.14 counts/s), the latter
is obvious seasonal effect. Mars Pathfinder site, SE Chryse
Planitia (Pf in the Figure), also shows high (0.18-0.20
counts/s) flux of epithermal neutrons and low (0.13-0.15
counts/s) flux of fast neutrons, also seasonal effect. More
poleward Viking 2 site at Utopia Planitia (V2 in the Figure)
shows low flux both for epithermal (0.12-0.14 counts/s) and
fast (0.10-0.13 counts/s) neutrons, both obviously due to
seasonal effect. The area of hematite deposit in Sinus Merediani (12) is in the western periphery of the Arabia negative
anomaly (SM in the Figure). The hematite deposit proper
signature is seen neither in epithermal (E) nor in fast (F)
neutron flux (Figure lower right).
Discussion and conclusions. Low flux of epithermal neutrons along the poleward margins of the ±60 o zone is obviously due to presence of ground ice (1,2,3). Terra Arabia and
SWOM areas have easily eroded by wind surface deposits
considered by (13) as remnants of ancient polar layered deposits. It is not clear if the Arabia and SWOM anomalies are
due to chemically bound water or to stability of ground ice in
highly porous material (14). Further observations through
Martians seasons will hopefully resolve this alternative. Ex-

SEARCH FOR CHEMICALLY BOUND WATER IN SURFACE MATERIALS OF MARS
M. L. Litvak, A. T. Basilevsky, I. G. Mitrofanov, W. Boynton and R. S. Saunders
cept these two areas, no correlation of epithermal neutron
flux with the units shown on synoptical geologic maps was
found. Chryse Planitia, where Viking 1 and Pathfinder
landed, was believed to be the oceanic bay and thus one can
expect that it should have low epithermal neutron flux (signature of chemically bound water). But instead it shows rather
high flux. Similarly, the area of Sinus Meridiani hematite
deposit, which was believed to form in the water-rich environment (12) does not show the expected low epithermal
neutron flux. All this means probably that, except Arabia and
SWOM, the 1-2 m thick surface layer, where the epithermal
neutron flux forms, is not compositionally linked (at least, in
chemically bound water contents) to the underlying bedrock
but forms the overlying mantle well mixed laterally. The
HEND data show also that in the contents of chemically
bound water in the ice-free areas seem to be typically higher
than at the Viking and Pathfinder sites. The fast neutron flux
is understandably (ground ice) low at high latitudes. The
equatorward boundaries of these low-flux areas show obvious (although not always realized) altitude control indicating
ground ice presence. At the areas, where ground ice is not
expected, the fast neutron flux shows no correlation with the

bedrock geologic units even in Arabia and SWOM. This
means probably that the 20-30 cm thick upper part of the
mentioned overlying mantle is even less compositionally
linked to the bedrock and better laterally mixed than the
lower part of the mantle. If so, we may predict that major and
trace elements abundances determined by gamma-ray spectroscopy will characterize the mantle rather than bedrock
compositional variations.
Acknowledgements: Authors acknowledge help of the
GRS Team and discussions with N. Foley, M. Kreslavsky, R.
Kuzmin, R. Rieder and H. Waenke.
References: 1) Mitrofanov et al., Science, 297, 2002, 7881. 2) Feldman et al., ibid, 75-78. Boynton et al., ibid, 81-85.
4) Biemann et al., JGR, 82, 1977, 4641-4658. 5) Biemann,
JME, 14, 1979, 65-70. 6) Foley et al., LPSC 31, 2001, Abstract # 1979. 7) Farmer & Doms, JGR, 84, 1979, 2881-2888.
8) Mellon & Jakosky, JGR, 100, 1995, 11781-11800. 9)
Scott & Carr, USGS Map I-1083, 1978. 10) Greeley &
Guest, USGS Map I-1802-B, 1987. 11) Scott & Tanaka,
USGS Map I-1802-A, 1986. 12) Christensen et al., JGR, 106,
2001, 23,873-23,885. 13) Schultz & Lutz, Icarus, 73, 1988,
91-141. 14) Paige, Nature, 356, 1992, 43-45
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SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF SUBSURFACE HYDROGEN AS SEEN BY HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON DETECTOR,
MARS ODISSEY. M. L. Litvak1, I. G. Mitrofanov1, A.S. Kozyrev1, A.B. Sanin1, W. Boynton 2, C. Shinohara2, D. Hamara2, R. S.
Saunders3; 1Institute for Space Research, RAS, Moscow, 117997, Russia; 2University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA; 3Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA.
Abstract.. The temporal analysis of data registered by High
Energy Neutron Detector onboard Mars Odyssey is presented
for period of time from 18 February up to 1 October. The
variations of high energy neutron flux on Martian polar caps
are studied as function of season variations.
Introduction. The High Energy Neutron Detector (HEND) is
part of the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) on the Mars
Odyssey Mission. HEND has three 3He proportional counters
for measuring epithermal neutrons in broad energy range
from 0.4 eV up to 100 keV and organic scintillator for measuring fast neutrons with energy more then 1 MeV. Its main
task is measuring of secondary neutron flux arisen in Martian
subsurface due bombardment of Mars surface by cosmic
rays. The HEND measurements is very sensitive for presence
of water ice in Mars subsurface(5). The first mapping measurements indicated the large provinces on South and North
poles where contribution of water ice may be up to 30%.
(see 1-4). The changing of seasons on Mars concerning
North pole may be described in following way: the vernal
equinox, or start of spring in the northern hemisphere, when
the sun falls directly at the equator, the summer solstice,
when the pole is in sunlight during the entire day, the autumnal equinox, when the sun again falls directly at the equator,
and finally the winter solstice, when the north pole is in continuous darkness. Now we have data for time period right
before vernal equinox and up to summer solstice which may
be indicated as Late NH winter – Late NH spring in terms of
Martian seasons. Taking this into account, we decided to
study influence of season variations for subsurface hydrogen
on Mars polar caps.
Data analysis. All accumulated data were divided into several groups according Martian seasons: [Late NH winter],[Early NH spring], [Mid NH spring], [Late NH spring].
For each group of HEND data we created polar projection
maps of epithermal neutron flux. The resulted map are presented on figure 1. Comparing these maps, it is definitely
seen that the province in northern hemisphere of large deficit of neutron leakage flux(around 270E, 60 0 S) becomes
more and more wide for subsequent time periods. At the
same time the another province of high deficit of neutron
flux in southern hemisphere (below 60 0 S) stays stable.
Conclusions. The season transition between winter and
spring on northern polar cap causes evaporation of CO 2 from
upper layer of Martian subsurface. Combination of this fact
with suggestion that there is water ice rich layer (more then
5% of water) below CO2, may explains why HEND start to
observe more and more distinct evidence of presence of hydrogen in Martian subsurface. According this logic the province on southern hemisphere do not change because there is
summer-autumn season on the polar cap during this time.
References: 1)Mitrofanov et al., this workshop.
2)Mitrofanov et al., Science, 297, 2002, 78-81. 3) Feldman et
al., Science, 297, 75-78, 2002. 4) Boynton et al., Science,
297, 81-85, 2002 4) Litvak et al al., 33 th Lunar Planet. Sci.
conf., 2002 5) Drake D.M. et al.,proc. Lunar Planet. Sci.
conf. 7, 186D, 1986.

Figures:

Fig 1(a). Map of epithermal neutron flux for Northern polar
cap(left side) and Southern polar cap(right side) is presented
for Late NH winter.

Fig 1(b). Map of epithermal neutron flux for Northern polar
cap(left side) and Southern polar cap(right side) is presented
for Early NH spring.

Fig 1(c). Map of epithermal neutron flux for Northern polar
cap(left side) and Southern polar cap(right side) is presented
for Mid NH spring.

Fig 1(d). Map of epithermal neutron flux for Northern polar
cap(left side) and Southern polar cap(right side) is presented
for Late NH spring.
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A MORPHOMETRIC ANALISIS OF THE SOUTH – POLE AITKEN BASIN. P. V. Litvin1 , J. F. Rodionova2, V. V. Shevchenko. 1 Moscow State University, pavljuve@mail.ru ,
2
Sternberg State Astronomical Institute jeanna@sai.msu.ru .
A histograms of the dependences of the
heights distribution versus their area for the
South Pole-Aitken basin and the whole surface of the Moon were constructed with the
use of ArcToolbox Project Wizard of ArcGis8 program (see fig.1). The heights levels
from –2 km till 0 km are prevailed for the
whole lunar surface. They occupy about 45%
of the total surface. But the levels from -5 till
-3 km are prevailed in the South Pole – Aitken basin, that consists 35% of the basin area
occupied 3 792 sq. km. Moreover the level
from –5 till –4.5 km consists 10% of the basin
area. There is another peak on the heights
level from -1.5 km till 0 km on the basin
hystogram. So there is no normal distribution
of the heights levels versus their areas in the
basin. What does it means? May be there are
different types of of the soils in the basin on
the density.
The mean height level in the basin is calculated. It is equal –2.773 km. The volume of
the basin depression is 10.6 billion sq. km
The highest point 8.2 km (161.3W,13.0S) is
to the west of Galois crater. The north-eastern
part of the SPA rim-crest is about 2-4 km
higher than the western part. The bottom of
SPA basin is inclined to the south with the
height range of 5 km. The lowest point –7.98
km is in the Cabannes crater. Apollo basin
has the height range about 5 km, but the inclination of the inner walls is less then 8 degrees. The lava flooding part in the center of
SPA basin is on the level from –4.5 till -5.5
km. Leibnitz and Zeeman craters on the bottom of SPA basin have the elevations about
–6.4 km. An analysis of profiles constructed
along meridians with the intervals of 100 m in

the elevation showed that the south western
part of SPA basin is lower than southeastern
part but the northwestern part is higher than
the northeastern part.
The work is supported by INTAS –ESA
grant #00- 00792.

Hypsometric profile (140oE)

Height distribution of the basin

P.V.Litvin A hypsometrical analisis of the SouthPole-Aitken basin
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Elemental distribution in the certain fractions from Norton County aubrite. A.Yu.
Lyul, Z.A. Lavrentjeva and G.M. Kolesov. Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical
Chemistry, RAS, Moscow, Russia (ugeochem@geochem.home.chg.ru)
Introduction. The origin of aubrites
containing many unique for planetary materials
minerals and their genetic relationship to E-chondrites
are controversial so far. Some aubrite formation models
suggest that ones may have originated by fractional
crystallization from the E-chondrites composition
magma [1], or by igneous processes in a differentiated
body [2], or by direct condensation at high pressure
from the gas of the initial cosmic composition [3].
Within the framework of aforementioned models a
possibility for simultaneous formation of E-meteorites
is being proved. A diametrically opposite viewpoint
exists also because lots of aubrite features more
consistent with formation of the E-meteorite two groups
in different both parent bodies and precursor [4,5]. A
variety of restrictions and specifications on aubrite
formation processes were received from trace element
data for the Pena Blanca Spring mineral separates [6].
To receive more information about of aubrites
chemistry the elemental composition of the separate
fraction from Norton County aubrite was determined by
INAA.
The matrix clasts, grains of pure enstatite and
those with different contents of accessory minerals
were selected by handpicking under microscope from
the four grain-sized fractions of the Norton County
achondrite. It should be noted that abundance of the
accessory minerals increases with fraction size
decreasing. The trace element contents and a brief
description of investigated samples are given in Table.
Results. The data as summarized in Table
show that Na, Cr, La, Sm, Yb and Lu contents increase
with decreasing of the grain size in samples, in other
words, with increasing of the accessory mineral
abundance. In spite of the fact, that Sc, Ca, Fe, Co and
Ni contents are not depend on the grain size the finest
fraction is enriched in ones as well in Zn, Se, Au and Ir.
Inasmuch as the above-listed element contents in a pure
enstatite is much lower than in fine-grained fraction,
one might say that accessory minerals are the host
phases for many trace elements, including REE. The
altered and unaltered enstatites are greatly dissimilar in
theirs trace element contents except for refractory
lithophiles Ca, Sc, Yb and Lu (see Tab.). In many
respects these differences resemble those for Murray
CM chondrules altered in a varying degree by aqueous
processes [7].

With the exception of pure enstatite all
fractions are slightly enriched in REE having the lightREE depleted pattern with a negative Eu anomaly.
Independent of element volatility, REE fractionation
was occurred rather in a aubrite parent body than during
condensation in a solar nebula. The complementary
REE fractionation trend has observed in the Norton
County plagioclase [8]. In some approximation the data
obtained are roughly in agreement with models that
assume the plagioclase separation on the aubrite parent
body.
Notable difference between the metal
composition of aubrites (our unpublished data) and Echondrites [9] have been recognized. Comparing to Echondrites the aubrite metal is enriched in Ni (10.5 vs.
6.4-7.5 wt.%, mean for EH- and EL-groups,
accordingly) and in Au (2.2 vs. 1.1-1.8 JJ  VOLJKWO\
depleted in Co (0..30 vs. 0,.32-0.34%) and Ga (34 vs.
47-70 JJ DQG YHU\ VWURQJO\ GHSOHWHG LQ UHIUDFWRU\ Ir
(0.5 vs. 1.6-2.5 JJ  7KH &X FRQWHQW LQ 1RUWRQ &RXQW\
is similar to that in unequilibrated EH-chondrites (200300 JJ  6XFK SDWWHUQ RI WKH siderophile element
fractionation, especially the depletion in Ir (0.12xCI), is
observed in the metal nodules of EH-chondrites impactmelted breccias [10]. It may be supposed that aubrite
metal has similar origin.
Conclusion. The data on elemental
composition of the mineralogical different fraction from
Norton County aubrite are evidenced for complex
processes of aubrite formation. The enrichment of a
fine-grained fraction in many elements with different
geochemical properties, including REE also, suggest
that one contains various sulfides – the host minerals
for many trace elements. The REE patterns and
siderophile element fractionations are in agreement
with the plagioclase separation on the aubrite patent
body as well as with short impact melting of the latter.
References. [1]. Watters T.R., Prinz M. (1979) Proc. Lunar .Sci.
Conf., 10th, 1073-1093. [2] Wolf R. et al. (1983) Geochim.
Cosmochim Acta, 47, 2257-2271. [ 3] Sears D. (1983) Icarus, 43,
184-202. [4] Brett R., Keil K. (1986), Earth Planet. Sci. Lett., 81, 16. [5] Kimura M. et al. (1993) Proc. NIPR Symp. Antarc. Meteorites,
6, 186-205. [6] Lodders K. et al. (1993) Meteoritics, 29, 538-551. [7]
Rubin A.E., Wasson J.T. (1983), Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 50,
307-315. [8] Wheelock M.M. et al. (1990) LPSC XXI, 1327-1328. [9]
Lavrukhina A.K. et al. (1983) Geokhimiya, N5, 645-663. [10] Rubin
A.E., Scott E.R.D. (1997), Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, 64, 425-435.
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Table. Trace element contents in separate fraction from Norton County aubrite (data in
JJH[FHSWIRU)HDQG&DIUDFWLRQVL]HLQP
Samples
Na
Ca,%
Sc
Cr
Zn
Se
Br
Fe,%
Co
Ni
Au
As
Ir
La
Ce
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Yb
Lu

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

<45
3110
1.47
9.6
1800
55
8.6
0.17
1.55
5.5
390
0.02
0.6
0.006
1.25
3.8
1
0.14
1.3
0.24
1
0.14

71-45
1820
1.25
6.9
955
10
5.4
0.15
0.9
2.3
140
0.004
<0.13
<0.005
0.72
2.2
0.68
0.078
0.9
0.16
0.67
0.095

100-71
1680
1
8.9
900
<3
5.6
0.13
1.04
2.3
155
0.003
<0.04
<0.002
0.67
1.9
0.52
0.13
0.7
0.12
0.54
0.076

160-100
1160
1.24
8.6
630
<3
4.2
0.08
0.68
2.3
130
<0.001
<0.02
<0.003
0.44
0.38
0.067

En1
1140
0.8
8.6
75
<1
<0.1
0.05
0.045
0.35
<40
<0.001
<0.15
<0.005
<0.07
<0.3
0.067
0.05
<0.1
<0.02
0.16
0.027

En2
420
0.85
9
145
<2
1.2
0.15
0.55
3.5
365
<0.007
<0.15
<0.002
0.15
<0.7
0.11
0.021
<0.2
<0.03
0.16
0.026

Clasts 1
1480
1.57
11.2
1060
<0.5
12.2
0.13
2.04
4.7
360
0.002
<0.04
<0.001
0.68
1.9
0.48
0.065
0.63
0.12
0.59
0.085

Clasts 2
1460
1.58
10.3
635
50
4.5
0.65
0.79
5.5
325
<0.005
<0.1
<0.001
0.51
1.6
0.4
0.058
0.55
0.11
0.48
0.072

<0.6
0.09
0.37
0.057

1, 2, 3, 4 - enstatite with ~10%, ~9%, ~7% and~5% accessory minerals, respectively; 5 – pure enstatite, 6 –
altered (orange) enstatite; 7 - " matrix" clasts with isolated enstatite inclusions; 8 - "matrix" clasts with
amorphous mantles.
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Figure. CI-normalized REE abundance patterns of separate fractions from Norton County aubrite.( sample
designation see Table)
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HIGH-VELOCITY COLLISIONS OF PROTOSATELLITE BODIES IN THE JOVIAN AND SATURNIAN
NEBULAE AND CONSEQUENCES FOR THE MATERIAL. A. B. Makalkin, Institute of Physics of the Earth,
Russian Academy of Sciences, B.Gruzinskaya 10, 123995 GSP-5, Moscow, makalkin@uipe-ras.scgis.ru.

Introduction: The effect of collisions of bodies on
heating, partial evaporation and related fractionation of
their material would be much higher in the Jovian and
Saturnian satellite nebulae than in the solar nebula.
Only in the late stage of accumulation of the Earth impact velocities of preplanetary bodies would be similar
to those for the Callisto distance of Jovian nebula and
Titan distance of Saturnian nebula. The reason for
high collision velocities in the case of the protosatellite
bodies is the following. When the bodies form in the
protosatellite disk, they collide not only with other
bodies of the disk, but also with the non-disk bodies
which penetrate into the disk from the surrounding
region of the solar nebula: the vicinity of the giant
planet affected by its gravitational influence. The nondisk bodies have much higher velocities relative to the
disk bodies, than the relative velocities of the disk’s
bodies themselves. I present some estimates of the velocities and discuss consequences for heating and transformation of the presatellite material.
Results and discussion: According to the theory
of formation of the giant gaseous planets – Jupiter and
Saturn [1, 2], formation of satellites in the circumplanetary gas-dust disks occurred during a late stage of
planet formation, when planet masses
exceeded
S
one half of their final values
.
For
the
stage,
when
S

≈  S , we obtain the estimate of collision veS
locity of the protoplanetary non-disk bodies with the
protosatellite disk bodies: Y ≈ *0 S 5   at the
distance R from a planet. For the Jovian disk velocity
-1
=  - , (≈ Europa distance)
 is about 20 km s at
and  ≈  km s-1 at =  - , where - is the radius of Jupiter. For the Saturnian disk at the similar
 S ≈   ) we have
stage of evolution (
S
-1
at the distance of Titan orbit. For the
 ≈  km s
final stage of planet accumulation ( S  S →  ) all
the above velocities  are about 20% higher. Our estimates show that the effect of gas drag is insignificant
for decrease of these velocities for planetesimal sizes r
>> 1 m.

P

Y

0

0

5 5
5 5
P 0

Y

Y

Y

P

5

P 0

All these impact velocities yield a complete melting
of the smaller of two colliding bodies and partial melting of the larger. The lower of the above velocities
corresponds to the onset of vaporization of the colliding bodies, whereas the higher one is consistent with
vaporization of most of the mass of the smaller body
[3]. Most of presatellite material went through these
high-velocity impacts accompanied by such a substantial heating. Many of these impacts destroyed and disintegrated the bodies [2]. But the largest bodies, as our
estimations show, survived and after further accumulation became the regular satellites. We compared the
lifetime of the disk body before the catastrophic collision with a non-disk body [2] with an improved value
of its characteristic time of accumulation. From the
comparison it follows that the embryo had time to grow
up to the satellite size and sweep up most of material
from its formation zone without disintegration by the
impacts of the external, non-disk bodies.
The picture is different for smaller bodies. They
existed and were permanently disintegrated and again
integrated in the disk before being swept up by the embryo of one of the satellites. Their fragmentation followed from impacts of not only external bodies with
velocities  , but also of the disk bodies with much
lower velocities  . The fraction of presatellite material (including rock and ice), that underwent melting at
these high-velocity (  ) collisions, would be very high,
tending to unity, though more quantitative estimates are
needed. The fraction of vaporized material should include the almost total water content (the following
paragraphs describe another collision process leading
to water vaporization). The fraction of vaporized rocks
has not been estimated yet, but obviously it should be
significant in the inner region of Jovian disk and would
be not infinitely small in its outer region and in the
Saturnian disk.
Velocities of collisions between the bodies moving
inside the protosatellite disks  can be estimated from
the accumulation theory [2]. In this estimation we take
into account the mass distribution of the bodies and the

Y

Y

Y

Y

COLLISIONS IN JOVIAN AND SATURNIAN NEBULAE: A. B. Makalkin

gas drag in the disk. A decrease in kinetic energy of
relative motion of the bodies due to inelastic collisions
appears to be comparable to (but not higher than) that
due to the gas drag. In this estimation we take the solids to gas ratio in the disk from the models of internal
structure and composition of Jupiter and Saturn [4].
For the Jovian and Saturnian disks we obtain velocity
-1
 ≤ 1-1.5 km s .
Heating of the colliding disk bodies depends on
their mass ratio [5] and at collision of two largest bodies can reach 1500 K. A temperature rise of 50 K, sufficient for vaporization of the water ice in the low-mass
Jovian disk [6], occurs at the mass ratio of projectile to
target body > 0.01. It’s easy to estimate that more than
60% of ice mass content in the bodies evaporate at
collisions, if the bodies have the usual inverse powerlow mass distribution function [2]. For the protosatellite disk of Saturn the fraction of ice evaporated at collisions between disk bodies should be substantially
lower (≤40%) due to a lower temperature in the zone of
Saturn formation.
Implications: Evaporated material was recondensed and re-accreted by the bodies in the protosatellite disks. Due to higher surface to mass ratio of
smaller bodies they accreted more of recondensed material, than the larger bodies did. An additional gasdynamical mechanism [7] contributed to this redistribution of recondensed material: large gravitating bodies more effectively swept up larger dust particles,
while the smaller particles moved around the bodies
with the gas flow. Both mechanisms aided in fractionation and some depletion of water in presatellite and
satellite material. Fractionation of rock material in the
satellite disks is also of importance [8] and can be considered on the base of the above processes.
The lower differentiation of Callisto relative to that
of Ganymede, which follows from the moments-ofinertia data, poses some problems in studying its formation. To explain, why water and rock in Callisto
have not separated completely, two possibilities can be
suggested, which probably realized together. The first
one is onset of satellite formation process at distances
two to three times greater than their present distances.
This means that the satellite formation process began
earlier – when the planet accumulated 1/3 to 1/2 of its
mass. The second possibility is much higher fragmen-

Y

tation of bodies in the protosatellite disk, than suggested earlier, and correspondingly much smaller size
of the largest body in the size distribution of ice-rock
planetesimals. In this case the heating and melting of
the growing satellite should be much lower due to the
lower masses of infalling bodies. To study the first
possibility mostly theoretical advances are needed,
whereas more experimental data are needed on the
strength and fragmentation of ice-rock bodies to study
the second of above possible mechanisms.
Acknowledgments: This research was supported
by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR
grant 01-05-64318). I thank V.A. Dorofeeva for discussions.
References: [1] Safronov V. S., Ruskol E. L.
(1982) Icarus, 49, 284–296. [2] Safronov V. S. et al.
(1986) In: Satellites (J.A.Burns & M.S.Matthews,
Eds.), pp. 89-116. Univ. Arizona Press. [3] Ahrens T.
J., O’Keefe J.D. (1977) In: Impact and explosion cratering, pp. 639-656. Pergamon Press, N. Y. [4].
Gudkova T. V., Zharkov V.N. (1999). Planet. Space
Sci., 47, 1201-1210. [5] Vityazev et al. (1990) Earth
planets: Origin and early evolution. Nauka, Moscow
(in Russian). [6] Makalkin et al. (1999) Solar System
Research, 33, 456-463. [7] Makalkin A. B. (2002) LPS
XXXIII, 1888.pdf. [8] Dorofeeva V. A., Makalkin A.
B. (2000) Vernadsky-Brown Microsymposium 32.
P.32-33. [9] Anderson J. D. (2001) Icarus, 153, 157161.
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Martian young volcanic areas have position alike earthen volcanic fields. G.F. Makarenko, General
Physics Institute of Russian Ac. of Sci., Moscow. 119991.Vavilov st.38 mkrn@kapella.gpi.ru
Scheme-map Fig 1,A (60 N-60 S) shows ages
of Earthen postorogenic final cover basalts in the
rears of fold geosyncline (GS) variscan-laramian
zones (lands +). All magmatic pulses coincide with
biocrisises. Cover laves are: P/T, T/I–variscan (1),
I/Cr–cimmerian (2), K/Pg-nevadian (3), Pg/Nglaramian (4). Lines (5) are ocean ridges. These
ridges are GS fold zones with collided fronts
(author’s books 1978,1983, 1986, 1993 in [1],
www.gpi.ru/~mkrn/lpsr). Lower Fig is the Martian
map [2].
Next lower Fig. shows one part of Earthen map
(other scale) for two hemispheres. 0/180° fixes E
margin of Britain’s caledonian oval or young
Bowers rise of Aleutian arc. In the center of the
scheme: Atlantic-W. Indic ridges or Sakhalyn,
Qjusju- Palau ridge, W. and E. Pacific rises. Other
lines: ocean fault Doldrums (10°lat) or Caroline
rise; fracture zone Romanch near equator or New
Guinea-Manus trenches; Benue graben near O°
long. or Nova Canton trough near 180° et al.
Complicated structural line Apsheron -Pont - N.
Anatolia - Atlas - Mooritanian folds has its twin in
Pacific: Mendosyno fr. zone - rise Mapmaker.
Axial-symmetric position of different ages and
modern state Earthen seams is evident [1].
Lower map has points - Martian structures [3]
and young volcanic areas (Earthen 0°=Martian 60°
W). Border of Noctis labirint and seams Mariner
near equator (90W Mars) have their images on
other hemisphere, as S border of Libia mounts.
Solis Planum (~ 90W) with borders SW- Fossae
Claritas and SE – Mellas, Felis Dorsa seams has as
its twin Terra Tyrrhena (~270W) with its borders:
SE - seam Harmahys and SW- margin of Hellas.
Ring Argyr (~40W) has the twin in Cimmeria
Terra with its crater Kepler and SE border Eridania
et al.
For Martian volcanic areas we can see: Alba
Patera (immersed plateau) has the place on Earthen
volcanic I/Cr area, rear to Atlantic rise CornerMiln. In other hemisphere its place is on the Pg/N
volcanic field, rear of laramian Japan arc. Vlc.
Olimp with neighbour rings has its place on
Earthen Mexican Bay and Appalachian rear with
their volcanic post-variscan P/T fields. The place
of vlc. Olimp in other Earthen hemisphere

(immersed rings on Martian map) is the rear of
variscan (hercynian) GS Sikkan-Junnan fold zone,
it is P/T Eymeshan basalt field. Elysium volcanic
rise has as a Martian twin immersed rings in SE of
Hryse depression. Its Earthen position is on I/Cr
Pacific basalt field (not outlined). On other Earthen
hemisphere Elisium image is absent. This place of
its N volcanoes Hecatolus is located on Nil mouth.
Earthen images of grand Martian volcanoes near
equator (small rings with points) are absent also.
At their places on the Mars we can see immersed
rings.

If to turn the Mars, grandest Martian volcanoes
coincide with rises: is. Sumba, is Halmahera, point
of Palau ridge. At the same time Elisium rise on
the African hemisphere coincides with Near East
region. Youngest Earthen volcanic Syrian-Jordan
basalt plateau (Ng-Q) is placed nearby, in the rear
of young (Pg/Ng) Palmyra fold arc. Is this cover
lava field the first step of modern cover basalt
epoch?

Resume. The Mars, as the Earth, has the axial
structural symmetry of its outer shell. The
structures on it are endogenic.
Ref: [1] Makarenko G.F. Periodicity of
basalts, biocrisices, structural Earthen symmetry.
M, Geoinformmark (1997), 96 p. [2] Merill R.
(1999) Science.Vol 284, 28 May 1495-1502. The
globe of the Mars (1993) Shevchenko V.V.,
Rodionova G.F., M., MGU.
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COORDINATE REGISTRATION BY AUTOMATED CRATER RECOGNITION. G. G. Michael, ESA/ESTEC, SCI-

SR, Keplerlaan 1, 2201 AZ Noordwijk, the Netherlands, gmichael@rssd.esa.int
Introduction: An algorithm for the automatic recognition of impact craters is presented, based on Hough
transforms and accounting for both the circularity of the
crater rim and the presence of the internal depression.
The algorithm is applied to adjust a catalogue of crater
coordinates originally measured in the context of the
USGS 1:2M photomosaic to the more precise geodetic
grid derived from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter experiment (MOLA) of the Mars Global Surveyor mission. The transformed coordinates are used to generate a
global displacement field which may be used as a general transformation between the two coordinate systems.
The catalogue of the approximately 20,000 craters
on Mars exceeding 10 km in diameter details their coordinates, diameter, degradation state and other morphological features, and was compiled on the basis of the
USGS 1:2M controlled photomosaics (Rodionova et al.,
2000). The MOLA data, which have provided a new
standard for the geodesy of Mars, offer a positional precision of ±100 m horizontally and better than 1 m vertically with respect to the planet’s centre of mass (Smith
et al., 2001; Duxbury, 2001). There is a misalignment
between corresponding points in these data and on the
photomosaics, which can be as much as 0.25deg (which
amounts to 15 km at the equator). When considering the
smallest craters of the catalogue (10 km), this can be
sufficient for extracted profiles (a goal of later research)
to miss the crater altogether; when considering larger
craters, it is possible to miss central features, and the
rotational symmetry between profiles taken at different
angles is insufficient to permit any radial averaging.
This abstract describes an automated method to remeasure the coordinates for each crater within the
MOLA grid based upon a crater recognition algorithm,
bringing the precision of the crater position to the level
of the grid resolution when the crater form is sufficiently regular and well defined. The MOLA data have
been gridded globally at a maximum resolution of 64
pixels per degree, which corresponds to a best spatial
resolution of around 900 m at the equator.
As a secondary result, the application of the method
to the crater catalogue provides a large set of coregistered control points which may be used directly, or via a
gridded averaging, to generate a general transformation
between the two coordinate systems.
Recognition procedure: The recognition procedure
is based on an algorithm known as a Hough transform
(Hough, 1962; Constantini et al., 2002), widely used in
computer vision applications. The idea of the algorithm
is to select a set of parameters which can describe the

object one seeks to recognise in an image, and to project
each point from the image into the space of parameters
in such a way that it casts a vote for each possible object
to which it could belong. By identifying points in the
parameter space with many votes, you can extract the
values of the object parameters in the image.
The effectiveness of the technique is enhanced by
including an element to take account of the crater’s internal depression, since the Hough transform in its plain
form recognizes the crater only as a circular feature
(Michael, 2002). The use of more information about the
crater structure improves the discriminating ability of
the detection algorithm (Fig. 1).
Results: The topological Hough transform described
above was applied to the section of the MOLA grid
relevant to each of the 19308 craters in the Mars catalogue to obtain a new set of coordinates. 78% of the
craters were found to differ from their catalogued positions in a systematic way (Michael, 2002), which were
taken to be those correctly recognized. This subset was
divided across bins of 12°x12°, and a mean displacement calculated for each bin where there were at least
four values. The result is a mean displacement vector
field which shows the offset between the photomosaic
and the MOLA grid as a function of position (Fig. 2).
The continuity of magnitude and direction between adjacent bins suggests that the method is reasonable at this
scale.
The agreement between the two coordinate systems
is closest on the south-eastern rim of the Hellas basin,
and also in the south-east of Syria planum (<1 MOLA
grid pixel, or 1.8 km). In the northern hemisphere, the
coordinates are adjusted by around 10 km to the south
over the Tharsis and Acidalia, and going west through
Elysium and Isidis this becomes an adjustment to the
west of similar magnitude, diminishing and turning
south again over Arabia Terra. There is some irregularity around Olympus Mons. In the southern hemisphere,
the displacements are smaller and the trends are more
localised. There is a lesser westward trend over Hellas,
which turns to the north around the zero meridian. There
is no mean displacement calculated for the row of bins
corresponding to the 12° of latitude in the vicinity of the
south pole region, and a somewhat larger area at the
north pole because of the low crater density in these
areas.
Conclusions: Of the 78% of craters recognised by
the algorithm, those which are regular and well-defined
should have a positional accuracy of the order of the
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grid spacing, that is 1.8 km. Adjustment of the catalogued positions using the displacement map leaves a
residual randomly directed mean displacement of about
5 km, which corresponds to the maximum precision of
the original measurements. This indicates that the less
regular craters have been identified to a precision of at
least this order. Those not recognised were adjusted
according to the displacement field alone, to give a precision of about 5 km.
As a tool, the algorithm has potential for adaptation
to detect and measure crater parameters in general
planetary datasets. Crater counts are the primary means
for establishing the relative age of planetary surfaces,
and can be tied to absolute ages by the use of radiological dating or, where this is not available, the use of appropriate scaling laws to account for differences in impactor flux and impact velocity in comparison to the
Moon (e.g. Neukum et al., 2001; Hartmann et al., 1999).
It could offer relief from laborious manual or semiautomated techniques, which, with the ever-growing
volume of data, are impractical for universal application. Another advantage of an automated tool is that its
results are repeatable, being based on an objective algorithm, and reusable: results may be compounded from
different regions without concern for the subjective bias
of different observers.
The availability of stereoscopic coverage of more
than half of the Martian surface with a resolution greater
than 15 m/pixel from the HRSC (high resolution stereo
camera) of the ESA Mars Express mission (Hauber et
al., 2002) will permit the extraction of topographic data
for the surface of Mars at an unprecedented spatial
resolution. Automated crater recognition could be a useful tool for tying this dataset to the dataset of MOLA,
thus obtaining a digital elevation model of both high
spatial resolution and high absolute positional precision.
It could be used to measure the crater size-frequency
distribution down to the tens of metres scale throughout
the coverage, giving a quantitative view of the local rate
of resurfacing processes operating in the most recent
geological time.
Another application of such a tool could be the attempt to identify yet undiscovered impact structures on
the Earth. There is little doubt that there are many more
awaiting discovery than the 160 or so currently known,
which are biased in their spatial distribution towards the
relatively well-studied cratonic areas of the planet
(Grieve and Shoemaker, 1994). Using suitable high
resolution topography data for the Earth, such as could
be derived from SAR interferometry data from the current Envisat mission, in combination with visual or radar imagery, it may be possible to pick out candidate
sites worthy of more detailed investigation using various
remote or in situ techniques.

References: [1] Costantini M., Zavagli M., Di
Martino M., Marchetti P. G., Di Stadio F., 2002. Crater
Recognition International Geoscience and Remote
Sensing Symposium, Toronto. [2] Duxbury, T.C., 2001.
Proc. First Landing Site Workshop for the 2003 MERs.
#9009 [3] Grieve, R. A. F. and Shoemaker E. M., 1994.
In: Hazards due to comets and asteroids, Arizona [4]
Hartmann W. K. et al. 1999. Nature 397, 586 - 589 [5]
Hauber E. et al., 2002., Proc. ESLAB 36, ESA-ESTEC
[6] Hough P. V. C., 1962. U.S. Patent 3 069 654 [7]
Michael G. G., submitted to P&SS [8] Neukum G. et al.,
2001. In: Chronology and evolution of Mars, Kluwer [9]
Rodionova J. F. et al., 2000. Morphological catalogue of
the craters of Mars, ESA-ESTEC [10] Smith, D.E. and
22 others, 2001, J. Geophys. Res., 106, 23, 689-23, 722
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Fig 1. Crater Eudoxus (SAI 300, D=90 km), all to same
scale:(a) MOLA topography, (b) circular Hough transform, (c) depression weighted Hough transform.

Fig 2. Relative displacement between USGS 1:2M
photomosaic and MOLA grid, overlain on MOLA topography. Maximum arrow length corresponds to a displacement of ~10 km.
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USE OF FOURIER ANALYSIS TO CHARACTERIZE POLAR LAYERED DEPOSITS AT THE
MARTIAN NORTH POLE. S. M. Milkovich and J. W. Head, III, Dept of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912. Sarah_Milkovich@brown.edu
Introduction: Within the northern residual polar
cap of Mars are dark lanes or troughs; on the walls of
these exposures are layered deposits. These deposits
consist of extensive lateral layers of ice and dust and
are found throughout the polar cap. They were first
identified in Mariner 9 images [1, 2] and later studied
in detail with the Viking orbiters [e. g. 3, 4, 5, 6]. In
these images, the layers appear to consist of alternating
sequences of light and dark layers ~ 5 to 25 m thick [4,
5].
Observations made by the Mars Orbiter Camera
(MOC) onboard the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS)
reveal that the layers are thinner and more numerous
than Viking images suggested; moreover, the individual layers show considerable variation in thickness,
resistance to erosion, and conformity [7]. Several images taken from the same trough show that in some
regions these layers can be traced for hundreds of
kilometers [7] and possibly even between two troughs
[8]. However, a preliminary assessment of sequences
of layers found that layer sequences vary greatly
around the cap [9].
Many models were proposed for the formation of
these deposits based on Viking data[e.g., 10, 5] but the
details of the formation process remain unknown. The
goal of this study is to provide a quantitative method
for assessing the similarities between sections of layered deposits in order to place constraints on models of
formation.
An understanding of the formation processes of the
polar layered terrain will provide insights into the
processes of trough formation, lateral propagation, erosion, and deposition. It will also allow us to interpret
the simple vertical record of climate change encoded in
the layered deposits. Ultimately, we will gain a foundation upon which we can build a better model for the
interactions of the various volatile deposits on Mars,
including the current polar surface as well as the latitude-dependent layer of subsurface ice currently being
mapped by Mars Odyssey [11, 12].
Method: One-dimensional Fourier analysis is used
to break a complex signal down into sine and cosine
components [13]. Dominant wavelengths of the complex signal can be measured from these components.
The Fourier transform is described by the following
equation:
∞

F(kx ) = ∫−∞ f (x)e − ikxxdx

(1)

where kx =2 / is the spatial wavenumber. Spatial frequency, kx /2 can be inverted to find spatial wavelength, =2 /kx . The power spectrum of the signal is
described by:
∞

2

P(kx ) = ∫−∞ F(k x ) dkx

(2)

A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a discrete form of
equation (1) and is computed numerically. Plots of
spatial frequency vs. relative power were created using
the FFT function in the Matlab package software; these
plots were then inverted to determine spatial wavelengths. The same method and program were used as
is described in [13].

Fig. 1: Image M00-01754 and context images. A) Northern polar cap of Mars. Box indicates location of 1B. B)
Trough in polar cap. Box indicates location of 1C. C) Image
M00-01754. Lines indicate profiles used for FFT analysis;
profile A-A’ was used for the FFT shown in Fig. 2. Sun is
from upper right.

Applying FFTs to the PLD: The polar layered
deposits record a complex signal of changing depositional environments in their layers. FFTs may be a
valuable tool to characterize how the depositional environment varied from location to location.
Testing FFT Analysis. To be a useful tool for comparing images, FFTs must return similar results from
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layer sequences which are practically identical. In order to test this, a thorough assessment of a single image was made. Image M00-01754 (Figure 1) is located
at 86.6˚ N, 281.9˚ W and has a resolution of 1.8 m/pxl.
DN profiles from locations around the image were
taken and FFT analysis was run upon them. The locations of these profiles can be seen on Figure 1b. A low
pass filter was performed on the image prior to any
FFT analysis to correct for shadow effects down the
trough wall.
Figure 2 shows the results from profile A-A’ across
a portion of image M00-01754. Stretching the image
had no affect on the resulting FFT. Overall, the top
~1.2 km (not taking slope into account) of the image
has a dominant wavelength of ~275 m. Further down
the trough wall there are two dominant wavelengths,
one at ~150 m and one at ~225-250 m. Preliminary
work indicates that the 250 m wavelength may dominate roughly in the middle of the image and the 150 m
wavelength may dominate in the lower part of the image.
Discussion: These results are consistent with a visual examination of the image (Fig. 3). Several explanations for the changing dominant wavelengths are
possible. One is compaction of the layers due to compression as more material was deposited; this could
cause a shift to smaller wavelengths. This explanation
seems plausible for the 275 m to 250 m shift; the shift
is relatively small. Another explanation is that the
original signal from the layers is changing which may
in turn imply a large change in depositional environment.
Implications for PLD characterization. It is clear
that a comparison between two images cannot be based
on one FFT of a single profile from each image. However, a comparison of profiles in similar regions may
be productive; for instance, profiles of layer sequences
near the top of trough walls (near the cap surface)
could be compared with each other. The marker bed
(Fig. 1) which has been observed in many locations
around the cap [7, 8] will be useful in determining
which regions of different images can be compared
usefully.
References: [1] Soderblom L. A., Malin M. C., Cutts J.
A., Murray B. C. (1973) JGR 78, 4197-4210. [2] Cutts J. A.
(1973) JGR 78, 4231-4249. [3] Kieffer H. H. et al, (1976)
Science 194, 1341-1344. [4] Blasius K. R., Cutts J. A.and
Howard A. D. (1982) Icarus 50, 140-160. [5] Howard A. D.,
Cutts J. A, and Blasius K. R. (1982) Icarus, 50, 161-215. [6]
Thomas P. C. et. al. in Mars [ed.by H. H. Kieffer et al]
pp.767-795. Univ. of Arizona Press, Tuscon. [7] Malin M.
C. and Edgett K. S. (2001) JGR 106, 23429-23570. [8]
Kolb E. J. and Tanaka K. L (2001) Icarus 154, 22-39. [9]
Milkovich, S. M. and Head J. W. (2001) LPSC 32, #1976

[10] Squyres, S. W. (1977) Icarus 40, 244-261 [11] Mitrofanov, I. et al (2002) Science 297, 78-81. [12] Boynton, W.
V. et al (2002) Science 297, 81-85. [13] Patel, J. G., et al
(1999) JGR 104, 24057-24074.

Fig. 2. FFT of Profile A-A’. Note dominant wavelength at
~275 m.

Fig. 3. Subframe of M00-01754 including the location of
Profile A-A’. Tick marks occur ~275 m apart, the distance
of the dominant spatial wavelength found in Fig. 2.
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FIRST RESULTS OF MARS MAPPING OF NEUTRON FLUX BY HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON DETECTOR, MARS
ODISSEY. I. G. Mitrofanov1, M.L. Litvak 1 ,A.S. Kozyrev 1, A.B. Sanin1, W. Boynton 2, C. Shinohara 2, D. Hamara 2, R. S. Saunders3; 1Institute for Space Research, RAS, Moscow, 117997, Russia; 2University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA; 3Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA.
Abstract.. The 8 moths of Mars mapping measurements by
High Energy Neutron Detector onboard Mars Odyssey are
presented. The deficits of high energy neutrons are founded
in the southern highlands and northern lowlands of Mars.
These deficits indicates that water ice-rich layers presents in
the subsurface.
Introduction. On 18 February 2002 the 2001 Mars Odyssey
spacecraft was successfully inserted into regular circular
orbit around Mars. Starting from this time the mapping phase
of project becomes real. The High Energy Neutron Detector
(HEND) is part of the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (GRS) on
the Mars Odyssey Mission. HEND has three 3He proportional counters for measuring epithermal neutrons in broad
energy range from 0.4 eV up to 100 keV and organic scintillator for measuring of fast neutrons with energy more then 1
MeV(2,6). This instrument is responsible for measuring secondary neutron flux from Mars. This leakage flux of neutrons
produced by cosmic rays provide direct test for hydrogenbearing species(2-6). Because Mars has thin atmosphere,
cosmic rays propagate to and interact with surface producing
a large number of high energy neutrons in 1-2 m thick subsurface layer. The energy spectrum of leakage neutrons depends on the composition of subsurface material. Fast neutron loses a small fraction of energy in collision with heavy
nuclei but this fraction becomes close to 0.5 in case of collision with nuclei of hydrogen. That is why even few percents
of hydrogen significantly decreases leakage flux of epithermal and fast neutrons(7).
Measurements: Epithermal neutrons. The Map of epithermal neutrons (<100 keV) demonstrates large variations of
neutron leakage flux(Figure 1). It varied by factor of 10 between Solis Planum region(around 2700 E, 30 0 S) and large
provinces on Southern and Northern polar caps(below 600 S
and above 600 N). There are also small regions of neutron
flux deficit within Arabia Terra and geographically antipodal
to it SWOM area. The square of water ice-rich province on
Northern polar cap is increased comparing with first months
of mapping. It is considered that it may be caused by seasonal variations winter-spring on this pole(1).
Measurements: Fast neutrons. The map of fast neutrons
measured in broad energy range [3-7 MeV] shows variation
of high energy neutrons in upper layer with thickness above
30-50 cm. It has two significant discrepancies with epithermal map: 1) The values of fast neutron flux varies by factor 3
comparing with factor 10 for epithermal neutron flux; 2) In
terms of fast neutrons, water-rich province on South pole is
significantly smaller then water-rich province on the North
pole.
Conclusions. The HEND measurements during mapping of
Mars helped to found large water-ice rich provinces on South
and North poles. Differences between measurements of fast
neutron flux and epithermal neutron flux may be explained
based on layered structure of Mars subsurface. If the epithermal neutron flux arise in 1-2 m thick layer, when generation of fast neutrons occurred in 30-50 cm thick layer. It is
possible to propose that upper subsurface layer(30-50 cm)
consists of dry soil containing less then 5% of water. But
lower subsurface layer (0.5-2 m) may include up to 30 % of
water ice.

References: 1)Litvak et al., this workshop. 2)Mitrofanov et
al., Science, 297, 2002, 78-81. 3) Feldman et al., Science,
297, 75-78, 2002. 5) Boynton et al., Science, 297, 81-85,
2002 6) Mitrofanov et al al., 33 th Lunar Planet. Sci. conf.,
2002 7) Drake D.M. et al.,proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. conf. 7,
186D, 1986.
Figures:

Fig 1. Map of epithermal neutron flux for Northern polar
cap(left side) and Southern polar cap(right side) is presented
for period [18 February – 11 September].

Fig 2. Map of fast neutron flux for Northern polar cap(left
side) and Southern polar cap(right side) is presented for period [18 February – 11 September].
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SOME PECULIARITIES OF THE IMPACT MECHANISM OF CRATER FORMATION IN METALS. O.
N. Nikitushkina, A. A. Bajkova Institute of Metallurgy and Materials Science of Russian Academy of Science. 49,
Leninsky pr., Moscow, 119991, Russia; E-mail: olik-n@yandex.ru , sav@ultra.imet.ac.ru.

Introduction: A meteor danger was under the consideration well before the first spacecrafts were put into
orbit and this problem does not lose actuality in the past
years. Micrometeoroid fluxes of particles with masses
more then 10 -12 g and geocentric velocities up to 72
km/s have the most pronounced effect on outside units
of piloted spacecrafts and long-lived earth satellites.
Except for micrometeoroid fluxes of natural emanation,
the anthropogenous artificial fluxes (space debris) are
progressively occurred in near the Earth space.
As a result of meteor particle impact on spacecraft
surface, changes of surface and bulk properties of
structural materials can be happened. Besides, breaking
off the parts of interior surface of spacecraft is possible
resulting in additional risk for spacecraft crew and
space-borne apparatus.
The aim of this work is to study of micrometeoroid
impact effect on change of properties of materials on
"MIR" space station. Investigations were carried out in
the framework of national program of space materials
science.
Materials and methods: Two flat Al specimens of
size 1×1 cm and 1 mm in thickness were placed on outside surface of "MIR" space orbit station. After one year
flight, these specimens were returned on the Earth and
investigated with the help of scanning electron microscope with X-ray microanalyser in A.A.Baikov Institute
of Metallurgy and Materials Science of RAS and
D.V.Scobeltsin Scientific Research Institute of Nuclear
Physics of MSU.
Results and discussion: On Fig.1 the main view of
flying specimen #1 is presented. Two craters of size
∼1,0 mm and ∼0,1 mm respectively can be seen as well
as "adherent" technogeneous particles with specific
darkened relief. The big crater has well developed nonsymmetrical breastwork indicating on oblique highvelocity collision of space particle with specimen (target). On the backward side of the specimen, material
splitting off was found. Besides, the fields of nonuniformly damaged surface structure extended in impact
direction were observed (Fig.2). The crater walls have
specific features typical for impact "pressing out" molten aluminum and its following flow on the surface
(Fig.3). The sphere-shaped aluminium particles observed on crater wall indicate that near the wall region
was formed from vapor-drop phase of target material.
The bottom of this crater has a mixed structure with
specific floating and filaments. A little gaseous voids
were also observed on the bottom of these crater.

Fig.1. Panorama of flying specimen #1.

Fig.2. Field of non-uniformly damaged surface
structure at a range of 300 µm from breastwork of big
crater on specimen #1.

Fig.3. The walls of big crater on specimen #1 with
the signs of impact metamorphism.
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For comparison, in Fig.4 the crater of ∼0,3 mm in
diameter on flying specimen #2 is shown. As can seen,
the breastwork has not pronounced size nonniformity in
this case, and there are not the fields of damaged surface
structure in the vicinity of the crater. All of it indicates
on almost normal high-velocity collision of micrometeoroid with the target.

Fig.8. Crater on flying specimen #2.
On the crater bottom a filament material ejection and
open gaseous cavities have been observed also. However, these filaments are placed in two planes — horizontally and vertically.
Panoramic microanalysis of chemical composition
(beginning from Na) of the surfaces of big crater on
specimen #1 and crater on specimen #2 does not detect
any impurity elements. Following Zeeldovich , velocity
of crater-forming micrometeroides is estimated such
high as more than 10 km/s. The same analysis of little
crater on specimen #1 indicates about 40 at.% Fe on the
crater bottom.
Our results demonstrate that formed under micrometeoroid-target surface impact high-temperature and
high-density plasma is ejected from the crater zone as
"protuberance" which expands in vacuum in all sides,
including specimen surface. In this case, a shock implantation of ejected in protuberance elements in target
material takes place. It is the most pronounced under
oblique collisions of micrometeriodes with target [1].
As a result, if gas atoms insoluble in metals are in "protuberance", the formed surface structure is similar to
that after "usual" gas implantation [2, 3]. The gas impurities for aluminum can be hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. Surface saturation with insoluble gas atoms and its
following release during surface temperature decreasing
after impact ending can be one of the reason for open
blisters formation on bottom of craters.
It can be proposed that crater-forming micrometeorides consist of unanalyzable by the used methods light

elements. In the case of Fe-containing crater it is believed that striking micrometeroid was concerned with
one of the group of Fe-containing meteorite.
Conclusions: 1. It is confirmed occurrence of
techogeneous macroparticles in neighboring range of
near the Earth space (piloted spacecraft height beneath
400 km).
2. It is shown that damaged zone of surface structure
under impact action is significantly more than formed
craters size especially under oblique collisions.
3. Micrometeorite impact induced craters structure
and composition have been investigated and spheroidal
particles of target material were found on the crater
walls.
References:
[1] N.Z. Lyakhov et al. (1999) AMP V, 101-105. [2]
Borowiecki M. et al. (2001) Nukleonika, 46, 117-122.
[3] John H. Evans et al. (1985) ERM XII, 2, 1225-1237.
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KARA REVISITED. T. Öhman 1, D. Badjukov 2, J. Raitala 3 & C. Lorenz 2, 1Institute of Geosciences, Department of
Geology, P.O. Box 3000, FIN-90014 University of Oulu, Finland, <teemu.ohman@oulu.fi>; 2V.I. Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry RAS, Kosigin str. 19, Moscow, 119991, Russia,
<badyukov@geokhi.ru>; 3Astronomy, Department of Physical Sciences, P.O. Box 3000, FIN-90014 University of
Oulu, Finland, <jouko.raitala@oulu.fi>.
Introduction: The Kara impact structure (69° 05'N
64° 18'E) is located by the Baydarata Gulf of the Kara
Sea. This arctic tundra region lies 200 km north from
the city of Vorkuta, and is sparsely inhabited by the
native Nenetsi people. The area is dominated by the
Kara river and it’s several tributaries, with the hills of
the Pai-Khoi ridge almost reaching the southern rim of
the structure.
Kara has been extensively studied since the late
1970’s when it was first recognised as an impact structure [1]. Especially during the late 1980’s - early 1990’s
when the search for the K/T-crater was at its peak, a
wealth of geological, geochemical, geochronological
and to some extent also geophysical studies about Kara
were carried out. This was mainly caused by the fact
that several age determinations gave roughly a K/T-age
for the structure [e.g. 2-6]. However, a convincing 40Ar39
Ar-age of 70.3 ± 2.2 Ma [7] (the correct age being
most likely between 68 and 70 Ma [8]) seems to have
settled that matter.
Even though the question of the correct age appears
to be solved, there are still significant matters to be debated, the most important of which is the size of the
structure. The diameter of the Kara crater is generally
believed to be about 65 km [e.g. 9], but several observations seem to indicate a significantly larger diameter
of about 110-120 km [10,11]. A feature that also boosts
the Kara studies is the Ust-Kara structure, the smaller
twin of Kara that lies mainly underwater except for a
small strip of suevite outcrops by the Baydarata Gulf
[e.g. 2]. The estimates about the size of the Ust-Kara
structure have been extremely varied the usually stated
value being 25 km [see e.g. 2,9,12-14]. However, the
idea of a larger Kara structure precludes the existence of
Ust-Kara structure [10].
The geological background: The target rocks in the
Kara area consist mainly of Lower Permian sedimentary
rocks (sandstones, mudstones, shales), but also significant amounts of varied Carboniferous, Devonian, Silurian and Ordovician rocks (phyllites, limestones, sandstones, etc.) are present. Below these lie the Late Proterozoic rocks, mainly schists and metamorphosed rhyolites and tuffs, which are not cropping out in the crater
area, but have been detected in drillholes [15]. Especially of geochemical importance [16,17] are the Late
Devonian diabase dikes and sills, which intrude the
older formations [15]. Impactites are represented mainly
by different lithic breccias and suevites cropping out
only on riverbanks. Tagamites (impact melt rocks) are

present as rather small bodies within the suevites and no
massive tagamite sheets have been discovered [e.g. 18].
According to hydrogen isotope studies, the area was
dry land during the time of the impact [19]. Since then
several transgressions and regressions have taken place
[15]. The most significant tectonic event affecting the
crater has been the uplift up the Pai-Khoi ridge, which
has tilted the whole Kara structure towards northeast.
This has lead to more severe erosion of the southern
side of the structure compared to the northern side [13].
Also the tectonic movements in the beginning of
Neogene were important and lead to major faulting [20].
The expedition: In July-August 2001 the FinnishRussian Nordenskiöld-Kara-expedition studied the Kara
area for three weeks. Our main objective was the Syadmayakha suevites [10], which were known from the
studies of regional geology, but were interpreted as volcanic rocks and thus were unsampled by “impact geologists”. The importance of the Syadmayakha suevites lies
in the fact that the outcrops are 55 km northeast from
the centre of the structure, and therefore are outside the
supposed rims of both Kara and Ust-Kara craters. If
these suevites could be convincingly interpreted as either ejecta or fallback deposits, it would settle the debate about the size of the Kara crater.
The field research of the expedition was not restricted to Syadmayakha suevites only. Most thoroughly
studied area was the southeastern sector of the crater by
the Kara river, where the largest outcrops of suevites
and allochtonous lithic breccias are located. In addition
to that, we sampled the suevites with large tagamite
lenses along the Anaroga river, the suevites of the Sibirchatayakha and the rocks of the central uplift. Target
rocks were sampled both inside and outside (mainly in
the Pai-Khoi) the 65 km crater.
First results: The main outcrop of the Syadmayakha suevites has a thickness of at least 1.5-2 m. The
upper part of the suevites grades into reworked suevite
material and recent sediments. The suevite seems to be
deposited in a depression of underlying Permian rocks
and close to the suevite outcrop the Permian sediments
are exposed at the same level. The vast majority of the
suevite’s lithic fragments are Permian, with only a minor contribution from older (Ordovician-Carboniferous)
formations. No Cretaceous fragments have been recognised so far. The matrix surrounding the fragments is
extremely weathered and consists of typical weathering
products such as illite and montmorillonite along with
corroded quartz and albite grains.
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The Syadmayakha suevite also hosts irregularly
shaped whitish, yellowish and greenish inclusions of
former impact glass, which constitutes roughly 10-15
vol.-% of the suevite. These former glass fragments
often display flow structures and are sometimes vesicular. Small “glass” fragments have been analysed using
EPMA-WDS and SEM-EDS, and two larger fragments
were also analysed using XRF. For mineralogical studies we have used XRD.
All the former impact glasses studied so far have
been completely replaced by clay minerals and zeolites.
Their chemical composition, however, is very similar to
fresh glasses from the Kara area. The most notable
change in the Syadmayakha “glasses” is the loss of alkalies, assuming that they had an original composition
similar to typical Kara glasses. We have also investigated the bulk chemistry of the Syadmayakha suevites
using XRF, but due to low number of analyses available
at the moment, any conclusions drawn from these results would be premature.
In addition to geological and geochemical work, we
have done some reinterpretations of previous geophysical measurements, especially the Bouguer gravity data.
The central uplift has a clear positive anomaly, while
the surrounding area of the “small” 65 km crater is defined by a negative gravity anomaly. Further away from
the centre there is a roughly circular chain of weak
positive anomalies, which enclose the crater with a radius of about 55 km. The origin and geological significance of these anomalies are still mysterious, but one
could speculate that they delineate a larger Kara crater
with a diameter of about 110 km. Despite the fact that
our data reaches the sea shore at the location of the UstKara suevites, no trace of the Ust-Kara structure is visible.
In an attempt to better constrain the diameter of the
Kara structure, we have used Landsat TM satellite imagery as well. Our preliminary work shows rather
clearly a feature with a diameter of about 50 km, but
also some traces of a possible larger structure can be
seen [methods: 21]. However, the potential relation of
these observations to the actual impact and the crater it
formed still needs corroboration.
Conclusions: Our on-going research on the Syadmayakha suevites has shown that they have a chemical
composition resembling that of the Kara and Ust-Kara
suevites. On the other hand, secondary alteration of hydrothermal origin has markedly changed their mineralogy. Although planar deformation features (PDFs) or
other definite proofs for shock metamorphism are yet to
be found in the Syadmayakha suevites, one can hardly
doubt their impact origin. However, their exact mode of
origin as either ejecta or fallback suevites still remains
elusive. Thus the Syadmayakha suevites haven’t yet
answered the question about the actual size of the Kara
impact structure.

Further work: More analyses with standard methods from all the sampled locations are being carried out.
Besides this, trace-element studies using laser-ablation
ICP mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) are planned. Especially the platinum group elements are important,
since the previous studies have not been able to unequivocally determine the amount of extraterrestrial
contamination or the type of the projectile [14,16-18].
Previous palaeomagnetic research has yielded
somewhat inconclusive results [22]. In order to study
the nature and origin of the remanent magnetisation in
the impactites and the target rocks of the Kara area, we
shall conduct palaeomagnetic studies with new oriented
samples. Further work will also be done with remote
sensing and geophysical data.
The post-impact hydrothermal minerals within the
Kara suevites have so far been largely neglected. In an
attempt to better characterise the temperature, chemical
properties and the duration of the hydrothermal system,
we are performing a detailed study of hydrothermal
minerals (mainly sulphides) from the Kara suevites.
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Introduction: This study focuses on capabilities of TM
data in studying the Kara impact crater [1, 2]. The previous
Landsat study of Finnish Lapland mapped 21 distinct bog
types [3] using their characteristics identified from the 15
channels of the 3 Landsat TM sets. The result generalized
local field works [4] over a wider surrounding area. The Baydarata tundra is mostly intact and signs of human activities are
only minor while some other tundras have changed due to the
mining and oil industry. The satellite image reflects variations
in vegetation, soil, wetness, topography, and proximity of the
arctic Kara Sea. It provides information of the key biotopes
and gives an insight to main tundra types and impactite locations. The adopted remote sensing classification procedure
resulted in map-like outputs to distinguish between various
biotopes and surface units. A set of outputs was represented
graphically and their quality was evaluated with the result
obtained using the more traditional algorithm. The tundra unit
identification will prove its value after applied over the nearby terrain to show their type, area and commonness.
Hyper cube classification: The work describes the use
of a new unsupervised classification procedure which utilizes
the visual and near-IR channels of the two Landsat TM data
sets of 7. 7. 2000 (167/11 & 167/12). The thermal channel was
omitted due to its low spatial resolution. All histograms were
stretched to cover the 256 grey tones. The C++ classification
programs resulted in images further manipulated by commercial image programs. The control data consisted of maps, aerial & ground-based photographs, and field observations of the
vegetation cover.
The classification utilizes the 6-D TM pixel values. Ideally, every unique 6-D value combination provides a class.
Actually, only few exactly identical pixels exist in the TM
image and the idea of equality has to be simplified. While all
pixel cloud condensations are potential classes we have to
define them in a more objective way.
A simple unsupervised classification is obtained by segmenting an image by joining together pixels based on their
values. After the procedure is applied to all 6 channels these
can be joined together to form an output. In this study, all
channel histograms are tresholded into 16 segments. The
whole 6-D TM pixel space is divided into hyper cubes with
edges 16 digits high. These hyper cubes originally provide one
class each. All pixels belong to one of these 6-D TM hyper
cube classes. The actual class inside each hyper cube is defined by the mean values of all pixel co-ordinates in that class.
After each new pixel a new mean class value is calculated
using the actual pixel values. Simultaneously, one pixel is
added to the image-size matrix to indicate how far each pixel
is from the class mean value. The matrix is a preliminary estimate of the quality of how precisely each pixel belongs to the
class it is defined into and can be presented as an image.
The 6-D TM space originally results in a far too high and
unpractical number of possible hyper cube classes. The reduction of the class number is made in a step-wise approach using

the class mean values. At first, the insignificantly small classes
with only few pixels are omitted. The criteria to neglect
classes is obtained using a pixel number limit. After this the
class number is reduced in three program loops which combine the two prospective classes closest to each other in respect of their mean values in the 6-D space. The outermost
loop counts the number of remaining classes. The two internal
loops calculate the 6-D distances between all actual class
mean values and join the two classes with the shortest 6-D
distance. The location of the new class is calculated from the
original pixel values. The 6-D location of each class - original
or combined - is obtained by using the original pixel values.
This two-class combination is repeated until the required
number of classes (96, 48, 32) remains. In each case, the
whole 6-D space is used to find each new class. This is why
the reduction systematically finds the most important 6-D
pixel concentrations. The more there are pixels in a class the
larger area this class occupies, the less it changes due to additional pixels and the more probably it is a final class.
After the required number of classes are found, the 6-D
co-ordinates of the class borders are defined and stored for the
final classification where each pixel is put into one of the
classes based on its grey tone value. The program calculates
the pixel's distance from each class mean value and locates it
into the closest one. In stead of statistics usually adopted, the
original 8-bit values are used. Each pixel is connected only
with the class which covers the space volume this pixel is
within. This 8 bit image is then color-coded.
The high number of preliminary classes makes the size of
each grey tone cube critical. Too small hyper cubes increase
the computing time while too large cubes make the classes too
hazy. The grey tone difference of ±8 steps was suitable for this
approach.
Comparison with the EML method: The results of
the hyper cube classification are compared with the more
standardized one obtained using the Enhanced Maximum
Likelihood algorithm [5]. A number of test areas are evaluated. After comparing the classifications it is clear that the one
containing the highest number of classes is clearly more exact
than the EML classification with a reasonable number of
classes. The 96 class output is, however, quite difficult to
visualize. On the other hand, the 32 class hyper cube classification lost some details compared to the EML classification
with the same reasonable number of classes.
The best use of the EML method requires some ad hoc information of the target to filter out the unwanted units and to
restrict the number of the pre-set classes. The fact that the
hyper cube approach provides several classification results
with a various detaility as a by-product of a single classification procedure, makes it a good tool if the studied area is totally unknown and contains several land cover types with numerous sub-type variations. The resulting classification set
reaches the details even if numerous classes are difficult to
visualize. The result with high number of classes can be di-
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vided into a few sub-classifications each containing a reasonable number of classes only.
Result evaluation: The quality of the hyper cube classifications of the 96, 48 and 32 classes is compared (see the
Figure below ) with the available ground data. The 96 classes
provide a reliable whole-area tundra classification. The class
number decrease or the use of the EML algorithm increase the
amount of misclassified pixels. Tundra roads, mine pits, and
other small units tend to mix with tundra if the number of
classes is small. On the other hand, the 96 classes are unrealistically too many and difficult to visualize. If practical field
studies call for a map-like result, the 48 classes or the EML
approach are more suitable. The EML algorithm has a higher
ability to locate details partly lost along the 32-class hyper
cube case.
The classification quality is evaluated by displaying the
distance of each pixel to its corresponding class mean value.
This graphic estimate of the classification quality allows to
adopt a criteria for the usefulness of the result. The quality has
to be balanced with the number of classes because of the demand for a map-like result may call for a reasonably low
number of classes.
The classification histogram is an estimate of the class
commonness within the study area. The most common classes

have highest histogram peaks. The histogram peaks can be
arranged according to their height. The resulting image indicates the commonness of each class. Brighter pixels represent
more common classes. The image helps to locate the minor
classes to be removed.
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Introduction: Knowledge about composition of
the lunar surface can be derived from spectral
measurements. This is possible due to correlations
between optical characteristics and abundance of the
main lunar chromophore elements, such as Fe and Ti.
The optical characteristics depend not only on bulk
composition, but also on concentration of finely
dispersed metal forms of these elements in upper
layers of regolith particles. This concentration is
closely related with maturity degree of the regolith. To
determine abundance of FeO and TiO2, empirical
calibrating correlations obtained with laboratory
studies of lunar regolith samples are usually used.
A technique to estimate the influence of FeO and
TiO2 abundance and maturity degree on spectral
properties of the lunar surface has been proposed by P.
Lucey and his collaborators [1,2]. To map the
abundance of mentioned parametrs, Clementine
multispectral data (UVVIS camera) were used. For
FeO the approach is based on a choice of such a
system of polar coordinates on the plane of albedo
A(750 nm) and color-index C(950/750 nm) that the
polar angle and radial coordinate are related to iron
content and maturity degree, respectively. In the case
of TiO2 determination, a similar analysis of the
diagram A(750 nm) – C(415/750 nm) is used. The
technique faces a few problems. For example, to derive
the maturity degree, one can investigate both diagrams,
A(750 nm) – C(950/750 nm) and A(750 nm) –
C(420/750 nm), however, these two estimations of
maturity degree give rather different results [3]. The
Lucey method, operating with the three albedos, A(950
nm), A(750 nm), and A(415 nm), is 2-parameter one.
Recently a new 5-parameter technique for remote
estimates of chemical composition of the lunar regolith
has been suggested [4]. The technique is based on
laboratory studies of currently available lunar soils; it
develops more general approach suggested in [5]. The
mare soils include LSCC-characterized regolith
samples of the Apollo-11, -12, -15, and -17 missions
[6]. The highland regolith is represented by
preliminary data for Apollo-16 soils. The main idea of
the approach is to find relationships that provide the
highest correlation coefficients between different linear
combinations of optical parameters, on one hand, and
chemical/mineral composition, degree of maturity, and
size of regolith particles, on the other hand. It was used
the following suite of optical parameters (Clementine
data): AR = A(750 nm), C BR = A(415 nm) / A(750 nm),
C IR1 = A(900 nm) / A(750 nm), C IR2 = A(950 nm) /
A(750 nm), C IR3 = A(1000 nm) / A(750 nm), and bend
D = A(750 nm) A(1000 nm) / [A(900 nm)]2. Results of

the 5-parameter analysis are very promising [4]. Direct
comparison of the results with Lucey’s data shows
rather good agreement. However investigation of
stability of our approach is needed. Results of one such
an investigation are presented in this paper.
Method and results. To study stability of our
approach we reduce the number of used parameters to
two parameters, like in the case of the Lucey approach.
We exploit below the following expression
logP=aAR+bC+c to find abundance of FeO and TiO2
and maturity degree (P is one of the studied
parameters) using optical characteristics AR and C,
where C is either A(415 nm) / A(750 nm) or A(950 nm)
/ A(750 nm); the weight coefficients a, b, and c
minimize the RMS deviations of the calculated values
of P from the measured ones. This allows
determination of FeO, when one uses C = A(950 nm) /
A(750 nm), or TiO 2, if one uses C = A(415 nm) / A(750
nm). Results of our 2-parameter determination for a
large mare region of the western part of the lunar
surface were compared with the corresponding Lucey
approach data. As one can see in Table 1, there is a
very good correlation between the results produced by
totally independent techniques. The proper coefficients
for the regression equation PLucey = B P our + G are also
presented in the Table 1.
Table 1. Linear regression (B,G) and correlation
coefficients k for Lucey and our determination of the
P.
P, %
B
G
k
TiO2
1.55
-1.31
0.996
FeO
1.25
-1.27
0.970
Is/FeO
-0.0269 3.0
-0.810
Note: Optical maturity of Lucey is multiplied by 1000.
Unusually high correlation is observed for TiO2.
Corresponding correlation diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
In spite of this high correlation, the scales of Lucey
and our data are rather different. For regions with high
content of TiO2 the Lucey predictions are
systematically higher. The same is observed for FeO
content. In the case of Lucey’s optical maturity
parameter and our prediction for I s/FeO one can
observe an inverse correlation with rather high
correlation coefficient, 0.81.
Developing
comparison
of
the
different
predictions, Table 2 shows correlation coefficients for
real and predicted data corresponding to the used suite
of laboratory samples in the cases of the 5-, 2parameters, and Lucey determinations. In all the cases
the correlation coefficients are rather high. Our 2-
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parametric and Lucey’s methods demonstrate lower
reliability than the 5-parametric one. Comparing our 2parametric and Lucey’s methods, one can conclude
that they have almost the same reliability.
Table 2. Correlation coefficients for real and predicted
data for the same lunar sample suite.
FeO
TiO2
maturity
5-parametric method 0.84
0.84
0.81
2-parametric method 0.79
0.67
0.59
Lucey method
0.62
0.68
-0.7
Comparing above the 5- and 2- parametric data we
mean mostly the quantitative aspect. If one compares
the corresponding maps qualitatively, good agreement
in datail is observed. Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate this for
the Is/FeO distributions for a region comprising the
Reiner-γ formation. The distributions are obtained with
the 5- and 2- parameter data, respectively. For the FeO
and TiO2 distributions the qualitative agreement is
much better.

Fig. 2. The 5-parametric determination of maturity
degree for a region of the Reiner-γ formation.

TiO2 (according to Lucey), %

16
Fig. 3. The 2-parametric determination of maturity
degree for a region of the Reiner-γ formation.
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Fig. 1. A comparison of distributions of three
parameters (abundance of TiO2 and FeO, optical
maturity) according to Lucey and estimated parameter
using statistical method.

Conclusion: Thus, our studies show that the
algoritm suggested in [4,5] is very stable. The 5parameter method being reduced to the 2-parameter
one gives, nevertheless, rather reliable results
compared with the accuracy of Lucey’s approach.
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Introduction: A new spectral imaging facility, designed and settled at the Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées,
Toulouse, France, has been used to acquire multispectral images of experimental targets with varied incidence and emergence angles, in the visible and nearinfrared range [1,2]. The objectives of the studies with
the facility are to model observations with spacecrafts
orbiting planetary bodies [2]. The domain of geometries of observation investigated in the following is
constrained by the instrument limitation. The incidence
angle is selected between 0 and 55° and the emergence
angle between -70° to 0 (azimuth angle 0) and 0 to 70°
(azimuth angle 180°) with a minimum phase angle of
20°. This angular domain excludes opposition effect
measurements. Meanwhile measurements in the range
of small phase angles are important for adequate fitting
calculated phase curves to experimental dependences
that allows testing different theoretical models. To fill
the gap in phase angle characterization of samples used
for the imaging laboratory photometry, we exploit a
laboratory photometer/polarimeter of Kharkov Astronomical Observatory (Ukraine) that allows investigations of the opposition effects. We choose three samples to obtain phase curves of brightness and polarization degree at small phase angles. The samples are
Martian regolith analogs, which have been used for
simulation with Hapke’s model [2]. This additional
photometric and polarimetric characterization of the
chosen samples provides useful information about their
micro-texture.
Instrument, samples, and measurements: To
study photometric properties of the samples we used
the mentioned laboratory photometer/polarimeter [3].
This instrument allows measurements of phase curves
of powdered samples illuminated by unpolarized light
in the range of phase angle 0.2 – 17°. We measured the
samples in two spectral bands, λeff = 0.63 µm and λeff =
0.45 µm. Albedos of the samples were determined with
Halon [4], as a photometric standart at the phase angle
2°. Our polarimetric measurements have an accuracy
of about 0.05%.
Three different types of basaltic materials were
chosen [2]: (1) fresh unaltered basalt with some phenocrysts of olivine, pyroxene and plagioclase; (2) oxidized basaltic red-tephra containing few phenocrysts of
plagioclase (the effect of iron oxidation also appears
on the surface of Mars and hence this material may
have spectral properties close to those of some Martian
materials); (3) highly altered basalt, palagonitic-like
material, labeled (this basalt has been intensively altered by low temperature water circulation, as it possibly occurs at the surface of Mars). Materials were

crushed to give powders having a range of grain sizes
less than 3 mm. The samples contain also small dust
component.
Results and discussion: Results of our measurements are presented in Fig. 1-3. Fresh unaltered basalt,
being spectraly almost neutral, has almost the same
phase angle behaviors of brightnes and polarization at
red and blue rays. The sample demonstrates a very
prominent opposition spike in the range of 0-6°. The
Fig. 1. Opposition effect and negative polarization for
basalt sample.

amplitude of the spike reaches 30%. Such a value of
the opposition effect is rather typical for planetary
regolith and, in particular, for Martian surface [5]. The
basalt sample shows a very conspicuous negative
polarization branch with the inversion angle near 18°
and |Pmin| = 1.1%. This is also typical for planetary
regolith, though the Martian surface has somewhat
larger values of αinv and αmin, respectively, 24° and 11°
[6]. The pronounced opposition spike and negative
polarization branch both are evidence of the fine
internal microtexture of the sample particles, the
characteristic scale of which is of the order of the
wavelength [7].
Colored samples, tephra and palagonite, demonstrate appreciable difference between curves that correspond to different wavelengths. The opposition spike
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in both these cases is narrower in red light, in agreement with predictions of the coherent backscatter enhancement model that explicitely indicates decreasing
the spike width with growing albedo of particulate surfaces [3]. The tephra sample has more priminent opposition effect (larger amplitude and width) than the basalt and palagonite samples. This indicates that tephra
contains very small particles in large amount.
Surprising results have been obtained at measurements of the negative polarization. In red light the
negative polarization branches of palaginite and tephra
are shalower than in the case of blue rays. Moreover
for palagonite the angle αmin shifts toward small phase
angles. The values of the parameter |Pmin| for the tephra
sample in red light are slightly not typical for the
Martian surface and opposite for the palagonite sample
|P min| is too high in blue rays. In general tephra has αinv
appreciately larger than for the case of palagotite,
approaching under extrapolation to the value for Mars,
αinv = 24°. We note that so large value of αinv is not
typical for laboratory modeling measurements. This
has been obtained earlier only for very fine powders of
Fe2O3 and this does not definitly occur for basalt
powders [8].

2.

In future these measurements will be used to
additional control of the fitting Hapke’s parameters in the imaging laboratory photometry.

Fig. 3. Opposition effect and negative polarization for

tephra sample.
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Fig. 2. Opposition effect and negative polarization for
palagonite sample.
Conclusion:
1. In general satisfactory agreement of the parameters of the photometric and polarimetric
opposition effects for the Martian surface and
the laboratory analogs shows that the choice of
the samples was rather adequate.
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TRIPLE JUNCTIONS AS AN INDICATOR OF TECTONIC BOUNDARY TYPES ON EUROPA. G. W. Patterson and J.
W. Head, Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI , 02912 (Gerald_Patterson@brown.edu)
Introduction: Europa, one of the Galilean moons of
Jupiter, is 1565 km in diameter with a rocky core and an
outer layer of H2O approximately 170 km thick [1]. Galileo
magnetometer data suggest that a large portion of the H2O
layer consists of liquid water [2], and that it is capped by an
ice layer between ~1 and 20 km thick [3]. This outer shell
is constantly under time varying stress fields as a result of
diurnal tides induced by the moon’s proximity to Jupiter [4],
nonsynchronous rotation of the decoupled outer shell [5],
and possibly even polar wander [6] The effect of these
fields is to crack and warp the ice shell and subsequently
break it into plates.
Images obtained by the Voyager and Galileo spacecrafts have shown that Europa displays evidence for some
morphologies associated with terrestrial plate tectonics
[3,4,7,8]. These include (but may not be limited to) spreading centers, transform faults, and triple junctions. Here we
will explore triple junctions as a means of learning more
about the nature of tectonic boundaries on the surface of
Europa.
Triple Junctions: Triple junctions are the intersection of three tectonic plates. On Earth, the boundaries of the
plates that intersect can exhibit any of three types of boundary interaction: divergent (Ridge), convergent (Trench), or
transform (Fault). Considering all possible combinations of
these boundaries as well as differences in the sense of subduction along a trench, the total number of boundary combinations is sixteen.
Triple junctions have played an important role in explaining many of the large-scale processes that have shaped
the Earth. This is easy to understand when one considers
that the relative motions between the plates that form a triple junction are not independent [10]. This implies that if
the nature of two of the boundaries are understood than one
can constrain the nature of the third. The Mendocino triple
junction is a good example of this. Before it was known to
be a triple junction, geophysicists predicted its presence by
observing the relative motions of the North American and
Pacific plates and, using velocity diagrams, inferred the
existence of a third plate (now known as the Juan de Fuca
plate).
Tectonics on Europa: Europa appears to share much
in common with the Earth tectonically. Evidence for divergent (R) and transform (F) boundaries have been observed
on the surface, though differences in morphology and formation processes have been inferred [4,7,8]. Evidence for
convergent boundaries has been more elusive [11,12] and
certainly inadequate to compensate for the observed
amounts of extension.
The age of Europa’s surface (~107 yrs) [3] suggests
that tectonic boundaries are relatively young geologically.

Further, it has been suggested that the orientation of ridges
and faults may be controlled by time-varying stress fields
induced by nonsynchronous rotation and/or polar wander
[4,5,6,9]. This would place an upper limit on the timescale
of formation for these features of ~104 to 105 yrs. We can
then use the observed amount of divergence, transform motion, or convergence of any given plate boundary to place a
lower limit on its relative velocity.
An upper limit on the relative velocity of a boundary
can be obtained by considering the mechanism by which
fractures form on the surface. It has been suggested that
diurnal tides induced by Europa’s orbital resonance with Io
and Ganymede may lead to fracturing of the surface (often
in cycloidal patterns) [4,13]. This implies the timescale for
their formation coincides with Europa’s diurnal cycle and
infers crack propagation velocities on the order of kilometers per hour [13].
The changing orientation of ridges and faults and the
apparent limited spreading of divergent boundaries [8] suggests that when active boundaries move out of the appropriate stress environment the style of tectonic motion changes
or ceases altogether. This leaves us with a unique opportunity to observe junction types not seen on Earth (or occurring there for only short periods).
For instance, there are no terrestrial examples of junctions involving more than 3 plates as they are dynamically
unstable and would quickly evolve into triple junctions.
Quadruple junctions may be present in some Galileo images
of Europa though. Figure 1a is an example of one such
junction and it appears to have an accommodation zone
stretching to the south and southwest in the image.

a

b

Figure 1. a) Galileo image s0440955252, -30° lat, 180° lon;
shows evidence for a quadruple junctions with offset accommodation zone; b) sketch map indicating boundary types that constitute
the junction. It is unclear whether the north-south trending
boundaries are ridges or faults.

Triple junctions that are unstable are not observed on
Earth since they will quickly evolve into more stable configurations but again examples can be found in images of
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Europa. Figure 2 is an example of two unstable RFR junctions and a conditionally stable FRF junction. Their presence implies that this region was not active long enough for
the unstable junctions to develop into more stable configurations.

a

velocities discussed and knowledge of the possible boundary combinations one could search for specific triple junction configurations that require one of the boundaries be
convergent. Three junction types, in particular, offer promise in this regard: RRT, FFT, and RTF.
Conclusions: Given the existence of numerous features on the surface of Europa that share morphological
characteristics with terrestrial tectonic features [4,7,8], it is
reasonable to assume that many of the techniques used to
understand the tectonic history of Earth could be applied to
Europa. Triple junctions, in particular, offer a means of
constraining the nature of boundary interactions on its surface.

b

Figure 2. a) Galileo image s0466664213, -2° lat, 222lon; b)
sketch map indicating existence of two unstable triple junctions
(RFR) and one that is conditionally stable (FRF). Solid lines represent ridges cut by fault motion.

Many of the junctions on Europa appear to be of the
stable RRR variety as seen in Figures 3 and 4. The first is a
set of contemporaneous RRR junctions in which the central
troughs of the ridges form generally equilateral triangles at
the junctions. The second is a set of RRR junctions that
appear to differ in both age and morphology.

a

b

Figure 3. a) Galileo image s0466670700_13, -78° lat, 121° lon; b)
sketch map indicating ridges with central grooves (dashed lines)
and triangular groove sets at center of each junction.

Discussion: A survey of half of the available high
resolution Galileo data has yielded at least 40 triple junctions of various boundary combinations. Following complete documentation of the boundary types and inferred
movement, we hope to use them to search for convergent
boundaries.
As previously stated, knowledge of the nature of two
of the boundaries of a triple junction implies that the nature
of the third can be determined. Given the range of plate

a

b

Figure 4. a) Galileo image s0449961800, 22° lat, 229° lon; b)
sketch map illustrating one RRR junction with central grooves
(dashed lines) and another, younger RRR junction without apparent central grooves.
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ON SEARCH AND IDENTIFICATION OF TRACK DUE TO THE SPONTANEOUS
FISSION OF SUPER HEAVY ELEMENT NUCLEI (Z ,1(;75$7(55(675,$/
PHOSPHATE CRYSTALS
1
2
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Introduction. The existence of relatively
stable super heavy elements (SHE) in Nature
was predicted theoretically at the midst of the
sixties [1]. Basing on nuclear shell model it
was estimated, that double magic nuclei with
atomic number 110 ≤ Z ≤ 114 and neutron
number N = 184 can possess the life time at
≥ 103 up to 109 years. Thus, these elements,
similarly to Th and U, can survive in the
Earth and meteorites since formation of Solar
system.
The experimental attempts to discover
such long-lived SHE nuclei with the life time
≥ 2×108 y in natural samples undertaken
during the late sixties up to end of seventies
provided some evidence of their existence in a
number of both terrestrial samples and
meteorites. These experiments were done by
the investigation of alpha radioactivity and
spontaneous fission activity, which exceeds
significantly the effect due to the spontaneous
fission of 238U nuclide. Still no decisive
information on the existence of SHE in the
nature was obtained.
In the fossil track study of olivines
annealed at 430oC during 32 h we found the
250 µm − long track which could not be
attributed to Th-U nuclei at any orientation in
the crystal lattice [2,3]. Now we can set an
upper limit of the SH (Z≥110) nuclei
abundance at the level NZ ≥ 110 / NTh, U ≤
(1÷3)⋅10-3. Our goal is to obtain the final,
necessary and sufficient proofs of the
existence of SH nuclei in Galactic matter.
A new method for investigation of the
short-lived
super-heavy
(SH)
nuclei
component of galactic cosmic-ray (GCR)
nuclei (Z=50−92) has been developed. It
depends on the ability of extraterrestrial
silicate crystals (olivine) to register and store

during many million years the tracks due to
cosmic-ray nuclei with Z≥22. Our approach
bases on the partial annealing of both “fossil”
tracks and the tracks due to accelerated Kr,
Xe, Au, Pb and U ions, and on the chemical
etching of total volume track length of the
cosmic-ray nucle.
These freshly-formed nuclei with Z ≥ 36
up to Z ≈ 110 and even heavier ones are
accelerated with intense electromagnetic field
of exploding neutron star up to energy 106
GeV per nucleon. These nuclei can reach the
Solar system in time as short as 103 years and
produce the “latent” very long track in no
conducting crystals.
Thus, we can look for the SHE nuclei
with the life time ≥ 103 y in extraterrestrial
crystals, when they were exposed for many
million years at the surface of meteorites and
Moon regolith. The other possibility to
identify SHE in Nature is to search for the
tracks in the crystals (phosphate) due to
spontaneous fission of Z ≥ 110 nuclei which
produce 2-prong and 3-prong fission fragment
tracks and differ significantly from the tracks
due to the spontaneous fission of 238U and
244
Pu nuclei. The extraterrestrial phosphate
crystal (moon and meteoric origin) shall be
investigated in the future studies, because
these crystals start to register the fission
fragment tracks about 4.2 − 4.3 billion years
after cooling down a parent body of these
extraterrestrial objects. Such a nuclei of SHE
can survive in the extraterrestrial rocks crystal
and produce the tracks due to spontaneous
fission if their life time is more than 5×107
years.
Registration of most heavy cosmic-ray
nuclei There are two approaches to the

problem of registration of ultraheavy (Z ≥ 36)
Galactic cosmic-ray nuclei. The traditional
ways for investigation of ultraheavy nuclei of
Galactic cosmic rays were based on direct
registration of these nuclei in the outer space
with big stacks of nuclear emulsions and/or
plastic track detectors.
The other way of Galactic cosmic ray
investigations was based on the ability of nonconducting meteoritic crystals-pyroxenes,
olivine, feldspars and phosphates to register
and store for many tens and hundreds million
years the tracks due to the nuclei with Z ≥ .
But on obtaining quantitative information on
the charge and energy spectra of ultraheavy
cosmic-ray nuclei based on a fossil track
study in extraterrestrial crystals we meet a
number of methodological problems, such as
very high background due to Fe group nuclei,
(1010 − 1012 tracks per cm2). Another problem
is connected with partial annealing of the
track in silicate crystals under outer space
conditions, which does not allow us to
compare directly the etchable track length of
fossil tracks and the “fresh” tracks that are
calibration samples of the same crystals with
accelerated heavy ions (Z = 20 − 92). That is
why of some groups attempted to make at the
end of the sixties and beginning of the
seventies investigate ions of the heaviest
component in galactic cosmic-ray nuclei by
the track study in meteoritic and Moon
crystals, which yielded only qualitative results
in the region of cosmic-ray nuclei with Z > 83
(see for review [4]).
Spontaneous fission of the nuclei with
Z ≥ 110. The other possibility is the search
and identification of fossil tracks due to the
spontaneous fission of the nuclei with Z ≥ 110
in extraterrestrial phosphate crystals. There
are two possibilities:
1. The annealing behavior of spontaneous
fission fragment tracks differs drastically in
phosphates for actinides and SHE. The proper
annealing (for instance, at 703 K during 32 h
for Marjalahti whitlockite) provide sthe
separation of fission fragment tracks due to
238
U-244Pu spontaneous fission and due to
spontaneous fission of to the nuclei with
Z ≥ 110 in VETL by a factor 2. The fossil
track spectra must be compared with the track

by thermal neutron-induced fission of 235U
nuclei in the same crystals annealed at the
same conditions. Such tracks shall provide
some proofs of the existence of the
spontaneous fission of the nuclei with
Z ≥ 110.
2. The probability of ternary spontaneous
fission of the nuclei with Z = 110 − 114 as
compared with binary fission is estimated to
be 10-3 − 10-4. For actinide nuclei the ratio of
N3f / N2f is ≤ 10-7. These 3-prong tracks also
shall have the mean length 20% greater than
binary tracks due to spontaneous fission of
actinide nuclei. Thus, the observation and
measurements of such 3-prong spontaneous
fission tracks in the volume of phosphate
crystals shall provide the unambiguous proofs
of SHE nuclei existence in Solar system.
In both cases it is necessary to revel the
tracks of spontaneous fission under polished
surface of these crystals. For such a study we
shall use the accelerated heavy ions with Z ≥
30 and an energy of ≥ 10 MeV per nucleon
The identification of tracks due to
spontaneous fission of SHE nuclei in
extraterrestrial phosphate crystals in the
presence of a significant background due to
spontaneous fission of 238U and also 244Pu in
extraterrestrial samples by “Track in Track”
(TINT) technique by revealing of 3-prong
spontaneous fission tracks and by controlled
annealing of these crystals (case of 2-prong
events). In our study we shall choose
whitlocite and stanfildite crystals from
meteorites Marjalahti, Lipovsky Khutor,
Omolon and phosphates from Luna-16 and
Luna-24 probes.
The present work has been performed under
the Russian Foundation of Basic Research
(grant No 01-02-16410).
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LIFE ON MARS AND ANTARCTICA CAN BE SUPPORTED
BY WATER UNDER EXTREMELY LOW, 200 K, TEMPERATURE
S. Pershin
Wave Research Center, General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Vavilov
38, 119991 Moscow, Russia, spershin@iki.rssi.ru
The new data [1] from High Energy Neutron Detector (Mars Odyssey) about evidence of
subsurface water ice on Mars generates a new intrigue interest to search the life form on the
planet. If such suggestion is true we need explain how these simplest life forms can exist under
the extremely low temperature and find of liquid water without melting of ice?
Perhaps more intriguing, however, is the evidence of free water molecules on the ice
surface on 200 K has been observed recently by Shen et al. [2]. They study of surface melting of
ice by nonlinear laser spectroscopy (Surface Vibration Spectroscopy) and show that the free
water molecules appear on the water ice surface starting from (- 70 0C). Another important result
is that near the bulk melting temperature 273 K, the order parameter of the water on ice surface
is even lower than that of supercooled liquid water surface. They made the conclusion that is
although not physically impossible, this seems surprising and indicates that the quasiliquid layer
on ice is different from the surface layer of liquid water.
It is well known that the water is anomaly substance in comparison with its homological
neiboror like H2S, H 2Te and so on. It has the set of anomaly temperature point such as frozenmelting point (0 0 C), maximum density (4 0C), minimum surface energy (20 0C), minimum heat
capacity (36.6 0C), minimum compressibility (48 0C) and maximum sound speed (76 0C). The
structural transitions were observed around these temperature points [3]. The two point 0 0 C and
4 0C are more important to keep the life form on Earth. The density of ice is lower than water
and support it above the water surface in the natural reservoirs, lakes and rivers in wintertime.
That is keeping the water temperature under the ice around 4 0C and supporting the life inside
one.
On the other hand if the water would be normal substance as H2S, H2Te it will be frozen
around - 80 0C according to the thermo-dynamical calculation [4]. So, this fact shows that the life
form [5] or photosynthetic pigments like chlorophyll [6] on the surface of Mars and Antarctic
region [7] with low temperature can be supported by “normal” water.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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CORRELATION OF “CHLOROPHYLL” AND
WATER INDEX ON MARS SURFACE
S. Pershin
Wave Research Center, General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Vavilov 38, 119991 Moscow, Russia, spershin@iki.rssi.ru
Thermodynamic models and geomorphic and compositional evidence suggest that
substantial amounts of water –as surface or subsurface ice and/or hydrated surface minerals –
may still exist on Mars today [1]. Papers [2-4] present exiting measurements from the newest
orbital mission, Mars Odyssey, that appear to confirm the existence of perhaps large quantities of
shallow subsurface ice in certain parts of the planet. The authors use measurements of the
neutron flux emitted from Mars in several different energy bands and spectra of gamma-ray
emissions induced by neutron capture reactions to map the global distribution of near-surface
hydrogen on the planet for the first time.
The highest concentrations occur poleward of about 60 N and 60 S and are interpreted to
indicate the presence of subsurface water (not CO2) ice, on the basis of the specific patterns of
neutrons detected and spatial correlation to regions where ground ice has been predicted to be
stable [1]. The much lower measured hydrogen abundances at equatorial and mid-latitudes are
consistent with telescopic infrared (IR) spectroscopy results [5], indicating the presence of 1 to 2
wt% of hydrated minerals on the surface. The specific mineralogy of this hydrated material has,
however, not yet been identified.
The possibility of spectral analysis of Mars telescopic and space-craft images in the
visible and near-IR bands characteristic of absorption and fluorescence of organic
photosynthesizing pigments, as well as water to search for regions with anomalous albedo in
these bands, was discussed in [6, 7]. Later [8, 9], an anomalous ratio of Mars albedo was
detected at the wavelengths of 554 and 763 nm in the dark unit in the Arcadia Platinia province
(180-183E 37N), typical of surfaces spots of a material containing photosynthesizing pigments
(Hubble Mars images were presented by D.Crisp, JPL). The same approach was used recently in
[10] to search for spectral signatures of life at the Pathfinder landing site.
Since photosynthesis requires presence of water, it is of our interest to study the spectral
signatures of Mars in this dark unit in one of the water absorption bands. Recent paper [11]
reporting detection of an anomalous albedo change of dark spots in Mars Southern in the early
spring of 1998-1999, interpreted as liquid water traces with biologically active pigments,
supports our attention to Mars dark unit in Arcadia Platinia. This unit has been studied using the
Hubble telescope images by differential absorption method [12]. These remote sensing
techniques of water content estimation in terrestrial plants [13] employ the weak absorption band
of 940-980 nm near the overtone of valence O-H vibrations of water molecule. We have used the
reflectivity ratio at the wavelength 1053 nm and 953 nm. Anomaly high (up to 1.2) water index
was observed. This anomaly, corresponding to almost 100% water content in leaves at Earth
[13], is interpreted as a result of increased surface moisture or a liquid/bound water layer in Mars
region. Remarkably this signature correlates with anomaly “chlorophyll” or organic
photosynthesizing pigments color index (R763/R554), which was detected early [8, 9]. A
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specific surface morphology on this dark unit and these features give basis to assume
photoautotrophic microorganism to exist there. This region should be studied more thoroughly in
wider spectral range by comparing the other remotely sensed property, such as: thermal inertia,
season albedo variation, night and day-time asymmetry in these index.
Unfortunately there is no such high anomaly value of water index in North and South Polar
region of Mars, where the “chlorophyll” index has been detected [8]. On contrary the most
intriguing fact is the strong correlation of the “chlorophyll” index and maps of thermal and
epithermal neutron counting rates that has observed by High Energy Neutron Spectrometer
(HEND) in Mars Odyssey [2-4]. The most coincidence was observed in North Pole region
between 160 and 190 east longitude and more than 55 north latitude and in South Pole area also.
An application the fluorescence lidar technique in future mission on Mars gives us a new
argument in this field. Our participation in the last Mars Polar Lander-99 mission with compact
lidar permits to propose the use one as prototype sensor. This lidar can be installed on super-light
Martian’s platform because it has low weight (less 1 kg), low power consumption (0.2 W only),
unique low voltage (30 V) circuit, which is the main critical factor for instrument on Mars
surface. The possibility to measure the sample fluorescence band and its kinetic by this lidar
makes its very attractive for searching an organic pigment. The ice-crusted dust in specific units
to look for signs of fossilized or dormant microorganisms may become the top priority for
searching for evidence of life on planet by remote sensing technique before sampling mission.
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HOW DARK ARE SHADOWED AREAS OF LUNAR CRATERS: ESTIMATES WITH CLEMENTINE
UVVIS DATA. D. Petrov1, Yu. Shkuratov1, V. Omelchenko1, V. Kaydash1, E. Kozlova2. 1Kharkov Astronomical
Observatory. 35 Sumskaya St. Kharkov. 61022. Ukraine. E-mail: shkuratov@ygs.kharkov.ua, 2Sternberg State Astronomical Institute, 119899, Moscow, Russia.
Introduction: A major success of recent studies of
the Moon is the high-resolution coverage of the lunar
surface with multispectral images that was provided by
Clementine [1]. Clementine data are a powerful basis to
examine the lunar surface. In particular, they provide
information about chemical composition of different
lunar regions, e.g., [2,3]. Before using the Clementine
CCD images for analysis they undergone treatment to
eliminate random and systematic errors [4]. On-board
determination of the errors is a very difficult task, as in
the hard space conditions many parameters of the CCD
and optical system are changed out of control. For instance, there is a problem of accounting for scattered
light in the optical system [5,6]. This effect can change
local contrasts of each detail of images producing finally
an integral effect. Besides, the CCD images can be burden with a residual electronic bias. If the effects are
rather small, it can approximately be taken into account
as an additive constant in the signal. The effect depends
on spectral range. The systematic error (the additive
constant) can be determined a posteriori with different
methods. One of them is to estimate the “dark” signal
near the edge of the Moon; proper data have been obtained during the mission [5,6]. Another approach that is
considered in this paper is to compare CCD signal in
shadowed areas of lunar craters with that calculated by
means of a model of illumination of the shadowed areas
by surrounding regions.
Model, results, and conclusions: To estimate the
constant addition to signal, we study a few craters having shadows on the Clementine images. Approximating
the craters by part of a sphere, we have developed a
computer model of multiple light scattering in bowls.
The model allows calculations of intensity of scattered
light in shadowed areas of lunar craters at arbitrary angles of illumination and observation. Earlier we used the
model to estimate permanently shadowed areas of the
regions near the lunar poles, hence the model was wellenough tested [7].
We dealt with data from the Clementine UVVIS
camera. A few orbits were chosen to find at high latitude
of the Moon: (1) fresh bowl craters with shadows illuminated by surroundings and (2) large ridges with shadows that do not illuminated by surroundings. The first
case we demonstrate with a crater presented in Fig. 1.
For calculations we simulate the crater using a model in
computer memory in the form of data matrix, size of
which corresponds to the quantity of pixels of the crater
we simulated. Then we found such crater parameters,
which give us the best approximation to the image of
crater. In particular, the shape of shaded area must be

the same as that for the crater image. The shadow problem for such a crater can be solved analytically. If we
use the Cartesian coordinate system with zero in the
crater center and the axis x being directed on north, we
obtain the following shadowing condition:
x sin ϕ − 2Rh − h2 − (x cosϕ + y sin ϕ) +
2

(

)

,

(1)

+ h − y cosϕ − tan α ⋅ R − R − ( x + y ) > 0
where R is the radius of sphere approximating to the
crater, h is the depth of the crater, ϕ is the azimuth of the
Sun, and α is the crater latitude. The latter is approximately the phase angle in the case of the Clementine
observation geometry (viewing to nadir). Thus the condition (1) is valid, if the point (x,y) is in the shadowed
crater area.
We estimate the relative intensity of light scattered
by the shadowed area taking into account secondary rays
reflected from the illuminated part of the crater. We
consider illumination of each shadowed point by all
points of the crater, which are illuminated by the direct
solar rays. For calculations we use an average spectral
albedo A(λ) curve calculated for highlands and a photometric function in the following form suggested by
Akimov [8,9]:
2

2

2

π
 π  α 
 l −  (cos b )π−α . (2)
 π − α  2 

F (α, b, l ) = f (α )cos

The values b and l are the photometric latitude and longitude, respectively, and α is the phase angle. The phase
function f(α) is approximated with the following semiempirical formula:
f (α) = A(λ) m exp(−µα) + g exp(−γα) cos(α / 2) , (3)

[

]

where m = 0.66, µ = 0.8, g=0.34 and γ = 13 [8]. Eqs. (2)
and (3) give good results being applied to approximation
of Earth-based telescope observations of the Moon and
asteroids [8]. With the model we found the ratio of intensities from directly and indirectly illuminated regions
for different values of the crater contact angle
θ = a cos(1 − h / R ) and compared the Clementine image of the crater with the results of our modeling.
The image shown in Fig. 1 was used for processing.
We calculated intensity distribution for the crater (including the shadowed area) with our model (see Fig. 2).
Then we subtracted the calculated intensity distribution
from the observed one and obtained a new image with
an approximately constant signal in the shadowed area
(see Fig. 3). This subtraction shows that the signal level
in the shadowed area does not equal to zero. It means
that there is an additive constant in the data set related
rather with instrumental effects than with real lunar sur-
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face properties. The same results were obtained for several other craters. We estimated the average values of
the constant for different spectral bands of UVVIS camera in absolute (% of albedo) and relative (compared
with average albedo) values. Results are given in Table
1. As can be seen the typical value of the constant is
small enough, near 13%.

Fig. 1. Example Clementine image of a lunar crater.

stants are applied for areas near terminator. This gives
no full effect, as instrumental scattered light is only
contributed with illuminated lunar areas, i.e. from one
side. Perhaps the maximal effect can achieve double
values of the constants.
Table 2.
415 750 900 950 1000
λ, nm
13.0 10.7 12.8 13.1 14.3
for craters, %
17.3 14.8 14.1 14.7 16.2
for ridges, %
Li et al. [6], % 13.1 14.3 12.9 12.4 12.7
Our model allows also estimates of the relative illumination of shadowed areas. Fig. 4 shows the ratio of
intensities from directly and indirectly illuminated regions for different values of the crater angle θ. As this
can be expected the ratio decreases with decreasing θ.
For craters with θ near 20° the contribution corresponding to indirectly illuminated areas to the total flux
comes to several percents.

Fig. 2. Intensity distribution for the crater calculated with our
model.
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Fig. 4. The ratio of intensities from directly and indirectly
illuminated regions for different values of crater angle θ.

Fig. 3. Image after subtraction the model intensity distribution
from the measured one.

Table 1.
415 750 900
950
1000
λ, nm
0.83
1.05
1.25
1.38
1.54
absolute, %
13.0
10.7
12.8
13.1
14.3
relative, %
Some Clementine images acquired near the lunar
poles provide an opportunity to study areas shadowed
with ridges (walls of large craters) for which illumination from surroundings does not occur. This case is
close to that was studied in [5,6], when the light scattering was estimated near the lunar edge using a few
Clementine images acquired during the pre-mapping
mode of the spacecraft. Table 2 shows comparison of
the additive constant calculated with fresh craters and
ridges. Besides, the data adopted from [6] are given. As
one can see there is observed rather good agreement
between all these very different data. It should be emphasize that all the three methods to estimate the con-

Conclusion: (1) The Clementine UVVIS data are
perhaps burden with small systematic errors (an additive
constant), the relative value of which can reach 15-20%.
(2) The surrounding illumination of shadowed areas in
typical craters hardly exceed 1% in comparison with
areas illuminated by the Sun.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by INTAS grant # 2000-0792.
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Coradini3, W. C. Feldman4, R. Jaumann 5, A.S. Konopliv6, T.B. McCord 7, L.A. McFadden8, H.Y. McSween9, S.
Mottola 5, G. Neukum 5, C.A. Raymond6, D.E. Smith10, M. Sykes11, B. Wiilliams6, M. Zuber12 1Brown Univ., 2UCLA,
3
Inst. Di astro. Spaz., 4Los Alamos, 5DLR, 6JPL, 7Univ. Hawaii, 8Univ. MD, 9Univ. Tenn., 10NASA/Goddard, 11Univ.
AZ, 12MIT. 1[Pieters@mare.geo.brown.edu]
Introduction: The Dawn mission (led by PI Chris
Russell) has been selected for implementation and will
launch in 2006. It will arrive at Vesta in July 2010 and
explore that protoplanet in detail for about a year before leaving for Ceres. Although samples believed to
have originated from Vesta (HEDs) have been well
studied in Earth-based laboratories, this is the first time
in history we will have the opportunity to actually test
what we think we have learned from these stones from
the sky. Certainly some predictions will prove to be
wrong, and overlooked and unexpected details will
surprise us. In order to sharpen our skills in preparation
for the year at Vesta it is worthwhile to examine and
re-examine what we “know” and what we might find.
Examples are given here, but we hope the community
will be motivated to seriously probe ongoing and new
issues.

Fresh Surface: The strong ferrous absorption
bands observed in Vesta’s optical spectrum have long
been interpreted to indicate the surface is relatively
fresh, or unweathered by the solar wind and space environment. This is hard to reconcile with the growing
evidence that significant spaceweathering has occurred
on other, smaller asteroids (Eros, Gaspra). If a recent
large impact event has resurfaced the upper few millimeters of the surface, such an event will be readily
apparent from orbit. Alternatively, if an unexpectedly
strong magnetic field is observed, it might protect the
surface from interaction with much of the solar wind.
Moons of Vesta: Given the suite of small Vestoids
associated with Vesta (Binzel and Xu., Science,260,1993, 186), it is possible, if not probable, that
several moonlets will be seen as we approach the protoplanet. Larger moonlets conceivably might be detected prior to arrival at Vesta using adaptive optics
with modern large telescopes.

The Dawn Spacecraft (solar arrays not to scale).

Ancient Differentiated Body: Based on the HED
meteorites we naturally expect to find some of the oldest basalt flows of the solar system (4.5 Ga). We may
also find source areas to be volcanoes or rifts. Alternatively, the closest basaltic analogue may turn out to be
the heavily cratered southern highlands of Mars. Large
craters and basins (such as at Vesta’s south pole) will
have exposed the lower crust and perhaps mantle, thus
providing the stratigraphy of this differentiated protoplanet. Such a geologic context will resolve with certainty the relationship between Eucrites and Diogenites. More importantly, it will identify and characterize other (unsampled?) rock types that constrain
Vesta’s geologic evolution. Predictions are welcomed.
Remanent Magnetic Field: Vesta is expected to
have a core that also formed early. Although a currently active dynamo is not likely, any remanent magnetic signature frozen in by the quickly cooled protoplanet will certainly be detected. Assuming the 4.5Ga
age of ALH84001 represents the age of the ancient
Martian crust, then the crust of Vesta and Mars are
roughly contemporaneous, and Vesta presents an exceptional laboratory with which to study early magnetization processes.

Figure 2. Dawn will spend a year orbiting Vesta and then
another year at Ceres, making detailed compositional and
geophysical measurements of these important protoplanets.

Dawn’s New Light. The Dawnscience team places
high importance on maintaining close collaboration
with their colleagues and as a first step would like to
establish a mailing list of those who wish to be kept
informed of the status of the Dawn investigation, and
opportunities for collaboration with the team. Our current plan is to do this by issuing an occasional, brief
electronic newsletter. If you would like to be on the
Dawn email list, please send email to
majordomo@igpp.ucla.edu with the following in the
body of the message: subscribe dawn
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VENUS: GLOBAL MAPPING OF RIDGE BELT PATTERNS. E. V. Pivchenkova¹², V.P. Kryuchkov²,
¹Dynamic Geology Department, Geological Faculty, Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899, Moscow, Russia, EVP@geokhi.ru, ²Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, 119991, Moscow, Russia.
Summary: Using Magellan SAR images we are
mapping globally one of the most widespread compressional structures of Venus – Ridge Belts. We plan to use
this map to model then the formation of the Ridge Belts
network of Venus using technique of the analog tectonophysical modeling (see, e.g.1). This is aimed to understand the mechanisms of tectonic deformations in the
upper part of Venusian lithosphere including its crust.
Introduction: Ridge Belts are linear elongated
structures which extend up to several thousand km in
length, 70 to 300 km in width and have as much as 1.0
to 1.5 km of relief [2]. They resulted from compressional deformation and are composed of ridges arranged
in subparallel clusters with 8.5 km mean spacing of the
ridges (fig.1). According to stratigraphical scheme proposed by [3], the material, of which RB is composed,
belongs to the stratigraphical unit of Fractured and
Ridged Plains (Pfr). It represents a time-material unit
formed in the Lavinian period of the geological history
of Venus and thus considered to be rather old, predating
the Pwr and Psh1 regional plains which age is close to
the age of the Venusian surface [4]. The Pfr unit is present in the form of elongated large and small islands embayed by the surrounding Pwr and Psh plains. The material of the Pfr unit has intermediate radar brightness and
is thought to be made of mafic lavas like most of
Venusian surface [3]. Broad ridges are most likely to be
formed by compressional deformations, while the fractures observed in some localities of RB unit are due to
extensional strain. Thus both compression and extension
participated in the formation of these structures.
Procedure of mapping and first results: Using the
Magellan SAR images (C1 format with the reduced 440
m/px resolution) we perform photogeological computer
mapping using Adobe Photoshop software. We mapped
outlines of the Ridged Belts and then combined together
individual C1-MIDRs into images covering the larger
territory. Finally it will be combined into one global
digital image.

By now we have mapped about 75% of the Venusian
surface. Out of these C1 quadrangles the majority (about
75%) contain Ridge belts. The belts have mostly NWNNW strike (fig.1). Subordinate orientation of the RB
strike is NE. Other orientations are rare. The Ridge belt
(Pfr) material in all observed by us localities is embayed
by the Pwr/Psh regional plains (see e.g., fig. 2) thus confirming stratigraphic relations described by [3]. Sometimes, Ridge belts contact with stratigraphically older
Tessera terrain (Tt). In some of these cases, for example,
in Ovda Regio, within the tessera material are observed
ridges looking as a continuation of the deformation of
the neighboring Ridge belts (fig.3).
Discussion and conclusions: Geological mapping of
the northern 20% of Venusian surface was performed by
[5]. The Ridge Belts in that part of the planet were
shown to trend mostly in meredianal direction. Further
south in the area where the majority of our mapping was
the Ridge belts trend predominantly NW- NNW. By
now we are close complete the mapping and compile to
the global map.
Acknowledgments: We wish to thank A.T. Basilevsky for the suggestion to do this work and further support.
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and Evolution of Coronae on Venus…, Astron. Vestn.
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Fig.1. Fragment of a Ridge Belt in Southern Area of Venus; left is fragment of C1MIDR
45s032.102 centered at 48.4°S, 19.7°E; illumination from the left; right is sketch map of this area.

Fig.2. Ridge belt embayed by Plains with wrinkle ridges (Pwr). Left is a fragment of C1-MIDR
45n159.101 centered at 40.34N, 157E; illumination from the left, right is sketch map of the area

Fig.3. Similarity in orientations of ridges of Ridge Belts (RB) and neighboring blocks of Tessera
(Tt) in Ovda area. Left is a fragment of C1-MIDR 00n095.101 centered at 2.1N, 70.15E; illumination from the left, right is sketch map of this area.
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PROBING FOR GROUNDWATER IN THE NORTHERN LOWLANDS OF MARS. P. S. Russell 1 and J. W.
Head1, 1Dept. Geological Sciences, Brown University, Box 1846, Providence RI 02912, USA
(Patrick_Russell@Brown.edu)
Introduction: While evidence for past activity of liquid
water on Mars is plentiful, theoretical considerations suggest
that liquid water is only stable today well below the surface
[e.g. 1]. Understanding the current state and distribution of
water in the subsurface is important for several reasons: 1)
the upper crust is the largest potential reservoir of water on
the planet, 2) geological evidence of catastrophic outflow in
the past [e.g. 2] and modeling of water movement under current climatic conditions [1] suggest groundwater is and has
been a key element in the martian hydrological cycle, 3)
knowledge of the present state, distribution, and movement
of water on Mars will improve our vantage on the evolving
role of groundwater-surface interaction over the planet's geologic history. The theoretical model of the hydrologic cycle
developed by Clifford [1] provides a framework in which to
test hypotheses of water in the subsurface with geological
observation. Clifford argues that 1) the upper crust may contain significant volumes of pore water above a compaction
depth of ~10 km, 2) a zone of frozen ground, or cryosphere,
extends from the surface to a depth that depends on the latitude-dependant surface temperature, the melting temperature
of water, ground thermal conductivity, and geothermal heat
flux, 3) liquid water is stable and may be confined under
hydrostatic pressure beneath the cryosphere, and 4) high
crustal permeablility leads to a globally interconnected
groundwater system. A significant geologic implication of
this model is that if the cryosphere is disrupted and the level
of saturated ground is elevated sufficiently with respect to
local topography, water may flow to the surface under hydraulic pressure head, under "artesian-like" conditions. This
concept is consistent with outflow at several locations on
Mars [3-8]. Here, we build on previous work [9] exploring
the role of impacts as "drill-holes" into the subsurface, potentially initiating outflows as described above, and what they
can reveal about the subsurface hydrosphere and cryosphere.
Using Craters to Test the Hydrologic Model: Both
physical and thermal effects of impact may work to disrupt a
cryosphere. The zone of physical disruption by radial fracturing, subsurface fragmentation, and listric collapse faulting,
can be represented by the transient crater [10]. The diameter
of transient complex craters is ~ 0.5 that of the current crater
[10, 11], and the depth/diameter ratio of the transient crater is
between 0.24 and 0.37 [10], yielding a generous range of
transient crater depth/current crater diameter of 0.1 to 0.2.
The amount of heat imparted to the planetary surface is related to the kinetic energy of the impactor, which, if assumptions of the most likely parameters of impact are made, also
scales with crater diameter [10, 12]. The ability of a crater to
penetrate the cryosphere and enable flow from a zone of
liquid water stability should increase both with size of the
impact and with occurrence at low planetary elevation, where
global hydraulic pressure head should be greatest. Thus, our
initial investigation focused on 215 km-diameter Lyot crater,

on the southern margin of the northern lowlands. Contrary to
expectation, there is no evidence of hydrologic activity sourced within Lyot crater. This suggests one of the following
explanations: 1) no groundwater is present beneath the
cryosphere, 2) the pore space available to water is frozen all
the way through (> 10 km), 3) the upper crust is not well
interconnected, 4) refreezing rates are fast enough to "reseal"
the cryosphere before flow to the surface occurs, 5) impacts
are not effective at disrupting the cryosphere and/or providing groundwater access to the surface. In order to determine
if Lyot represents a local anomaly or a regional, northernlowlands trend and to perform the same test with craters of
varying sizes, we next analyze the remaining large craters in
the northern lowlands.
Table 1. Locations, diameters, and depths of northern
lowlands craters measured from MOLA topographic data and
calculated transient crater depths.
Crater Name1 Lat2 Lon3 Diam4 Depth5 Trans Depth6
Mie 48.1 219.7 107
3.8
10.7 - 21.4
Lyot 50.2 330.3 215
4.6
21.5 - 43.0
Milankovic 54.5 145.9 117
2.5
11.7 - 23.4
55.6 188.0
62
2.1
6.2 - 12.4
56.8
8.9
69
2.5
6.9 - 13.8
57.9 300.7
55
2.3
5.5 - 11.0
63.6 348.3
45
2.2
4.5 - 9.0
Lomonosov 64.9
8.5 117
2.7
11.7 - 23.4
65.1 181.4
45
2.0
4.5 - 9.0
Korolev (F) 72.7 194.8
79
2.8
7.9 - 15.8
(F) 77.2 145.0
48
2.2
4.8 - 9.6
All dimensions in km. 1: (F)=filled crater; 2: center latitude
in °N; 3: center longitude in °W; 4: currently observable rimto-rim diameter; 5: currently observable rim-to-floor depth;
6: estimated depth range of transient crater based on current
crater diameter [10].
Crater Analysis: The northern lowlands is covered by
Hesperian deposits and superposed craters are mapped as
Amazonian in age [13]. Current dimensions of Lyot and the
ten next-largest craters (≥ 45 km in diameter) in the northern
lowlands are used to estimate the depth of the transient crater, as described above (Table 1).
The current crater depth, transient crater depth range, and
estimated depth of the local nominal and maximum
cryosphere [1] are graphed relative to one another for each
crater in Figure 1. For 8 craters, the full range of the estimated transient crater depth is greater than the cryosphere
thickness (Fig. 1), indicating that the impact breached the
cryosphere. For 3 craters, about half the range of estimated
transient crater depth falls short of the local cryosphere
thickness (Fig. 1). Stricter reading of current diameter - transient depth scaling relations [10] suggest that the greater
depths are more likely. We are thus confident that the majority of large Amazonian impacts in the northern lowlands
would have breached a cryosphere of nominal thickness.
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Transient crater depth ranges of 4 craters also exceed the
thickness of a "maximum" cryosphere (Fig. 1), based on
choices of values for geologic parameters that maximize
cryosphere thickness [1]. No crater shows evidence, such as
channels, valleys, crater wall gullies, crater floor sedimentation, or layered deposits, for water having effused or erupted
within its interior or having poured over its rim. In this respect, analysis of all large craters in the northern lowlands
agrees with the findings and implications at Lyot, listed
above, suggesting they are applicable to ~20% of the planet.
While results allow speculation on subsurface hydrological
conditions on a global scale, they may also follow from a
high-heat flow history unique to the northern lowlands [14]
that annealed the crust relative to the impact-fractured model,
reducing storage and communication of groundwater [4].
Two craters, at 73°N (Korolev) and 77°N, are mostly
filled with a smooth-surfaced mound of material that is plausibly ice-rich [15]. The mound is displaced from the crater
center and is lowest or absent directly adjacent to crater walls
[see 16, this volume, for further description]. It is possible
that the fill in these craters result from an as-of-yet unrecognized type of hydrological activity on Mars: filling by effusion of groundwater due to impact-disruption of a confining
cryosphere; freezing of the water in the crater interior; and a
subsequent combination of ice retention in a cold trap and
sublimation concentrated around the walls (as expected from
thermal arguments [17]). However, the fact that the two

filled craters are the two northern-most of the 11 reviewed in
this study suggests that latitude-dependent temperatures may
control the process by which the craters are filled. Latitude
should have much less control on a process of filling by
groundwater effusion, and would more likely disfavor effusion at higher, colder latitudes. Location suggests that craters
at this latitude are effective cold traps for air-fall volatiles or
that cap material/polar layered terrain once extended further
than current cap dimensions and left the fill behind as remnants after retreat [18]. We are currently characterizing these
filled craters further and modeling the two fill-processes
presented here to attempt to distinguish between them [16].
References: [1] Clifford, S.M. (1993) JGR, 98, 10973-11016.
[2] Carr, M.H. (1996) Water on Mars, Oxford Univ. Press, 229 pp.
[3] Carr (1979) JGR, 84, 2995-3007. [4] Clifford, S. M., and Parker,
T.J. (2001) Icarus, 154, 40-79. [5] Russell, P.S., and Head, J.W.
(2000a), Microsymposium 32 , 130-131. [6] Russell, P.S., and Head,
J.W (2000b), Microsymposium 32, 132-133. [7] Fuller and Head (in
press), JGR. [8] Head, J.W., and Wilson, L. (in press) in Volcano-Ice
Interactions on Earth and Mars, eds. J.L. Smellie and M.G. Chapman, Geol. Soc. London. [9] Russell, P.R., and Head, J.W. (in press)
GRL. [10] Melosh, H.J. (1989) Impact Cratering:A Geologic Proscess, Oxford Univ. Press, 245 pp. [11] O'Keefe, J.D., and Ahrens,
T.J. (1993) JGR, 98, 17011-17028. [12] O'Keefe, J.D., and Ahrens,
T.J. (1977) Proc. LPSC 8th, 3357-3374. [13] Tanaka, K.L., and
Scott, D.H. (1987) USGS Map I-1802-C. [14] Zuber, M.T., et al.
(2000) Science, 287, 1788-1793. [15] Garvin, J.B. et al. (2000) Icarus, 144, 329-352. [16] Head, J.W., et al. (2002) This Volume. [17]
Hecht, M.H. (2002) Icarus, 156, 373-386. [18] Fishbaugh, K.E., and
Head, J.W. (2000) JGR, 105, 22455-22486.
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Figure 1. Depths of currently observable craters and range of depths of calculated transient craters for each of the 11 craters
≥ 45 km in diameter in the northern lowlands, plotted in relation to "maximum" and "nominal" local cryosphere thicknesses [1].
Depths at all craters are adjusted to be relative to the local surrounding surface so that the latitude-dependent depth of the base of
the cryosphere can be easily followed.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EARTH AND THE MOON: KEY FOR UNDERSTANDING OF
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF THE SOLID PLANETS OF THE EARTH'S GROUP
E.V.Sharkov, O.A.Bogatikov, Institute of Geology of Ore Deposits, Petrography, Mineralogy and Geochemistry
(IGEM), Russian Academy of Sciences. Staromonetny 35, Moscow 119017. E-mail: sharkov@igem.ru

Introduction. At present the main ideas about
origin and evolution of the solid planets of the Earth’s
group are mainly based on different physical and
geochemical computations and estimates; geological
and petrological data are practically disregarded.
However, comparative study of tectonic-magmatic
development of the Earth and the Moon showed that
there are essential similarity between evolution of the
lunar magmatism and the Paleoproterozoic terrestrial
magmatism.. On the Moon are lacking both analogs of
the terrestrial Archean type of activity, when formation
of granite-greenstone terranes occurred, and the
Phanerozoic subduction-related magmatism. From this,
probably, follows that there are some common laws
which controlled formation and evolution of the solid
planetary bodies. Consequently, their comparative
study could help to establish of these laws.
Main features of the Earth’s tectonic-magmatic
evolution. Geological development of the both bodies
had begun after solidification of the magmatic oceans,
which were brought to formation of primordial sialic
crust on the Earth and anorthositic on the Moon, and
passed through two main stages. At the early stages of
the Earth’s evolution mantle-derived magmas were
represented by low-Ti komatiite-basaltic series in the
Archean (nuclearic stage) and by siliceous high-Mg
(boninite-like) series (SHMS) in the early
Paleoproterozoic (cratonic stage), which derived
consequently from slightly and highly depleted
ultramafic mantle sources [1]. Tectonic-magmatic
processes then were probably linked with ascending of
mantle plumes (superplumes). According to
petrological data, plume heads were spreaded at the
depths about 300-150 km without essential
deformations and disruptions of the crust.
Predominated type of geodynamics was plumetectonics.
The critical change of the Earth’s geological
evolution occurred 2.2-2.0 Ga ago, when continentaloceanic stage has begun run. Formation of
geochemically enriched mantle sources, presumably
associated
with
mantle
metasomatism,
was
characteristic for this stage. Fe-Ti picrites and basalts
appeared for the first time in large quantities; MORBtype basalts began to play essential role. At the same
time the archaic plume tectonics was changed for the
Phanerozoic-type plate tectonics. We suggest that
appearance such type of endogenic activity has been
linked with ascending of the mantle plumes of a new

generation which have arisen on the boundary of the
outer liquid core and the silicate mantle (CMB). For
the plumes it is characteristic a presence of specific
fluids, enriched in Fe, Ti, alkalies, P, Ba, Zr, LREE,
etc. As a result, material of these plumes was lighter
than previous ones and the plumes could reach more
shallow levels. Extension of their heads could lead to
disruption of the ancient continental crust and
formation of the oceanic crust.
Main features of the Moon’s tectonic-magmatic
evolution. The most ancient magmatism of the Moon’s
highlands was begun from low-Ti melts of the Mgsuite, which were rather close in composition of rocks,
their mineralogy and geochemistry to the early
Paleoproterozoic terrestrial SHMS magmatism. About
3.9-3.8 ago it was changed by basaltic mare
magmatism, appeared simultaneously with formation
of the maria depressions and lunar mountains. It is
assumed that origin of maria was related to
catastrophic impact events [2]. However, despite of
their relatively small size, maria on their structure and
basaltic rocks composition resemble the Earth's
oceanic segments or continental flood basalt (CFB)
provinces, which often defined as the first stages of
oceans opening. Like on the Earth, two types of basalts
are typical for the lunar maria: low-Ti and high-Ti,
which could be correlated with the mid-oceanic ridge
basalts (MORB) and oceanic island (OIB) Fe-Ti
basalts consequently [3]. However, in mineral
composition, they differ sharply from the terrestrial
analogues in that they are free of hydrous phases, and
titanomagnetite, which are replaced by native metals,
primary Fe-Ni alloys, ilmenite, and other reduced
phases [4].
We suggest that, like on the Earth, origin of the
lunar highlands magmatism was linked with ascending
of mantle plumes of the first generation, formed by
material of depleted mantle. From this view-point, the
maria magmatism was probably linked with ascending
of plumes of the second generation, originated at the
boundary of the mantle and existed then lunar liquid
core, which indicated by paleomagnetic data [5]. In
this sense maria could be analogs of the terrestrial
oceans and flood-basalt provinces, and were not result
of large impacts. Like on the Earth, the material of
these plumes was lighter then the previous ones, and
spreading of their heads occurred near the base of the
lunar crust which could led to tectonic transformation
of the latter and formation of the maria depressions
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and lunar mountains. Mascons could be solidified
heads of these plumes.
Discussion and conclusions. The observed
sequence of tectonic and magmatic events in the
processes of development both of the Earth and the
Moon suggests that these planetary bodies were
probably heterogenous and their warmed up occurred
gradually from the surface to the centers and was
accompanied by gradual cooling of the outer parts. The
second stage commenced from the appearance of
liquid cores and formation of mantle superplumes of a
new generation, whose ascent resulted in the break-up
of the cratonized lithospheres of the planetary bodies
and a change in the character of geodynamic processes.
The remnants of the ancient Earth’s lithosphere are
preserved only under Precambrian shields. On the
Moon, they probably compose highland areas.
According to [6], the Earth and the Moon began
their development from protoplanetary gas-dust nebula
around the Sun on an equal basis, that are pair EarthMoon was a case of double system. We suggested that
their formation began essentially simultaneously and
occurred in two stages. Initially, their iron cores were
formed from the nebula. Then, the accumulation of
silicate chondrite material followed. However, because
of the proximity of the Earth, whose greater mass
allowed more efficient capturing of the most volatile
components, especially H2O, from the space around
the developing bodies, the lunar material is depleted in
these components. This process should occur particular
efficiently at the stage of iron core formation because
of the great difference in their size, which resulted in
almost complete absence of water in the lunar core. So,
based on the geological-petrological data, we consider
that these planetary bodies were formed as independent
bodies from some different material. Taking into
consideration these facts, it is suggested that the Moon

could hardly be formed from the Earth’s mantle as a
result of an impact of a Mars-sized body.
Presence on the Venus and Mars also two general
types of morphostructures - vast territories, covered by
basaltic flows, and more ancient uplifted portions with
complicate relief (planums on the Mars and tessera
terranes on the Venus) could evidence that formation
of these planets were developed in two stages too. On
the first stage the primordial lithosphere were formed
on them as a result of solidification of the global
magmatic ocean and activity of plumes of the first
generation. On the second stage occurred processes of
extension accompanied by powered basaltic
magmatism, which were probably linked with
ascending of plumes of the second generation from
core-mantle boundary.
From this possibly follows that the most of solid
planets of the Earth’s group initially had heterogeneous
inner structure and were developed under the same
scenario, correlated with gradually inwards warming,
appearance liquid core and ascending of plumes of the
second generation, which led to cardinal reconstruction
of their upper shalls .
Works supported by grant RFBR N 01-05-64673
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Introduction: Each of the three Tharsis Montes
(Arsia, Pavonis, and Ascraeus Mons) has unusual lobate deposits located exclusively to the northwest of
each shield. The lobate deposits of the Tharsis Montes
range in size, extending less than 100 km away from
the base of Ascraeus Mons, to nearly 350 km at Arsia
Mons. All three of the lobate deposits share similar
features and terrain types; however each deposit has
unique features. The lobate deposits associated with
Pavonis Mons are examined here in detail.
Previous Suggestions for Origin: Any explanation
for the origin of the lobate deposits must take into account both the similarities and differences in their
morphologies, their approximately similar Amazonian
age, and the fact that all three occur on the westnorthwestern sides of the volcanoes [1]. Based on Viking orbiter data, several models have been proposed
for their formation. Carr et al [2] propose that the lobate deposits are the results of large catastrophic landslides detached from the flanks of the volcanoes. Williams [3] and Lucchitta [4] suggest that the lobate deposits may have been the result of glacial processes.
They propose that the lobate deposits resulted from
deposition of moraines due to recession of local ice
caps that formed on the volcanoes from mixtures of
emanated volatiles and erupted ash [4]. Zimbelman
and Edgett [5] support a landslide hypothesis, but suggest that some features within the lobes (smooth terrain) may be the result of pyroclastic eruptions from
vents around the volcanoes. Scott et al [6] suggest that
a combination of glacial and volcanic processes account for the emplacement of the lobate deposits of
both Arsia and Pavonis. We have re-examined the
lobate deposits utilizing new data from Mars Global
Surveyor, including high resolution MOLA altimetry
and MOC data in addition to the previous Viking data.
General Characteristics: The lobate deposits of
the Tharsis Montes generally share three major facies:
1) Ridged deposit, 2) Hummocky and hilly material, 3)
Smooth terrain. The ridged facies consists of narrow,
parallel, concentric ridges interspersed in places with
small hills [6]. The hummocky or knobby facies consists of dense concentrations of small sub-km scale
circular to irregularly shaped hills [6]. The hummocky
terrain is clearly evident by the 0.6 km wavelength in
roughness maps of the area [7]. Finally, the smooth
facies consists of broad featureless plains superposing
both the ridged and knobby units.
Pavonis Mons Lobate Deposits: The Pavonis lobate deposits extend approximately 250 km northwest

of the shield base along a N35°W trend [5]. These
deposits cover an area of about 6 x 10 4 km2, approximately half of the area covered by the Arsia deposits
[6] and have lateral dimensions of approximately 325 x
445 km. Based on MOLA topography, the elevations
of the deposit range from approximately 3 km to 8.5
km above the Mars datum.
Ridged Facies: The ridged facies of the Pavonis
lobate deposits is present in the distal regions of the
deposits as well as the central regions. A larger outer
ridge defines the margins of the deposits; smaller inner
ridges are concentric to the outer margins. MOLA
topography also reveals that the outermost ridge has an
average height of 50-100 m, while the inner ridges
reach heights of approximately 5-30 m. The are superposed on top of underlying topography, similar to
the Arsia outer ridges, which are undeflected by a large
impact crater. However, in the Arsia lobate deposits,
the ridges were only observed along the distal regions
of the lobe. The Pavonis ridges are observed around
the distal margins of the deposits, yet they appear to
continue into the most proximal regions of the deposits, up to the base of the shield. The ridged deposits
are superposed by both the hummocky terrain and the
smooth terrain.
Unusual Flow-like Features: An area of several
unique flow-like features exists in the western regions
of the lobate deposits. These features are morphologically very different from subaerial lava flows at higher
elevations on the western flanks of Pavonis and also
from the flows beyond the lobate deposits to the west.
They consist of elevated plateaus with leveed edges
and steep walls, some with a relief of over 500 m.
High-resolution MOC images across these flow-like
features reveal that they are superposed in places by
the hummocky terrain, which continues uninterrupted
onto the surrounding terrain. Scott et al [6] identify
these features as elongate, sinuous ridges and suggest
that they may be eskers formed by deposition of sedimentary material beneath or within a wasting ice sheet.
They suggest an alternative explanation that these features may be unique lava flows originating from
troughs on the lower western flank of Pavonis [6].
Smooth Terrain: The smooth terrain covers an
area of approximately 1 x 104 km 2. The smooth terrain
of Pavonis is mainly concentrated in one continuous
deposit as opposed to the many isolated smooth deposits of Arsia. The smooth deposits are characterized
by broad, gentle slopes and small dunes on the surface
with height an the order of tens of meters. The large
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section of smooth terrain extends from thin areas in the
parallel fractures (Pavonis Fossae) of the northeastern
flank vent flows, to the central portion of the lobate
deposits. The western section of the smooth terrain
has a large scarp with a relief of nearly 700 m, unlike
the other margins of the smooth terrain, which gently
slope into the surrounding terrain. There are two
smaller isolated outliers of the smooth terrain to the
west of the main deposit. The smooth terrain superposes all other facies in the lobate deposits. For this
reason, it has been suggested that the smooth deposits
may be pyroclastic flows erupted from volcanic vents
after the emplacement of the ridges and hummocky
facies [5].
Radial Ridges: Several linear ridges are present in
the central regions of the lobate deposits. These ridges
are radial to the base of the shield and have dimensions
of approximately 100-200 m high, 1 km wide, and 3060 km long. One of these ridges continues beneath the
smooth terrain and another is superposed by the western flow-like features. Hodges and Moore [8] suggest
they are levees at margins of a broad flow channel
within the lobate deposits. Scott et al [6] map them
with the sinuous elevated ridges of the flow-like features and suggest that they may be eskers. Our analysis of high-resolution MOC images suggest that these
features may be subglacial radial dikes.
New Data from the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft has allowed for re-evaluation of the lobate deposits. Based on this new data, we believe that the Pavonis Mons lobate deposits are best explained with a
cold-based glacial model [10].
References: [1] Edgett K.S. (1989) LPSC XX, 20, 256257. [2] Carr M.H. et al (1977) JGR , 82, 3985-4015. [3]
Williams R.S. (1978) GSA Abstracts, 10, 517. [4] Lucchitta
B. K. (1981) Icarus, 45, 264-303. [5] Zimbelman J. R. and
Edgett K. S. (1992) Proceedings of LPSC, 22, 31-44. [6]
Scott D.H. et al (1998) USGS Geologic Map of Pavonis
Mons. [7] Kreslavsky M.A. and Head J.W. (2002) JRL, 29.
[8] Hodges C.A. and Moore H.J. (1994) USGS Prof. Paper
1534. [9] Head J.W. (2000) LPSC Abstract. [10] Shean D.E.
and Head J.W. (2002) This Issue.

Figure 1: a) MOLA topography of Pavonis Mons
and associated lobate deposits; b) sketch map of
area, R indicates ridged facies, ST indicates smooth
terrain, H indicates hummocky terrain, FF indicates flow-like features, FE indicates flank eruptions which are not associated with the lobate deposits.
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Introduction: Each of the three Tharsis Montes (Arsia,
Pavonis, and Ascraeus Mons) has unusual lobate deposits
located exclusively to the northwest of each shield. All three
of the lobate deposits share similar features and terrain types,
however each deposit has unique features. Any explanation
for the origin of the lobate deposits must take into account
both the similarities and differences in their morphologies,
their approximately similar Amazonian age, and the fact that
all three occur on the west-northwestern sides of the volcanoes [1]. Based on Viking orbiter data, several models have
been proposed for their formation including massive landslides [2], glacial processes [3,4,5] and pyroclastic flows [6].
Here we propose a cold-based glacial model for the Pavonis
Mons lobate deposits.
Past glacial explanations for the lobate deposits have involved local ice caps that formed on the volcanoes from mixtures of emanated volatiles and erupted ash [4]. The lobate
deposits are interpreted as depositional moraines due to the
recession of these ice caps. Scott et al [5] suggest that a
combination of glacial and volcanic processes account for the
emplacement of the lobate deposits of both Arsia and Pavonis. Scott et al [5] also identify the leveed edges of the
unusual flow-like features in the western lobate deposits as
elongate, sinuous ridges and suggest that they may be eskers
formed by deposition of sedimentary material beneath or
within a wasting ice sheet. Analysis of new data is more
consistent with their alternative hypothesis that these features
are unique lava flows originating from vents on the lower
western flanks of Pavonis. However, other evidence suggests that these features may be the result of subglacial eruptions.
Terrestrial glaciers are classified into three main categories – temperate (wet-based), polar (cold-based) or some
combination of the two. Temperate glaciers contain basal ice
at the pressure-melting point and are almost always associated with basal erosion and meltwater features [7]. Polar
glaciers contain basal ice that remains below the pressure
melting, and as a result, the base is frozen to the underlying
bed [7]. Consequently, the cold-based glacier undergoes
internal deformation and there is little evidence of basal erosion or meltwater features [8]. Previous glacial models for
the lobate deposits have not distinguished between wet-based
and cold-based glacial behavior.
Current Martian surface conditions indicate that any glacial activity in the recent Amazonian period of Martian history would most likely be cold-based [8]. Here we investigate the possibility that the lobate deposits of Pavonis Mons
may be depositional features from a local cold-based glacier
that existed in recent geologic history. We have re-examined
the lobate deposits of Pavonis Mons utilizing new data from
Mars Global Surveyor, including high resolution MOLA
altimetry and MOC data in addition to the previous Viking
data.
Cold-based Glacial Origin: There are several pieces of
evidence, which contradict the landslide hypothesis proposed

by Carr et al [2]. First of all, there is no significant scarp
which could possibly be the headwall of a landslide and there
is no missing volume of material which could match the volume of the lobate deposits. Additionally, the fact that the
deposits are superposed on underlying topography and
"flow" upslope for nearly 80 km instead of flowing towards a
topographic low is inconsistent with typical landslide behavior. It is also unlikely that the smooth deposits are of pyroclastic origin [6] because they form steep scarps (up to 600 m
relief) and they collect at high elevations instead of occupying lower elevations.
The lobate deposits of Pavonis Mons provide significant
evidence in support of a cold-based glacial model. The
ridged facies bears a striking similarity to terrestrial dump
moraines associated with recession and deposition by terrestrial cold-based glaciers such as the Antarctic Dry Valleys.
The gradation of ridged facies to hummocky facies may indicate two separate episodes of deposition. The hummocky
terrain may have been the result of sublimation, decay and
down-wasting of the ice sheet as opposed to the regular
deposition along the margins of the ice to form the moraine
ridges. The fact that the ridged facies is observed up to elevations of 8.5 km above Mars datum on the northern flanks
of Pavonis suggests that a large ice sheet covered a significant portion of the northwestern flanks of the shield. The
most powerful evidence in support of this hypothesis is taken
directly from MOLA topography data (Figure 1). To the
east, the lobate deposits are bounded by flank eruptions from
Pavonis and Ascraeus. A large scarp exists in these regions
where the lobate deposits are 200-250 m lower than the surrounding lava plains. It appears that these lava flows were
deflected from flowing toward lower topographic areas to the
west. Instead, they continue for over 100 km to the north.
The outer margins of the lobate deposits are observed an
additional 5-10 km beyond this scarp. In one possible scenario, a large ice sheet existed with its outer margins at the
current scarp boundary. A series of large-scale lava flows
then banked up against the sheet and were deflected along
the ice sheet margin, cooled and formed the scarp. This was
followed by a period of glacial advance on top of the young
flows, creating a 5-10 km wide lip beyond the scarp boundary. This was the maximum extent of the Pavonis ice sheet,
and a period of massive retreat and sublimation followed,
forming the ridges and hummocky terrain.
Interpretation: Superposition relationships of the facies
within the lobate deposits indicate that several episodes of
advance and retreat have occurred to form the lobate deposits
of Pavonis Mons. There may have been several small-scale
episodes of advance and retreat, forming some of the crosscutting outer ridges. However, the presence of the ridged
facies in the most proximal regions of the lobate deposits
suggests that there must have been a period of large-scale
retreat all the way back to the base of shield. This was followed by at least one additional period of advance to form
the largest of the concentric cross cutting ridges. This large

ridge appears to be roughly concentric to the current margins
of the smooth terrain. The smooth terrain may have existed
out to this margin at its furthest extent, and it has undergone
retreat to its current location. The two isolated sections of
smooth terrain to the west of the larger section may actually
be the remains of large outliers of ice that were separated
from the ice sheet and left behind as the larger mass retreated. This is consistent with the large, ~700 m scarp observed solely on the western side of the large section of
smooth terrain, and the way that the smaller piece appears to
fill the missing mass at this scarp. An alternative explanation
for these outliers involves heating of the ice by subglacial
dikes which are evident today as linear radial ridges. Two of
these radial ridges exist between the large section of smooth
terrain and the two outliers. These proposed subglacial dikes
may have provided sufficient heating to promote melting and
decay of the ice above [9], effectively separating the outliers
from the larger section of smooth terrain.
Climate Variations: The obliquity of Mars varies chaotically between 0° and 60° [10]. The proposed ice sheet
could have formed during periods of high obliquity where
equatorial regions receive less solar insulation than the poles
and can become cold traps [11]. Under these conditions,
significant evaporative loss of any volatiles (such as H2O or
CO 2) at the poles would take place [11]. These evaporative
losses would increase the amount of volatiles in the atmosphere, and eventually they would be precipitated out at cold
traps. Thus, “at high obliquities (>35°), significant amounts
of water could be transported equatorward to be deposited as
ice in low latitudes” [12]. It is possible that during periods of
high obliquity, “a localized icecap could have been enhanced
by orographic effects on wind circulation" [13]. This process
involves essentially the same principle as a terrestrial rain
shadow where an air mass with high moisture content is
forced upward by the topography of the surface below. As
the air mass moves upward, the moisture is precipitated out
on the windward side of the obstacle, leaving the lee side in a
“rain shadow”. The fact that all three of the Tharsis Montes
lobate deposits are observed on the west-northwestern side of
each shield would indicate that regional winds out of the
west-northwest existed at the time of deposition.
If these ice caps forming during times of active volcanism, their composition could be influenced by erupted volatiles and ash [4]. The proposed ice sheets undoubtedly contained a significant amount of englacial and supraglacial dust
or ash. This debris was deposited as the ice sublimated and
retreated, forming the features of the lobate deposits.
The smooth terrain may actually be dust-covered residual
ice from the last major ice sheet of Pavonis. Under current
Martian climatic conditions, water ice may theoretically be
stable at the surface within the Tharsis rise due to the low
thermal inertia of the soil and the lower mean annual temperature of the region [12]. The stability of water ice at the
surface is only increased with greater depth, and the smooth
terrain is covered by dunes that may be tens of meters high.
In addition, the Gamma-ray Spectrometer (GRS) suite on the
Mars Odyssey spacecraft has reported high hydrogen content
in the areas of the lobate deposits relative to the surrounding

region [14]. If the smooth terrain is indeed residual ice, this
would have many significant implications. Surface water ice
on Mars has only been documented at the North and South
polar caps, and at latitudes greater than 70 degrees. Evidence for surface ice at equatorial latitudes could have a significant impact on astrobiological implications and the future
exploration of Mars.
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Williams R.S. (1978) GSA Abstracts, 10, 517. [4] Lucchitta
B. K. (1981) Icarus, 45, 264-303. [5] Scott D.H. et al (1998)
USGS Geologic Map of Pavonis Mons. [6] Zimbelman J. R.
and Edgett K. S. (1992) Proceedings of LPSC, 22, 31-44. [7]
Marchant D.R. and Head J.W. (2002) Terrestrial Approaches to ET Problems, 77, 9. [8] Head J.W. and Marchant D.R. (2002) Terrestrial Approaches, 77, 10. [9] Wilson L. and Head J.W. (2002) GSL Spec. Pub., in press. [10]
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Figure 1: a) MOLA topography of the northern portion
of the Pavonis Mons lobate deposits; b) sketch map of
area, OR indicates outer ridged facies, IR indicates inner
ridged facies, S indicates smooth terrain, H indicates
hummocky terrain, FF indicates flow features, radial
ridges indicated by green lines.
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The orbit of the Moon is very nearly circular
(eccentricity ~ 0.05) with a mean separation from the
Earth of about 384,000 km, which is about 60 Earth
radii. The plane of the orbit is tilted about 5,13° degrees
with respect to the ecliptic plane. The Moon's rotation
axis is not fixed in space. The regression of the line of
nodes of the Moon’s orbit has amplitude of 9” in
obliquity and varies over a period of 18,6 years [1]. The
maximum altitude of the Sun above the celestial equator
at midday is 1,53 °. So, the high of the limb of the Sun
above the horizon is given by
β = 90°- ϕ + 1,53° + δ
There ϕ - is latitude of the crater, δ =0,25°- is the half of
visual diameter of the Sun.
Taking account of these movements, only central
part of fresh deepest craters near poles might lie in
constant shadow during the all period of regression of
the line of nodes of the Moon’s orbit. Water ice deposits
can preserve in such craters.
We used the frustum of cone model for large craters
with diameter larger than 10 km (see the fig. 1).
Geometrical parameters characterizing our model are
the diameter of crater D, the depth of crater h, the floor
diameter d and the wall slope α. Parameters have been
studied in [2] according the size and degree of
degradation of crater. Positive direction of X- axis is the
direction of lunar equator, S- axis is the direction of the
center of the Sun, and Z- axis is the normal direction of
lunar surface.

Figure 1. The permanently shaded areas for lunar
summer marked in blue and for the all period of
regression of the line of nodes of the Moon’s orbit
marked in black.
We researched the regions with latitude higher than
60° for both hemispheres of the Moon. 950 craters and
1127 craters with diameters larger than 10 km were
considered for North and South Polar regions,
respectively [3]. The areas, permanently shaded during
the all period of regression of the line of nodes of the
Moon’s orbit Sp, exist in 88 craters in the North Pole

region, and in 103 craters in the South Pole region. The
areas of these terrains are 0,0089% and 0,0131% of total
lunar surface, respectively. We have investigated the
craters according to area of permanently shaded regions.
Our estimates of the percentage of Sp listed in Table 1:
Table 1.The areas of permanently shaded regions for
both hemispheres of the Moon.
% total
Sp
N, km2
S, km2
lunar
surface
Sp>100 km2
1955,57 3315,27
0,0139
100km2>Sp>50
596,31
707,19
0,0035
km2
50km2>Sp>20
597,72
643,58
0,0033
km2
20 km2>Sp>10 93,04
141,78
0,0006
km2
10 km2>Sp>0
139,01
180,23
0,0009
Sum
3381,65 4988,05
0,022
Some papers [4,5] had shown that effect of
significant portion of the enhanced hydrogen near both
poles is corresponding to water ice deposits. The
distributions of the Sp >10 km2 are shown at the fig 2.
and fig.3. The crater Peary in North Polar Region is
demonstrating the enhanced hydrogen (H), especially in
southeastern corner. According to our calculations, the
Peary is not contains the Sp areas. But two small craters
(d = 10 km) are lie in southeastern part of Peary bottom.
These craters are contains the permanently shaded areas
Sp > 20 km2 and can contains water ice deposits. The
much concentrations of hydrogen are overlain a few
small craters (D< 30 km) near the North Pole. Our
estimates of permanently shaded areas in these craters is
Sp >50 km2 (fig. 2). The maximum enhanced hydrogen
near North Pole is overlain the heavily cratered region
near the crater Rozhdestvenskiy. There is no craters
with diameter D > 10 km, but there is many small,
isolated craters, which can contains water ice.
H is enhanced in several craters (50 km>D>10 km)
near the South Pole. These craters are contains the
permanently shaded areas Sp > 50 km2 and can contains
water ice deposits. The largest concentrations of
hydrogen near the South Pole are overlay the craters
Faustini, Cabeus and unnamed crater at (87,20 S, 358,9 0
E), which contains the Sp > 100 km2 (fig. 3).
So, the largest concentrations of hydrogen are
coinciding with areas, permanently shaded during the
period of 18,6 years.
References: [1] Kulikov K.A. et al. (1972) Osnovy
lunnoy astrometrii.”Nauka”. [2] Rodionova J.F. et
al.,(1988) An essential morphometric characteristics of
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Figure 2. The distribution of
the permanently shaded regions
Sp > 10 km2 at the North Pole
of the Moon accordingly the
areas. Such regions are lies in
the small fresh craters or in the
craters, lies on the bottom of
large deep craters. The zone
where water ice can preserve is
around 15° the North Pole.

Figure 3. The distribution of
the permanently shaded regions
Sp > 10 km2 at the South Pole
of the Moon accordingly the
areas. The water ice deposits
can exist in some large (D>20
km) craters near the South Pole.
The maximum permanently
shaded area is in the latitudinal
zone 85°-90°.
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Introduction. One scientific goal of the AMIE
experiment to fly onboard the SMART-1 mission (ESA)
is to investigate, at low polar orbit, the South Pole
regions of the Moon. The AMIE camera will observe
the surface in nadir direction within a large phase angle
interval, thus providing photometric investigation of
selected regions, in particular the South Pole-Aitken
basin. The view is taken here that information retrieved
from the local surface photometric behaviour of the
Moon could be used for guiding the remote sensing
analyses of specific geological targets.

observed phase function curve is the clear sign of the
existence of the fragment field.
The Clementine image shown in Fig. 1b confirms
this conclusion.

Phase function 125
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Figure 1b. Image of the area of spot number 125. The
type of visible relief conjectures the existence of ejecta
terrain.
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Figure 1a. The diagram shows comparison of observed
phase function for spot number 125 from catalogue [2]
and simulation on the base of the average integrated
lunar indicatrix [1] for the spot.
Photometric Analysis of Lunar Features. The
average structure of the lunar surface consists in a
porous upper layer with various small fragments.
Reflecting properties of this layer gives the uniform
shape of photometric function. The average integrated
lunar indicatrix [1] was used as a background
photometric model. Taken as a reference, it permits to
intercompare in a uniform system the shape of the phase
function of different areas located at different longitude
and latitude on the Moon. The Saari and Shorthill
catalogue [2] data were used as observed phase
functions. If the observed surface is represented by
significant fields of ejecta materials, with many
fragments of rocks, a shadow-hiding mechanism is
involved, showing up at low phase angles. Thus, the fast
decrease of the brightness in the phase function curve
should reveal the presence of fragments on the surface.
Both kinds of photometric functions were converted to
symmetric form. Fig. 1a shows the phase function
curves of the spot number 125 from catalogue [2] as
example. The fast decreasing of the brightness on the

The great difference between the modelled and
observed phase functions for phase angle in range
o
about 18 demonstrates a high degree of the surface
roughness. So the value of this difference of intensities
∆I may be used as a photometric parameter of the
surface roughness. Mechanism of the conversation of
phase function into symmetrical form lets to obtain the
close to the true value of the opposition surge in each
case: both branch of the curve (before fullmoon and
after fullmonn) can be joined exactly if the zero phase
peak corresponds to individual photometrical function
for the selected formation. The opposition surge of
standard photometric function is constant value and it in
the range of phase angles from 2 to 0° is 9.5% [4].
From Clementine data the brightness of the selected
lunar objects may increases more than 40% between
phase angles of 4° and 0° [5]. The combination of both
branches can be served as control of the accuracy of the
photometric roughness parameter ∆I. In summary, the
accuracy of the standard photometric function in
selected interval of phase angles (~18°) describes the
following values: σn-1 = 0.0070, σn = 0.0067, mean ∆I
= 0, 010,
or
1,57% from measured value. The
accuracy of the observation photometric function and
photometric parameter of roughness describes the
following values: σn-1 = 0.014, σn = 0.013, mean ∆I =
0, 014, or 2,95% from measured value.
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Phase function of the northen anomaly

Intensity

Surface Roughness and Thorium Contents. In a
preliminary investigation, we have compared the Lunar
Prospector thorium contents for some regions of the
lunar near side with surface roughness estimated by
means of the local photometric function. It was used
data concerning thorium content in some regions on the
visible side if the Moon [3]. In the areas under study,
parameter of the surface roughness (which can vary
between 0 and 1) varies from 0.05 (smooth mare
surface) to 0.25 (crater Tycho and its ejecta).
Interestingly, a good correlation (-0.985) is observed
between the local thorium content and the photometric
roughness parameter, indicating a possible association
of Th-rich materials with the rough structure of the
regolith disturbed by the emplacement of ejecta
materials and could indicate the surface distribution of
KREEP materials. Fig. 2 represents this diagram.
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Figure 3. Phase functions (modelled one and simulation
of observed one) of the northern thorium content
anomaly inside SPA basin formation.
If correlation between the local thorium content and
the photometric roughness parameter demonstrates a
possible association of Th-rich materials with the rough
structure of the regolith, comparison of photometric
roughness and thorium content could show the depth of
the local KREEP assimilation.
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Figure 2. These data show the results of comparison of
the local thorium content [3] and the photometric
roughness parameter.
It’s notable that data are divided into several groups.
Possibly, each group cab be corresponded to the ejecta
terrain with individual character of the surface
distribution of KREEP materials.
Future Work. Similar photometric investigations
conducted by AMIE/SMART-1 for other lunar regions
such as the South Pole-Aitken basin would be an
interesting and useful task. As it’s mentioned above we
can receive the photometric measurement for one phase
angle only during orbital fly of SMART-1 to analyse by
means of the roughness parameter ∆I selected lunar
region. Fig. 3 shows the photometric model for region
of the northern thorium content anomalies inside South
Pole – Aitken basin formation.
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NONLINEAR ALGORITHM OF THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATION OF TRANSFORMATION
BETWEEN TWO COORDINATE SYSTEMS OF THE PLANETS. A.M. Shirenin. Moscow State University
for Geodesy and Cartography, 103064, Moscow, Russia.

The task of the estimation of parameters of
transformation between two coordinate systems, with
using the vectors of positions of common points given
in each of systems, was considered by many authors. As
a rule, it is solved on a method of least squares in linear
statement. Thus it is supposed, that the angles of mutual
orientation of coordinate axises are small, and the
vectors of positions of common points are given with
unknown errors and are not adjusted.
In the given work nonlinear algorithm is offered.
In contrast to of the designed algorithms, this algorithm
is not required the suppositions about smallness of
angles of mutual orientation of each of systems and,
besides during the parameters estimation the vectors of
positions of common points are considered as vectorssamples of measurements with given covariance
matrixes of errors [1]. It enables simultaneously with
evaluations of parameters of transformation to correct
values of vectors of positions by single-error corrections
in limits of restrictions, given by covariance matrixes of
errors of vectors of positions. Also restrictions are taken
into account which arise from conditions of equality
with a given exactitude of vectors of positions of
common points at their recalculation from one system in
other. A problem is offered here, is equivalent to task of
an equalizing of a web of vectorial triangles which are
located on common leg, with side legs, given in
different from each other coordinate systems, with
unknown beforehand of parameters of transformation.
The algorithm is based on solution of the task of
minimization of the following goal function: [2, 3] Fig.
1.
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For calculation of a zero approximation to q,
special algorithm was created. It has allowed to execute
on the computer a series of numerical experiments.
Expediency of using of the given algorithm for the
estimation of parameters of transformation and
adjusting of vectors of common points was be shown
for cases, when both systems have an equal exactitude,
or when one of systems is considered as a basic and
high precision, and other is given with a smaller
precision and must be inserted into the first. Fig. 2.
Preliminary calculations was made on basis of
results of space experiments: Zond-8 (Russia) [2];
Apollo, Galileo, Clementine (USA).
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NEW ESTIMATIONS OF THE LUNAR SURFACE COMPOSITION WITH CLEMENTINE IMAGES
AND LUNAR SAMPLE DATA: PRELIMINARY RESULTS. Yu. Shkuratov1, C. Pieters 2, D. Stankevich 1,
V. Omelchenko1, V. Kaydash1, 1Kharkov Astronomical Observatory, Kharkov, Ukraine, 2Geological Science,
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, USA. shkuratov@ygs.kharkov.ua
Introduction: Multispectral photometric imaging
gives valuable information about the first few millimeters of the lunar regolith and provides the highest spatial
resolution among remote sensing methods. Such data
are important for geologic studies of the lunar surface.
There were several attempts to develop remote sensing
technique to estimate composition of the lunar surface
using multispectral observations. We consider here a
new approach based on spectral and compositional
studies of lunar samples by Lunar Soil Characterization
Consortium (LSCC), and Clementine UVVIS data with
1 km resolution. This technique allows mapping the
abundance of TiO2 and FeO, pyroxenes content, maturity degree (I s/FeO), and characteristic size of regolith
particles, d.
Data and their analysis: We use data for LSCCcharacterized mare soils of the Apollo-11, -12, -15, and
-17 missions [1] and preliminary data for Apollo 16
soils (highland regoliths) [2]. Coordinated compositional and spectral measurements were carried out for 4
sub-samples with controlled particle size: <45 µm, <10
µm, 10–20 µm, and 20-45 µm. Bi-directional spectra
were obtained with the RELAB spectrometer in the
spectral range 300–2600 nm [3] at a phase angle 30°.
We have transposed the soil spectra into the Clementine
(415, 750, 900, 950, and 1000 nm) spectral bands.
The main purpose of our approach is to find relationships that provide the highest correlation coefficients between different linear combinations of optical
parameters, on one hand, and chemical/mineral composition, degree of maturity, and size of regolith particles,
on the other hand. We used the following suite of optical parameters: AR = A(750 nm), color-indexes: CBR =
A(415 nm) / A(750 nm), CIR1 = A(900 nm) / A(750 nm),
C IR2 = A(950 nm) / A(750 nm), C IR3 = A(1000
nm) / A(750 nm), and bend D = A(750 nm) A(1000
nm) / [A(900 nm)]2. Our studies show that an optimal
expression for deriving high correlation coefficients and
small
residual
errors
is
the
form:
logP=aA R+bC BR+cCIR1+dC IR2+eCIR3+fD+h, where P is a
studied parameter. The weight coefficients a, b, c, d, e,
f, and h minimize the RMS deviations of the calculated
values of P from the measured ones. These coefficients
are given in Table.
Our determinations of lunar surface composition are
illustrated as maps. Comparison of the TiO2 and FeO
abundance maps with proper distributions obtained by
[4] shows high correlation. We found also an inverse
correlation between the Is/FeO distribution and the parameter of optical maturity OM [5]. As we used for calibration mostly mare samples, our results are still preliminary.

TiO2
FeO
Py.
I s/FeO
d

a

b

c

d

e

f

h

-0.051
-0.025
0.002
-0.011
-0.031

2.72
0.024
-0.33
-2.37
0.98

57.36
28.4
15.04
-52.2
-3.82

-9.76
-8.63
-6.1
7.96
7.72

-22.1
-8.0
-4.77
21.1
-5.4

20.1
10.1
4.66
-22
0.85

-46.2
-22.7
-7.48
48.54
1.637

Results and discussion: The distribution of TiO2 is
presented in Fig. 1 (dark color corresponds to low TiO2
content). The range of TiO2 variations, near 0.1–12%,
seems to be quite reasonable. The highest abundance of
TiO2 can be met in Mare Tranquillitatis and Western
Maria. The lowest values of TiO 2 are observed in the
northwest highlands and in the vicinity of the crater
Tycho. The latter result can however be related with
over-extrapolation of our technique for the case of the
lunar highlands.
The result of our prediction for FeO is shown in Fig.
2 (dark color corresponds to low FeO content). As
would be anticipated highlands have significantly lower
FeO abundance than in the case of maria. The South
Pole – Aitken basin shows relatively high iron content,
in agreement with previous analysis [6]. Distinct
boundaries can be found between different mare areas.
In many cases the FeO and TiO 2 boundaries are the
same that provides correlation between these two parameters.
Fig. 3 shows a predicted distribution of pyroxene
abundance (darker color corresponds to lower pyroxene
content). Fresh mare craters, e.g., the crater Aristarchus,
have higher abundance of pyroxenes in their ejecta than
in their surroundings. This is due to the fact that crystalline material in surrounding areas is consumed during
the agglutinate formation process. All known lunar pyroclastic regions exhibit low pyroxenes abundance. The
South Pole – Aitken basin reveals higher abundance of
pyroxene than surroundings.
Fig. 4 shows a distribution of Is/FeO values (dark
color corresponds to low values of I s/FeO). Young mare
craters (their ejecta and rims) have very low maturity
degree. For mare regions, the map of I s/FeO exhibits a
similarity to the pyroxene map when comparing craters
to background. This is natural, as the amount of crystalline material should correlate with regolith maturity. All
known pyroclastic deposits, however, such as the Aristarchus Plateau, exhibit distinctly high values of Is/FeO.
We note that the difference between mare and highland
regions in the parameter Is/FeO is rather small.
Although we have in our disposal only 3 particle
size-separates of the lunar samples, it allows us to consider the characteristic particle size d as an independent
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parameter. The produced map of the parameter d, presented in Fig. 5 (dark color corresponds to small size of
particles), is very exciting. Relatively coarse particles
appear to be characteristic of rims and ejecta of fresh
crater material, that is quite natural. Small particles are
representative of highlands. The reason for the difference between highland and mare regoliths is well
known: plagioclase, which dominates the highland soil
and rocks, can be crushed by micrometeorite impacts
more efficiently than mafic minerals occurring in maria.
Areas with possibly coarsely grained regolith are
southwest of Plateau Aristarchus and southwest of the
crater Kepler. These regions can also be characterized as
coarsely grained in the mapping of the average particle
size with a polarimetric method [7].
We notice appreciable variation of the maturity degree, I s/FeO, in mare regions. Partially, this can be due
to correlation of the parameters Is/FeO and d. Actually,
nano-phase iron grains, amount of which is characterized by the ratio Is/FeO, are formed by a few processes
such as in-melt reduction with hydrogen, selective
sputtering, and selective condensation of vaporization
products resulting from micro-impacts [8]. If the value I s
is related to surface condensation processes, it would
correlate with the total area of the surface particles. FeO
bulk abundance is a function of the total volume of particles. Thus, the ratio Is/FeO should be a function of
particle size. If I s is strictly proportional to the surface
area then the ratio Is/FeO should be inversely proportional to average particle size of regolith samples. It was
found [8] that for mature soils the ratio Is/FeO is actually proportional to d0.18 , whereas for immature regoliths
this is d0.75 . The first value for mature soils means that
the nano-phase iron is basically distributed in the particle volume; the second for immature soils corresponds
predominantly to near-surface iron concentration
Conclusion and future work: We represent a new
technique for remote sensing determination of lunar
surface composition. Since we used principally mare
soils, our results are still preliminary. This concerns
especially our prediction for lunar highlands. In future
we plan to make improvements, extending the lunar
sample suite to include soils from highland regions.
However our technique is now able to give reasonable
results.
We intend to apply the technique to multispectral
images of the Moon from the incoming ESA mission,
SMART-1. Data rate limitations for the mission do not
allow obtaining a global image set for the Moon. Thus
careful planning of sites to be imaged with the SMART1 camera is needed. The map shown in Figs. 1-5 can
help to choose interesting lunar areas for SMART-1
exploration.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by INTAS grant # 2000-0792. Research support
from NASA grant NAG5-10469 (CMP) is gratefully
acknowledged.
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Fig.1. TiO2.

Fig. 2. FeO.

Fig. 3. Pyroxene.

Fig. 4. Is/FeO.

Fig. 5. Particle size.
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REGULARITIES OF THE "MERCURY BREATH" OF THE EARTH. Yu.I. Stakheev. Vernadsky Institute of
Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117975, Moscow, Russia
(ugeochem@geochem.home.chg.ru)
Earth atmosphere contains ~ 3 000 – 4 000 tons of
mercury and anthropogenic impact (mainly as a results
of the combustion of fossil fuel) is ca. 1 300 – 2 150
tons [1], and increases by a factor of three for 100 years
[2]. In this research we conducted a series of hourly
measurements during 2.5 years of the mercury vapor
flow density (in the hereinafter referred to as "flow") on
the interface between Earth's crust and atmosphere.
Totally 25 000 measurements were performed. These
measurements allow us to estimate the value of the
natural flow of mercury vapor and reveal several factors
affecting this value. The measurements were carried out
in a seismic region in Dushanbe suburb (1-st point) at a
distance of 20 km from the 1-st point in
Ordzhonikidzeabad (2-nd point).
EXPERIMENTAL
Measuring equipment was placed in an instrumental
vault of 6 m2 area, and 2.5 m height. The vault was
equipped with a ventiduct and a tambour. The
temperature inside the vault was maintained at 22±0.1
o
C using an electrical fireplace with a thermistor.
The soil in the points of measurements was loess, of
over 100 m2 thickness. BET surface area of the soil was
4.8 m2/g. Mineralogical composition: 60 % quartz; 22 %
of orthoclase and plagioclase; 13 % of calcite; the
residual are heavy minerals (amphibole, zircon,
epidote). Soil moisture in natural state is ~ 20 wt %.
Mercury content in loess is ~ 10 µg/kg. After drying at
105oC for 24 hours the mercury content decreased to 1.8
– 2.0 µg/kg. About 70 % of mercury was adsorbed on
the surface of soil particles [3]. Calculated soil porosity
is 22 %.
Boxes made of vinyl polymer (PVC) of the dimension
50 x 50 x 5 cm were used as flux chamber for sampling
[4]. Boxes were placed at a depth of 1 and 2 meters
below floor level (first box above the second one) and
covered by the soil. Thus, the closed loop system
consists of a sampling box (flux chamber) – connecting
tubes – collector of mercury vapor – pump of a mercury
analyzer (0.4 l/min). Collected mercury was returned
back into the box after each measurement.
This combination of the accumulation of mercury on the
collector and the use of the sampling box allowed us to
measure directly the density of mercury flow within
accuracy of pg/(m2K 

RESULTS
In order to check the existence of gaseous upflow and
to determine its rate, 50 ng of mercury vapor was
introduced into the lower sampling box. The maximum
of Hg content was detected in the upper box after 12 h.
In the second experiment, the same amount of Hg vapor
was introduced into the upper box. . The maximum of
Hg content was detected in the lower box after 37 h.
These measurements allowed us to estimate
convectional (Vc) and diffusion (Vd) components of the
flow rate as 2.64 cm/h and 5.36 cm/h respectively. The
total rate of the upflow was estimated as V = 8.0 cm/h.
The cumulative frequency distribution was calculated
for 19 040 values of logarithms of mercury flow. The
range of values is three orders of magnitude. The
distribution is a convex curve with mode = 1.78 (60
2
  SJ P K
DQG PHDQ
pg/(m2K  PHGLDQ
2
value = 2.064 (116 pg/m K 
The wide range of variation of upflow values and a
complex shape of the distribution curve are indicative of
a number of factors affecting the upflow, and their
pronounced interference. Nevertheless, even visual
analysis of the data makes it possible to reveal several
relationships.
Thus, the mean values of the upflow decrease from
167 pg/(m2K DW WKH EHJLQQLQJ RI WKH PHDVXUHPHQWV
down to 66 pg/(m2K DW WKH HQG RI WKH VHULHV 7KLV WUHQG
is linear for logarithms of flow values. Presumably, this
trend is caused by a slow relaxation of the soil toward
natural state after installation of flux chambers.
In addition to this linear trend of decreasing the flow
values, two intervals of an increase in upflow values up
to 200 pg/(m2K FDQ EH REVHUYHG 7KHVH LQWHUYDOV
belong to wintertime, and, presumably, result from a
decrease in a permeability of the ground for mercury
vapor around the vault. Wetting of the soil can cause
this decrease in the permeability by atmospheric
precipitates (rain, snow) and freezing of the top layer of
the ground [6].
For studying the dynamic characteristics of the
mercury vapor flow, autocorrelation functions (n=18)
were calculated. For calculations 1000 h segments
(containing 1000 points each) were used. Calculations
were performed by shifting the realization be the step of
1000 h. Interval of correlation was determined. This
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interval corresponds to the period of time, required for
weakening the statistic relationship between original
and shifted values of mercury flow by e-times.
Interval of correlation was changed in a wide range
from 6 to 122 h. Besides, harmonic oscillations with
periods of 328 and 24 h can be observed on
autocorrelation functions.
For precise determination of frequencies and
amplitudes of harmonic oscillations of mercury flow
values, Fourier analysis for 89 segments of the
realization was performed. In general, amplitudes for all
six frequencies observed are varied in a wide range.
Nevertheless, 20-30 points in the spectra confirm the
existence of each line, and the positions of the maxima
remain constant within 1–7.8 % (see Table).
Table. Frequencies of the Earth tides by astronomic
data, &a [5], and frequencies of flow vapours mercury
oscillaion, registrated geochemically, &g.
Symbol

&a,

Mf
O1
P1
24
K1
M2
S2
M3

c/day
0.073
0.929
0.997
1.000
1.003
1.932
2.000
2.899

&g,
c/day
0.069
0.936
1.002
1.931
2.001
2.904

σ(&g),
σ&/&
n=89
%
0.0054
7.8
0.0055 0.58
0.0025 0.25
0.0067
0.35
0.0016 0.07
0
0

&a - &g

0.0035
-0.007
-0.002
0.001
0.001
-0.005

For clarifying the reasons of the variations of the
amplitudes of the lines, we calculated correlation
coefficients of averaged values of mercury flow with
amplitude of each line. Correlation coefficients of
average values F with amplitudes of Mf, O1, M2, and M3
oscillations are within the range 0.837 – 0.557.
Correlation coefficient with S2 oscillation is around
0.42. Correlation coefficient with oscillation of
frequency "one cycle/24 hours" is negative (-0.057).
This implies a contribution of unknown factors to the
frequencies of the these oscillations under
consideration.
Examination of the spectra of oscillations of
atmospheric temperature and pressure and co-spectra
"temperature-mercury flow" and "atmospheric pressuremercury flow" revealed a close relation between
corresponding variables. Periodic dependence of
mercury flow values on atmospheric pressure was found
(periods = 12 and 24 h exactly). The upper estimation of
the sensitivity of mercury flow for atmospheric pressure

on the frequency "one cycle/24 hours" leads to the value
20 pg/(m2K PEDU 7KXV LW ZDV IRXQG WKH RVFLOODWLRQV
of the mercury flow with frequencies 12 and 24 h
(resulted from tidal deformations) are superimposed
with oscillations of the mercury flow resulted from
variations of the atmospheric pressure (also with 12 and
24 h periods) due to "pumping" effect [7].
In addition to random and periodic variations of
mercury flow values resulted from tidal deformations of
the Earth's crust, we registered 51 short-period (7 h)
"jumps" in mercury flow values by 1-2 orders of
magnitude. These "jumps" appears to be random and
occurred at 20-200 h before earthquake. This
phenomenon requires additional consideration.
CONCLUSIONS
1. It was found, that mercury flow values varied by 3
orders of magnitude from 40 to 40 000 pg/(m2K 
Distribution of the mercury flow values is close to
logarithmically-normal.
2. Random variations of the mercury flow are
superimposed with harmonic oscillation with
frequencies 0.0695, 0.936, 1.002, 1.932, 2.001, and
2.904 cylcles/24 hours. These frequencies correspond to
frequencies of the earth-crust tides, resulted from the
interaction with the Moon and the sun. Thus, in this
study, we experimentally revealed a novel phenomenon
of the influence of cosmic factors on the geochemical
process of mercury effusion from the Earth crust to the
Earth atmosphere.
3. It was shown, that 24 hours oscillations, and, to a
lesser extend, 12 h oscillations caused by tide
deformations of Earth crust, are superimposed with the
oscillations of the mercury flow caused by daily
oscillations of atmospheric pressure (with the same
periods) due to "pumping" effect. The amplitudes
mercury flow variations caused variations in
atmospheric pressure exceed the "tidal" oscillations. The
upper estimate of the sensitivity of the mercury flow to
variations in atmospheric pressure for 24 h period is ~
20 pg/(m2K PEDU DQG IRU  K SHULRG LV a 
pg/(m2K PEDU
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METEOROID SWARM ENCOUNTER AS A MECHANISM OF SWIRL FORMATION. L.V. Starukhina and
Yu.G. Shkuratov. Kharkov Astronomical Observatory, Kharkov, 61022. Ukraine, starukhina@astron.kharkov.ua
Introduction: Among different mechanisms of
swirl formation, cometary encounter with the lunar
surface was proposed [1] and actively developed, e.g.,
[2-4]. In particular, it was suggested that the assumed
low maturity degree of the swirl regoliths can be provided by interaction of the regolith with dust and gas
components of cometary comas [1-4]. Unfortunately,
the available scenario of such an interaction is limited
to qualitative descriptions; quantitative estimates are
rather poor and, therefore, the role of some effects related with the interaction are often overestimated. In
this paper we analyze different cometary effects and
show that one of them, namely regolith processing by
cometary debris, is the most important. Note that this
paper associates with our work [5].
Estimating cometary effects. We consider here the
following cometary effects: (1) interaction with
cometary gas; (2) plowing by meteoroid stream; (3)
interparticle collisions in multiple ejecta; and (4) the
effect of fine dust.
1. Interaction of cometary gas coma with regolith
surface. The energy fluxes transferred by the passage
of cometary coma can be shown to provide melting of
a few upper layers of regolith particles. Cooling times
for them are of the order of 1 s, during which the optical properties of regolith may change. However, thermal effect of the cometary nucleus, namely, heating of
the upper regolith layers in expansion of the impact
vapor, is much stronger and will destroy the traces of
coma passage. Volume concentration nv of expanding
impact vapor at a distance r from the explosion of a
projectile with diameter Dp is about nv ≈ (n0/4)(Dp/r)3,
n0 = 1023 cm-3 being volume concentration of solid material. nv decreases to maximum coma densities
nc ≈ 1013 cm-3 only at the distances r ≈ 103 Dp, whereas
nc decreases by a factor of 100 at r = 5Dp. All density
dependent parameters of the expanding impact vapor
(pressure, energy density, energy flux) exceed those of
cometary coma by a few orders of magnitude during
the same time intervals.
Mechanical effects of cometary gas coma (such as
sweeping a part of the regolith dust) are also negligible,
because the dynamical pressure pc of the "wind" caused
by gas coma passage is too small to overcome the interparticle adhesion. The pressure is pc = ncmv2, where
nc is coma density, m is molecular mass, and v is the
comet velocity. In the most dense parts of coma
nc ≈ 1013cm-3. Taking m = 3·10-23 g and v = 2·106 cm/s,
we obtain pc ≈ 103 dyn/cm2, which is much smaller than
6
2
WKH VWUHQJWK 1 ≈ 10 dyn/cm of lunar soil provided by
the interparticle adhesion. Direct comparison of the
forces from the coma wind upon the individual parti-

cles and interparticle capillary forces [6] gives the
same ratio. Besides, nc ~ 1/r2, i.e., rapidly decreases
with the distance r from the center of comet nucleus, so
it acts during short times τc ≈ Dp/v while r ≈ Dp. Penetration of the coma gas into regolith cannot affect it
either; pressure of the impact vapor seeped into the
regolith is much higher.
Gas coma “wind” is also insufficient to affect the
ejecta of the small craters made in regolith by cometary
dust. Since the acceleration caused by the wind pressure is inverse proportional to particle size l
(dve/dt ≈ pc/ρl, ρ being particle density), size separation
of the ejecta particles could be expected. Although the
acceleration is high (of the order up to 105 cm/s2), it
acts during time too small (τc ~ 0.01- 0.1 s) to increase
the ejecta velocity ve above the typical values for small
craters (from ve ~ 103cm/s2 for most ejecta to escape
velocities for small part of them). Velocity increment
in the direction of the wind is ∆ve ≈ 104 cm/s for 10 µm
and 103 cm/s for 100 µm particles. If a comet falls at a
small angle to the lunar surface, the separation distance
for these particles is up to ve⋅(∆ve)max/g ≈ 1 km
(g = 167 cm/s2 is the lunar gravity) that is much smaller
than swirl length.
2. Plowing by meteoroid stream. Another effect
may be expected for the encounter of remnants of a
sungrazing comet with the Moon. The width of a meteoroid swarm formed after evaporation of volatiles and
destruction of comet nucleus is much larger than the
Moon size, thus we can consider only the effect of very
young and relatively dense clouds of the swarm. We
suggest that such lunar structures as the Reiner-γ formation can be created by a shower initiated by a relatively dense cloud of dust and stones of the sizes too
small to produce observable craters and large enough
to excavate immature regolith on the lunar surface.
Such a shower can plow up large lunar areas and bring
fresh material on the surface without traces of an impact event. Total area of the formation can be estimated
as S = 100×30 km2. If we assume the average plow
depth H = 1 cm, the minimal total volume of the
ejected material is V = HS = 3·1013 cm3. This amount of
ejected material can be produced by a meteoroid
swarm with the mass equals a single body with the
diameter Dp ≈ 30 m that is small enough.
The area S should be covered with crater ejecta
with a thickness more than the minimal depth d of
bright material to yield the observed brightening of the
surface. The distance Re from the center of a crater with
radius Rcr such that at R < Re, the depth of ejecta is
more than d can be derived from [7]:
Re(Rcr,d) = 0.289(Rb)0.2(Rcr3/d)0.4, where Rb ≈ 1ρrg is
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1 ≈ 106 dyn/cm2 and ρr ≈

1.5 g/cm are target strength and density, respectively.
Note, that there are no ejecta at R < Rcr + Rb. The area
Sc covered with the crater ejecta of a thickness more
than d is Sc(Rcr,d) = πNcr[Re(Rcr,d)2 – (Rcr + Rb)2 + Rcr2],
if Re(Rcr,d) > Rcr + Rb, and Sc(Rcr,d) = πRcr2Ncr, if
Re(Rcr,d) < Rcr + Rb. Here Ncr = V/Vcr is the number of
craters with the radius Rcr and volume Vcr = πRcr3/4
(paraboloid crater with depth to diameter ratio 1:4).
The function Sc(Rcr,d) has two branches over Rcr. The
“crater” branch that falls with increasing Rcr dominates
at small Rcr. At larger Rcr the “ejecta” branch appears
with a maximum of height and position depending on
the ejecta depth d. From equation Sc(Rcr,d) > 2S we
obtain the possible radii of the craters to cover the area
S at a given depth d (the factor 2 takes ejecta overlap
into account). For ejecta depths large enough the equation has only “crater” solution, i.e., at a given total
mass the meteoroid shower, only a cover by small craters produced by dust particles is possible. With decreasing d we obtain the interval of crater radii to cover
the surface with ejecta. For d = 0.5 mm this yields 1.7
m < Rcr < 5.6 m (so that 3.3·105 < Ncr < 1.2·107, the
maximum ejecta distance Re is from 20 to 80 m, and
the projectile diameters dp from 12 to 42 cm) for covering with ejecta, or Rcr ≤ 3 kP Ncr ≥ 2.1 1012, and dp ≤
2.2 mm) for covering with craters of depth Hcr ≈ Rcr/2 ≤
1.5 kP 2QO\ FUDWHUV ZLWK Hcr > 1 cm and hence with Rcr
> 2 cm are consistent with the assumption of plow
depth H = 1 cm.
3. Interparticle collisions in ejecta. If the length of
the meteoroid swarm is about its projection (~100 km),
the shower falls during τm ~ 10 s. The time of ejecta
flight is of the same order: τe = 2 ve/g ~ 10 - 102 s.
This means that the ejecta of many craters are formed
almost simultaneously and the regolith particle of the
ejecta collide with each other. The collisions may produce two effects: particle crushing and formation of the
curls, which are the most peculiar detail of the swirls.
Simple estimations show that the collisions really occur
and are numerous. The average path between collisions
of regolith particles ejected up to height he is λc =
hel/sH, where s is the volume fraction of particles in the
regolith and he = ve2/2g. The time between collisions is
τc = λc/ve.= vel/2gsH. For the number of collisions per
particle flight we obtain τe/τc = 23/2sH/l, which at H = 1
cm, s = 0.5, and l = 100 µm yields τe/τc = 141. For most
typical ve ~ 103 cm/s, he is from tens to hundreds of
meters and λc is from tens centimeters to tens meters.
The estimate of τe/τc is independent of height and velocity, i.e. valid for all heights and free paths of the
ejected particles. So large τe/τc means that the ejecta
form a “gas” of regolith particles characterized by density, mean free path, etc. The kinematic viscosity of

 = veλc/3, and the effective Reynolds
number for a jet of ejecta with a velocity vj and width w
penetrating into a cloud of colliding particles is Re ~
vjw ~ (vj/ve)(w/λc). This means that penetration of a
jet of high velocity and large width into low-height part
of the ejecta cloud (Re ~ 105) may be accompanied by
the formation of swirl structures.
4. The contribution of fine dust. Beside stones and
coarse dust, a meteoroid swarm may contain large
number of fine dust particles of the sizes about those of
regolith particles and less. Their total number and mass
can be expected to exceed those of the coarse particles
by a few orders of magnitude (at least an order for the
mass). They do not contribute to particle exchange
between the surface and the deeper regolith layers;
their effect upon the surface is impact heating and
melting of regolith particles. As interparticle contacts
provide poor heat conduction, the duration of melting
temperatures is controlled by heat irradiation and
equals about 1 s. To melt all regolith particles of the
two upper layers, about 2S/l2 ≈ 1.7·1018 dust particles of
sizes about l/2 are required. Their mass is 7.1·1010 g,
i.e., only about twice as the above estimated mass of
the “coarse” component, which is quite real value. If
the total mass of silicate material of the meteoroid
swarm is about 1012 g, the estimate of the effective diameter of the “parent” part of the comet with such a
dust mass in assumption of the dust to ice mass ratio of
1:1 and, hence, dust to ice volume ratio of 1:3, gives Dp
≈ 140 m that is rather small.
Conclusion:
1. We showed that such effects as cometary “wind”
related with gas coma give a very small contribution. These factors can be ignored in future studies.
2. Our estimates show that the most important effect
responsible for the optical properties of swirl formations is interaction of cometary debris with lunar regolith.
3. We assume that the surface of the Riener-γ formation has perhaps rough small-scale topography
complicated with rocks and debris excavated from
regolith.
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DO OVERMATURE LUNAR SOILS EXIST: A BRIGHTENNING EFFECT. L. V. Starukhina and
Yu. G. Shkuratov. Kharkov Astronomical Observatory, 35 Sumskaya St., Kharkov, 61022. Ukraine,
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Introduction: Lunar soils are characterized by presence of nanometer size grains of reduced iron (npFe0) in
the 100-200 nm-thick outer zones of regolith particles
[1]. Particles of mature lunar soils contain npFe0-grains
also inside the volume [2]. The average diameter of
npFe0 in the particle rims has been reported to be near
50 Å [3,4]. Besides, Fe0-grains of sizes up to a few microns were also found [2,5]. Fe0-grain growth up to
sizes as large as 0.1 – 1 µm may be important for remote sensing of the surface at wavelengths of the order
of these sizes.
Nanometer grains of Fe 0 are much smaller than optical wavelengths; and they provide an effective light
absorption without light scattering. Their presence
causes darkening of the lunar soil [6,7]. When metal
grains grow to sizes of the order of the wavelength or
larger, they become opaque; for such grains scatter
dominates absorption. The distance between the grains
in a host particle is much smaller than the particle size.
This shortening distance of light propagation inside the
particle provides brightening of the soil. We estimate
the Fe0-grain growth in the lunar regolith after melting
of the its upper layer. The melting can occur, e.g., due to
meteoroid bombardment at swirl formation [8].
Kinetics of nFe 0 growth: To describe growth of Fe 0
grains we use ripening theory [9,10]. The factor that
initiates the first stage of the ripening process (precipitation) is supersaturation of a silicate particle (or a part
of it) with Fe0 atoms. The excess Fe may be caused by
different processes, e.g., selective removal of sputtered
or evaporated atoms and redeposition of excess metal on
the particle surface [7], subsolidus reduction after heating, etc. Note that supersaturation itself may not result
in precipitation. The excess atoms join in grains, if
atomic mobility is sufficiently high. In solid materials
this can be achieved at high temperatures, as diffusion
coefficients D that characterize the mobility of atoms
are very temperature-dependent. In melted particles the
values of D exceed greatly those in solid material.
Beside the kinetic constraint, a thermodynamic condition should be satisfied, namely, the super-saturation
should be so high that the radius of the critical nucleus
R0 could become smaller than the size of a cluster of a
few atoms: R0 = 2 αsω/kTξ0 ≈ 3a. Here a ≈ 2·10 -8 cm is
interatomic distance, ω = 10 -23 cm-3 is atomic volume of
Fe, αs ≈ 103 erg/cm2 is specific energy of iron-silicate
boundary, k is Boltzman constant, T is temperature, and
ξ0 is initial relative supersaturation, ξ0 = ∆c0/c, (we denote c the atomic fraction of the solute in the matrix).
Thus, at melting temperatures of mare rocks (T ≈
1500K), the condition gives ξ0 ≈ 0.6. Taking concentra-

tion of iron in silicate c ≈ 10 -2 (estimated from [2,5]) we
obtain ∆c0 ≈ 6·10-3 for the initial supersaturation. On the
initial stage of precipitation the grains grow due to excess solute atoms. So the average radius r1 of the precipitated grains is determined by relation: (4π/3)πr13n ≈
∆c0, where n is grain number in unit volume. It gives r1
≈ (3∆c0/4π)1/3n-1/3 = (3∆c0/4π)1/3d, where d is the average distance between the grains on the initial stage.
Taking d = 250 Å we obtain r1 = 28.5 Å, i.e. close to the
observed value 30 Å [4]. The duration t1 of the formation of a population of small grains [9,10] is t1 ≈
r12/2Dξ0, where D is diffusion coefficient of Fe. As the
value of D characteristic of liquids D ≈ 10-5 cm2/s, it
gives t1 ≈ 7·10 -9 s, i.e. the formation of metal Fe grains
is a rather fast stage.
On the stage of ripening, the supersaturation is low:
ξ = ∆c/c << 1, so further growth of the nFe0-grains occurs by exchange of Fe0 atoms between the grains. The
grains with radii r>R grow at the expense of the grains
with r<R that dissolve. The grain size is [9,10]: r(t) =
[r13+8Dcαsωt/9(1-c)kT]1/3, where r1 is the size of npFe0
achieved on the previous annealing stage and t is duration of annealing. The distance between particles increases proportional to r. As c << 1, at t >> t2 ~
r13kT/αsωcD ≈ 2·10 -5s, the expression can be written as
r(t) ≈ (Dcαsωt/kT)1/3. Substituting the constants for melt,
at cooling times for a few regolith particle layers (t ≈
1 s), we obtain 2r = 0.3 µm. Note, that our estimates are
not much sensitive to errors in the values D, c, and α
that are known within the order of magnitude.
Conclusion: Our estimates show that growth of
nFe0 grains up to size of 0.3 µm, if the uppermost regolith layers are subjected to rather long (t ≈ 1 s) melting,
e.g., at the swirl formation by cometary dust swarms
[8]. Such grains can provide regolith brightening. Perhaps, relatively high albedo of swirls is partially due to
the mechanism.
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Effects of rigidity of the energy spectrum of
incident particles:
Modelling the Kr isotope
generation in spallation of Rb, Sr, Y and Zr with
the nuclear-active particles, the energy spectrum of
which was variable in the range of γ=1.1-6.0, shows
the different pace of growth of abundances of the
different Kr isotopes with decreasing γ (Fig.1a). It
leads to the quite diverse behaviour of the various
Kr isotope ratios: the 78,80Kr/83Kr ratios increase,
and the 82,84,86Kr/83Kr ratios decrease for the smaller
γ (Fig.1b). According to such criteria, for instance,
the isotopically heavier SEP-Kr in the lunar
ilmenites should be produced with the accelerated
particles of the less rigid energy spectrum, in
comparison with the SW-Kr. However, as it is seen
in Fig.1c, such an effect is masked, apparently, with
the other remarkable acceleration effects, namely:

a
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Introduction:
Many processes in the active
star-forming regions are accompanied by strong
shock waves, in acceleration by which the nuclearactive particles form the power-law energy
spectrum of high rigidity: F(>E0) ~ E-γ, with the
spectral index γ <1.5-2. It must affect the
production rates of spallogenic components of the
isotopes, whose excitation functions depend on the
shape of the energy spectrum of radiation. Thus, the
isotopic signatures formed in the conditions of the
strong shock wave propagation must be different
from those formed in the calm environment. The
early solar system incorporated all the presumed
processes of the star-forming stage, so that its
matter had to conserve such isotopic anomalies.
In previous works [1,2] the shock wave effects in
generation of extinct radionuclides and
light elements Li, Be and B were considered. In the
report some results for their evidence in the noble
gas signatures are presented.
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Effects of preferable acceleration of heavier
ions:
Another important feature of the shock
wave acceleration of particles is the enrichment of
their spectrum with heavier ions in proportion to
A/Z. Clearly, the shock wave fractionation of the
noble gases, favouring the heavier isotopes, had to
be inevitable. Such a fractionation depends on
timing episodes of shock wave acceleration: after
the n-th act of the ion acceleration their
fractionation is proportional to (A/Z)n, and the
isotopic ratio of the isotopes i and j is proportional
to (Ai /Aj )n. Therefore, the extent of processing the
matter of the protosolar nebula by shock waves
determined the state of the matter fractionation.
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Fig.1 - The dependence of Kr isotope production
(a) and formation of their relations (b) in the
protosolar nebula and in the lunar ilmenites (c)
on the spectral index γ of accelerated particles.
The dash-dotted vertical at γ =2.5 delimits the
regions of hard and soft radiation.
The striking effect of the preferable heavier ion
acceleration by shock waves in the primordial
matter manifests itself in the 9-isotopic system of

instabilities in the molecular clouds and initiate
their collapse.

xenon [3]. The primitive gases of the
protoplanetary nebula are supposed to be of the
solar type, and the bulk of evidence favours this
view. However, it turns out that Xe of the Mars and
Earth atmospheres is much heavier, corresponding
to the five-fold shock wave fractionated Xe of the
solar type (Fig.2a).

Similar effects are noticed for light Ne and Ar
(Fig.2b), but not for Kr (Fig.2c).
Enigma of krypton:
Why is the Kr of the
Earth and Mars atmospheres is similar to the solar
Kr, whereas Xe of those atmospheres is much
heavier than the solar Xe? As shown below in
Fig.3a, a superposition of both the acceleration
effects could compensate each other, at least, in the
case of the spallogenic components of Kr. The
situation becomes, perhaps, more intricate for
other, nucleogenetic components of Kr (Fig.3b).
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Fig.2 - Isotopic fractionation of Xe (a), Ne-Ar (b)
and Kr (c) in the strong shock waves (experimental
data are from [4-7]).
It is apparently those local clusters of the matter,
which were heavily processed by shock waves and
which got enriched in iron nuclei in the process,
that could act as centres of condensation and
accretion of the planets, especially of those with
iron cores. Possibly, it is just such iron-enriched
zones of supersonic turbulence in the supernova
neighbourhood that could create dynamical
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Fig.3 - Superposition of both the acceleration
effects in the Kr isotope signatures.
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Introduction: To construct Earth Gravitational Field
(EGF) models in coefficients of decomposition
geopotential in a line on spherical functions as the
initial mathematical description use expressions for
revolting potential or gravitational anomalies.
Coefficients of decomposition are estimated on
supervision by a method of the least squares (MLS).
The offered below technique of data processing
reduces dependence of final results on a line of lacks
of the standard approach MLS, solving line
convergence problem on the basis of the statistical
approach. The algorithm (computing circuit)
processing, developed software and first results of its
application are briefly described.
1. Methods of Construction Models of an Earth
Gravitational Field (EGF) and MLS restrictions. To
define the coefficients of spherical harmonics
C nm , S nm at known coordinates of a line of points
allocated on all Earth surface in regular intervals
whenever possible, it is necessary to solve superfluous
system of the linear equations or to apply a method of
integration on sphere or to determine them through
selective (or others) functions. As it was already
marked, basically for estimating parameters EGF is
applied MLS.
Let's note a number of problems arising at using
method of the least squares for data processing.
Hereinafter in the text we will consider as model
EGF not only set of factors of geopotential
decomposition, but also mathematical description of
dependence of a gravitational field, for example,
anomalies of force of gravity, from a set of harmonics
fM N n i
∆g i =
(1)
∑ ∑ S nm ,
R n = 2 m =0
where f , M , R - known constants; N - the order of
decomposition; i = 1, I

( I - number of measure-

ments);
R
i
= ( n − 1)( )(C nm cos mλi + S nm sin mλi ) ⋅ P nm (sin ϕ i )
S nm
ri

(2)

central point with spherical coordinates ϕ i , λi , ri . The
normalized factors of spherical harmonics C nm and
S nm will be the estimating parameters for model (1).
Whereas the dimension of model (1) depends from
N , at the decision there is a problem of a choice the
optimum order of decomposition N opt . For the sake of
justice, it is necessary to tell, that processors not "are
tormented" on this question, considering only volume
of the processable information and opportunities of
computer facilities. There are models EGF for
N = 360 ÷ 400 in the present. At N > N opt
decompositions contain noise and insignificant
harmonics sharply worsening forecast properties (1).
Statistically insignificant members are present since
some order N , practically at any order of
decomposition including optimum.
Other appreciable restriction of the standard
computing circuits MLS is their incomplete suitability
at correlation (1), especially for regional and local
models EGF. Despite of orthogonal property of
decomposition on spherical functions the extended
matrix of the global data can contain to some extent
dependent columns because of heterogeneity of data
distribution on sphere.
In summary we add, that MLS – estimations
C nm , S um will be the best linear estimations according
to the Gauss-Markov’s theorem only in the event that
observe a number of conditions of application MLS.
Otherwise they are inevitably burdened with
appreciable casual and regular mistakes.
2. ARM – approach algorithm. According to the
adaptive regressive modeling approach [1] model (1) is
considered as model of multiple regress which is
written down in a matrix kind as
(3)
Y = Xβ + ε ,

Y - vector of supervision (n × 1) , containing n
observable meanings y1, y 2 ,..., y n dependent variable
]^_

or response Y ( Y -casual value); X - regressive
matrix (n × p ) , containing x10 = x20 = ... = xn 0 = 1 and

∆g i = ∆g (ϕ i , λi , ri ) - middle on trapezes the values

elements xij as i -s observations ( i = 1, n) above the

of anomalies of force of Earth gravity attributed by the

repressors x j ( j = 1, p − 1) ( xij - not casual value), p -

7(&+1,48( 2) &216758&7,21 02'(/6 (*) 21 7+( %$6,6

&

amount of regressors; β - vector ( p × 1) true unknown
parameters β j ( j = 0, p − 1) , subject to estimation
*

( β j -not casual value); ε - vector of mistakes (n × 1) ,
containing unknown mistakes of observations ε i
( i = 1, n) ( ε i - casual value).
After a choice N = N opt , proceeding from the
approached equality I ≈ 15 ⋅ p , where p - number of
estimated parameters (1) ( p = N 2 ), receive MLS –
estimation of vector of coefficients β̂ and matrix of
covariations D( βˆ ) and also set of statistical criteria.
At the second stage, applying analytical and
graphic criteria, reveal a degree of infringement of the
assumptions (conditions) for matrixes of expression
(3): β , X , ε , Y .
On third and subsequent stages consistently apply
computing procedures of adaptation and check of
observance of the assumptions to the next versions of
mathematical model (3).
In that specific case (at the first approximation) it is
possible to be limited to elimination noise and
insignificant harmonics and also duplicating (at strong
correlation) items, that corresponds to application as
adaptive procedure of step-by-step regress (circuit of
inclusion with exception). At such circuit of processing
it is necessary the special attention to pay on
observance of a condition normality of distribution of

:5F  $3352$&+

6 * 9DOHHY

the rests guaranteeing a correctness of application of
statistical check procedures.
The software ARM - approach for reception
models of megarelief and gravitational field of the
Earth and planets are considered in [1], and also in
work [2]; in [1,3] the first results of processing of the
global data on gravitational anomalies for the centres 5
- degrees trapezes of a terrestrial surface are described.
By results, "noise tail" at N = 24 can make up to 60 %
of initial decomposition. Increase of accuracy at use
optimum model (1) in a mode of the forecast (by the
data for a megarelief on a control file of measurements
[1]) can make from several tens percents(interests) up
to five times.
Reference:
[1]
Valeev
S.G.
(1991)
Regression Modeling in observations treatment.
Moscow: Science, 272 p. (2 edition: Regression
modeling in data treatment. Kasan:FAN,2001. 296 p.)
[2] Valeev S. G, Dyakov V. I. (1998). The Automated
System for Modeling a Megarelief and Gravitational
Fields of Planets. Geodesy $LU SKRWRJUDSK\

5, p. 45-49. [3] Valeev S. G., Dyakov V. I. (1998).
About an Opportunity of Specification of Model of a
Gravitational Field. Geodesy & Air photography,
 p. 98-103.
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THE AUTOMATED SYSTEM PROCESSING EXPERIMENTAL DATA (VERSION 2.0). S. G. Valeev, G.
R. Kadyrova, N. A. Chiglyakova, Ulyanovsk State Technical University, 32 st. Severny Venets, Ulyanovsk 432027,
Russia, sgv@ulstu.ru, gulya@ulstu.ru, nataly@evti.org.
The program system SPO SSOR is specialized,
object-guided

program

search

system

identification are presented in the system: multiple

optimum

linear regress, crest regress, complete sorting out of

regresses. It provides effective adjustment on the

structures, incomplete sorting out of structures (sorting

various scripts of processing and automation of

out with restriction on number of included regresses in

computing circuits adaptation process to infringements

model), sorting out of normal systems, step-by-step

of conditions of a method of the least squares (MLS)

regress, correlation algorithm, casual search with

[2]. It guarantees effective search of adequate model of

adaptation, casual search with return, the search

the forecast on samples of small and average volume,

procedure of set of optimum models by the given

significantly reducing identification time in comparison

criterion with the given significance value. In a basis of

with search through application of the appropriate

procedures of multiple linear regress and step-by-step

independently working procedures.

regress the American programs from the Collection of

The submitted system is convenient in operation and
simple in development. It can find application for a
wide class of tasks MLS and tasks of restoration of
dependences intended for the forecast in various areas.

the scientific programs on a Fortran lay [3], issued in
America at 60 years.
Data for statistical processing are placed in the
working folder (folder, where the program SPO SSOR

SPO SSOR can be adjusted and has a configuration

is installed). The system is realized in language Object

file. The system can record work of the user: in a

Pascal with use of libraries Turbo Vision and functions

specially created file the information on the executed

under management MS-DOS.

procedures with the specifying the date and time of

In connection with a wide spreading of personal

start, and also - time of the running is recorded. The

computers working on a platform WINDOWS, there is

system allows setting output format of results. SPO

a question on creation specialized, object-guided

SSOR has the text editor with a standard instructions

package SSOR on this platform. For a basis at creation

set. It allows editing all types of the texts. The system

of this package the first version SPO SSOR under DOS

menu SPO SSOR consists of the following items:

was chosen. In development of the new version of

System, File, Editor, Search, Script, Methods, Tools,

system were used more ample opportunities given by a

Window.

platform WINDOWS. At present the system filling of a

The library of functional procedures SPO SSOR

package SSOR on this platform is realized in work. The

includes the following procedures: procedure of

purpose of work was creation of a package satisfying to

formation of initial model on a basis of polynomial,

the following properties: - simplicity of development

procedure of structural - parametrical identification,

and use, - opportunity of exchange data with other

procedure of construction the diagram of dispersion,

applications, - convenience in use of the help, -

procedure of construction and analysis the rests

opportunity of processing results in other packages.

diagram. The following procedures of structural

Now the following works are executed: - the

Neuro networks are developed on the basis of functional

convenient and simple interface of system with library

models of nervous system and brain of maximum

of visual components WINDOWS is developed; - the

animals. Neuro networks well cope with tasks of

HTML file - information is created using WINDOWS; -

generalization of the data, allocation of the latent laws,

the exchange data between the programs using the

extrapolation and interpolation of empirical laws,

Clipboard is organized; - the auxiliary calculation

recognition of images etc. Neuro-network algorithms

procedures and also dialogues for regress procedures,

are used in areas requiring high reliability and speed of

such as multiple regress, complete sorting out,

processing of the complex data. But thus it is necessary

incomplete sorting out, sorting out of normal systems,

to check up efficiency techniques of synthesis many

step-by-step

layer

regress,

crest

estimation,

interval

neuro-networks

of

various

structure:

with

estimation, procedure CSA and CSR, correlation

complete and incomplete consecutive communications,

algorithm, creation

files of arguments for the

cross and feedback communications, training, self-

subsequent computations are realized. Also few regress

training, training with the teacher having final

procedures (construction algebraic polynomial, step-by-

qualification. The work assumes ample opportunities for

step regress, diagram of dispersion) and auxiliary

research.

modules (matrix operations, calculator, calendar) are
realized. The serviceability of the program was checked
on test examples.
Further it is supposed to add library of realized
functional procedures that were in the first version, but
in view of optimization the algorithms, incorporated in
them. Also it is perspective the updating of a package
with use neuro-network algorithms of processing the
information. Last are new directions in programming.
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[1] Valeev S. G. (1991) Regress modeling at
processing supervisions. [2] Kadyrova G.R. (1998)
Optimization of processing data mathematical
models in coordinate binding tasks. Abstracts of
conf. 23-26. [3] Scientific programs collection on
Fortran (1974).
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THE SOFTWARE FOR DECISION OF TASKS ESTIMASTION OF ASTRODYNAMIC CONSTANTS.
S.G. Valeev and T.E. Rodionova, Ulyanovsk State Technical University, 32 st. Severny Venets, Ulyanovsk 432027,
Russia sgv@ulstu.ru
The development of engineering of realization and
reception of precision supervision of artificial and
natural heavenly bodies has made an extremely urgent
task of creation of software, with which help it would
be possible to carry out precision mathematical
processing of results of observations. Before the
developers of such software there are serious tasks,
among which it is possible to allocate the very high
requirements to adequacy of mathematical models and
accuracy estimation of their parameters, in particular,
of constants of the theories of rotation and movement
of planets. Really, the accuracy of measurements
achieved now, corresponds to mistakes millimeter of a
level (in translation in a linear measure). Thus, the
adequate mathematical model should give the forecast
of estimated parameters with 10 - 11 correct marks. At
this level of accuracy the influence of a plenty of the
factors comes to light, a part from which can be poorly
predicted and (or) are dependent among themselves.
Taking into account a urgency of a problem, in
USTU the software package was created, in which the
following methods estimation have come: step
regression and ridge valuing, robust methods, method
of a characteristic root, methods step ortogonalization.
A choice of concrete methods estimation within the
framework of the approach of regression modeling [1]
is caused by the following reasons.
In the given work the methods estimation are
considered at infringement of two conditions of
application FLS: about linear independence parameters
and about normal distribution of mistakes. These
infringements are fixed by consideration of models of
the differential amendments to the constant theories and
strongly influence properties of evaluations.
The ways of decrease of effect multicollineation
can be divided into four basic groups [1]:
use of the optimum or orthogonal plan of
experiment;
ortogonalization of structure of model
(ortogonalizatoin of base model);
the decision of a task at initial oblique basis
by a method estimation in orthogonal basis;
use displaced estimation.
The first approach is not applicable to a task of
passive experiment.
Unfortunately, the classical circuits of transition to
artificial orthogonal decomposition for all parameters
of model (in conditions of observance of other
assumptions MLS) are to some extent sensitive to bad
conditionality of an information matrix. If the data
previously not center, any of methods will not give
satisfactory results.

For today the most popular way of reduction of
model with oblique basis to approximately orthogonal
model by elimination duplicating and nonsignificant
parameters is the step regression (method of inclusion
with exception). The lack of methods of this class
consists that at strong multicollineation in model the
superfluous members can be included, as parameter,
entered in model at an early stage, on one later because
of correlation with others variable can appear lowinformative. Thus the interdependence of composed
model completely is not eliminated.
For decrease of effect multicollineation it is
possible to use robust methods providing steady
estimations at presence of observation "polluting" basic
sample [2]. Lack of a method is that circumstance, that
at distribution of mistakes far distinguished from
normal, the ratings of factors turn out at a local
minimum.
The regress on characteristic roots concerns to the
displaced methods estimation. The method is widely
applied in not yet enough to practice, but allows to
receive evaluations more precisely traditional MLS.
In a method, offered us, step ortogonalizating of
base model phased partition is realized not on separate
variable, but upon their groups consistently formed as
subsets variable with nonsignificance pair of
correlation rij. For improvement of MLS - evaluations
the orthogonal transformation Hausholder is included
in the computing scheme. At such approach the
numerical stability, characteristic for orthogonal
transformations, is combined with flexibility allowing it
is easy to adapt to consecutive accumulation of the
data, that is very important at the decision of tasks of
the large dimension. Thus the requirement to memory
of the computer is reduced, the speed of performance
and accuracy is increased; it is necessary to note
security from " of machine zero " and overflow.
Internal criteria, i.e. criteria based on initial sample
of the data, at presence of noise can not decide a task of
a choice of optimum model. The mean square deviation
on a training sequence with growth of complexity of
model decreases and in a point, where the number of
parameters of model is equal to volume of sample,
becomes practically equal to zero. Thus the visibility is
created that the more difficultly model, the she is
exacter. For overcoming this lack of model with the
fixed structure get out by criterion of a minimum of
displacement [3]. By this criterion it is required, that
the models received on training sample, should differ
from models received on control sample probably less.
The criterion expresses by itself the requirement
consistency of model.

S.G. Valeev and T.E. Rodionova

The testing of the software package " System
parametrical estimation " was carried out on two files.
The first file - are laser observations of the Moon
received in observatory Mc Donald (of Texas, USA)
since August 1971 till November, 1973 (only 549
measurements). The initial data as coefficients of the
conditional equations were prepared by the employees
of Institute of theoretical astronomy (IL: :S USSR).
Second file represents 1262 conditional equations for
definition 203 corrections to the constant theory of
orbital movement and rotation of the Earth. 4 equations
of connection determining equality to zero of parallel
carry of terrestrial system of coordinates both turn of
terrestrial and heavenly systems of coordinates, and
also restriction, impose on a vector of bases. The data
for accounts are prepared by the professor
<.?.@Zjh\uf (SAUS FSU).

After realization of a series of calculations, and
then analysis of the received data the following - robust
methods not always was established improve quality of
models, though in some cases their advantage is
conclusive; the most effective methods estimation in
conditions multicollineation are a method of a
characteristic root and methods step ortogonalization.
References:
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SOFTWARE PACKAGE of PROCESSING of TIME SERIES. S.G.Valeev, E.S.Sergeyev Ulyanovsk
State Technical University, 32, st. Severny Venez, 432027, Russia sgv@ulstu.ru, totem@aport.ru
Processing of experimental data of
studying of planets and the data of remote sounding frequently demands application of effective
algorithms and the specialized software packages
for construction forecasts of time series of different kinds. In particular, application of the software
running only within the framework of algorithms
of regression modeling or algorithms of processing of time series not always allows us to describe
behavior of random variables with enough precisely. Especially it becomes apparent at processing of non-stationary time series, such as a numbers of solar activity (Sunspot numbers), studying
of the Eath’s rotation, etc. Algorithms of dynamic
regression modeling (DRM) permit to increase a
degree of adequacy of models of time series.
DRM means cumulative use of methods of spectral analysis, the wavelet analysis, the analysis of
diffusion process and theory of the stochastic
analysis within the methodology of regression
modeling. Methods of DRM permit to build the
models adequately describing behavior of time
series and to investigate them.
The purpose of researches at a creation of
software package was to increase a degree of adequacy of models of time series on the basis of application of the adaptive RM-approach [1,2] and
standard technique of processing of time series.
According to such a purposes the following problems were put and solved: - a substantiation of
methodology of DRM, - algorithmic filling of
DRM, - development of the software, - the analysis and modeling of TS.
The developed package of processing of
the statistical data allows to get the data directly
from the keyboard, and also from various text
files and spreadsheets. The module of displaying
of graphic information permit to produce schedules in the form of dependences of different kinds
(on time or on a variable), distributions plots,
histograms, etc.
In the program were realized frequently
used transformations such as: removal of a trend,
smoothing sliding average, median smoothing,
exponential smoothing, etc. Thus there is an opportunity of search of the best sets of parameters
in sense of mean square error. All results of trans-

formations and residual series are accessible to the
plotting and to the further analysis.
Together the standard statistical tests,
such as descriptive statistics, construction of autocorrelation function, estimation of periodograms
in time and frequency space, a various tests of
stationarity are included in the software. Conclusions about stationarity of time series are based on
the stationarity of dispersions (with criterion of
dispersion, Cochran criterion), stationarity of average value of time series (nonparametric criterion
of the shift, criterion of inversions) and the test of
stationarity (Pirson’s criterion). At construction of
harmonious model of time series the question of
stationarity of base harmonics is supposed to be
very important. The methods of wavelet analysis
which allow to draw a statistical conclusions
about stationary of such characteristics as period
and amplitude of base harmonics are also included
in the package.
Constructions of forecasts of time series
are possible with multiple linear regression analysis tools, linear trend models, autoregression,
autoregressive-moving average models with an
automatic estimation of the order of models, harmonious model with an automatic choice of base
harmonics with a method of step-by-step regression. The standard set of results of construction of
model contains estimations of parameters, standard errors and correlations. Such variety of different methods allows to process time series of a
various origin.
References:
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A TOOL FOR EVALUATING MULTIPLE MARTIAN DATASETS: AN ATLAS OF VOLCANIC
LANDFORMS AND DEPOSITS ON MARS, B. M. Webb and J. W. Head III, Brown University, Providence, RI,
Benjamin_Webb@Brown.edu.
Introduction: Mapping of the volcanic record of
Mars is valuable for documenting variations in volcanism in both time and space. This information can
then be used to address volcanic contributions to
crustal formation, the addition of planetary volatiles
over time, and the overall thermal evolution of the
planet. Previous missions to Mars have used orbiters
and landers to study the morphology, morphometry,
physical properties, and elemental and mineralogical
characteristics of surface or near surface deposits.
Analysis of these data have produced, geological maps,
process studies, theoretical analyses, syntheses [1], and
atlases [2], which record the present state of knowledge of the process of volcanism on Mars. The NASA
Mars Global Surveyor mission has provided a new
generation of data to address outstanding questions
about volcanic deposits and processes on Mars. The
new data are especially important because they provide
new varieties (altimetry, spectroscopy, magnetic,
gravity, imaging, etc.) at higher resolution with generally global coverage.
In order to facilitate further analysis of outstanding
volcanological questions by the scientific community
we have undertaken to create a comprehensive 'Atlas
of volcanic landforms and deposits on Mars'. This
Atlas uses the new data to document the characteristics
of volcanic edifices and deposits in a similar manner to
the fundamental contribution [1]. This atlas follows
the broad organizational format of [1], and is based on
the fundamental morphometric characterization using
MOLA topographic data. However, it is much more
comprehensive in terms of data sets included, modes of
presentation (e.g. animated perspective views), and
availability (e.g. online, CD-ROM).
In addition to providing these data to the community, we are also using the data to address several of
the fundamental outstanding questions about Martian
volcanism. This will insure that the data in the Atlas
are being prepared correctly and presented in a format
useful to the scientific community.
Current Status: Data has been compiled for six
major and three minor Martian volcanic edifices: Arsia
Mons, Pavonis Mons, Ascraeus Mons, Olympus Mons,
Hesperia Planum, Syria Planum, Uranius Tholus,
Ceraunius Tholus, and Uranius Patera. Nine datasets
have been incorporated into a single file which is then
used to produce individual maps of the area. MOLA
128 pixel/degree shaded-relief topography is used for a
base map and combined with color MOLA topography. Three other MOLA-derived products are also
included in the data: surface roughness, local slope,
and detrended MOLA topography. These three data
sets highlight different surface materials that might be

present in each map region. The new digital image
mosaic provided by the Mars Orbiting Camera is included with an appropriate section of a USGS geologic
map of Mars [3] for additional information about the
surface properties of the region of interest. Finally,
both crustal thickness [4] and a gravity anomaly map
[5] are included in the current atlas to give subsurface
information.
Future Work: Future work involves both preparing maps for more volcanic edifices and deposits using
the current Atlas format and also exploring new possibilities for presentation of the Atlas such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) read-only maps.
References: [1] Tanaka, K. L., D. H. Scott, and R.
Greely (1992) Global Stratigraphy, in Mars, edited by
H. H. Kieffer, pp. 345-382, Univ. Arizona Press, Tucson,. [2] Hodges, C. A., and H. J. Moore, Atlas of
Volcanic Landforms on Mars, U.S. Geological Survey
Professional Paper, 1534, 194, 1994. [3] Scott, D. H.,
and K. L. Tanaka (1986) Geologic map of the western
equatorial region of Mars, Miscellaneous Maps Series,
USGS I-1802-A. [4] Zuber, M. T., S. C. Solomon, R.
J. Phillips, D. E. Smith, G. L. Tyler, O. Aharonson, G.
Balmino, W. B. Banerdt, J. W. Head, C. L. Johnson, F.
G. Lemoine, P. J. McGovern, G. A. Neumann, D. D.
Rowlands, and S. Zhong (2000) Internal structure and
early thermal evolution of Mars from mars Global
Surveyor topography and gravity, Science, 287 (March
10), 1788-1793. [5] Yuan, D., W. L. Sjogren, A. S.
Konopliv, and A. B. Kucinskas (2001) Gravity field of
Mars: A 75th degree and order model, Journal of Geophysical Research, 106 (E10), 23,377-23,401.
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Introduction: High velocity impacts lead to
melting, selective and then complete vaporization of the
target rocks. In this process, selective vaporization
changes the chemical composition of the melts
comparing to the initial target rocks. However,
sometimes it is a problem to find the signatures of the
vaporization effects in the products of impact melting.
Here we present experimental data on vaporization of
the obsidian that permits to reveal the vaporization
signatures in impact glasses formed from acidic and
intermediate targets.
Experimental technique: The experiments were
carried out in a pulse-laser setup in the regime of a free
generation of laser radiation [1]. The Nd glass laser had
the following parameters: a wavelength of λ=1,06 µm, a
pulse energy of 600 J, a power density of radiation of
∼106-107 W/cm2, and a pulse time of ∼10-3s. Typical
temperature under such condition is 3000-4000 K. The
experiments were performed in air at 1 atm. The laser
beam focused to a diameter of ∼2 mm, melted and
vaporized a few tens of milligrams of the sample. A
metal screen was installed in the path of the vapor and
melt droplets at the distance ∼7cm from the sample. The
glass spherules were found on the condensate film.
They were resulted because high vapor pressure in the
vaporization zone produced a vapor flow out of the
cavity, carrying out some of the melt as tiny spherical
particles (1-5 µm in diameter). The “life time” of
droplets in a melted state was estimated to be ≤ 0.01 s.
These parameters of the experiments roughly
correspond to typical conditions of melting and
vaporization at the impact velocity of about ≥10 km/s
[1].
The obsidian composition was (wt.%): SiO2 57.90;
TiO2 1.32; Al2O3 15.02; FeO 9.31; MgO 5.11; CaO
7.37; Na2O 2.99; K2O 0.53. Chemical analyses of the
experimental glasses were made with X-ray microprobe.
We analyzed 83 glass spherules and 10 microareas of
glass coating in the laser cavity. The results for K, Na,
Fe, Si, Mg, Ca, Ti, Al were statistically treated and
compared with compositions of the initial obsidian.
Results: Figures 1and 2 show the negative
correlation trends between contents of the moderately
volatile Na and Si and nonvolatile Al in the glass
spherules. These figures show also increase of Al and
decrease of Si and Na contents in spherules and the
cavity glasses as compared with the contents in
obsidian. It’s important to note that levels of Al content
increase and Si decrease depend on the temperature and
thus could be used as a kind of thermometer of the

vaporization process. Obviously the larger Al and the
smaller Si contents are in the glasses the higher
temperature of the melt was. The cavity glasses are
compositionally close to the initial obsidian so they may
be the low-temperature glasses. They have higher K/Na
ratio as compared with the initial one for the obsidian
(fig. 3). This is due to different K and Na vaporization
rates that is typical for acidic and intermediate melts [2].
The Logoi impact glasses: To identify the
vaporization effects in natural impact melts we choose
glasses from the Logoi asrobleme (D≈10 km;
Belorussia) [3] which has a two-layer target with
underlying granite-gneisses and overlying sandstones.
Impact glasses here were mainly resulted of granitegneiss melting. Fig. 4 shows the SiO2 and Al2O3
contents in the homogeneous impact glasses and their
average contents in the granite-gneisses.
The method of identification of the vaporization
effects in natural impact glasses consists in “overlaying”
of the experimental compositional trends on the natural
glass compositions and subsequent selection of those
compositions which show chemical trends identical to
the discovered in the experiment. Fig. 4 shows the
composition field with negative correlation of SiO2 and
Al2O3 contents that is similar to the experimental trend
(fig. 2) and it is thought to be a result of the selective
vaporization process. To test if the identification is
correct it is necessary to look at the correlation
relationships for other melt components, which must be
similar to the experimental ones. Fig. 5,6 demonstate
Na-Al and K/Na-Al correlation trends for impact
glasses from the chosen composition field of fig. 4. On
the whole these trends are similar to the experimental
ones that confirms the validity of our method.
References: [1] Gerasimov M.V. et al. Physics and
chemistry of impacts // In: Laboratory Astrophysics and
Space Research. 1999. P.279-329. Kluwer Academic
Publishers. [2] Yakovlev O.I. et al. K and Na
vaporization from melts. Vestnik MGU. 1973. N5. P.8588. (in Rus.) [3] Glazovskaya L.I. et al. The Logoi
Astrobleme. 1991. M. Nauka. 134 p. (in Rus.)
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MECHANISMS OF NEGATIVE POLARIZATION FOR PLANETARY REGOLITH AND COMET DUST.
E. Zubko and Yu. Shkuratov, Kharkov Astron. Observatory, 35 Sumskaya St., Kharkov, 61022, Ukraine.

Introduction: The planetary regoliths and dust of
comets exhibit negative polarization branch (NPB) of
light scattered at small phase angles. This is demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2, where data for the 1P/Halley
comet (dark points in Fig. 1) [1] and asteroid 1 Ceres
(opened circles in Fig. 2) [2] are presented. One can see
good resemblance of the NPBs for such different objects; in both cases the NPB have a parabolic shape, and
close values of the inversion angle (near 20º) and depth
(near 1%). Thus it is reasonable to suppose that this resemblance can evidence a common origin of the dust
and regolith NPBs. Nevertheless, here we demonstrate
that NPB mechanisms for dust and regolith can be quite
different. In the case of comets this can be due to scattering by individual particles, and for planetary regoliths
this could be a combination of the “comet” mechanism
and the coherent backscatter effect.
Light scattering by comet dust: Individual particles with size compared to the wavelength can in principle produce NPBs. This is well known from calculations
of scattering by spheres and irregular particles using,
respectively, the Mie formulas [3] and DDA approach
[4]. Spheres as a model of comet particles are a too
rough approximation, since perfect balls, even after particle size averaging, can demonstrate resonant features
(both in intensity and in polarization) that are not observed for comets. The DDA modeling for irregular
particles is rather contradictory. In particular, results
obtained in [4] and with the well-known code [5] show
bad coincidence. That is why we start DDA modeling
using our own codes [6].
Here we simulate scattering properties of dust particles regarding them to scatter independently of each
other. Besides we consider that they are randomly
shaped and have the following mass distribution: m-u,
where u = 1.5 [7] at a constant density of particles. To
calculate scattering properties we used an improved
DDA method presented in [6]. To simulate comet dust
particles, a set of 137062 cells is used to form an approximately spherical volume. Then two randomly chosen cells of the volume are marked as seeds of a particle
material and two cells are considered as seeds of the
empty space. Each cell different from the seed cells is
marked as the nearest seed cell. Examples of crosssections of particles generated are shown in Fig. 3. As
can be seen we generate particles with very irregular
shapes that are undoubtedly closer to real particles of
comets than perfect spheres. Phase curves of linear polarization degree for a cloud consisting of particles with
random shapes are given in Fig. 1. In this figure curve 1
presents data for particles with m = 1.65 + 0.05i at aver-

aging over sizes from x = 0.1 to 6.5 (x = 2πr/λ, where λ
is the wavelength and r is the radius of the sphere with
the volume that is equal to the particle volume). The
chosen refractive index m simulates silicate materials
with additions of carbon. Curve 2 in Fig. 1 corresponds
to dirty icy particles (m = 1.31 + 0.01i); this curve is
obtained at averaging over x = 0.1 – 10.5. As one can
see the curves 1 and 2 are strongly distinct from the
1P/Halley comet data. However, the mixture that is 33%
of silicate and 67% of icy particles produces curve 3 in
Fig. 1, which is a good model of the comet 1P/Halley
NPB. The mixture reproduces the parabolic shape of the
NPB, gives almost the same inversion angle and close
value of the NPB depth. Thus, the NPB of comets can
be caused with single particle scattering by particles
with x < 10. This is in consistence with laboratory investigations [8], where it was shown that clouds of silicate particles of random shapes with size of the order of
the wavelength do give symmetric NPB with the depth
near 2% and inversion angle of about 20º. At the same
time these experiments did not show brightness opposition effect that often accompanies NPB. We notice once
again that using spheres for the modeling gives absolutely inadequate results. This shows curve 4 in Fig. 1
that was calculated for the same mixture of the equivalent spheres.
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Light scattering by regoliths: The planetary regoliths, for instance the lunar soils, exhibit conspicuous
NPB that are studied in many works. There have been
considered many mechanisms of the regolith NPB but
the coherent backscatter effect is perhaps the most prospective among them [9]. Even for dark surfaces this
mechanism is valid [10]. We model here the NPB of
asteroid 1 Ceres, which is a rather dark object. We treat
the planetary regoliths as a particulate media consisting
of particles large compared to the wavelength. To calculate scattering properties we used an approach presented in [11]. This approach allows calculations of
multiple scattering in a particulate medium with accounting for the coherent backscatter enhancement and
shadow-hiding effect. We consider that the particles of
medium have the same size and are randomly shaped,
like it is shown in Fig. 3. They are characterized by m =
1.5 + 0.1i, x = 2, and single particle albedo ω = 0.66.
Note that such particles, being isolated, in average does
not produce NPB at all. Fig. 2 shows results of our
simulation for the particulate medium with volume density ρ = 0.3. Curves 1 and 2 in this figure present sums
of two and six orders of scattering, respectively. As can
be seen, the NPB of the medium in the approximation of
sixth order is in a good agreement with corresponding
data for asteroid Ceres 1. This example shows that the
NPB is effectively contributed not only by the second
scattering order but high orders as well. We emphasize
again that the NPB in this specific case is formed only
due to the coherent backscatter effect and definitely not
due to polarization produced by individual particles. On

the other hand, for planetary regoliths the two considered mechanisms can be important. They are able even
to give NPBs of complicated forms, in particular, with
double minimum. Such NPB were recently discovered
for bright asteroids and bright planetary satellites [12]
and found in laboratory measurements [13]. In some
cases the “regolith” mechanism can weaken the “dust”
one. For example, shown in Fig. 4 are phase curves
presenting NPBs for spheres with x = 5, m = 1.5 + 0.5i;
their scattering is calculated when they are isolated
(curve 1) and form a medium (curve 2) with density
ρ = 0.3.
Conclusion: Thus, the NPBs of dust comet comas
and planetary regoliths can generally be given rise by
two different mechanisms. One of them is related to
single particle scattering. This can be the main cause of
the comets NPB. We find the symmetric (parabolic-like)
NPB to be formed due to superposition of very asymmetric NPBs corresponding to irregular particles with
different sizes. The other mechanism is the coherent
backscatter enhancement. This mechanism can form the
NPB independently of the fact whether the particles
have own NPB or not. Unlike the case of scattering by
individual particles, the coherent backscattering produce
also the prominent brightness opposition effect. We note
that comet comas have actually the brightness opposition surges much less than that for planetary regolith.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by INTAS grant # 2000-0792.
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MOUNTAIN GLACIERS ON MARS?: WESTERN ARSIA MONS FAN-SHAPED DEPOSIT KNOBBY
FACIES AS COLD-BASED GLACIER SUBLIMATION TILLS: James W. Head1 and David R. Marchant2,
1
Dept. Geol. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, 2Dept. Earth Sciences, Boston University, Boston MA
02215
Introduction and Background: Arsia Mons contains a distinctive and unusual lobe, or fan-shaped deposit on its western flank [1,2] that displays three facies:
1) An outermost ridged facies, consisting of a broad thin
sheet characterized by numerous ridges, 1->10 km in
length, and spaced a few hundred meters to several
kilometers apart, that extend over topographic barriers
without obvious deflection. 2) A knobby facies, which
forms an extensive area of chaotic terrain that consists
of subrounded several-kilometer-diameter hills; some
hills are elongated downslope, and others form chains
that are parallel to subparallel to the ridges in the ridged
facies.3) A smooth facies, which contains arcuate lineations and diffuse to lobate margins; the smooth facies
appears to overlie areas of the knobby facies. In this
contribution we focus on the nature and origin of the
knobby facies.
Knobby Facies Description: The knobby facies of
the fan-shaped deposit forms a "large area of chaotic
terrain consisting of hills as much as several kilometers
across that are subrounded to elongated downslope;
chains of hills [are] aligned parallel to ridges in [the]
ridged facies; individual hills and patches [are] interspersed in [the] ridged facies."
The deposits themselves are very homogeneous in
local areas, (e.g., Fig. 1) and show little detailed structure as a whole. In some few cases, broad ridge-like
structures are seen in the interior, with the ridges generally trending concentrically to the deposit, similar in
orientation to the ridges of the ridged facies. There is no
evidence for banking or pile-up of the hummocky facies
behind the small number of underlying prominences.
The relationships between the knobby facies and the
underlying deposits is made clear by examination of
detrended MOLA topography (Fig. 2). Here, the distinctive underlying lava flows can be traced into the area
of the ridged facies and then further into the area of the
knobby facies. Although the resolution is not high, it is
clear that the margins of the underlying flows have not
lost their coherence, as they probably would if the
knobby facies represented a landslide deposit. Instead, it
appears as if the knobby facies has been deposited on
top of the underlying lava flows without marked interaction with the substrate.
The knobby facies also shows stratigraphic relationships with the ridged facies along its margins. The
ridges of the ridged facies can be seen in windows in the
knobby facies, and there is clear evidence of the superposition of the knobby facies on the ridged facies.
Analysis of the interior of the knobby facies and the
regions around its exterior reveals little evidence for
features that might inidcate melting, such as channels,
ponded material or eskers. MOC images show abundant
evidence for eolian modification of the knobs and
mounds.
Knobby Facies Interpretation: Scott and Zimbelman [1995] interpreted the hills and knobs of the
knobby facies as having formed in a wastage zone of an
ice sheet and to include landslide material. The transition of the knobby facies with Member 3 at high eleva-

tions on the volcano led them to suggest that part of the
knobby facies may be related to parts of Member 3 displaced by landsliding. They interpreted terrain downslope from a distinctive scarp as being a gravity-driven
mass of material which "largely contributed to the
knobby unit and exposed the relatively smooth surfaces
of underlying members 1 and 2." The scarp was thus
interpreted as a detachment surface. Thus a major outstanding question in their interpretation is the relative
significance of ice-sheet and landslide origins for the
knobby facies.
On the basis of our comparison of these facies with
those related to cold-based glaciers on Earth, we interpret the knobby facies to be a sublimation till, related to
the vertical wastage of a large ice body. Sublimation
tills on Earth are defined as “sediment released by sublimation of glacier ice, and directly deposited without
subsequent transport.” [3] Such deposits are similar to
melt-out tills, but the ice is lost by sublimation rather
than melting, through “freeze-drying” in very arid and
cold conditions such as those seen in the Antarctic Dry
Valleys and typical of Mars. Sublimation till formation
requires contact of the ice with the atmosphere at the
surface or through diffusion through pores, and the sublimation process can be very slow and non-disruptive,
operating almost as a “deflation” and internal settling of
the deposit as the ice is progressively removed. The
process can also result in the remaining deposit being
extremely loosely packed or friable [7]. Sublimation till
grain size and particle characteristics will be inherited
from the interstitial material in the parent ice deposits.
Sublimation tills can develop on top of glacial ice and
can reach thicknesses and porosities that insulate underlying ice from further diffusion and sublimation.
Thus, in some cases, ice-cored sublimation tills may
form.
The knobby facies is interpreted as a sublimation till
from a cold-based glacier on the basis of the following
evidence: 1) its homogeneity, 2) its knobby and hummocky morphology, 3) its superposition on underlying
lava flow topography without disruption, 4) its close
association with the ridged facies; 5) its superposition
on the ridged facies, 6) its lack of melting related features. The nature of the sublimation process means that
there is a good possibility that residual ice may underlie
some of the hummocks or parts of the larger deposit.

References: 1) D. Scott and J. Zimbelman,, USGS Misc. Inv.
Map I-2480, 1995; 2) J. Zimbelman and K. Edgett, PLPSC 22,
LPI, 31, 1992; 3) D. Benn and D. Evans, Glaciers and Glaciation, Arnold, 1998; 4) R. Bell, JG, 6, 209, 1966; 5) J. Shaw,
Boreas, 6, 189, 1977; 6) J. Shaw, in, R. Goldthwiat and C.
Matsch, eds., Genetic Classification of Glacigenic Deposits,
Balkema, Rotterdam, 141, 1988; 7) J. Lundquist, ZG, 33, 27,
1989;
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Figure 1 (a &b). Knobby facies; Viking Orbiter.

Figure. 2. Detrended MOLA topography showing traces of flows underlying the ridged facies and extending
underneath the knobby facies.
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MOUNTAIN GLACIERS ON MARS?: WESTERN ARSIA MONS FAN-SHAPED DEPOSIT SMOOTH
FACIES AS ROCK GLACIERS: James W. Head1 and David R. Marchant2, 1Dept. Geol. Sci., Brown Univ.,
Providence, RI 02912 USA, 2Dept. Earth Sciences, Boston University, Boston MA 02215
Introduction and Background: Arsia Mons contains a distinctive and unusual lobe, or fan-shaped deposit on its western flank [1,2] that displays three facies:
1) An outermost ridged facies, consisting of a broad thin
sheet characterized by numerous ridges, 1->10 km in
length, and spaced a few hundred meters to several
kilometers apart, that extend over topographic barriers
without obvious deflection. 2) A knobby facies, which
forms an extensive area of chaotic terrain that consists
of subrounded several-kilometer-diameter hills; some
hills are elongated downslope, and others form chains
that are parallel to subparallel to the ridges in the ridged
facies.3) A smooth facies, which contains arcuate lineations and diffuse to lobate margins; the smooth facies
appears to overlie areas of the knobby facies. Here we
focus on the nature and origin of the ridged facies.
Smooth Facies Description: Scott and Zimbelman
[1] described the smooth facies of the fan shaped deposit (Fig. 1) as consisting of "smooth surfaces with
arcuate lineations and diffuse to lobate margins. [It]
overlies large areas of knobby facies...[and]...partly fills
and appears to be extruded from faulted collapse depresseions."
The setting of the major occurrence of the smooth
facies can be seen in Fig. 1, and details of the lobate
nature of the structures can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3.
The lobate parts of the facies appears to have originated
near the vicinity of the large linear depression, a location that caused Scott and Zimbelman [1] to interpret
them as volcanic (pyroclastic) lobes emanating from the
fissure (see also [2]), or possibly as a lahar. On the basis
of the MOLA topography, we found that the lobes
tended to be located on highs and to descend into adjacent lows. They are characterized by a series of concentric ridges tens of meters high superposed on a broad
lobe hundreds of meters thick. Some of the lobes have
depressions in their centers. In other places (Fig. 3)
these lobes appear at the margins of the hummocky terrain and appear to be closely related to both the ridged
facies and the knobby facies.
Smooth Facies Interpretation: Scott and Zimbelman [1995] interpreted the smooth facies to have originated as a viscous flow from two large fault-bounded
depressions and to be formed by ash-flow tuffs or lahars. They point out that "the margins of the smooth
facies appear to be spread out and feather-edged, and
thus the material more nearly resembles an ashflow."
On the basis of the lobate characteristics of these deposits as revealed in the MOLA data and their very
close association with the ridged and knobby facies, we
have explored glacial analogs for these features. We
find that rock glaciers provide a very compelling analog
for these lobate features [3,4]. Rock glaciers are lobate
debris-covered deposits commonly found in alpine environments and range from ice-rock mixtures to thin, debris covered glaciers where ice might be preserved for
considerable periods of time due to the insulating effects
of the debris.
Summary and Synthesis of the Fan-Shaped Deposits on Western Arsia Mons: The unusual Amazonian-aged, fan-shaped deposit covers ~180,000 km2 of

the western flank of Arsia Mons. It consists of three
components: 1) an outermost ~60-90 km wide distal
zone of over 100 parallel raised ridges; 2) a medial ~80300 km wide zone of rough, hummocky topography, 4)
a proximal zone up to ~150 km wide abutting the upper
flanks of Arsia and consisting of arcuate and lobate
flow-like deposits. Upflank are several sinuous outwardfacing scarps, rough near-summit topography, and pits
and elongate troughs. Within the fan shaped deposit are
NNW-striking, graben-like elongate depressions. The
distal ridged deposits are superposed on lava flows and
a large impact crater and underlying lava flows can be
traced back underneath the medial hummocky unit to
the graben structure.
Using new MGS data and Earth analogs appropriate
for Mars, we explored the hypothesis that the deposit is
the remnant of a mountain glacier formed on the western flank of Arsia Mons (e.g., [1]). Conditions during
the recent geological history of Mars suggest that glacial
ice should commonly be below the pressure melting
point, and thus analogous to polar glaciers, which are
frozen to underlying beds (cold-based), and move by
internal deformation, producing no record of basal scour
or extensive meltwater features. Glaciers in the Antarctic Dry Valleys may be most appropriate terrestrial
analogs, and we find many similarities between them
and the western Arsia fan-shaped deposits.
We interpret the outer parallel ridge zone to be distal
dump moraines formed from the lateral retreat of a coldbased glacier, and the hummocky facies to be proximal
hummocky moraines resulting from the sublimation,
decay and downwasting of the ice sheet (a sublimation
till). The arcuate structures in the proximal zone are
interpreted to be rock glaciers, formed by lobate flow
deformation of debris-covered ice surfaces; some rock
glaciers may still be ice-cored. We find little evidence
for melting features in association with the deposit, and
thus conclude that it was predominantly cold-based
throughout its history. In summary, we find abundant
evidence to support the interpretation that the fanshaped western Arsia Mons deposit was formed by a
cold-based mountain glacier. Similar deposits are seen
on Pavonis and Ascraeus Montes.
Stratigraphic relations show that the medial hummocky unit partly overlies the distal parallel ridged unit;
we interpret this to mean that there was at least one
phase of readvance following retreat of a significant part
of the cold-based glacier. Contemporaneous volcanic
eruptions suggest that tephra may be the main non-ice
component of the glacial deposits. If the glacial interpretation is correct, this means that at some time during
the Amazonian conditions were conducive to the accumulation of ice on the western flanks of the Tharsis
Montes, and that subsequently the ice largely disappeared. Possible causes of ice accumulation could be 1)
extremes in orbital parameters, which could result in
sublimation of polar deposits and deposition in equatorial regions, or 2) locally increased water supply to the
atmosphere, perhaps coincident with Amazonian-aged
catastrophic outflow in nearby Elysium and Amazonis
Planitia, orographic upwelling, and deposition. The
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presence of rock glaciers suggests that some ice may
still exist in the shallow subsurface, and may preserve a
record of the Amazonian atmosphere and Tharsis Montes tephrochronology.

References: 1) D. Scott and J. Zimbelman,, USGS Misc. Inv.
Map I-2480, 1995; 2) J. Zimbelman and K. Edgett, PLPSC 22,
LPI, 31, 1992; 3) H. Martin and W. Whalley, PPG, 11, 260,
1987; 4) W. Whalley and H. Martin, PPG, 16, 127, 1992.

Figure 1. Setting for the smooth facies of the fan-shaped deposit
on Western Arsia Mons. Viking Orbiter images.

Figure 2. Enlargement of fan-shaped deposits in the
smooth facies. See Figure 1. Viking Orbiter images.

Figure 3. Enlargement of fan-shaped deposits in the
smooth facies. Viking Orbiter images.
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LARGE HESPERIAN PROGLACIAL LAKE IN SCHMIDT VALLEY NEAR THE SOUTH POLE OF
MARS: 1. EVIDENCE FOR WATER INPUT, CONFIGURATION AND DRAINAGE: J. W. Head and James
L. Dickson, Dept. of Geol. Sci., Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, james_head@brown.edu
Introduction and Background: Analyses using MOLA
data support the general concept that significant volatile-rich
deposits formed earlier in Mars history at the south polar area
[1-3]. Geologic evidence indicates a Hesperian age for these
deposits and topographic evidence suggests that the deposits
underlie much of the present area of Amazonian-aged polar
layered terrain [4-7]. The associated geological features (e.g.,
cavi, esker-like ridges) are consistent with the presence of
volatile-rich materials [1,8-9], but alternate explanations of
some of the features are possible [6-7]. The case has been
made that significant volatiles were lost when portions of the
cap underwent meltback to approximately the present position
of the edge of the layered terrain [1]. Evidence that a significant part of these volatiles was water is supported by: 1) the
presence of sinuous ridges plausibly interpreted as eskers [89], and thus marking the location of subglacial streams that
drained much of the retreating polar cap, and 2) cavi, the surface manifestation of subglacial melting and vertical and lateral movement of water [10]. In this analysis, we examine
evidence for water input into the Schmidt valley, the nature of
its storage there, and the ultimate fate of this meltwater. We
ask the questions: What is the topographic configuration of the
valley? Could there have been a lake there? If so, what was the
configuration of this lake? Was the lake ice-covered? What
were the processes and sources of water for the lake fill?
What are the most relevant terrestrial analogs for such a lake?
What was the fate of the water and sediment delivered to this
area? In a separate contribution we assess the pitted plain
marginal to Schmidt Valley and its relation to Cavi Angusti
[11].
Basin Configuration: Both the distal portions of the esker-like ridges and Cavi Angusti end in a north-northwest
oriented valley just east of the crater Schmidt (Fig. 1). The
valley is approximately 350 km wide and extends from the
edge of the present cap north toward the Argyre basin for a
distance of over 750 km. It is bounded on the west, north, and
east by irregularly-shaped, topographically high segments of
Noachian cratered terrain [4,12]. These cratered terrain units
form a topographic barrier to the drainage of any meltwater
associated with the esker-like features or cavi formation (Fig.
1). The northern margin of the basin rises to over 2000 m, and
then descends to the south to about 1200 m, and then descends
further to the regionally flat basin floor which lies at a level of
~900-1000 meters. We conclude that given the present topography, meltwater would have ponded in this large linear depression, and thus a lake would be likely to form.
Basin Interior: In the central part of the basin, some impact craters are almost completely buried, while others are
superposed on the deposits. Older impact craters around the
margins of the basin usually have their rims breached or embayed and destroyed toward the basin. The valley narrows in
the vicinity of the crater Schmidt (Fig. 1), and then widens
again east of the distal deposits of the Cavi Angusti region. At
the southern edge of the valley, the topography begins to rise
toward the south pole region and the esker-like features begin
to be developed on this upward slope [1].
Basin Filling: Products from meltback of the volatile-rich
deposits and the formation of the esker-like features and cavi
would have entered Schmidt valley at its southern end (Fig. 1).

On Earth [8-9], eskers represent the former position of subglacial transport of meltwater and deposition of sediment carried by these streams. Meltback and loss of the overlying volatile material then exposes the channel floor as a sinuous ridge.
These contained streams, and thus the eskers, change morphology or terminate when they flow into an outwash plain or
a standing body of water in front of the glacier. Using the termination of the distribution of the esker-like features as an
estimate of the extent of the volatile-rich deposits, we find that
they define a level of ~1000 m elevation (Fig. 1). Examination
of the eastern and northeastern margin of the Cavi Angusti
region shows that esker-like features emerging from below
this deposit also terminate at about this same level.
If this interval represents the termination of the subsurface
flow of meltwater at the edge of the volatile-rich deposit, then
the morphology of features at lower levels should provide
information about the meltwater fate. Examination of the
region in the valley below this level shows no evidence for
extensive channels or braided deposits that might be expected
if such streams emerged onto an outwash plain. Instead, the
regional surface is very flat and in detail is extremely hummocky. We interpret these observations to mean that the sediment-laden meltwater emptied into the Schmidt valley and
filled it to the level shown in Fig. 1. The present topography is
interpreted to be the result of regional smoothing by this emplacement process and the hummocky roughness may be due
to the sublimation and removal of portions of the volatile-rich
material subsequent to its deposition in this low valley. The
implication of these observations is that the meltwater was
deposited in an extensive lake filling the Schmidt valley during the period of meltwater formation.
Configuration of the Lake: If these interpretations are
correct, then Schmidt valley would have been the site of an
extensive lake. Topographic data permit us to assess the size
and depth of such a lake. Using the margins of the occurrences
of esker-like features and distal Cavi Angusti deposits, we
outlined the topographic contour of the valley if it were filled
to this level (about the 1050 m contour). This level produces a
flooded area about 360 km wide and 750 km long, or about
270,000 km 2 , about 73% the size of the Caspian Sea, and almost five times the size of Lake Michigan. The presently
lowest point in the valley (excluding impact craters) is about
710 meters, and thus if this were the floor of the valley at that
time, the water depth in the lake could have been as much as
340 meters. In this scenario, meltwater from the receding volatile-rich layer was distributed by subsurface channels (which
ultimately becoming eskers) and drained into the adjacent low
to form an extensive lake. Some drainage also occurred from
the Cavi Angusti area into the basin [1,10-11]. The distal end
of the valley in which the esker-like ridges occur is very flat
and smooth compared to others in the southern hemisphere
[8], supporting the interpretation that there was ponding and
sedimentation.
Given the history of climate and atmosphere on Mars, and
the high altitude and latitude of this region, it is highly likely
that the surface of any standing body of water would have
been frozen [13]. Furthermore, evidence exists for extensive
basal melting sources, and evidence for top-down melting is
not yet as compelling (reviewed in [1,3]).
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Fate of the Lake Water: Some water left the lake area
and drained laterally. A notch-like breach occurs at the distal
end of the valley (Fig. 1); it emerges at about 1000 m elevation and winds its way 400-500 km northward across a relatively flat several hundred meter deep plain just north of Argyre Dorsum. The channel sometimes becomes indistinct on
the topographic map, usually corresponding to flat areas where
ponding is likely to have occurred. As it reaches the edge of
the Argyre basin rim (Charitum Montes), it winds through a
low in the rim topography and plunges some 3500 m over a
distance of about 400 km to the basin floor where it loses its
identity [1]. If water ceased flowing into the lake it is likely
that it would freeze solid and rapidly sublime, leaving only a
sediment-ice sublimation residue. Calculations on the fate of
such a configuration suggest that the ice would disappear in
geologically very short periods of time [14].
Terrestrial Analogs: Proglacial lakes are very common
on Earth due to the ponding of meltwater in the distal and
retreating parts of ice sheets and glaciers and consist of several
types with a variety of characteristic deposits and morphologies [15]; we investigate these further in a separate contribution [11]. Given the high latitudes and the extremely cold temperatures on Mars, a good model might be the Antarctic Dry
Valley lakes that receive meltwater, are liquid below, but are
frozen over year around at the top [16].

Summary and Conclusions: The presence of cavi, eskerlike ridges, pits and smooth marginal areas strongly suggest
that much of the water derived from melting of the Dorsa Argentea Formation and related deposits migrated laterally to the
edges of the deposits, and ponded in the Schmidt valley to
form a lake, which was breached at its northern end. A topographically distinct channel has been traced from this breach
down into the adjacent Argyre Basin, supporting the hypothesis that liquid water flowed from the distal parts of the retreating polar deposits, ponding on the floor of Schmidt valley, and
exited through a pass and channel, down onto the floor of the
Argyre Basin. Following cessation of inflow, the lake froze
solid and underwent sublimation, leaving the sublimation residue that is observed to fill the basin today.
References: 1) J. Head and S. Pratt, JGR, 106, 12,275, 2001; 2)
S. Milkovich et al., JGR, 10.1029/2001JE001802, 2002; 3) G. Ghatan
and J. Head, 10.1029/2001JE001519, 2002; 4) K. Tanaka and D.
Scott, USGS Misc. Inv. Map I-1802-C, 1987; 5) J. Plaut et al., Icarus,
76, 357, 1988; 6) K. Tanaka and E. Kolb, Icarus, 154, 3, 2001; 7) E.
Kolb and K. Tanaka, Icarus, 15422. 2001; 8) J. Head and B. Hallet,
LPSC 32, 1366, 2001; 9) J. Head and B. Hallet, LPSC 32, 1373, 2001;
10) G. Ghatan et al., LPSC 33, 1054, 2002; 11) J. Head and J. Dickson, Micro 36, this volume; 12) J. Head and S. Pratt, LPSC 32, 1159,
2002; 13) M. Carr, Water on Mars, Oxford, 1996; 14) M. Kreslavsky
and J. Head, JGR, in press, 2002; 15) D. Benn and D. Evans, Glaciers
and Glaciation, Arnold, 1998; 16) T. Chinn, ARS, 59, 1, 1993.

Figure 1. Topographic map of the Schmidt valley region near the South Pole of Mars superposed on gradient map and sketch
map showing the major features. Areas below the ~950 m contour are not colored and are shown by gradient map only.
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MOUNTAIN GLACIERS ON MARS? CHARACTERIZATION OF WESTERN ARSIA MONS FANSHAPED DEPOSITS USING MGS DATA: James W. Head 1 and David R. Marchant2, 1Dept. Geol. Sci., Brown
Univ., Providence, RI 02912 USA, 2Dept. Earth Sciences, Boston University, Boston MA 02215 USA
Introduction: The most comprehensive treatment of
the fan-shaped deposits of Arsia Mons is that of Scott
and Zimbelman [1], who mapped the Arsia Mons region
at a scale of 1:1,000,000. This mapping provided a firm
and comprehensive definition of units, subunits and
structures that make up the fan-shaped deposits as well
as their relationships to the sequence of lava flow units
that make up Arsia Mons as a whole (Fig. 1). On the
basis of the fact that this regional map compiled from
Viking data appears in our investigation to well characterize the units and major relationships, we adopt this
unit definition and stratigraphy here, using it as a basis
for further investigation and modifying and clarifying
the definitions and relationships using the new MGS
data.
Characterization: The basic units comprising Arsia
Mons consist of lava flow members of the Tharsis
Montes Formation [2; see also 3], and the oldest flows
are Late Hesperian in age, and younger units span the
Amazonian. Scott and Zimbelman [1] show that during
the Amazonian, three lava flow members of the Tharsis
Montes Formation and the three facies of the fan-shaped
deposit were emplaced. The ridged facies of the fan
deposit clearly overlies Member 5 and is thus considered to be Late Amazonian in age, but the ridged facies
is overlain in places by Member 6. On the north side of
the volcano, the knobby and possibly the smooth facies
may be overlain by Member 5. Scott and Zimbelman [1]
describe the smooth member of the fan-shaped deposit
to be the youngest on Arsia, with the possible exception
of Member 6. In summary, the fan-shaped deposits are
largely contemporaneous with the latter phases of volcanism on Arsia Mons, postdating Member 5 and possibly predating or being contemporaneous with Member
6. We will return to these stratigraphic assignments in a
later section.
Scott and Zimbelman [1] described the ridged facies
of the fan-shaped deposit as a "broad, thin sheet marked
by abundant ridges that extend over topographic barriers
without apparent deflection. Individual ridges are about
1 to more than 10 km long, spaced a few hundred meters to several kilometers apart; ridges [are] connected
in places by shorter crossribs." On the basis of their superposition on lava flows and a large impact crater (Fig.
2), they interpreted the facies as recessional moraines,
resulting from the emplacement of "glacial drift deposited long the margins of an ice sheet during successive
stages in its ablation and retreat."
The knobby facies of the fan-shaped deposit (Fig. 3)
forms a "large area of chaotic terrain consisting of hills
as much as several kilometers across that are subrounded to elongated downslope; chains of hills [are]
aligned parallel to ridges in [the] ridged facies; individual hills and patches [are] interspersed in [the] ridged
facies." Scott and Zimbelman [1] interpreted the hills
and knobs of the knobby facies as having formed in a
wastage zone of an ice sheet and to include landslide
material. The transition of the knobby facies with Member 3 at high elevations on the volcano led them to suggest that part of the knobby facies may be related to
parts of Member 3 displaced by landsliding. They inter-

preted terrain downslope from a distinctive scarp as being a gravity-driven mass of material which "largely
contributed to the knobby unit and exposed the relatively smooth surfaces of underlying members 1 and 2."
The scarp was thus interpreted as a detachment surface.
Thus a major outstanding question in their interpretation
is the relative significance of ice-sheet and landslide
origins for the knobby facies.
The smooth facies of the fan shaped deposit (Fig. 4)
consists of "smooth surfaces with arcuate lineations and
diffuse to lobate margins. [It] overlies large areas of
knobby facies...[and]...partly fills and appears to be extruded from faulted collapse depressions." Scott and
Zimbelman [1] interpreted the smooth facies to have
originated as a viscous flow from two large faultbounded depressions and to be formed by ash-flow tuffs
or lahars. They point out that "the margins of the
smooth facies appear to be spread out and featheredged, and thus the material more nearly resembles an
ashflow."
On the basis of mapping of the fan-shaped deposit
by previous workers, a number of outstanding questions
remain and we outline these here to guide our analysis
of the fan-shaped deposit with MGS data, and we then
examine the nature of each of these facies.
1. What is the detailed nature of the ridges in the
ridged terrain and is material deposited between the
ridges?
2. What are the stratigraphic relationships between
the three facies and the lava flows of Arsia Mons?
3. Does the smooth facies have a different process of
origin than that of the ridged and knobby facies?
4. What is the nature and origin of the outwardfacing scarps on the upper flanks of Arsia Mons?
5. What is the origin and role of the graben-like
structures within the fan-shaped deposit and their relationship to those outside this deposit?
6. What is the stratigraphic relationship between the
ridged and knobby facies, and how does this relate to
their origin?
7. Is there evidence for smaller landslide components within the fan-shaped deposit?
8. Is there evidence of melting and flow of water
(channels, eskers, etc) within or adjacent to the fanshaped deposit?
9. If the fan-shaped deposit was once ice-rich, is
there any evidence for interaction between volcanic
eruptions and ice?
10. Does the present day instability of water ice at
equatorial latitudes rule out the origin of the fan-shaped
deposits as related to glacial activity?
11. What key criteria can be used to distinguish
among the three major hypotheses of origin for the fanshaped deposits?
References: 1) D. Scott and J. Zimbelman, USGS Misc. Inv.
Map I-2480, 1995; 3) J. Zimbelman and K. Edgett, PLPSC 22,
LPI, 31, 1992; 3) D. Scott and K. Tanaka, USGS Misc. Inv.
Map I-1802-A, 1986.

ARSIA MONS FAN-SHAPED DEPOSIT: FACIES AND THEIR INTERPRETATION: J. W. Head and D. R. Marchant

Fig. 1, Viking Orbiter mosaic of the fan-shaped deposits on the western flanks of Arsia Mons..

Fig. 3. Viking Orbiter image of the knobby facies of the
fan-shaped deposit.

Fig. 2. Viking Orbiter image of the ridged facies of the fanshaped deposit.

Fig. 4. Viking Orbiter image of the smooth facies of the fanshaped deposit.
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GEOCHEMICAL COMPARISION OF VENUS’ ROCKS WITH TERRESTRIAL OCEANIC IGNEOUS
ROCKS USING THE DISCRIMINANT METHOD. A. M. Abdrakhimov, Vernadsky Institute, Kosygina 19,
Moscow, 117975, Russia, albert@geokhi.ru.
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Fig.2. OI Alkalines, Altered vs. Fresh
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Fig.3. IO Tholeites: altered vs. fresh rocks
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Fig. 4. IO Alkaline series:
altered vs. fresh rocks
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Fig. 5. Tholeitic, alkaline, and calc-alkaline series
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Introduction: Five Venus’ surface materials were
measured in only K, U, and Th by GRS 1-3 and three
were measured in major petrochemical elements without
Na2O by XRF4-5, all close in their chemistry to basalts.
The goal of this work is to compare the analyzed Venus’
rocks and terrestrial igneous rocks to search for similariries/dissimilarities in their chemistry, which at some
degree is correlated with geodynamic environment.
With the aim of planetological geochemical comparisons databases of their chemical analyses were compiled
for
each
considered
geodynamic
enviroment
(REFERENCES).
It have been shown that all Venus’ rocks are much
more rich in incompatible elements (K, U, Th) than
Earth’ Normal Mid-Ocean Ridge Basalts (N-MORB)6-7.
On Earth igneous rocks enriched in incompatible elements are known to occur both in continental and oceanic settings. Since the presence of continental-crust
material on Venus is problematic while the basaltic
crust does exist, we will address further to the intraoceanic environments where contamination of ascending magmas by continental crustal materials is not expected.
The compiled databases include petrochemical data,
Th and U contents as well as petrographical alteration
characteristics of the individual rock samples for three
“pure” tectonic environments of the terrestrial oceanic
magmatism: (1) Mid Ocean Ridges (MOR)6, (2) Ocean
Island Arcs (OIA)7, and (3) Intraplate oceanic hot spots
(IO). “Pure” means that no continental crust is present
in the sampling place and in all sampling places the
mentioned environments are not intermixed.
Data were selected for individual samples characterized: chemically - major-elements (or at least K2O
content) and the contents of Th and U analyzed with
precision better than 10-12%, petrographically - a lack
of traces of high-temperature alteration, and tectonically
-unambiguously clear tectonic position. By petrographical characteristics the studied samples were divided into
groups: petrographically fresh (with no or a few percent
of secondary phases), petrographically altered, without
petrographic description, without reported alteration. By
geochemical criteria they were divided into series:
tholeitic (MOR, OIA, IO), calc-alcaline (OIA), alkaline
(IO).
To select the samples unaffected by secondary alteration, which is known to change the initial contents
of K and U, for the MOR and OIA databases a technique of chemical-petrographical discriminants 6-7 was
used.
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For the IO database a statistical discriminant
method8 was successfully applied for this selection. The
statistical discriminant method bases on deviation
minimization within each group (altered and fresh) and
maximization of deviation between selected group in
multivariate space of chemical compositions. It was
calculated the canonical discriminant function D=2.02*Th +3.51*U +0.41*TiO2 -0.94*Al2O3 0.97*FeOtotal -3.31363*MnO -0.46*MgO -0.11*CaO 1.22*Na2O +1.47*K2O +2.40*P2O5 +31.98 and respectively standardized discriminant function Dstand.= 1.91*Th +0.85*U +0.18*TiO2 -2.10*Al2O3 0.79*FeOtotal -0.13*MnO -2.28*MgO -0.20*CaO 0.63*Na2O +0.44*K2O +0.21*P2O5 for the samples of
IO tholeitic series; and D= 0.60*Th -1.30*U-0.74*TiO2
+0.05*Al2O3 +0.20*FeOtotal -11.99*MnO -0.15*MgO
-0.44*CaO +0.04*Na2O -2.51*K2O -0.05*P2O5 +9.32
and
Dstand.=1.53*Th
-0.80*U
-0.56*TiO2
+0.10*Al2O3 +0.36*FeOtotal -0.49*MnO -0.54*MgO 0.99*CaO +0.04*Na2O -1.77*K2O-0.06*P2O5 for the
samples of IO alkaline series (Fig. 1-2). Coefficients in
standardized functions show a contribution of the elements in discrimination. As an example, fig. 3-4 show
that H2O content is higher in altered rocks then in fresh
ones.
For geochemical comparisons between unaltered set
of terrestrial oceanic volcanics and Venus rocks we used
discriminant analyses too. First, we found canonical
discriminant roots dividing tholeitic, alkaline, and calcalcaline series: D1 = 0.5237*SiO2 - 0.2172*TiO2 +

1.2515*SiO2 -6.0250*TiO2 -.8935*Al2O3 -.7477*FeOtot .1455*MnO -1.3545*MgO -1.1866*CaO -.4746*K2O
+117.9877 and D2= -2.0475*SiO2 -2.9511*TiO2 2.3987*Al2O3 -1.9076*FeOtot -8.9312*MnO -2.0784*MgO 1.6410*CaO -8.2331*K2O +204.0259 (or standardized
D1stand.= -4.20380*SiO2 -1.76748*TiO2 -1.22605*Al2O3 1.07878*FeOtot
-0.00722*MnO
-2.95498*MgO
1.86630*CaO -0.08216*K2O and D2stand.= -6.87755*SiO2 0.86574*TiO2
-3.29139*Al2O3
-2.75231*FeOtotal
0.44323*MnO
-4.53420*MgO
-2.58102*CaO
1.42516*K2O). Fig. 6 shows that Venera 14 data are

closer to the tholeitic field of MOR.
Comparison of the Venus’ rocks with the terrestrial
volcanics in terms of K, U, and Th contents shows the
Venera 8 data fall within the K2O-U and K2O-Th fields
for IO alkalines (Fig. 7). The Venera 9 material differs
from the IO tholeites because it have too high Th content, but it is close to IO alkaline series field.
The Venera 10, Vega 1 and Vega 2 GRS data fall
within the K2O-U and K2O-Th intersecting fields for
IO tholeites and OIA tholeites. Also Vega 1 and Vega 2
materials are similar to the IO alkaline rocks. But the
Venera 10 material is outside the IO alkaline field having less K. Because there are no signs of plate tectonics
on Venus, no geodynamic analogs of oceanic island arcs
and mid-oceanic ridges, it is most probably the Venera
10, Vega 1 and 2 materials formed in a way similar to
IO (hot-spot) tholeites.
Results: So this work has shown that the application
of the statistical discriminant analyses is very usable in
planetological geochemical analyses. This technique
shows that Venera 14 material chemically resembles
more MOR tholeites. Venera 13, Vega 2, Venera 9 materials resemble more IO alkalines. Venera 10, Vega 1,
Vega 2 GRS analyses resemble more IO tholeites.
Based on these results we could suggest that the main
magmatic processes on Venus show chemical similarities with terrestrial hot-spot magmatism and MOR divergent magmatism (with no plate tectonics).

0.3962*Al2O3
+
0.3285*FeOtotal
-3.7563*MnO
+.3395*MgO +0.4166*CaO -0.9101*K2O-40.7104 and D2= 0.25119*SiO2
0.02785*TiO2
-0.27014*Al2O3
0.01063*FeOtotal + 2.60397*MnO -.19849*MgO .38027*CaO - 1.50547*K2O +23.19388 (or standardized
roots: D1stand.= 2.310926*SiO2 -0.173331*TiO2 +
0.858199*Al2O3 + 0.645778*FeOtotal-0.178392*MnO +
1.066310*MgO + 0.917919*CaO - 0.550599*K2O; D2stand.=
- 1.10838*SiO2 - 0.02223*TiO2 - 0.58517*Al2O3 0.02090*FeOtotal +0.12367*MnO - 0.62335*MgO 0.83795*CaO -0.91081*K2O). Then we put on the diagram
the figurative points for Venus’ rocks. Fig. 5 shows that Ven-

References: [1] Vinogradov et al. (1973) Icarus, 20,253259, [2] Surkov et al. (1976) Kosmich. Issledov., 5, 704-709,
[3] Surkov et al. (1987) Kosmich. Issledov., 5,762-767), [4]
Barsukov et al. (1989). Planet Venus, M.: Nauka-press, 291300. [5] Barsukov et al. (1984) Geokhimia, 12, 1811-1820. [6]
Nikolaeva (1995) Geochem. Intern., 12, 1-11, [7] Nikolaeva
(1997) Geochem. Intern., 35, 424-447. [8] Davis (1986) Statistics and Data Analysis in Geology, 478-491, 621p.

era 14 composition falls within tholeitic field; Venera
13 one, within alkaline field; and Vega 2 one is near the
intersecting of alkaline and tholeitic fields, although
closer to alkaline field. To distinguish between tholeites
of IO, OIA, MOR was found discriminant roots: D1= 16
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ASSESSING THE ABSOLUTE POSITIONAL ACCURACY OF THE CLEMENTINE UVVIS MOSAIC.
A. C. Cook 1, B. Semenov 2, M.S. Robinson3 and, T.R. Watters4, 1School of Computer Science and Information Technology, University of Nottingham, Jubilee Campus, Wollaton Road, Nottingham, NG8 1BB, UK (E-mail:
acc@cs.nott.ac.uk); 2Mail Stop 301-125L, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91109-8099, USA (E-mail: boris.semenov@jpl.nasa.gov); 3Department of Geological Sciences, Northwestern University, 1850 Campus Drive,
Locy Hall 309, Evanston, IL 60208, USA (E-mail: robinson@earth.northwestern.edu); 4Center for Earth & Planetary Studies, National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution, MRC-315, Washington D.C. 20013-7012,
USA (E-mail: twatters@nasm.si.edu).
Introduction: The analysis of the cartographic accuracy of global image mosaics of the Moon is hampered by the lack of reliable control points, especially
beyond the Earth visible limb region, on the farside
[1]. In the case of the Clementine [2] UVVIS 750 nm
base map mosaic [3] we investigated the regional
change in the bore-sighted image center intersections
with the surface (1737.4 km radius sphere assumed),
brought about by the USGS/RAND photogrammetric
control net solution [4]. Original mission JPL/NAIF
[5] archived spacecraft position and camera orientation
data can be used as our starting reference source and
have "presumed" accuracies [6] that may be used to
analyze how reasonable the adjustments made under
the USGS/RAND control net solution appear to be.
Additional techniques for high-lighting the absolute
cartographic accuracy of global image mosaics will be
discussed.
Data: Our available sources of data come from the
USGS/RAND photogrammetric adjustment [4] and
from mission archived data held by NAIF/JPL [5].
Each navigation dataset consists of three components
(kernels) that must be combined to allow the transformation from UVVIS image pixel coordinate bore sight
centers into surface longitude, and latitude:
Planet Rotation. This defines the rotational axis of
the planet, its rotation period, and effectively the
spacecraft orbital plane. JPL/NAIF uses a slightly earlier version of the planet rotation model than was used
by the USGS/RAND. This results in a 0.022 deg difference in pole tilt and when combined with rotation
amounts to a difference between the two systems of
~0.03 deg, or a regional surface positional offsets of up
to ~1 km.
Spacecraft Position. Based upon doppler tracking,
and planet rotation, an orbit is constructed from which
spacecraft XYZ can be determined. Both the USGS
and JPL spacecraft positions agree to ~1 km which
perhaps corresponds to the difference in planet rotation
models. However it is likely that for both datasets the
positional accuracy on the farside, beyond doppler
tracking from Earth, will be worse.
Camera Rotation. The spacecraft camera orientation was determined [6] using the two on-board star
trackers, that provided attitude measurements every 10

seconds, and two sets of gyros used to determine the
spacecraft orientation. The data from the latter were
fed into a Kalman filter on-board running at 20 Hz,
which estimated the orientation. Orientation estimate
quaternions were then sent to Earth in telemetry and
were used unaltered. Some star tracker estimates were
transmitted to Earth for performance analysis but no
process [6] was in place to "recombine" star tracker
stream with the filter-estimated quaternions on the
ground. Early in the mission a few sets of star tracker
alignments were tried, but just one was chosen and
used during the science mapping at Moon [6]. So, there
should not be any inconsistency in the data due to
"switching" the star tracker alignment. The star tracker
accuracy was ~0.03 deg for roll and ~0.01 deg for the
other two axes. We are not aware of any attempts to
improve orientation using maps, control points, or Csmithing, during the mission – however we cannot be
100% sure as documentation for this aspect of the mission is difficult to obtain.
The camera orientations for images used in the
USGS 750 nm image mosaic were found through a
photogrammetric solution forming the largest full
planet control solution ever attempted (~140,000 images). The goal for the resulting 750 nm base map mosaic was that 95% of the Moon (excluding oblique
view areas) was to be mapped to an absolute positional
accuracy of 0.5 km [7]. All image frames were photogrammetrically adjusted so that neighboring frames
registered to within 2 pixels relative accuracy. Of the
control points selected, all were within +/-40 deg in
longitude and latitude of the Moon’s nearside. A fixed
lunar radius of 1737.4 km was used for all but the
Apollo landing site control points.
Method: We compared Clementine UVVIS bore
sighted image centers, derived from mission produced
NAIF archived spacecraft position/camera orientation
data, with image centers derived from the
USGS/RAND photogrammetrically adjusted pointing
(using an assumed lunar radius of 1737.4 km). These
were plotted in different colors in a simple cylindrical
projection of the Moon using an equatorial image scale
of 1 km/pixel. The closely spaced double points show
the positional differences between the two systems and
the offset vector direction.
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Results: Offsets between the two datasets were
typically < 1 km within the USGS/RAND absolute
control net region (enclosed within +/-40 deg E/W and
N/S region on the nearside), worsening up to ~10 km
in the vicinity of the 90W and 90E longitude lines (albeit smaller near the poles), and then reducing to ~1
km towards the center of the farside. The absolute
positional offsets and direction of these differences
varies regionally in a non-random way. The USGS 750
nm base map also shows several km discrepancies in
absolute spatial position with respect to an earlier
"Unified Control Net" – outside the USGS/RAND
control net zone. These differences are being measured
and a comparison will be made with the NAIF archived data.
Alternative Assessment Method: It may be possible to decide which of the two sets of navigation data
is the most reliable for absolute positional accuracy.
This could be achieved by generating a synthetic image, as it would be seen from Earth, or from distant
spacecraft, and then registering and comparing with
available images. The latter should have ideally image
scales of ~1 km/pixel, and be free from ~1 km image
distortions.
Discussion: We cannot say for certain whether the
Clementine UVVIS mosaic has absolute positional
errors in the range of 1-10 km, or whether the accuracy
assumptions about the mission-supplied data (archived
by NAIF) are valid beyond the +/40 deg lon/lat nearside control net area. The two datasets agree to < 1 km
within the above control net zone. Given that the
USGS/RAND control net was constructed using an
assumed radius of 1737.4 km for all control points,
other than the Apollo landing sites, it is likely that the
shear topographic range in topography could give rise
to image scaling errors of 2% on the surface of the
Moon. This scaling effect, combined with the large
number of overlapping small images (~140,000 covering the Moon) may have caused regional positional
offsets in the photogrammetric solution. It is also of
interest to note that no control points from the 1994
Unified Control Net [1] were used outside +/-40 deg
lon/lat of the center of the nearside disk – no explanation of why these were excluded is given, although the
absolute positional accuracy of the unified control net
points on the nearside was quoted as +/-1 km and on
the far side +/- 2km [1].
Another possibility to consider is that although
CCD cameras have effectively a rigid grid of pixels,
experience during the NEAR [8] mission revealed
wanderings in the optical axis center of the MSI camera of up to 15 pixels due to changes of temperature in
the instrument deck. It is possible that a similar effect
could have happened with the Clementine UVVIS

camera. Also temperature effects could potentially
have affected the image center of the two Star Tracker
cameras, and perhaps the angle between the Star
Tracker cameras and the UVVIS camera. It is unlikely
though that this would have contributed to absolute
positional errors exceeding 1 km, else the effect would
have been noticed when comparing images from overlapping orbits taken during the first and second
months.
The implications for errors in a global image mosaic in the range of 1-10 km fortunately should not
effect most planetary geologists because all waveband
and Hi-Res images have been registered to the 750 nm
base map mosaic. Planetary research areas which
might be effected though by absolute positional offsets
in the 1-10 km range (0.03-0.3 deg shift on the surface)
might include: (1) photoclinometry, (2) shadow height
measurements, (3) geodesy, (4) orbit determination, (5)
estimates of permanently shadowed areas at the lunar
poles, (6) hazard avoidance at future mission landing
site, (7) high resolution image targeting by future orbiters.
For future lunar missions it would be desirable to
establish an independent global control net, using large
area (< 1 km/pixel) images taken from an approximately uniform distribution of positions in polar lunar
orbit. Also any future global lunar control nets should
be fully documented, assessed and then published in
detail.
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